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ABSTRACT

The built environment increasingly contributes to improving human health, wellbeing, and performance in measurable, predictable, and tailorable ways. Achieving highperformance environmental systems requires real-time-interactive sensing, monitoring,
actuation, and communication subsystems, as well as real-time interactions of these
environmental systems with their users and other internal and external systems.
Developing theories, constructs, methods, and tools necessary for designing such highperformance, complex, interactive systems is an active area of research.
This dissertation focused on methods and tools for representing the cognitive and
physical affordances of complex, interactive, architectural systems (CIAS). The
Complex, Interactive, Architectural Systems Design Methodology (CIAS-DM) was
proposed as a method and tool for helping designers uncover and document the scope of
proposed CIAS. CIAS-DM was evaluated qualitatively. This project used the design of a
‘smart’ mattress in a patient room ‘smart’ bed/mattress/over-the-bed table ecosystem as
the basis for a series of design cases. Fourteen clinicians participated as subject matter
experts. Four research associates participated as raters. The results of evaluating CIASDM indicate that CIAS-DM is useful for scoping CIAS design challenges. The
contributions of this dissertation are: 1) identifying and characterizing CIAS; 2)
introducing the systems modeling language (SysML) and a cognitive work analysis
(CWA) representational and analytic methods into architecture; 2) mapping constructs
and methods from CWA into SysML; and 3) providing these methods and tools in an
integrated package appropriate for those designing CIAS.
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CHAPTER ONE
RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS

There was a design intent…and then a design problem that stretched
across the spectrum from the understanding of the machine to the final
built object to the logistics…[and] this process, the process that they used
to actually conceptualize this wall was as much of a design problem as the
process that they used to get to this final object. [1].
- Phil Bernstein, Autodesk &Yale School of Architecture
Scientists & designers must be brought in as advisers, to decide why we
build & what to build. This is a much more difﬁcult & controversial
question than how to build. [2, p. 3].
- Sir Ove Arup, Engineer

Figure 1.1: Draughtsman Drawing a Recumbent Woman, Albrecht Dürer (1525) [3]; an
example of a representational system, just as CIAS-DM is a representational system
Overview 1
Stakeholders’2 assessments of the need to build (i.e., why we build), the logistics
of building (i.e., the context within which and constraints under which we build), and the
merits of potential solutions (i.e., what and how we build) are contingent upon how the

1
2

Appendix 1A is a glossary of key definitions and acronyms used in this manuscript.
Stakeholders include: clients, financiers, researchers, designers, fabricators, constructors, and users.

1

needs, logistics, and potential solutions are represented, analyzed, and communicated,
and therefore contingent upon the representational systems 3, methods4, and tools5 used.
This dissertation identifies an emerging subset of architectural design challenges referred
to herein as complex, interactive, architectural systems (CIAS) 6 that require building
designers to incorporate new representational systems, methods, and tools in order to
understand the scope of the design challenge. To address this need, this research
proposed, developed, and evaluated the complex, interactive, architectural systems design
methodology (CIAS-DM), an 8-step project-scoping method with associated tools.
CIAS-DM helps designers map the systems, users, activities, and human-system and
system-system interactions to be accommodated for the CIAS to achieve its intended use.
An example of a CIAS is a complex network of hospital rooms and associated systems,
services, furniture, equipment, and users whose workings and relationships integrated
across multiple systems and dependent upon real-time human-machine, human-human,
and machine-machine interactions. See Figure 1.2 for a representation of a CIAS.
CIAS-DM integrates components of representational systems, methods, and tools
from systems engineering, human factors, and product design, and incorporates them into
an existing building systems scoping method, the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineer’s (ASHRAE), Guideline 0: The
Commissioning Process, Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) and Basis of Design

3

Representational systems: A system of verbal and visual codes used to model and communicate analysis
and design intent of the most significant relationships within a system of interest. [336]
4
Method: A set of steps defining how a task is performed. [30]
5
Tool: An instrument for performing tasks using methods. [30]
6
CIAS are identified, explained, and classified in Chapter 2

2

(BOD) method for helping the client and the designers agree on the scope of work [4].
This scoping method was chosen because it is a current best-practice for scoping complex
building projects that go through the building commissioning process, and is required for
high-performance, sustainable building projects as defined by the US Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating systems [5]. 7
CIAS-DM functions within the OPR/BOD method primarily during the conceptualization
and criteria design phases 8 of Integrated Project Delivery, a current best practice project
development model in architecture for complex facilities [6]. CIAS-DM functions as a
knowledge elicitation and representation aid that helps designers and clients understand
the scope of what systems are essential to a facility’s mission, who uses the systems, how
they use them, why they use them, and what the human, organizational, and systems
performance characteristics need to be and to do for the activities taking place within the
environment to be useful. CIAS-DM represents this knowledge in ways useful to
systems engineers, human factors researchers, human-computer interaction designers,
and programmers, who are essential new collaborators for making complex, interactive
architectural systems function as intended.
Other researchers in architecture have recently identified a need for more
advanced architectural representational systems, methods, and tools [7]. Yet these efforts
focus on modeling traditional building systems’ energy and structural performance, or

7

That LEED requires the OPR/BOD scoping process is relevant since many governments, institutions, and
some corporations, whose facilities tend to be large and complex, require their facilities to be LEED
certified.
8
Conceptualization and criteria design are the first two phases of the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
project development model [6]. CIAS-DM was designed to complement these phases of IPD in
particular.

3

movement of energy and people through space [8]. Conversely, CIAS-DM focuses on
modeling the physical and cognitive affordances and necessary human-machine and
machine-machine interactivity of the environment, its systems, and user tasks typical of
emerging CIAS design challenges.
CIAS-DM was evaluated qualitatively through a series of design cases referred to,
for convenience, as Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases. Series 1 design case
projects comprised three formative 9 project-scoping-and-design conceptualization
activities conducted iteratively by the investigator10 in order to improve CIAS-DM. The
formative design cases focused on hypothetical intelligent/responsive furnishings in a
hospital patient room other than the bed/mattress assembly, (e.g., designing an
intelligent/responsive wheelchair/guerney hybrid meant to improve the independence of
bariatric patients). Series 2 design cases used two summative 11 design case projects, each
analyzed with two different methods, by the investigator and four designer/researcher
raters in order to compare the investigator’s assessments to independent subjective
assessments of the usefulness of CIAS-DM for mapping project scope. The two Series 2
design case projects addressed different roles for a hypothetical assistive mattress in a
hospital patient room. One of the Series 2 design case projects focused on a hospital bed
assistive mattress capable of maintaining a patient’s body in proper alignment (i.e., good
posture), whereas the other Series 2 design case project focused on a hospital bed

9

Formative design cases: Case studies used to iteratively develop, test, and refine the method.
Throughout this dissertation, the author is primarily referred to as, the investigator who conducted the
research. During the summative design cases, with participants, the author is also referred to as the
moderator.
11
Summative design cases: Case studies used to conduct a more extensive and confirmatory evaluation.
10

4

assistive mattress capable of maintaining a patient’s body in a preferred position to
perform activities of daily living while using the over-the-bed table. The Series 3 design
case project was used in a final summative design case addressed by the investigator that
assessed the usefulness of the information model that resulted from the Series 2 design
cases performed by the investigator and raters using CIAS-DM. Fourteen healthcare
clinical and support staff from a regional rehabilitation hospital participated as subject
matter experts and participatory designers at various points in the research.

Figure 1.2: An Example of a CIAS

Structure of Document
Chapter One describes the scope of research, the motivations and illustrative
scenarios that contextualize the research, and presents the research design strategy.
Chapter Two identifies the need for and purpose of CIAS-DM via a four-part comparative

5

literature review. Part 1 surveys literature on the emerging architectural project types
known as intelligent building (IB), interactive architecture (IA), and architectural robotics
(AR). Part 2 compares these emerging architectural project types to similar existing and
emerging complex, interactive industrial project types. Part 3 identifies CIAS as a crosscutting subset of IB, IA, and AR after drawing conclusions from Parts 1 and 2, including
a set of questions, answers, defining characteristics, likely design challenges of CIAS,
and a set of propositions that likely have to be addressed by any representational system,
method, or tool used to design CIAS. Part 4 compares existing architectural design
methods to the methods used by the disciplines that design existing complex, interactive
systems in other fields in order to map the range of strategies used and to look for
common themes and gaps. Chapter 3 reviews the specific representational systems and
methods used to develop CIAS-DM. Chapter Four presents a preparatory study that
identified the hospital bed/mattress assembly as a viable design case for evaluating CIASDM. Chapter Five presents a preparatory activities that elaborated on the uses of the
hospital bed/mattress assembly and the development of the design challenges and
OPR/BOD documents used to evaluate CIAS-DM. Chapter Six presents the results of the
Series 1 formative design cases, i.e., the project scoping and conceptualization activities
used to develop and refine CIAS-DM. Chapter Seven presents the results of the Series 2
summative design cases, i.e., the project scoping activities used to evaluate the usefulness
of CIAS-DM to understand project scope. Chapter Eight presents the results of the Series
3 design case, i.e., the design conceptualization activity used to evaluate the usefulness of
the information model that resulted from the Series 2 design cases presented in Chapter

6

Seven. Chapter Nine presents the final qualitative data analysis assessment of CIAS-DM.
Chapter Ten considers the contributions of this work and states the lessons learned and
future work. Table 1.1 summarizes the chapters.
Summary of Dissertation Chapters
Chapter
Content
Chapter One
Introduction
Chapter Two
Literature Review (identifying CIAS)
Chapter Three
Literature Review (specifying CIAS-DM)
Chapter Four
Preparatory Study (identifying hospital bed mattress design case)
Chapter Five
Preparatory Activities (developing assistive mattress OPRs)
Chapter Six
Series 1 Formative Design Cases
Chapter Seven
Series 2 Summative Design Cases
Chapter Eight
Series 3 Summative Design Case
Chapter Nine
Summary Qualitative Data Analysis
Chapter Ten
Conclusion

Table 1.1: Summary of Dissertation Chapters

Scope of Research
Development of CIAS-DM was in response to an exploratory, comparative
literature review and a seminal question: How should we design complex, interactive,
architectural systems (CIAS)? A survey of literature about emerging architectural
project types known as IB, IA, and AR led to pondering how other design domains
approach the understanding and designing of complex, interactive systems design
challenges. See Figure 1.3. Addressing this question led to a review of several existing
and emerging industrial project types and the existing and emerging methods used to
represent, analyze, and design them. This comparative analysis yielded follow-up

7

questions that organically guided the focus and development of the literature review. 12
Table 1.1 presents the assertions/assumptions, goals, and research propositions that
resulted from the literature review. The literature review also characterized CIAS by
three primary qualities and identified CIAS design challenges, as well as propositions
about methods capable of mapping the systems, users, and uses of CIAS. (See Chapter 2
and Appendices 2A-2C.)
CIAS-DM introduces new representational systems, methods, and tools into the
practice of architecture based upon combining three separate but complementary
representational systems, methods, and tools from systems engineering, human factors,
and product design. For the field of architecture, adapting advances in representational
systems from other knowledge domains is not a new phenomenon. As per Figure 1.1
above, methods for accurate perspective drawing, like those of Albrecht Dürer, were
representational systems which helped artists, scientists, and designers understand their
subjects of study. Perspective drawing methods profoundly influenced architecture
during the Renaissance, enabling designers to more accurately represent, analyze, and
discuss spaces and structures before they were built [9]. Using a representational system,
e.g., Dürer’s grid system for accurate perspective drawing, entails also using specialized
methods and tools. For example, for Dürer, as per Figure 1.1, the tools were the wire
grid, the gridded paper, pen or pencil, and the desktop obelisk. The method required the
artist to look at a still subject through the wire grid from a consistent focal point (the

12

In fact, this research did not start out focusing on representational systems and methods. The organic
evolution of the project due to the literature review led to the focus on representational systems and
methods.
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point of the obelisk) and reproduce the lines and curves and light and shadows present in
each of the gridded squares by drawing the contents in the corresponding gridded squares
on the paper.
Seminal Question
How should we design complex, interactive, architectural systems?
Assertions/Assumptions*
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fundamentally new theories, constructs, methods, processes, and tools are likely required to design
CIAS.
Early prototypes of the required new paradigms may already exist in rudimentary form.
Therefore, progress can be made toward developing better design and analysis instruments by
repurposing, extending, and innovating existing methods and nurturing emerging paradigms.
High-level goals, use cases, and requirements that have been validated and are more complete,
consistent, correct and represented in a universal and extensible way will lead to more appropriate
design solutions.

Goals of Research
1.
2.

The primary goal of this research is to iteratively develop, refine, and evaluate the usefulness of
CIAS-DM constructs, method, and instantiations with respect to the purpose of producing valid,
complete, correct, consistent goals, use cases, and requirements.
The secondary goal of this research is to evaluate the usefulness of the CIAS-DM model with respect
to traceability, prototyping, views, and other capabilities of SysML through criteria design.

Propositions of Research
P0. CIAS-DM is not useful with respect to scoping CIAS design challenges.
P1. The primary proposition of this research is that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to the purpose of
validating use cases, goals, and requirements during pre-design services (architectural pre-design
/programming phase).
P2. The secondary proposition is that the means of representation and analysis of CIAS-DM (especially in
that it is instantiated through SysML) will continue to evolve with the design throughout criteria
design and facilitate completeness, correctness, consistency, validity, and traceability throughout
the design and analysis processes and that this is also useful.
*These assumptions are consistent with assumptions in fields with similar emerging project types, such as
cyber-physical systems (CPS) e.g. [10], socio-technical systems (STS) e.g. [11], ultra-large scale systems
(ULS) e.g. [12], multi-scale systems (MSS) e.g. [13], and complex, large-scale, interactive, open systems
(CLIOS) e.g. [14].

Table 1.2: Summary of Seminal Question, Assumptions, Propositions, and Goals of the
Research
In keeping with this tradition, CIAS-DM specifies a method and an associated
tool that affords a new representational system for designers of CIAS. CIAS-DM’s 8step method is paired with a SysML-compliant software tool, three new SysML
diagrams, and a sketching tool in order to capture knowledge about the use of CIAS
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during project conceptualization. CIAS-DM incorporates methods, constructs, and tools
from systems engineering (representation, constructs, organization, traceability of data);
from human factors (data representation and analysis developed in response to the
ergonomic and cognitive dimensions of complex human-machine tasks and interactions);
and design (reflective practice and sketching/prototyping activities). 13 The purpose of
incorporating methods and tools from systems engineering, human factors, and product
design into CIAS-DM is to: 1) bring CIAS discourse and methods in line with the
discourses and methods of our new collaborators (e.g., systems engineers, computer
scientists, human factors psychologists, etc.) but in a way fitted to architectural project
development; 2) gather, analyze, and represent client needs in a more rigorous way,
consistent with the ways our new collaborators develop an understanding of needs, so
that said needs become a shared resource and catalyst for collaboration; 3) ground the
development of buildings and building interfaces in industry-best practices for the
development of user-centered complex systems; and 4) be able to more seamlessly
exchange system modeling data with our new collaborators. There are currently no
equivalent representational systems, methods, or tools in architecture that map and
decompose the structure and uses of complex, interactive environmental design
challenges. There are also no methods or tools in systems engineering that provide the
functionality provided by the three diagrams adapted from human factors. Lastly, while
human factors researchers are beginning to incorporate model-based approaches, they do
not do so using design methods as part of the analysis, as CIAS-DM does.

13

See Figure 1.3, Figure 2.1, Chapter 3 and Appendix 2A-2C, 3A-3B.
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The research design used to develop and assess CIAS-DM is a mixed methods,
primarily qualitative design, based upon the Validation Square research design method
[15] and Peffers' and Hevner's design science research methods (DSRMs) [16], [17].
These research design methodologies are used to refine and evaluate design theories,
constructs, methods, and tools [18]. Both research design methods use design cases to
develop the research. This dissertation research used the design of intelligent/responsive
furniture as part of a 'smart' hospital bed/mattress/over-the-bed table ecosystem as the
basis for multiple design cases. This project’s design cases are complementary to the
Assistive Robotic Table (ART) research project (NSF # IIS-1116075) conducted by the
Institute for Intelligent Materials, Systems, and Environments at Clemson University 14
and the Roger C. Peace Rehabilitation Hospital. 15

Figure 1.3: Process diagram: development, refinement, and evaluation of CIAS-DM
project

14
15

www.cu-imse.org
www.ghs.org/rcp
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Motivation
CIAS-DM focuses on understanding, representing, and analyzing the design
opportunities and challenges of a CIAS project. The way a design challenge is
understood, represented, analyzed, and communicated during early conceptual design
often dominates the way in which it is understood and engaged by other disciplines
whose work comes later in the process. Historically, such project definition is the job of
the architect because most other consultants need to know the location, orientation, size,
shape, purpose, and organization of the building in order to design their systems. Thus,
the most significant opportunities for impacting the success of an architectural project
occur early in project development, when the architect plays a very large role in
determining the scope of a building’s uses, features, and functions.
As a segue into the research and in order to convey a sense of what complexity in
a CIAS entails, two hypothetical project scoping scenarios are offered, one ideal and one
typical. Each uses the example of designing a prototype ‘smart’ residence in an assisted
living facility to illustrate the aspects of complex design projects that are of concern to
this research. These concerns include: (1) collecting, (2) representing, (3) analyzing, (4)
communicating and tracking complex program requirements, (5) prioritizing work, (6)
identifying platforms and interfaces early in the design process and tracking throughout,
(7) ensuring that the right consultants and contractors are involved in the design and
construction processes as early as possible, and (8) ensuring high quality, robust design of
complex, interactive, architectural systems. The first “Ideal Scenario,” which will never
happen, entails a first-order complexity, in which the complexity and challenges only
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reside in the execution of detailed design and construction. The second “Typical
Scenario” entails resource constraints and limited access to information. It represents a
second order of complexity in which the additional challenges of understanding,
representing, analyzing, and communicating the project are complex and poorly defined.

Scenario 1: “Ideal Scenario” of Designing CIAS
A client approaches an architect about designing a CIAS (e.g., a ‘smart’ resident’s
room) for an assisted living facility. The architect agrees to a meeting and assembles a
team of collaborators to participate. In the room are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

an architect specializing in CIAS design
computer and electrical engineers specializing in sensor networks, robotics,
computer vision, and gesture recognition
software engineers and computer scientists specializing in artificial intelligence
and database design
a network technology consultant
a product designer specializing in human-computer interaction
a human factors psychologist specializing in the design of complex systems
a mechanical engineer specializing in robotics
a systems engineer
administrators and peer-selected staff representatives from a regional hospital’s
assisted living facility
representatives from clinical, administrative, and support staff groups, including a
physician, nurse, therapists, assistants, caregivers, procurement, legal, a patient,
and maintenance personnel
a general contractor and representatives from the major fabricators who will be
involved in producing the prototype
mechanical, electrical, plumbing, civil, and structural engineers
a commissioning agent, who will track the project throughout and verify that all
systems are installed and work as intended, and that training and documentation
to maintain the systems is completed
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The hospital administrators and staff representatives outline what they require the
‘smart’ resident’s room to be and to do. They provide a cogent and grounded big-picture
concept that immediately crystalizes the design intent for all present, and identify basic
needs, which if violated will render the ‘smart’ resident’s room unusable. They identify
value-added propositions that will significantly increase the room's usefulness, reduce
time to complete tasks, result in less errors and injuries, improve patient care, improve
job satisfaction, improve patient satisfaction, improve organizational dynamics, and
increase profitability – and they prioritize the goals and requirements they most want
addressed. They also identify possible game-changing tasks, applications, and uses that,
if achieved, would fundamentally alter the quality of life, work, and the business model
of the assisted living facility, their patients, their staff, and how the industry operates.
The client knows that what is described is possible and will succeed because the
client hired outside human factors experts, organizational psychologists, operations
analysts, systems engineers, architects, product designers, software developers, and
various other engineers and consultants to thoroughly review staff preferences, likes,
dislikes, needs, wants, and attitudes; to audit the business model and the organizational
dynamics; to benchmark against sister facilities in other similar markets nationally; and to
conduct exhaustive market research. The administrators also paid the consultants to
cross-reference the identified requirements with the stated design goals and refine the
design goals and cull the requirements to just those achievable requirements that directly
relate to the design goals. In addition, the administrators, staff, and patients all reviewed
the data and determined that they all understand it and agree with it.
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The administrators give the design team unlimited access to the existing facility,
staff, patients, and the consulting team that identified the requirements. The design team
is free to investigate the facility whenever they like, shadow clinicians and staff as
needed, ask questions, conduct surveys, interviews, focus groups, and brainstorming
sessions with anyone willing to participate ---and everyone cheerfully, openly, and
productively participates. The project timeline is negotiable, but likely six months longer
than the design team feels will be necessary, and the anticipated budget and fees are 30%
more than the design team estimates are required in the worst case scenario.
The formal challenge is to design assistive home appliances, furniture, lighting
(daylight controls and artificial lighting) and an “interaction wall” as an integrated suite
of products as part of a prototype plug-and-play 'Smart’ Resident's Room (patient ‘dorm’
room) to be tested at the assisted living facility in a longitudinal mixed methods study. If
successful, the plug-and-play room will be deployed to an entire facility for trial testing
as a network of units. If successful in the facility-scale trial, it will be manufactured and
sold to facilities around the country as an assistive care platform that improves care,
employee performance, and profitability while reducing the burden on care givers.
Meeting this design goal will serve a crucial need. Given the logistics of population
decline and the greying populations in North America, Europe, parts of Asia, and parts of
South America, there are not now and will not ever be enough caregivers to adequately
care for our aging population [19]. The hospital administrators are prepared to evenly
share intellectual property rights with the design team. Financing is not a problem.
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After the hospital administrators and staff present their design challenge and the
requirements, the entire design team discusses the project, what each will need of the
others, a timeline, allocation of responsibilities, allocation of fee, allocation of personhours, how to collaborate, which design team constituents will assume which risks, and
the chain of command. As they discuss, they freely ask the hospital representatives
questions to clarify scope, requirements, and goals. The hospital representatives answer
clearly, thoroughly, and without ambiguity. Everyone speaks the same language, using the
same mental constructs and vocabularies, so there is no miscommunication. While
discussing the project, the design team realizes that all of the technology, methods, and
resources needed to complete the design are known and readily available. They also
realize that they have people trained and proficient in the appropriate areas of expertise,
software, fabrication, tools, and management. The tools they employ facilitate crossdisciplinary collaboration, so there will be no data exchange/loss/redundancy issues.
There are no questions or loose ends, and the entire design team agrees on the scope of
work, allocation of responsibility, fee, credit, and how to develop the project. All
potential system platforms and interfaces are intuitively obvious to all, so there will be no
integration issues resulting from mis-identified platforms and interfaces. The design team
presents their combined, well-reasoned, inclusive proposal to the owners. Everyone signs
contracts, and the consultants and fabricators receive advance payment to start the work.
In this ideal case, the design team can have confidence that the intended use of the
use cases, scope of work, and requirements for the proposed CIAS project are wellunderstood, thorough, valid across a range of user groups, and include only essential,
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goal-oriented requirements. The design team can also be confident that they will be able
to access answers for any questions which arise, that resources are plentiful, that
collaboration is strong and equitable, and that interfaces and platforms are understood
ahead of time. The design team is free to design without exigencies interfering. Bigpicture issues that consume their focus include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

defining what components of the room and within the room are the most
promising candidates for automation;
verifying which components of the room, room systems, or interfaces may
become platform items which anchor the stability of the overall system;
documenting occupants’ activities within residents’ rooms and what they use;
developing the formal characteristics of the space with respect to affordances,
cues, and visibility, as well as health, safety, and egress;
clarifying what information about occupants can and cannot be sensed and how;
determining the extent and sophistication of understanding and decision- making
software the room intelligence should have and can have;
specifying the purpose and type of systems that will be used in the room;
identifying the user interfaces and determining how they operate, look, and feel;
scoping the data storage, infrastructure, and security systems;
brainstorming how they can address these challenges so that the ‘smart’ resident’s
room is useful to all users and the organization sponsoring the work;
planning how they can build flexibility and adaptability into the system; and
envisioning how to make the system useful in the long-term, given that much of
the use of the facility will play out after the current program is no longer in use.

Technical issues include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

the myriad of technical details that must be worked out for each sub-system;
the integration across all sub-systems for both hardware and software;
the tailoring of the system to be a quality, reliable system, well-attuned to the
activities taking place within the room;
the capacity to run concurrently in real-time with no errors, exchanging data both
synchronously and asynchronously, without incident across several tightly
coupled sub-systems simultaneously;
the development of the kinematics and/or dynamics for any mechatronics or
assistive robotics built into the room; and
the capacity to learn each occupant's and staff's tendencies and tailoring the
experience of the system to each over time in order to form symbiotic humansystem relationships that create synergies which reduce degrees of freedom of the
overall human-machine system and thereby increase system robustness.
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Even in this idyllic case, the design challenges involved with designing CIAS will
be substantial. The number of systems, sub-systems, and components which interact in
real-time with each other and with patients and staff means that there is a tremendous
amount of integration, fault tolerance, and robustness required for the system to work
properly. Addressing these technical concerns needs to be tightly coupled with the
design, layout, and functioning of the space. In addition, the activities that the systems
accommodate will vary as staff, patients, care methods, and standards, and the technology
of various systems’ components change. Thus, the systems must be modularized and the
interfaces identified and developed. The interfaces will support the following types of
interactions: hardware-to-hardware, hardware-to-software, hardware-to-human, softwareto-software, human-to-human, and software-to-human. There is also the question of the
quality of the existing facility's infrastructure and information technologies, and how the
new plug-and-play room will integrate with the existing systems.
Despite the idyllic project conditions, the challenges are still substantial. But this
ideal scenario is completely unrealistic. The time, money, and resources to thoroughly
investigate prior to design development are never available. Now imagine that the client,
program requirements, and logistics of the design challenge are not idea...

Scenario 2: The “Probable Scenario” for Designing CIAS
A client approaches an architect about designing a 'smart' residential room for an
assisted living facility. The architect is not sure what a ‘smart’ resident’s room is, but is
intrigued by the idea, and knows that clients increasingly expect architects to know how
to design ‘smart’ environments. The architect has enough experience with complex
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projects that he/she feels comfortable moving into this domain. The architect agrees to a
meeting and wants a team of collaborators to participate in the meeting, but there is no
fee to cover their expenses. In addition, potential collaborators, while interested, are not
sure what this may demand of them or what kind of risk it will entail, and do not want to
spend uncompensated time finding out. The architect goes to the meeting alone and
meets with a single, senior hospital administrator.
The hospital administrator conveys an idea that was discussed at a meeting among
hospital administrators about staying competitive and differentiating their assisted living
services and facilities in the market. It is not the administrator's domain of expertise, but
being a senior person, conveying this discussion to the architect is within his/her purview.
In summary, the hospital wants to explore making 'smart' assisted living facility patient
rooms because of the shortage of skilled caregivers, which has been identified as a longterm problem. Given industry connections maintained by the hospital, the executives
believe they can get a sizable grant to develop this 'smart' room. The hospital would like
help from the architect in scoping the project for this plug-and-play patient room,
assembling a design team, developing the prototype, and commercializing it.
The architect asks for access to the staff, administrators, patients, and facilities in
order to develop the program requirements, as well as an advance on the fee to bring on
additional consultants. The administrator can allow access to the facility for one full
week, but access to staff will be limited to two days in aggregate, and there can be no
access to patients. The administrator also warns that this is a sensitive topic because of
cuts elsewhere in the hospital’s budget that affect staffing, maintenance, and pay; so the
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architect is limited in how the project can be discussed with staff who are interviewed. In
addition, the administrative team will vet all questions prior to the architect interacting
with staff, and the architect must stick to the script. The administrator can pay for less
than a quarter of the requested fee necessary to bring in the additional consultants up
front. Additional fees will not be dispersed until there is a program in place, a contract
for the project, and a grant awarded. The administrator lets the architect know that grant
funds may not be available for one to two years, if awarded, but that the hospital wants to
get started immediately and use the preliminary research in the grant application to
strengthen the application. This means that the architect can bring on one or two
consultants, at most, to share the job of determining what the project should be. The
architect asks some questions, but the administrator does not have any answers.
When the architect returns to his/her office, he/she has a conference call with the
five consultants who may be brought on-board to start developing the program: a premanufactured building company’s lead design engineer, a general contractor, a systems
engineer, a human factors psychologist, and a software developer. The architect asks if
they would be willing to accept a reduced fee so they can have this skeleton crew of
consultants. In their discussions, they realize that they all speak very different consulting
languages using very different constructs, that working with the reduced fee means they
can only dedicate a fraction of the time to scoping the project that they think it requires,
that their tools are not compatible, and that exchanging information will be problematic,
resulting in much time spent duplicating information – which increases the likelihood of
errors and miscommunication, thereby increasing risk.
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In this typical case, all of the formidable technical challenges remain, but
additional challenges exist as well. The true scope of the project is not known. It is
unclear where the opportunities will be. The requirements are unclear. Who the relevant
stakeholders are and what their concerns are is unclear. Which information will be of
value is not clear, so it will be difficult for designers to know where to focus their efforts.
What information will be required further along in the process by other consultants is also
unclear. In addition, access and resources to gain this information will be limited. Lastly,
it will be difficult to share information, and they will have to be vigilant against
miscommunication as a result of speaking different professional languages. These
additional challenges significantly complicate what was already a daunting design
challenge. Now the architect must be concerned not only with whether or not the design
will be well-executed and well-integrated but also whether it will address the right needs
at all and whether or not the goal is even achievable.

A Comparison of the Scenarios
These two scenarios highlight six causes of why designing CIAS is so difficult for
today’s environmental designers: (1) typically, realistic use cases and needs are not
understood at the project’s start; (2) the ethics, obligations, and restrictions of engaging
certain populations are unclear; (3) the association of requirements to goals, use cases,
and actors for CIASs are poorly understood, represented, and communicated; (4) much of
the technical challenge of creating high performance, useful CIAS entails software
integration, platform development, and interface design issues; (5) the degrees of
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freedom of the design space; and (6) resources and access for carrying out the work are
often inadequate. CIAS-DM addresses (1), (3), (4), and (5).
At this time, the architect’s role in designing CIAS is being defined. To this point,
architects have not played a substantial role in how digital technology supporting human
activities is integrated into the environment. Currently, architects tend to design
traditional boxes. Currently, the uses of digital technology within the built environment,
as well as any intelligence/responsiveness/interaction, is built into the environment after
the fact by other designers, engineers, and scientists. The architect doesn’t know what the
CIAS will be or do and the systems developers do not know what the architect intended
when the space was designed. And yet knowledge about the uses and technology
implemented in CIAS is increasingly essential in order to understand the spaces, services,
and activities at the start of the design process and to determine what characteristics best
support their functionality.
In the coming decades, CIAS will define our experience of and operationalization
of the built environment. CIASs will no longer be a distinct sub-domain of architecture
but will be a part of standard practice. Neither architectural education nor existing or
emerging models of practice are preparing architects for CIAS design challenges. At
present, architects, researchers, and other environmental designers are poorly positioned
to participate in the trajectory of how such projects will develop and how methods, tools,
and standards develop as well. This is a particularly egregious missed opportunity for
architects because of their position as the primary drivers of defining projects with the
owner’s representative at the start of projects.
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Research Design and Validation Method
There are three methods discussed in this dissertation: 1) the research design
method, 2) CIAS-DM, the proposed design method being evaluated, and 3) the
requirements-elicitation design method used in preparation for the design cases. The
latter two methods will be described respectively in “Chapter Three: Origins of CIASDM: Augmenting Architectural Design Methods,” and, “Chapter Five: Refocusing on
the Mattress as Design Case.” The first method, the research design method, is a
(primarily qualitative) mixed methods design using multiple design cases. The details of
how the design cases are structured and what is evaluated are guided by the Validation
Square [15] research design method as well as Peffers’ and Hevner's design science
research design methods (DSRM) [16], [17]. Figure 1.4 provides an overview of how
these research design methods interrelate. The Validation Square research design method
assesses the usefulness of (CIAS-DM) with respect to the purpose of providing complete,
correct, consistent, valid goals, use cases, and requirements, as well as providing said
constructs within a representational schema that affords traceability, views, evaluation,
extensibility, and collaboration throughout the design process (See Figure 1.5). The
DSRM also deals with the complexities and idiosyncrasies of designing and evaluating
design constructs, models, methods, tools, and instantiations. The DSRM entails
developing a better way to accomplish an objective by proposing, iterating, refining, and
evaluating a construct, model, method, tool, or instantiation through design cases [16]
(See Figure 1.6).
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The reason the investigator mixed these two research design methods is that
Peffers' and Hevner's approaches were useful for structuring the details of the iterative
design cases, whereas the Validation Square provided the overall framework that focused
the question-asking that led to the development of CIAS-DM. In addition, the Validation
Square provided the validation criteria (usefulness with respect to a purpose). The
Validation Square and Peffers’ Design Science Research Method (DSRM) have the
following in common. They are grounded in an interpretivist epistemology [15]; are used
for developing “...constructs, models, methods, tools, and instantiations” [20, p. 6] related
to designing complex systems; rely primarily on design cases for development and
evaluation of artifacts; and follow similar research design protocols [15], [16], [17].

Figure 1.4: Overview: research design mixed method used to develop CIAS-DM
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As noted above, design cases are an integral part of the Validation Square and the
DSRM. In contrast to the relative newness of the Validation Square or DSRM research
design methods, design cases, particularly as described by Yin, are well-established,
canonical methods of research. Case studies, according to Yin [21], are most appropriate
for addressing how/why research questions, particularly when there are a large number of
independent or dependent variables, or when the experimenter does not have adequate
control over the context and treatments to permit an experimental or quasi-experimental
design. In deference to Yin, the concept of triangulation is at the core of this research,
both with respect to the formal research design for assessing CIAS-DM, and also with
respect to the generation of the ideas and questions that form the basis for the theoretical
portion of this work (which is used to establish the purpose of this method). Specifically,
triangulation anchors the theoretical portion of this work in two ways: 1) triangulation
between the examined relevant domains of literature concerned with complex, interactive
systems design challenges led to the identification of CIAS as an area of interest and to a
parsimonious method by focusing on the common challenges, needs, and strategies
between the various domains; 2) triangulation by relating findings with respect to this
CIAS domain of inquiry to other architecture-related domains. This latter, ‘big-picture’
triangulation increases the likelihood that the usefulness of CIAS-DM will have
external validity. For a full treatment of Yin’s influence on this dissertation, see
Appendix 1D.
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Figure 1.5: Research design overview, the Validation Square [15]
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Figure 1.6: Structure of method and tool development and evaluation based upon
Peffers’ Design Science Research Method [16].
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: NEW ARCHITECTURAL DOMAINS

This literature review identified a cross-cutting subset of intelligent buildings
(IB), interactive architecture (IA), and architectural robotics (AR) referred to as complex,
interactive architectural systems (CIAS, for convenience), that are of particular interest
because the complexity and interactivity that they entail presents unique design
challenges. Part 1 of Chapter 2 reviews the emerging architectural project types of IB,
IA, and AR. In Part 2, IB, IA, and AR were compared to existing and emerging industrial
project types that share characteristics with IB, IA, and AR. In Part 3, the characteristics
and challenges of CIAS are identified and CIAS are classified as a subset of cyberphysical systems (CPS) and socio-technical systems (STS), and sharing characteristics of
ultra-large-scale systems (ULS). Once classified thusly, the nature of CIAS is assessed
based upon the challenges, opportunities, and gaps of the emerging industrial project
types (CPS and STS) comprising the classes to which CIAS belong. Part 4 reviews
existing architectural design methods and tools, as well as those from other domains, and
identifies a need for methods and tools for designing CIAS. See Figure 2.1 for an
overview of the literature review and project development.

Part 1: Emerging Architectural Project Domains: Intelligent Buildings, Interactive
Architecture, and Architectural Robotics
The design of AR involves the incorporation of sensing, decision-making and
actuated response technologies into the built environment to make the physical
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architecture responsive (to “move mass”) to human needs [22]. This emerging sub-field
is related to similar efforts that go by several names, including Interactive Architecture
(IA) [23], [24], [25], kinetic architecture [26], soft architecture machines [27],
Robotecture [28], Hyper Bodies and Protospaces [29], [30], and intelligent buildings (IB)
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39].

Figure 2.1: Process diagram: development of CIAS-DM method and tool
A useful way to conceive of the relationship of IB, IA, and AR, is that IA is a
subset of IB and AR is a subset of IA. See Figures 2.2, 2.6, and 2.7. Whereas, IB
includes all building sensing, decision making, and automation systems [39], IA focuses
on the subset of IB that includes some type of direct, regular interactivity with building
occupants or changing environmental conditions [23]. For instance, IB may include a
control system for an automated water pump with which occupants never interact. When
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a maintenance person does occasionally interact with the system, the human input may be
a simple lever, dial, or keypad controlling a very basic and fixed set of behaviors preprogrammed into the system. Conversely, IA might entail mood lighting, music, or
displays in a restaurant that react interactively and dynamically to occupant behavior.
AR, as a subset of IA, focuses on transformation of the physical forms within the
environment in response to changing environmental conditions or occupant activities.

Figure 2.2: The relationship between Intelligent Buildings, Interactive Architecture, and
Architectural Robotics
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Though IB has been evolving steadily for several decades, IA and AR have only
become realizable in the last couple of decades, as creating complex systems that include
real-time data processing and user interaction are becoming standard aspects of building
occupancy. Thus far in the evolution of IA, changing lighting, graphical displays, and
sounds are the most common ways to add interactivity to architecture [23]. Responsive
water features have also been created [114]. With respect to AR, there are fewer
buildings that successfully modulate space and/or form in relation to environmental or
human interaction, but they do exist. An example of AR is Nouvel’s Institut du Monde
Arab [40] (Figure 2.3), that has shutters that automatically open and close to regulate
views and solar heat gain, Green, Walker, Gugerty, and Witte’s AWE Wall [41], an
adaptive workstation partition that assumes different configurations to support different
tasks (Figure 2.4). Oosterhuis' iWeb Pavilion project [42] is an adaptive collaboration
and meeting space, with hinged, mechanized exterior panels that open (Figure 2.5). On
the inside, this meeting space features advanced audio-visual equipment and adaptive
surfaces for rapidly prototyping possible spaces, which Oosterhuis refers to as
Protospacing. He also has several other notable Hyperbody projects [24], [25], [29], [30].
Additional AR projects include Sterk’s tensegrity structures [43], [44], the
WhoWhatWhenAir Tower [45], Ratti’s Water Pavilion [46], the dECOi wall [47], and
Hoberman’s Emergent Surface [48]. The following paragraphs provide an overview of
the context within which and history from which IB, IA, and AR developed.
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Figure 2.3: The façade of the Institut du Monde Arab 16

Figure 2.4: The AWE Wall 17
IB, IA, and AR environments have their roots in the aspirations of Modernist
architects' visions of intelligent, responsive architectures of the future, including those of
Le Corbusier [49], Archigram [50], SuperStudio [51], Cedric Price [52], Gordon Pask
[53], Nicholas Negroponte [27], William Mitchell [54], [55], and many others.

16
17

Façade shutters shown open and closed, regulate views, daylighting, and solar heat gain.
The AWE Wall’s form and systems adapt to the users’ tasks.
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LeCorbusier put into words the aspirations of a generation of architects during the early
twentieth century. At that time, architects were beginning to see architecture as 'machines
for living' [49]. The forms of machines expressed their rational organization and
construction and embodied effectiveness and efficiency, not only because of how the
objects themselves performed but also because of the socio-technical means of mass
production which created them.

Figure 2.5: The iWEB Pavilion 18
Archigram, SuperStudio, and Cedric Price were mid-century, post-war architects
or architects’ collaboratives that re-envisioned people’s relationships to occupied space.

18

The iWEB Pavilion (a) opens using hinges (b) and hydraulics (c) with internal spaces that are also
transformable.
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They put forth visions of transformative spaces and forms that understood the human
context and activities taking place within the building and adapted responsively.
However, these projects were almost exclusively theoretical and conceptual, and the few
built projects (other than the conceptual) did not involve sensing, intelligence, or actuated
response. Rather, these projects had just enough modularity and reconfigurability that the
occupants could rearrange the buildings manually [52].
Kinetic architecture is a precursor to both IA and AR. It refers to efforts spanning
the late 60’s (writing on kinetic architecture by Zuk [26]) to the late 90’s (Kinetic Design
Group (KDG) within the School of Architecture, MIT [56]) of adding mechanical
features with kinematics and limited actuation as integral to the design aesthetic of
buildings. For instance, kinetic architecture may include a novel, mechanically actuated
door or gate or building envelope shading system. The controls would be very simple
positive feedback systems – or perhaps, at most, incorporating some very basic negative
feedback system; but no sensor network integration, decision making, artificial
intelligence, or other advanced data management or controls subsystems would be part of
the design. Such integration, at that time, would have required an advanced
understanding of electrical engineering and computer science, as well as use of expensive
computational capacity, sensing, and actuation components.
Soft architecture machines is a term authored by Nicholas Negroponte to describe
efforts in the 60’s and 70’s to build intelligence and responsiveness into architecture [27].
It is a precursor to ‘smart’ buildings. Negroponte’s vision addressed ways in which
incorporation of information layers and communication between buildings and occupants
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could best serve the occupants and society in general. Through a series of exercises and
essays, Negroponte, in collaboration with Gordon Pask and colleagues, considered the
potential of architecture with an integral intelligence layer and some capacity to interact
with occupants, often through displays or arrays of lights. Negroponte brought a
computer science perspective to the discourse, whereas Pask introduced cybernetics and
systems theory to the discourse, as well as performing early experiments that explored
instantiating what he termed “conversation theory” (looking at the interaction of people,
logical systems and physical systems with respect to information sent, received, and
processed as critical to understanding the overall system of systems) in physical form
[53], [57]. Pask was in a position to see (in the aspirations of architects such as Price)
ways in which architects were already performing as systems engineers. He explored the
value of the architects’ systems thinking perspectives for engineering as well as theorized
about ways in which conversation theory could be used to make architecture a more
information-rich and responsive interface with which occupants could engage [27], [57].
Pask’s work was continued by John Frazer at the Architectural Association, London,
throughout the 80’s and 90’s, at a time when accomplishing such work entailed acquiring
a working knowledge of electrical engineering [58]. At the same time, Bill Mitchell
brought the logic and notation of computer science into architectural discourse and
augmented architectural design methods with said logic and method [54].
Robotecture is a term used to describe kinetic architecture when some level of
decision-making and responsiveness is added [28]. Robotecture was coined by one of the
founders of the Kinetic Design Group, Michael A. Fox [56]. Robotecture is the name of
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the first website to aggregate information about kinetic architecture and IA. It played a
foundational role in aggregating information about kinetic and robotic explorations
related to architecture and buildings from the 1960’s through the early 2000’s and for
establishing the concept of a robotically-augmented architecture.
Hyperbody is a term authored by Kaz Oosterhuis at the Faculty of Architecture,
Technical University, Delft, which describes physically transformative architecture in
response to robust sense data and system intelligence [24], [25], and is very similar in
concept to AR. Beginning in the 1990’s and continuing at present, Oosterhuis creates
full-scale working projects: including shelters, walls, and other surface membranes that
physically respond to sense data about environmental conditions or the behavior of
occupants. In addition, since the late 1990’s, Oosterhuis has put forth a series of
provocative, avant-garde publications describing the theory, intent, and potential of his
Hyperbodies [24], [25], [29], [30]. His work incorporates methods and tools from the
gaming industry, computer science, electrical and computer engineering, and mechanical
engineering. Oosterhuis’ projects are often fanciful, visionary, installation-art projects
that explore a very singular architectural design philosophy in their creation.
Recent AR research by Green, Walker, Brooks and collaborators addressed areas
of concern that included disaster relief, aging in place (amid other healthcare design
challenges), interactive monuments, interactive educational technologies and interactive
workspaces [22], [41], [59]. These projects differed from those listed above in that these
addressed ‘mission critical’ applications in healthcare, education, and industry.
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Conversely, the previously described projects were more conceptual and often functioned
as installation art or visions of possible futures.
Until recently, the prospects of realizing working prototypes of IB, IA, and AR
were quite low. The cost and complexity of the required computational hardware and
software and the expertise required to integrate systems were not realizable for
architectural exploration, other than a very few experiments conducted between the late
1950's and mid 1990's [58], [24], [25]. The economics, power and accessibility of the
requisite hardware, software and expertise began to shift rapidly in favor of exploring IB,
IA, and AR environments by the late 1990's. In addition, conceptual frameworks from
computer science and electrical and computer engineering emerged that are symbiotic
with the aims of IB, IA, and AR specifically and industrial and architectural design more
generally [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68]. Specifically, low-cost, easyto-learn prototyping platforms such as Arduino, as well as low-cost sensors and actuators,
made prototyping IB, IA, AR logistically feasible. At the same time, the proliferation of
easy 3D modeling, rendering, animation, and simulation tools meant that concepts could
be worked out in 3D modeling and simulation very quickly (minutes to hours). This
further enhanced designers’ abilities to explore many ideas in depth and develop physical
prototypes having already worked through likely major issues before having even
procured materials [69], [70].
At the same time, the theoretical and built research projects of Weiser and Ishii
were bridging computer science, network design, and product design. Weiser, in
collaboration with John Seely Brown, introduced the concepts of ubiquitous computing
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and calm technology to describe networked, 'smart', assistive devices that are aware of
what users are doing and what they need, but that remain quietly in the background until
called upon for use [63], [66]. By “waiting in the wings” until summoned forth for use,
such calm technologies could reduce the possibility of stimulation overload by too many
devices competing for a user's attention. A seminal project used to demonstrate their
ideas was the tabs, pads, and boards prototypes [63], [66]. Similarly, Ishii introduced the
concept of tangible computing to describe technologies in which the computer moves out
of the box and the interface moves out of the monitor, keyboard, and mouse, so that
users, just by engaging their physical world, can marshal their computing power through
action. Ishii also developed working prototypes of devices and environments embodying
his vision, including the animated worktop, which added architectural dimensions to the
development of sensing, network design and product design [60], [61], [62], [63], [64],
[65], [66], [67]. As a result, by the early 2000's, the conditions were right to foster rapid
and vigorous development of this area of expertise both more generally and specifically
with respect to architecture.
A seminal event in the foundation of AR was the Archibots Workshop, a NSFfunded workshop at the UbiComp, 2009 International Conference on Ubiquitous
Computing [71]. The key contribution of the Archibots Workshop was to identify
opportunities, challenges, and likely trajectories for the development of AR. Key
takeaways from the workshop included:
1.

architectural robotics' functionality should be human-centered;

2.

architectural robotics should be sociable and engage the emerging field of
sociable robotics;
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3.

there should be a particular focus on the feel of the interaction between human
and system so that interfaces, whether visual, physical, tactile, aural, or gestural,
convey useful information and their intentions in comfortable and convenient
ways for users;

4.

AR need not be restricted to humanoid robots but can distribute robotic
components throughout the environment;

5.

ensuring health, human safety, and extending users' independence are key
missions for AR;

6.

the robotics may not be the environment per se, but rather the automated tools, or
even autonomous robot agents used to create the environment;

7.

social and institutional change will accompany any such shift, and it may be that
other social, architectural, and design-related agendas are more pressing;

8.

a question about how AR will be incorporated (new pre-manufacturer plug-andplay robotic rooms, or conversely, sensing, intelligence, and automation built into
existing site-built bespoke systems).
In addition, Kapadia et al. [59] noted key design challenges they encountered

when designing AR. As architects work with new collaborators, there is a fundamental
lack of understanding that can occur because different professionals speak different
professional languages; use different concepts, methods, and tools; and sometimes use
the same words to mean different things. Close collaboration is key in order to design an
architectural robotic system, as no one person can completely embody all of the technical
knowledge of multiple fields. Effective completion of the design objective absolutely
requires close, open collaboration and opportunities built into the workflow of the project
for team members to educate each other about their perspectives on the challenge. A
practical problem is that the models and prototypes favored by architects impose some
severe scalability and data exchange problems on the design team. Engineers working
with hobbyist electronics and prototyping software in Arduino quickly run up against the
ceiling of what the technology can handle. It may be more productive to shift the
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architect's modeling and prototyping skills to methods and tools that allow for data
exchange and scalability of the prototypes. One problem in particular for the engineers is
that hobbyist electronics are imprecise and may entail excessive noise in the system.
In addition, there is tremendous potential for IB, IA, and AR to incorporate deeper
understanding and representation of the social and psychological spaces that the physical
entails during the early design phases of projects. Designing IB, IA, and AR requires
designing the ability to sense the presence, location, state, goals, and activities of
occupants to a fineness of granularity and nuance not yet possible, as well as
incorporating the designers of user interfaces more directly as part of architectural design.
Developing the fundamentally new sensing, intelligence/decision-making software, and
the automated response infrastructure is all just beginning. Addressing these challenges,
concerns, and opportunities likely requires fundamentally new design methods and tools.

Part 2: Comparing IB, IA, and AR to Existing and Emerging Industrial Project
Types
The initial literature review presented in Part 1 led to wondering how to design
IB, IA, and AR. Existing and emerging industrial project types similar in scope and
complexity to IB/IA/AR were reviewed to find project types that embodied similar
challenges. The existing industrial project types reviewed were embedded systems,
mechatronics, robotics, and sensor networks. The emerging industrial project types
reviewed were cyber-physical systems (CPS); socio-technical systems (STS); ultra-large
systems (ULS); complex, large, integrated, open systems (CLIOS); and multi-scale
systems (MSS). Table 2.1 summarizes the findings of the full literature review of
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existing industrial project types covered in Appendix 2A. Table 2.2 summarizes the
findings of the full literature review of emerging industrial project types covered in
Appendix 2B. Table 2.3 summarizes the key findings of this comparative analysis of
project types.
The existing industrial project types are already becoming essential facets of
designing the built environment, especially for the development of IB, IA, and AR. The
five emerging industrial project types provide insight-by-comparison into the evolving
nature of IB, IA, and AR design challenges and help identify aspects of likely future
methodological and tool-based solutions to IB, IA, and AR design. Though the emerging
industrial project types vary in scope and focus, they are all several orders of magnitude
more complex than the existing industrial project types described above. That is, each
emerging industrial project type is concerned with complex systems of complex and/or
interactive systems, rather than individual complex and/or interactive systems.
It is important to note that the CPS, STS, and ULS project types and their
associated methods for designing complex, interactive systems share common
approaches. This trend is indicative that these emerging fields (a) wrestle with similar
challenges that vary in degree and focus but not kind; (b) share similar technological
domains and methodological lineages; and (c) are finding similar strategies for mitigating
the challenges. That is, there is a form of methodological triangulation happening at a
very large scale across disciplines wrestling with similar problems. This dissertation
research positions the design of CIAS within this process and this discourse.
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Part 2: Existing Complex, Interactive Industrial Project Types Influencing CIAS (See Appendix 2A)
1. Embedded Systems
1. General characteristics:
1. tight integration of hardware and software of particular fundamental system components
2. precise, reliable, secure, real-time processing
3. complex behavior, parallel and distributed processing
4. often networked together into systems of embedded systems
2. Typical uses:
1. small and single microcontroller applications
2. command and control systems and critical systems
3. systems-on-chip, embedded PC’s, and computer peripherals
4. networking, signal processing, and wireless data systems [72]
3. Common strategies for designing embedded systems:
1. co-design (simultaneously designing the hardware and software)
2. hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing [73]
3. iteratively and incremental development
4. understand the desired behaviors and goals of the systems, then developing an architecture
2. Networks, Sensing and Sensor Fusion, Databases [74]

1. General characteristics:
1. necessary to integrate embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics
2. required infrastructure (connectivity & information storage) for complex, interactive systems
2. Typical uses:
1. data networks for voice, internet, controls, power, security
2. networks of sensors
3. tracking occupant presence/position and recognizing occupant behaviors
3. Common strategies for designing networks, sensing, sensor fusion, and databases:
1. identify requirements and develop specifications
2. conduct a detailed analysis and develop concepts
3. select a design concept, move into detailed design and programming
4. test, validate and verify the system

3. Mechatronics

1. General characteristics:
1. tightly integrated mechanical/electrical/computer systems
2. integration and coupling refined to the point of achieving systemic synergies [75].
2. Typical uses:
1. systems with significant mechanical components and more complex sequences of operations
2. automated automotive, aerospace, and building systems (most IB/IA/AR are mechatronic)
3. Common strategies for designing mechatronics:
1. iteration & ongoing systems integration
2. traditional engineering development models (waterfall, spiral, v-model, & pipe models) [76]
3. model requirements, scenarios, environment, functions, behaviors, and structures [77]
4. concurrent of hardware and software and real-time simulations [75]

4. Robotics

1. General characteristics:
1. shares control systems with both embedded systems and mechatronics
2. requires the resolution of kinematics, dynamics, and motion planning [78]
2. Typical uses:
1. fix-based and mobile robots
2. rigid-link robots (e.g., industrial robot arms) and continuum robots (e.g., elephant's trunk) [78]
3. self-reconfiguring robots and self-reconfiguring robots that reconfigure to locomote
4. self-contained systems and conversely, distributed robotics systems
5. industrial process robots performing repetitive routines with high duty cycles
6. search-and-rescue robots that operate in unforeseeable, hostile contexts [78], [79]
3. Common strategies for designing robotics:
5. obtain performance requirements and develop detailed technical requirements
6. perform analysis, develop design concepts, and select the most viable concept
7. develop incrementally and iteratively using a concurrent design approach
8. refine the sense of the goals and application for the robot as the project develops [78], [80]
9. modeling, simulation & integration of software tightly coupled with hardware specified

Table 2.1 Summary of Existing Industrial Project Types Influencing the Design of CIAS
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Part 2: Emerging Complex, Interactive Project Domains Influencing CIAS (See Appendix 2A)
1. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
1. General characteristics:
1. “…engineered systems…depend upon the synergy of computational & physical components…” [81, p. (web page)]
2. “…globally virtual and locally physical…” [82, p. 1]
3. systems of systems entailing higher level integrations & challenges
4. existing in a tightly coupled ecosystem of people and technology
5. each component's performance is dependent upon data and feedback from other systems
2. Typical uses:
1. smart infrastructure, medical technologies, and advanced manufacturing
3. Design challenges:
1. minimizing the complexity of each component system increases the overall system complexity
2. achieving the overall system goals requires open sub-systems, creating interaction effects
3. component systems have very different architectures yet must function in a coordinated way
4. integrated synchronous and asynchronous systems lack accurate predictive models
5. programming languages, software, and hardware cannot account for the complexities of CPS
6. design methods and tools affording accurate, comprehensive views onto CPS do not exist
7. the current development method for CPS is concurrent, full-scale prototyping from the start
2. Socio-Technical Systems (STS)
1. General characteristics:
1. assumes a technical component & a social component to how organizations conduct business
2. assumes the technical component is an organizational armature structuring how work is done
3. its use will be adapted in field, integrating the social structure and organizational dynamics
4. the social component cannot be specified and must be incrementally evolved
5. symbiosis between the technical and the social components is the goal [83]
2. Typical uses:
1. assembly lines and other industrial operations, clinical care settings, air traffic control
3. Common strategies for designing STS:
1. developing a culture of participation that includes an established ecology of roles
2. empowering staff and users to tailor procedures and adapt tools and procedures over time
3. under-designing the work culture and technological interventions and cultivating the STS
4. identifying and establishing infrastructure to be implemented without participatory design
5. semi-structured modeling and walk-through-oriented facilitation [83], [84]
3. Complex, Large-Scale, Integrated, Open Systems (CLIOS)
1. General characteristics:
1. STS subclass nested in a complex policy sphere exhibiting unpredictable subsystem behaviors
2. behavior is difficult to predict & counterintuitive, even if subsystem behavior is predictable
3. complexities of policy, institutional, geographical, and social spheres of influence on the CLIOS
2. Examples:
1. interstate infrastructure projects, extending over geographic regions and political jurisdictions
3. Strategies for designing CLIOS:
1. Representation, analysis, and evaluation of the policy sphere and STS; design intervention
2. metrics for system complexity, emergent behavior, & competing stakeholder perspectives [14]
4. Emerging Architectural Domains: Ultra-Large-Scale Systems (ULS)
1. General characteristics:
1. complexity and integration similar to complex, thriving biological ecosystems [12]
2. “…interdependent webs of software-intensive systems, people, policies, cultures, & economics…” [12, p. 6]
3. so interconnected and nuanced that modularizing to operationalize degrades functionality
4. Knowing that it just works is more important than understanding how or why it works
2. Examples:
1. A human/organization/machine system that takes, “…billions of lines of code…” to run [12, p. 1]
3. Strategies for designing ULS:
1. do not yet exist, however, their precursors likely exist, such as the following
2. service-oriented architecture and high performance computing
3. internet evolution, a global command and control system and information grid [12]
4. model-driven architecture (MDA) approaches to project development
5. Emerging Architectural Domains: Multi-Scale Systems (MSS)
1. General characteristics:
1. Relationships between sub-systems are not predictable at all scales of examination
2. sum-of-parts-greater-than-whole behavior

Table 2.2 Summary of Emerging Industrial Project Types Influencing the Design of CIAS
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Part 2: Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps (Appendix 2A)
1. OBSERVATIONS:

1. This review of the evolution of Interactive Architecture (IA), Architectural Robotics (AR), and
Intelligent Buildings (IB) yields a suggested placement of them within the broader field of
architecture, as well as in relation to similar existing and emerging project domains that share
challenges and opportunities with the architectural design of IB/IA/AR. In fact, only a cross-cutting
subset of these domains is of concern: complex, interactive architectural systems (CIAS).
2. The development of IB/IA/AR portends new intersections with existing and emerging industrial
project types. These new sister domains were explored.
3. Some IB/IA/AR are subclasses of both Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS) and Socio-Technical Systems
(STS) and precursors of Ultra-Large-Systems (ULS).
4. Iterative prototyping is a key design strategy for all existing and emerging complex systems design
processes and methods.
5. As systems grow in complexity, it is increasingly difficult to develop good requirements or models
for them – rather, designs must be seeded and cultivated instead of planned and executed.
6. The design methods of Socio-Technical Systems (STS) differ markedly from the design of any other
existing or emerging complex system. Furthermore, design methods associated with STS seem to
address some of the challenges identified with respect to designing complex systems.
7. The CLIOS method, designed to decompose CLIOS, offers powerful constructs for developing a
design methodology for IB/IA/AR.
2. OPPORTUNITY:
1. The challenges of designing emerging types of complex systems and associated design methods
and tools called to mind the theoretical approaches of a number of architects. Architecture may
have something to contribute to the discourse in these domains (See Appendix 2x for details).
3. GAPS:
1. Nascent design methodology and system implementation challenges for IB/IA/AR.
2. Any methodology for designing the CIAS subset of IB/IA/AR faces two overarching challenges:
adapting the architectural design methodology to more fully participate in the design of embedded
systems, mechatronics, and robotics – an incremental evolution – while positioning it to participate
in the design of emerging project types such as CPS, STS, CLIOS, and ULS – a disjunctive evolution.

Table 2.3 Summary of Part 2 Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps

Part 3: Identifying the CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR
To this point, this literature review considered the origins, intentions, and present
state of IB, IA, and AR and compared them to other relevant industrial project types that
entail complex, intelligent/responsive system components. In summary, IB, IA, and AR
tend to be applied to design challenges of similar scope, complexity, and type as the other
industrial project types reviewed here. Furthermore, similar characteristics, challenges,
and research opportunities are shared between IB, IA, and AR and the existing industrial
project types reviewed. However, not all IB, IA, and AR resemble the emerging
industrial project types. In mapping these domains, it became evident that not all IB, IA,
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and AR need be complex, interactive, or complex systems of complex systems (e.g., an
IB that is complex but not interactive or an AR that is interactive but not complex). 19
This research is concerned with the cross-cutting subset of IB, IA, and AR design
challenges that are complex and interactive because it is these design challenges that
require new theories, methods, and tools for design. This determination was based upon
the similarity of complex, interactive IB, IA, and AR design challenges and those in the
emerging industrial project types CPS, STS, and ULS. See Table 2.3 for a summary of
primary observations, and Appendix 2A for a detailed analysis. Given that this research
focused explicitly on the complex, interactive architectural systems subset of IB, IA, and
AR, the acronym of CIAS has been used throughout this document, for convenience.
This literature review indicates that the CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR most
closely fit the definitions of CPS, STS, and will be integral components in ULS, as
illustrated in Figure 2.6. Constructing building-scale CIAS will likely entail the creation
of one or more CPS. However, the nature of the vast majority of buildings is that they are
places where people gather to collectively perform coordinated activities, hence there will
be significant social and organizational dynamics to these CPS; i.e., CIAS also embody
STS. Since it is possible to conceive of CPS serving in capacities that do not require
extensive interaction with a human social network, such as a large-scale, automated,
industrial production facility, it is not true that all CPS are inherently STS – that is, CPS
are not a sub-class of STS. Similarly, STS can and have existed for a long time and will
19

Complex and interactive is of interest because the review of existing and emerging project types reveals
that adding interactivity to complexity increases the order of magnitude of complexity, making for
substantively more difficult and complex design challenges than is represented by either complexity or
interactivity alone.
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continue to do so without necessarily requiring the type or scale of technological
infrastructure that CPS embody, e.g., an organizationally complex educational system
using no computer systems and no digital network, but rather an advanced paper records
system; thus, STS are not a sub-class of CPS. But Part 2 of the literature review
identified an increasing co-occurrence and symbiosis between CPS and STS, particularly
as our projects advance toward forming ULS, and it is within the intersecting area of CPS
and STS that the CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR exists, as per Figure 2.6. It is also likely
that, as per the diagram, architectural CPS/STS, i.e., CIAS, have many of the
characteristics of ULS and will be integral components within ULS ecosystems. In
summary, the cross-cutting CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR is a type of complex,
interactive system that embodies the challenges and opportunities of existing,
computationally enhanced technical and socio-technical systems as well as emerging
complex cyber-physical-systems / socio-technical systems hybrids. As such, CIAS entail
tight, real-time integration between people, organizations, hardware, software, and
physically active systems distributed across a network of interconnected systems.
CIAS have all of the characteristics of ULS except for the scale; though as part of
an urban fabric, all CIAS will be components of ULS, and may be considered precursors
to and early exemplars of ULS. The CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR share STS attributes
with CLIOS, but CLIOS' incredibly large and distributed physical scale and focus on
regional/national policy spheres makes them a sub-optimal conceptual fit for CIAS or IB,
IA, and AR in general. All of these emerging project types are examples of multi-scale
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systems (MSS), as CPS, STS, ULS, CLIOS, and CIAS are all subclasses of the class of
MSS (See Appendix 2A for full review and treatment of these findings).

Figure 2.6: CIAS as a cross-cutting subset of IB, IA, AR and CPS and STS
Based upon this review, the CIAS subset of IB, IA, and AR has the following
characteristics: (a) a component of a larger complex/interactive system of systems while
being composed of a system of systems; (b) real-time hardware/software interactions
amongst and between internal and external systems to function successfully; and (c) realtime human-machine-software interactions that are essential to meeting user goals and
expectations. The challenges encountered when designing CIAS are: 1) CIAS exist at
multiple scales of concern simultaneously; 2) the very large degrees of freedom of the
system; 3) real-time interactivity between users, physical and virtual environments; 4) the
distributed nature of the system of systems; 5) layers of interconnected sub-systems,
some of which cannot be completely modularized; 6) the system's openness to unknown
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and unknowable systems external to itself; 7) the extensive collaboration required to
design CIAS; 8) imperfect understanding of goals, use cases, constraints, and/or missing
requirements; 9) reliability; 10) robustness; 11) scalability; 12) adaptability; 13) safety;
14) lack of adequate design and analysis artifacts; 15) non-traceable functionality; and
16) inability to optimize across all systems simultaneously. Thus we can see that the
CIAS project domain slices across several intelligent building domains, as per Figure2.6
and Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: The CIAS cross-cutting subset of IB, IA, and AR
Designers of all forms of IB, IA, and AR are in need of some new forms of
representation and analysis because there are existing domains of expertise (embedded
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systems, mechatronics, robotics) now being incorporated into architects' design space.
Thus, there is an immediate need to learn enough about these domains to evolve
architectural means of representing, analyzing, and discussing the knowledge they
embody. This is an incremental evolution of the practice of architecture and is similar in
nature to the way architects incorporated knowledge of the work of civil, structural,
electrical, mechanical, and information technology consultants into the design process to
facilitate coordination and to allow these other disciplines’ expert and application-specific
domain knowledge to influence the development of the building architecture. Note that
this incremental advance by itself requires adaptation of knowledge, methods,
vocabulary, and tools – and eventually adaptations to the legal framework as represented
by the contract structure.
But beyond this incremental evolution, CIAS probe architecture's relationship to
the emerging design domains of CPS, STS, and ULS. CIAS require designers to
conceive and develop complex, interactive systems as inhabitable structures, accounting
for the users’ experiences and manipulations of interactive data storage and analysis
systems, as well as associated interfaces and assistive electromechanical equipment.
Addressing these CIAS design challenges likely requires revolutionary, paradigm-shifting
innovation of design methods, tools, and abstractions. In summary, once the CIAS subset
of IB, IA, and AR was identified and evidence from the comparative literature search
suggested that new design representational systems, methods, and tools would be
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required to design CIAS, 20 the fundamental question became, how should we design
CIAS? This question is addressed in Part 4 and Chapter Three.
Lastly, though Part 3 confirmed that complexity and interactivity are key concerns
and led to identifying the CIAS subclass of IB, IA, and AR as an emerging project type of
interest, the terms complex and interactive have not yet been formally defined. There are
many definitions of system complexity. A useful definition of complexity for
understanding CIAS is that complex systems are likely to have unexpected and/or
emergent behaviors – that is, the whole system exhibits characteristics or behaviors that
are not completely traceable or reducible to merely summing the characteristics or
behaviors of the component sub-systems [85]. For such complex systems, complexity
can be assessed using standard metrics [34, 317]. CIAS-DM is concerned primarily with
the standard complexity metrics: number of connections between elements, density of
connections, and length of connection paths [85], [86]. The metrics can help designers
analyze the complexity and importance of uses and components of the CIAS and may
help the designers prioritize work and look for potential sources of ambiguity and/or
confusion in the scoping of design challenges.
Interactivity means the degree to which the functioning of the system is
contingent upon exchange of information, energy, or materials between the elements
within the system [87]. CIAS-DM is especially interested in interactivity between
humans and the physical and logical systems of CIAS. Note that this recalls the intent

20

See especially Lee [64, 65, 66] and Hermann’s various publications [176, 179, 180, 181, 182].
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behind Pask’s conversation theory, described in Part 1 of the literature review; however,
CIAS-DM’s approach is representative of contemporary discourse and methods.

Part 4: Assessing Existing Design Methods and Tools in Architecture and CIASRelated Fields
Are there existing architectural methods and tools which address the design
challenges inherent in designing CIAS? If not, do the necessary methods and tools exist
in other related design disciplines? Part 4 addresses these questions. However, to
understand why design methods must evolve to design CIAS, it helps to understand what
is at stake in designing the built environment in general, and CIAS specifically. Why is it
important to understand interactive buildings’ scope and performance before they are
built? As the buildings becomes complex, interactive, and/or have complex
organizational functions within them, why is it especially important to understand the
nature of the interactions and behaviors designed into the CIAS? It is because of the
possible impact of CIAS on human health, well-being, performance, and cognition.
What we design matters on a fundamental level to each and every person who
interacts with it. Both the physical instantiation of a design and the interactions afforded
can materially affect a person’s well-being, productivity, and comfort. This is generally
true of any technology humans design and use. However, the built environment is a
special case because unlike any other technology humans design and use, our perception
and activities are framed by the built environment about 90% of all of our time from birth
until death [88]. We cannot turn off or put away the built environment or stop its effect
on our perception, cognition, actions, and well-being. The built environment affects the
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quality and intensity of all of our sensory inputs and resultant activities across all of our
sensory modalities, as well as our perception, at all times during our occupation of it.
While this suggests that well-designed environments and interactions can improve the
comfort, power, agility, and capacity of individuals to think and to act, it also suggests
that the opposite may be true – dull, un-stimulating, confusing, and over-stimulating
environments may be debilitating. CIAS will likely play an integral role in future
environments tasked with supporting and enhancing human health, well-being, and
performance. CIAS offer tremendous potential to improve the quality of people’s lives,
especially vulnerable populations, and to increase people’s productivity. But CIAS’s
assistive capabilities could just as easily degrade people’s health, well-being, and
performance if poorly conceived and implemented – perhaps much more than traditional
passive built environments. The justification for understanding the likely impact of CIAS
on perception, cognition, action, and well-being during the project conceptualization
phase was developed in greater detail in Appendices 2B and 2C. For this reason, the
review of existing design and analysis methods (also in Appendices 2B & 2C) included a
substantial review of how the design of CIAS could account for human cognitive and
physical performance during design, and why it must. In summary, for CIAS to enhance
human health, well-being, and performance, its methods must be sensitive to how the
environments and products we design may effect human cognition and action. Part 4’s
literature review found a lack of methods and tools in architectural design to account for
the effects of a building’s design on human health, well-being, and performance (both
cognitive and physiological). CIAS-DM explicitly addresses this need by incorporating
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human-centered systems modeling methods from human factors into architectural project
scoping via a systems engineering representational system.
Table 2.4 summarizes the review of existing architectural methods and tools.
While some existing methods and tools possess elements of the methods and tools
necessary to design CIAS, none offers a complete solution. For example, evidence-based
design methods are not model-based. Similarly, the model-based methods that do exist
are focused exclusively on design verification (are we designing/building well), almost
exclusively related to building geometry and envelop and environmental performance,
and not at all on validation (are we designing/building the proper thing) of the need for or
use of the building or whether it addresses human health, well-being, and performance.
Table 2.5 summarizes the observations from the review of methods and tools from other
related disciplines involved in the design of the existing and emerging industrial project
types covered in Chapter 2, Part 2. Table 2.6 summarizes additional observations, as well
as opportunities to improve architectural design based upon the review of other’s
methods and tools or, conversely, for architectural design methods and tools to influence
the methods and tools of our new sister disciplines. Table 2.7 summarizes the gaps in this
literature review on methods and tools, specifically when considered as candidates for
designing CIAS. Figure 2.8 summarizes the relationship discovered in the literature
between uncovering knowledge, analyzing it, and using it to influence design decisions,
and the unique role architects play in the process for building design by their extensive
involvement in scoping the project.
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In summary, while the methods and tools needed to design CIAS do not currently
exist, it is likely that their precursors do exist. Thus, while we cannot close the gap
completely, we can advance the design of CIAS incrementally and position architectural
design and analysis methods, particularly during the project scoping phase, to participate
in developing the methods and tools necessary for the design of CIAS in the future.
Doing so means shifting representational systems, methods, and tools to participate in the
methods and tools used by those who design complex, interactive systems and humanmachine systems (e.g., systems engineers and human factors researchers).
Two of architecture’s primary, distinguishing services are determining what to
design and why [89]. And yet, the literature reviews of Parts 2 and 4 reveal that human
factors, software engineering (especially knowledge engineering), and systems
engineering take greater care to understand the goals, use-cases, context, and
requirements of the design challenge than architecture typically does. HCI, mechanical,
electrical, and computer engineers tend to rely on the work of others (e.g., architect,
owner, marketing researcher, systems engineer, industrial engineer, human factors
scientist, knowledge engineer, or information architect) to identify the need for and scope
of what to design and then they figure out the best way to do it. This makes sense, as their
technologies are typically sub-systems of larger systems. Thus, in general, but especially
for the design of CIAS, architectural design and analysis methodologies should improve
their representational systems, methods, and tools for determining what to design and
why. Architecture’s representational systems, methods, and tools can be improved by
adapting them from our other disciplines designing systems of similar scope. In
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particular, focusing on the human factors and systems engineering representational
systems, methods, and tools for understanding context, use cases, and requirements is
instructive. For the design of CIAS in the near-term, much more thorough and rigorous
model-based elicitation and use-case-driven project definition will be necessary and can
also serve as a platform for communication, collaboration, and integration for all
respective disciplines. Moreover, because of architects' unique position at the front end of
the building design process, putting in place a solid model-based project description
could greatly ease the work and eliminate the redundant efforts of many of the
consultants who will join the process during and after project conceptualization. Thus,
there is a need to ensure that architects and other environmental designers understand the
scope of a CIAS design challenge better at the beginning of a project. CIAS-DM is
designed to address this need. In particular, the purpose of CIAS-DM is to be useful with
respect to the purpose of improving designer’s abilities to provide complete, correct, and
consistent goals, use cases, and requirements.
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Figure 2.8: The architect as both knowledge engineer and designer
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Part 4: Existing Architectural Design & Analysis Methods: Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
1. OBSERVATIONS:
1. Architectural project delivery methods continually evolve to address ever-greater complexity. The
dominant strategy for dealing with complexity is to get many different professional viewpoints
collaborating on the conceptual design of the project as early as possible. In order to facilitate this,
there has been a shift to more collaborative contract structures, the latest being Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) in 2007, which addresses large-scale complex design challenges [6].
2. Architectural design and analysis methods (BIM, computational design, and rapid prototyping) are
trending toward higher fidelity, information rich, predictive models during early conceptual design.
3. BIM and computational design strategies shift designing and representing architecture from a
document-based to a model-based approach. This is consistent with a trend toward model-based
design and representation across design domains, although the implementation in architecture is
idiosyncratic compared to implementations in engineering and software development.
4. The trend toward higher fidelity prototyping is consistent with trends in engineering, software
development, and human-machine interface design. But whereas these fields often prototype to
scale or in scalable ways, this is rarely possible with architectural prototypes. Extra degrees of
abstraction mean architectural prototypes are often ‘less representative’ than ‘high fidelity’
prototypes in other fields.
5. Evidence-based design and space syntax analysis are architectural analogs of user-centered design.
6. Of particular note is cross-referencing ideas from the ULS and STS literature with the reflective
practice concept, creativity techniques, Sola-Morales' concept of weak architecture and Frampton's
delineation of critical regionalism [11], [12], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94].
2. OPPORTUNITIES:
1. Architects use design exercises to probe what the design could be in order to identify latent needs.
That is, design can be used to decompose the design challenge in addition to composing the
solution. This usage of design is a contribution because design is typically not used this way in
engineering and because it embodies the types of strategies that CPS, STS, and ULS theorists
describe as required to address the challenges of designing the emerging complex, interactive
systems [10], [11], [12], [90], [95], [96], [97].
2. Architects’ use of reflective practice and creativity exercises is deeper, more ingrained, and more
mature than most designers, engineers, and researchers, whose professional currency is based on
Technical Rationality. However, as described in the literature on CPS, STS, and ULS, the strategies of
Technical Rationality used for decomposing systems until atomic units or axioms are reached will
not and do not work for large-scale, complex systems design. This is because large-scale, complex
systems exhibit emergent behavior that may not be reducible or traceable [11], [12], [96].
Architects have much to teach, and literature from architectural theorists was referenced.
3. Despite advances in complex architectural systems design, such as IPD, norms of practice and
contract structures place the architect as responsible for helping the owner to develop the program,
based upon which ALL future design and analysis will be conducted by ALL involved consultants.
While other consultants are typically free to make inquiries once onboard, not all will do so (to avoid
potential liability) and not all will refine requirements if they are not paid enough to do so [89].
Thus it is during project scoping when all of the consultants, but especially the architect, have the
opportunity to shape the project profoundly.
3. GAPS:
1. Re-envisioning architectural representation of the scope, structure, and behavior of CIAS so that it is
in a format and language usable by our collaborators may: 1) afford a greater degree of traceability
than currently available; 2) allow for integration with CAD/BIM, controls, and systems models.
2. There is no formal process, method, language, or tool that integrates the research and analysis of
evidence-based design and space syntax with the computational analysis methods afforded by BIM
and computational design methods. Conversely, such tools are integral to software development
and systems engineering. To use an analogy, Weiser, in describing ubiquitous computing, made a
point of how much functionality a system gains if its components can share information [57].
3. All architectural design and analysis methods and the function of the commissioning agent and all
other consultants address verification --- did we deliver a well -executed project that meets spec?
Architects validation method is post-occupancy evaluation, which is inadequate for designing CIAS.
4. Architects assume the client knows what he/she needs, and use few, if any, methods to ensure that
the design team understands the project scope. There is almost no assessment of, “are we
designing the right thing for this client?”

Table 2.4 Summary of Existing Architectural Methods & Tools: Observations,
Opportunities, Gaps
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Part 4: Design & Analysis Methods of Other Relevant Professional Domains: Observations
1. OBSERVATIONS:
1. The environment --- for us the built environment and in this case, CIAS --- can be considered tools
of humanity to afford and accomplish certain classes of behavior and advanced forms of work.
2. Mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, computer engineering, human factors, ergonomics,
HCI, software, knowledge, and systems engineering engage in the design of complex systems and
interfaces and whose knowledge and methods are relevant to the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems. Collaboration, prototyping, and iterative and incremental design strategies
are ubiquitous in all fields designing complex, interactive systems. Such strategies counteract the
complications of CIAS design, such as changing, evolving, unknowable requirements, complex tasks
and cognitive structures underlying work, systems integration, validation, and verification issues.
3. Iterative and incremental (i.e., agile) approaches to designing complex human-machine systems are
typically necessary but not sufficient. Agile methods must be combined with plan-driven strategies
in order to develop the project and tether it to overriding fixed goals and requirements.
4. Human factors, knowledge engineering, and systems engineering methods and tools for eliciting
and developing goals, use cases, and requirements are often superior to those used in architecture.
5. Patterns are important. Software engineering's purpose is the search for patterns in knowledge
that can be matched to software architectural patterns in order to deliver products that map
between the knowledge patterns and the performance patterns afforded by the software. This
recalls Christopher Alexander’s work [98].
6. Human-Computer Interaction, an essential focus for detailed design of interactive environments, is
likely of less interest to architects concerned with the very front end of developing CIAS because
HCI is application-or-interface-specific, which is too fine a grain of detail and too limited a focus
when scoping the entire CIAS at the systems level. Conversely, the techniques for large-scale,
complex system decomposition and interface design employed by HF professionals in the early
stages of cognitive work analysis (CWA) may prove invaluable for architects working on the front
end of CIAS [87], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108] [109], [110], [111].
7. The job of the architect up front will be to provide a framework and a knowledge base but not to
provide all information and structure necessary to carry out detailed HCI design per interface.
8. The design of complex systems is at a point analogous to where the mathematics of the curve were
before calculus, when the state of the science was to break the curve up into lots of little lines. At
the moment, we are in search of a calculus for (design) complexity, but until it is discovered, the
best we have is to break the problem down to its tiniest component parts with as many views onto
the system as required It is a slow, flawed, laborious process. The design elements explored in
Chapter 3 and Chapters 6-8 will not surmount this threshold, nor does CIAS-DM. Rather, they
position architectural design to participate in and contribute to overcoming this hurdle.
9. Kirsh's description of humans “seeding” the environment with cues and structures that reduce
their cognitive burden and increase their own speed, accuracy, and efficiency [112], [113] is like a
self-produced underdesign (STS strategy) or self-produced walk-through-oriented-facilitation (STS
strategy) wherein users prime themselves to participate in particular behaviors. By following the
analogy to STS strategies, users reorganizing their environments to suit their purposes is a
conversation with themselves and others about how best to optimize the physical environment (as
tool) to support their goals and tasks. This is epistemic action played out over a greater scale of
time with a more complex (environmental) system as scaffolding. Kirsh points out that mapping the
users’ actions to intentions is always at least partially unknowable [113], [114], [115]. And yet by
structuring the environment, users discuss with themselves what their actions and intentions
should be, and put in place structures that afford achieving those ends. Such thinking through
action calls to mind Schon's reflective practice [90] and suggests that STS design methods form a
bridge between present and future systems design challenges and strategies and address the core
difficulties with which each discipline is faced. With respect to architectural theory, STS and ULS
approaches to design recreate the conditions of the unselfconscious design method that Alexander
highlights as foundational to traditional design [98]. Whereas Alexander postulated that design in
the Modern era has to consciously address variables that had previously been implicitly
understood and resolved culturally, the types of design challenges to which we are evolving, and
the means by which we must design such complex, interactive systems, are forcing us to take
holistic views, to accept that complex challenges cannot be completely atomized, to respect
context, and to choose increment and iteration over grand visions and grand executions, thereby
reconstituting the conditions for unselfconscious design.
10. Kirsh theorizes how the design of intelligent, interactive environments relates to psychological and
cognitive processes. Moreover, he has provided a wealth of constructs and suggested operations
that can serve to guide how the design of interactive architecture develops [113], [112]. It seems
this vocabulary and these constructs will come to shape the discourse in at least some way.

Table 2.5: Summary of Methods & Tools of Related Industries: Observations
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Part 4: Design & Analysis Methods of Other Relevant Professions: Observations & Opportunities
1. OBSERVATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES:
1. Design matters. The body of literature from ecological psychology, epistemic action, cognitive
science, and embodied cognition provides evidence. Minds use tools, affordances, and
choreography to structure and constrain their activity spaces to make activities require less on-line,
active cognition and to increase their accuracy, speed, and reliability in performing activities. The
use of tools begins to encode itself in the brain very rapidly. Within as little as five minutes of tool
use, there is correlational evidence that the brain is reorganizing the firing of neurons to add the
tool to its body schema. Within as little as three weeks, the tool is thoroughly encoded into the
body schema [116], [117]. Once reorganization of neural firing patterns occurs to account for the
tool, additional neurogenesis and synaptogenesis (development of new, denser grey and white
matter and synapses) occurs in the region of the new brain patterns to strengthen and add
refinement to the execution of the patterns. In addition, the added brain matter results in the need
for more energy to the region, which results in angio-genesis (development of new blood capillaries
in the region) in order to increase blood flow to the region. These phenomena (neural plasticity)
occur throughout the entire life cycles of monkeys and rats (and Kramer provides correlational
evidence that this is true in humans as well, even into their 80's) [118]. Thus design matters
profoundly because our thought processes are cultivated by our actions (guided & framed by the
environment) and the patterns of use become ‘hard-coded’ in our systems due to physiological
changes which support execution of the actions. Given this, our very limited ability to understand
the consequences of design decisions on the likely behavioral and physiological outcomes of
occupants, especially vulnerable populations, is a critical capability gap that must be addressed by
design methods and tools if we are to development complex and interactive environments to
perform in roles for which we do not have adequate precedence to guide design. Tools to address
this need do not exist. However, the fundamental capacity to address this need lies in the
architecture of the methods and tools for the design of large-scale, complex, interactive systems.
2. Knowledge engineering is an essential discipline contributing to the design of complex, interactive
systems. It defines the design challenge and provides a common language and framework within
which to address the challenge. It is a key part of what human factors professionals, business
analysts, and systems engineers do. The method these disciplines use to analyze systems is
primarily aggregation of diagrammatic views of system structure, behavior, and interfaces overlaid
and compared to extract common patterns. In contrast, HCI designers, and mechanical, electrical,
computer, and software engineers take the products of the former and use them to guide the
development of specific product solutions (summarized in Figure 2.5). The architect’s role during
project scoping shares a similar purpose to that of the knowledge engineer. The products of the
architect’s analysis and project scoping guide the work of all consultants whose work follows (e.g.,
structural, civil, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and IT engineers). For designers scoping CIAS,
their methods will likely coalesce with those of existing knowledge engineers.
3. Seeing patterns is dependent upon one's views onto the system. Patterns and views are likely at the
core of developing CIAS-DM. Since designing CIAS involves qualitatively different challenges than
designing cars or wars, CIAS will require the development of their own unique views.
4. Human factors researchers, systems engineers, software engineers, and knowledge engineers are
already active in the design of complex systems and are relevant for the design of CIAS. It is likely
that architects designing CIAS will interact directly with human factors researchers, systems
engineers, software developers, mechanical engineers, roboticists, cognitive psychologists, humancomputer interaction designers, and at some point, neuroscientists. Given this, augmenting
architectural design methods with vocabulary and structure that makes it easier to collaborate with
these disciplines will position architects for long-term collaboration with these disciplines.
5. The software component is the primary aspect of systems design around which human factors
engineering, human-computer interaction design, software design, knowledge engineering, and
systems engineering tailor their analysis and design methods. It is the one inextricable component
of any complex-intelligent/interactive system. Due to this common element, their respective
strategies are converging. For architects designing CIAS to engage these fields, it is useful to learn
common software-related constructs, methods, tools, strategies, and vocabulary, and this should
be featured in architectural education and practice. This is a tractable challenge.
6. Research into how to design environments to support human well-being and performance will
become a thriving area of research. Already, there is an Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture
(ANFA) in this area of research. In a personal meeting with Gil Cook, a founder of ANFA and the
Dean of the New School of Architecture, as he recounted the last 15 years of organizing ANFA and
this area of research, the investigator asked where it was going. He responded that this question is
for our generation to figure out. It took his generation three decades to move from the questions to
defining a field of research and creating the institution to facilitate it.

Table 2.6 Summary of Methods & Tools of Related Industries: Observations &
Opportunities
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Part 4: Design & Analysis Methods of Other Relevant Professional Domains: Gaps
1. GAPS:
1. The sister disciplines of HF/E, HCI, and all of the reviewed engineering disciplines are already
participating in the development of advanced sets of processes, methods, and models for designing
complex, interactive systems, but architects are not usually part of the conversation. To the extent
architects occasionally contribute to the conversation, their products are tied to HCI, which
addresses the design of systems at a more focused scale. Furthermore, architects tend to explore
these matters through idiosyncratic art installation pieces. Thus the conversation is passing
architects by. It is time that we learn the language shared by our collaborators and participate
instead of standing at a distance and reinventing existing, ongoing discourse.
2. Human factors, software engineering (and knowledge engineering), and systems engineering take
greater care to understand and validate the goals, use-cases, context, and requirements of the
design challenge than architecture does. More thorough and rigorous project scoping can also
serve as a platform for communication, collaboration, and integration for all respective disciplines.
Moreover, because of architects' unique position at the front end of the IPD process, putting in
place a solid requirements engineering program could greatly ease the work and eliminate the
redundant efforts of many of the consultants who will join the process during conceptualization.
3. Determining what to design and why are two of architecture’s primary, distinguishing services. For
the design of CIAS in the near-term, much more thorough and rigorous model-based elicitation and
use-case-driven project definition will be necessary and can also serve as a platform for
communication, collaboration, and integration for all respective disciplines. Moreover, because of
architects' unique position at the front end of the building design process, putting in place a solid
model-based method could ease the work and eliminate the redundant efforts of many of the
consultants who join the process during conceptualization.

Table 2.7: Summary of Methods & Tools of Related Industries: Gaps
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CHAPTER THREE:
ORIGINS OF CIAS-DM: AUGMENTING ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN METHODS

Narrowing the Focus
The review of literature now hones in on operationalizable constructs and
methods. This chapter provides a detailed overview of the specific methods integrated in
CIAS-DM. This chapter begins with a review of the three defining characteristics of
CIAS, the sixteen primary design challenges represented by CIAS, and the fourteen
propositions about a likely CIAS design methodology that the survey of literature
generated. See Tables 3.1 & 3.2.
The defining characteristics of CIAS are:
1. A component of a larger complex/interactive system of systems while being composed of a system of
system;
2. Real-time hardware/software interactions amongst and between internal and external systems to
function successfully; and
3. Real-time human-machine-software interactions are essential to meeting user goals and
expectations.
The challenges encountered when designing CIAS are:
1. Multiple scales of concern exist simultaneously with CIAS;
2. The very large degrees of freedom of the system;
3. The incorporation of real-time interactivity between users and the physical and virtual environments;
4. The distributed nature of the system of systems;
5. The layers of interconnected sub-systems, some of which cannot be completely modularized;
6. The openness of the system to unknown and unknowable systems external to itself;
7. The extensive collaboration required to design CIAS;
8. Imperfect understanding of the project goals, use cases, constraints, and/or missing requirements;
9. Reliability;
10. Robustness;
11. Scalability;
12. Adaptability;
13. Safety;
14. Lack of adequate design and analysis theories, methods, and tools;
15. Non-reducible (non-traceable) functionality; and
16. Inability to optimize across all sub-systems simultaneously.

Table 3.1: Summary of the Defining Characteristics of CIAS and the Design Challenges
Inherent in the Design of CIAS
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The following propositions identify likely characteristics of what a design method must be and must do
in order to strengthen architects’ abilities to participate in the design of CIAS:
P1.1 Some existing architectural design methods may be useful for designing CIAS.
P1.2 Some existing design methods from the professional disciplines designing embedded systems,
mechatronics, and robotics, as well as socio-technical systems and cyber-physical-systems may be
useful for designing CIAS.
P1.3 New methods and tools will be required in order to effectively and efficiently design CIAS.
P2.1 Collaborative work, prototyping, and design-as-analytic probe should be part of any complex,
interactive, architectural systems design methodology because of their ubiquitous use, flexibility,
utility, and value for project scoping and development.
P2.2 The architect is in a unique position at the start of the project to set the foundation for how the
project develops because within all project development frameworks, including the IPD, the
architect is typically the owner's point of contact and the primary consultant responsible for
assisting the owner in developing the scope of the project. Developing the scope in a way that is
useful to all subsequent design constituencies, at least as a starting point, would be of benefit to
them and greatly increase the architect's participation in the design processes.
P2.3 At a project’s start, architects are positioned to lay the groundwork for prioritizing design and
analysis and determining platforms and interfaces early in the conceptualization process, thereby
reducing the degrees of freedom of the design space and making other consultants' jobs easier.
P3.1 Architecture's new sister disciplines have more advanced needs analysis and requirements
engineering methods. Given that architects play a significant role in developing project scope, and
given emerging collaboration with these other fields, architectural needs analysis and requirements
elicitation methods should evolve to be at least as advanced as their methods.
P3.2 Process frameworks are representations of the overall concerns and stages that must be addressed
and managed for a project to be successful. Development models, conversely, specify how the
project will indicate the data collection, analysis, and design methods to be used. The distinction
between process framework and development model is useful and appropriate for the design of
complex, interactive, architectural systems. Architecture should incorporate both a process
framework and a development model as part of representing the process to their sister disciplines
in a shared way and managing the development of the project using a common language.
P3.3 Software and system engineering projects require process frameworks that incorporate both a
plan-driven (top down) structure and evolutionary (bottom up) sub-routines in order to deal with
the complexities of unknown or unknowable requirements and integration issues. Architecture is
of the scale and complexity that a similar approach is appropriate for architecture. Architecture
should incorporate a hybrid plan-driven and evolutionary process framework.
P3.4 Mechanical engineering, product development, software engineering, and systems engineering
incorporate explicit models of the business case, the user interactions, and the organizational
dynamics in how they represent the design space for the design of complex, interactive systems.
Such views onto the system constrain the design space, simplifying the challenge. Given the scale
and complexity of CIAS, architects should incorporate formal models of the business case, user
interaction, and organizational interaction with the system to simplify the challenge.
P3.5 A central concern of engineers is to identify the natural modules possible in a system, including the
platform opportunities and the human-machine and machine-machine interfaces. Architecture,
because of its role in developing the initial project scope and requirements and guiding the design
development process, is in a position to set up the project development structure so that
identification of potential platforms and interfaces is possible and to guide the evolution of this
assessment throughout design. The architectural design process for designing CIAS should
incorporate this as a core component of its pre-design and conceptualization services.
P3.5b Architecture should seek to identify human-human interfaces as well (to map the social
interfaces as well drawing from space syntax and STS).
P 3.6 Architects already have an equivalent of views onto a system (plans, sections, elevations, MEP & T,
FFE drawings). Architects should incorporate the practice of formally modeling the system
dynamics in a way compatible with that of its sister disciplines. This means modeling
diagrammatically in a formal modeling language and using the views onto the system to assess the
merit of the design in accordance with the methods employed by software and systems engineers.
P3.7 CIAS-DM should be user-centered, incorporate both plan-driven and agile component to its process
framework, and incorporate some qualitative and/or quantitative analysis, selection, validation,
and verification methods. This will make CIAS-DM broadly compatible with industry best practice
quality management approaches.

Table 3.2: Summary of Propositions Guiding the Development of a CIAS Design
Method
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In response to this characterization of CIAS and these identified design challenges
and propositions, a CIAS design methodology (CIAS-DM) developed. In developing
CIAS-DM, methods were selected from various domains because they address many of
the propositions for what a CIAS-DM likely has to be and to do and because they map
well onto each other and/or are complementary. In summary, these constraints and this
process of triangulation were used in order to make CIAS-DM parsimonious and
applicable across the breadth of knowledge domains involved in developing CIAS. Thus
this chapter offers a detailed description and analysis of these core methods and how they
map onto each other, as well as arguments for why they are parsimonious.
With the exception of reflective practice, traditionally used in architecture, all of
the other methods mentioned here are derivative of or heavily related to the design and
development of software. This was not planned. In hindsight, an underlying theme of all
of the existing and emerging industrial project types considered is that software is a key
driver of functionality. All architects, artists, designers, human factors psychologists,
scientists, administrators, and engineers dependent on software systems for almost all of
our work and interactive products and systems – both as design and analysis tools and as
realized final products and systems. Importantly, the software systems we use facilitate
high-fidelity design, planning, and execution on large scales, of complex things, that
function in real-time. Without software, we can build big things; we can build somewhat
complex things, but we cannot build real-time-interactive-big-complex-things and predict
or control energy or systems performance or how the system assists users or the logistics
of real-time interactivity. To the extent that it is even possible through mechanical
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sophistry to create some real-time analog interactivity without software, it would be
greatly limited in functionality, flexibility, and adaptability compared to an equivalent
software system. In addition, the calculations made during design for building
performance, usage, etc., are too large to handle without computation – and the systems
management is too complex to handle without software-based management tools. So if
CIAS are complex, interactive, software-dependent design challenges, then designers of
CIAS must be concerned with how software represents and analyzes systems, systems of
systems, organizations, and most importantly, humans. While designers’ concerns are
heavily dependent upon software, a grasp of how software represents systems and
humans is not enough. Designers of CIAS are not designing software, but rather physical
systems. Furthermore, designers of CIAS are not designing these systems primarily to
support other systems but rather to support human activities (i.e., the STS aspect of
CIAS). So designers of CIAS are focused on the points wherein monitoring, controls,
and display software intersect with complex, physical, occupied, (CPS-like) building
systems in the service of human activities. That is, CIAS designers are concerned with
the complex, inhabitable, cyber-physical systems upon which complex socio-technical
systems depend. This is the problem space of CIAS.
While there are several ways to represent humans in systems, the discipline of
human factors has a particularly relevant and useful set of representational systems,
methods, and tools. As noted in Table 3.3 and Appendix 3A, within human factors, the
human is seen both as an assemblage of engines that do work and as an information
processor that senses, processes, and responds to its environment. That is, human factors’
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perspective of human users analyzes and represents humans in ways that they can be put
into the same representational framework as complex, interactive machines and software
because human factors represents and analyzes humans as integrated physical and
logical systems. 21 This is a very important point. If we close the gap between how
computers, software, systems, and humans are represented and analyzed during project
scoping, it becomes more feasible to analyze how they work together as integrated
system of systems in a CIAS environment. Another important point is that human
factors treats issues of human engagement with the system of interest at the systems level
in addition to the interface level. This point is subtle but important. It is possible to
design human-machine interaction (HMI) without mapping the system of systems the
humans are using, rather only considering the components relevant to the particular
interfaces that are the subject of an HMI designer’s focus. Conversely, a human factors
researcher may map the knowledge domain and goal structures of a work environment
for reasons other than creating an interface. It is the latter practices that are of concern to
CIAS-DM, not the former. The knowledge domains and goal structures of a CPS or STS
and therefore, CIAS, are more enduring than their representations in interfaces.
Of the various human factors design and analysis methods, CIAS are concerned
primarily with methods that represent and analyze how humans interact with complex
machines and software. Of this subset of methods, CIAS designers are further interested

21

In the SysML and OOSEM section of Chapter 3, the reader will learn that SysML and OOSEM support
the decomposition of complex machines into physical architecture and logical architecture, thus there is
a strong parallel with human factors decomposing humans into physical systems and logical systems.
Due to these parallel approaches to systems decomposition, it is possible to map a human factors
representational system into the SysML representational system.
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in methods of analysis and design that are model-based (or have the potential to be
model-based) and incorporate abstractions of human-machine interactions that map
cleanly onto model-based systems engineering. Thus, CIAS-DM focuses on the human
factors sub-domain of cognitive work analysis (CWA) because of the synergies it affords
in bringing human-centered, model-based representations into similarly organized and
purposed system-centered abstractions within the systems modeling language (SysML).
How these representations from HF/E are mapped onto SysML and used in relation to the
object-oriented systems engineering method (OOSEM) is described below. But first,
there are two other particularly important components of CIAS-DM to be reviewed: the
use-case-driven, V model approach to project development and the open-ended design
and prototyping of system components. These will be covered in the first two sections.
Lastly, how these methods map to architecture via Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) and
the ASHRAE Guideline 0 project scoping method will be presented.

Use-Case-Driven, Iterative Project Development
Development models organize the phases of a project from research through
construction, are of a few standard varieties, most have much in common, and more
recent development models are more accommodating of agile development methods.
CIAS-DM must anticipate an appropriate development model for CIAS. The current best
practice in architecture for large, complex project development is the Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) development model. It is a logical candidate as the development model
into which CIAS-DM integrates. But is IPD compatible with development models for
other large, complex project types, like CPS and STS, and is it a reasonable architectural
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proxy to be used as part of CIAS-DM? Figure 3.1 compares IPD to the V model, as
described in Appendices 2C and 3A, because the V model is a current best practice in
software, systems, and product development for large, complex projects [119]. The V
model is both use-case driven and architecture-centric [120] and mixes top-down and
bottom-up project management strategies. Use-case-driven means that designers and
analysts first elicit goals, use-cases (functional groupings of scenarios), scenarios
(functional groupings of tasks), and tasks (functional groupings of sub-goals, operations,
measures, and required skills, rules, and knowledge to execute operations) [104], [105],
[120], [121], [122]. Architecture-centric means that layers of abstractions of the system's
physical architecture, logical architecture, activities, sequences of activities, use cases,
and actors are generated, analyzed, and composed into hierarchical and functional
representations which guide the development of the system [104]. Top-down
development means the team plans and then executes design and analysis activities.
Bottom-up development means that the design team designs and iteratively and
incrementally optimizes and integrates individual sub-systems. Whereas top-down
development is good at organizing large, complex projects, it struggles to optimize and
integrate sub-systems. Conversely, bottom-up development is useful for optimizing and
integrating specific sub-systems but is of limited use for guiding overall development of
large, complex projects.
Figure 3.1 shows a general convergence of approaches to project and product
development for large, complex projects taking place across disciplines. This mapping
provides evidence for why it is reasonable and appropriate that CIAS-DM integrates with
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the IPD development model in architecture. In particular, during the IPD
conceptualization phase, there is a mix of traditional architectural elicitation methods and
evidence-based design methods. But as noted in Appendix 2B, these tend to fall short of
industry best practices for elicitation and elaboration in human factors, systems
engineering, and knowledge engineering. Thus, incorporating better elicitation methods
and validating design criteria not only makes sense, not only brings architectural practice
up to industry best practices, but also fits well into the emerging project delivery
methodology for architecture. As per Figure 3.1, the V development model is mapped to
the IPD development model to suggest that methods and tools useful for designing
existing and emerging industrial project types likely fit into the IPD development model
as well.
Mixed Development Models and Use-Case-Driven Design (See Appendix 3)
1. Development models are of a few standard varieties, most have much in common, and more recent
development models are more accommodating of agile development methods.
2. CIAS-DM is designed to be complementary to the V model.
3. In CIAS-DM, the means of abstracting the system (OOSEM + SysML) are based upon where the V
development model and its architectural equivalent, Integrated Project Delivery, overlap [86].
4. For large, complex projects, a mix of top-down (plan & execute) and bottom-up (iterative) project
management within a development model is necessary and they are typically both use-case driven
and architecture-centric [120].
5. Use-case-driven means that designers and analysts first elicit goals, use-cases (functional groupings
of scenarios), scenarios (functional groupings of tasks), and tasks (functional groupings of sub-goals,
operations, measures, and required skills, rules, and knowledge to execute operations) [104], [120],
[121], [105], [122].
6. Architecture-centric means that layers of abstractions of the system's physical architecture, logical
architecture, activities, sequences of activities, use cases, and actors are generated, analyzed,
composed into hierarchical and functional structures which address purposes, iterated, and then
used to guide the development of the system.
7. Architecture-centric decomposition is common across software engineering, systems engineering,
and mechanical, electrical, and computer engineering.
8. Software engineering abstraction schemas are driving the abstraction schemas in other design
domains because all complex design domains must understand how the software that will run the
systems understands them. Reflexively, understanding software-centric abstractions influences how
the designers and analysts conceive of the systems during design.

Table 3.3: Summary of Mixed Development Models and Use-Case-Driven Design
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Figure 3.1: The V development model overlaid with the IPD development model
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Schon’s Reflective Practice + Apple, Inc.'s Concept of Prototyping
As noted in Appendices 2B and 3A, Don Schon identified reflection in action as a
key tool professionals rely on in practice: that is, a systematic, focused internal analysis
process that is iterative and relies on the mind's capacity to intuit aspects of design
problems or solutions that are not directly accessible through what he calls technical
rationality [90]. Schon highlights the misguided sense of trust people place into what
they can quantify when often rational analysis is as likely to mislead as non-rational
analysis. Schon points out that technical rationality struggles with complex problems.
He notes that architects rely heavily on reflective practice because it is so difficult to
model the myriad design challenges of designing buildings in a technically rigorous way
[90]. In CIAS-DM, Schon’s reflective practice is incorporated in spirit and is coupled
with a focused, iterative prototyping method advocated by Apple, Inc.
Incorporating reflective practice, i.e., a series of trial and error, contemplative
design exercises, into project scoping brings a holistic perspective to the elicitation and
elaboration processes. It helps the designer/analyst envision upcoming challenges,
concerns, and requirements not easily perceivable through rational analysis alone. It
makes it easier to see likely interfaces, to uncover added dimensions of how users are
likely to interact with systems, and to figure out which components of the design are in
contact and/or dialog with each other. In summary, design can be used as an analytic
probe to uncover tacit and latent goals, use cases, scenarios, tasks, and requirements that
can be missed by standard elicitation methods.
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Design is incorporated into CIAS-DM based upon how it is carried out at Apple,
Inc. As documented by Houde and Hill, designers at Apple, Inc. have traditionally mixed
design and prototyping into and throughout their elicitation and elaboration processes,
generating analyses, prototypes, and designs co-extensively [123]. The design always
serves two purposes simultaneously: demonstrating/illustrating what has been resolved
and uncovering what might be useful but which is not yet accessible through linear,
logical analysis. Thus, Apple's process exemplifies the notion of prototyping as a means
to probe what a design could be, how it could be experienced, and how it could be made.

Figure 3.2 Reproduction of Apple's diagram showing what prototypes prototype
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This approach aligns well with the human-centered and architecture-centric
paradigm CIAS-DM pulls from systems engineering and similar trends in agile product,
process, and system development. It places a focus and framework under prototyping
that is compatible with an evolutionary approach to development, especially valuing
efficiency, pointedness, and using the tools and techniques in targeted ways. Given this
review of design and prototyping literature, CIAS-DM includes Apple's role/look/feel
implementation triangle to guide prototyping as part of a reflection in action strategy.
Reflection in Action and Focused Prototyping (See Appendix 3)
1. Schon argues that people think through action, as opposed to thinking first and then executing based
on a completed thought [90].
2. Schon notes that there is a limit to how far a problem can be decomposed without losing focus and
meaning [90].
3. Design is incorporated into CIAS-DM without a set list of procedures or expected outcomes.
However, experience reveals value in sketching early and often, especially key use cases and tasks.
4. Apple's process exemplifies the notion of prototyping –as a means to probe what a design could be,
how it could be experienced, and how it could be made. In all of the examples provided, the
designers are responding to questions about user needs, wants, goals, limitations, and the ways in
which the hardware and software will go together and work. The design is simply the by-product.
5. The points made in Houde and Hill's chapter on prototyping seem to be reflective of a general
company approach to user-centered and architecture-centric design practices. In fact, the idea that
design is really just another mode of analysis is reflected in the words of Apple's founder, as well. In
Steve Jobs’ video interview, he said,
Design's a really loaded word. I don't know what it means and so we don't really talk
about design a lot around here. We actually just talk about how things work. Um, most
people think it's how they look, but it’s not really how they look, it's how they work [124].
6. Given this review, CIAS-DM entails sketch prototyping activities targeted around role, look and feel,
(not much around implementation).
7. Design itself is a means of figuring out what the project should be – that is – we design both to
compose and to decompose.
8. Design can be used as an analytic probe used to uncover tacit and latent goals, use cases, scenarios,
tasks, and requirements that can be missed by standard elicitation methods.

Table 3.4: Summary of reflective practice and prototyping

Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) with Cornelissen's Recommended Addition, the
Strategies Analysis Diagram (SAD)
As mentioned at the start of this chapter, CIAS-DM incorporates components of
cognitive work analysis (CWA) in order to bring a human-centered perspective into an
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object-oriented systems engineering methodology (OOSEM) [86]. It is not all of CWA
that will be used in CIAS-DM, but only the first three of the five analysis methods. 22
These first three parts of CWA are chosen because they are appropriate during the
conceptualization and criteria design phases of the IPD architectural development model.
In fact, it would not be possible to perform a full CWA during conceptualization and
criteria design because the CIAS design would not yet be sufficiently developed. The
first three parts of CWA are chosen also because of how well they map onto the systems
modeling language (SysML), fit within the general object-oriented systems engineering
method (OOSEM) workflow, and because they are appropriate and useful during the
earliest pre-design scoping phases of an architectural project. The components of CWA
used in CIAS-DM and the rationale for selecting them are described in this section. In
summary, the first part of CWA maps the system’s affordances (what the system is
composed of and what the system can do), the second part maps users’ goal structures
and knowledge (what the users want to do, why, and what knowledge they must possess
to do it), and the third part maps the system’s affordances to the users’ goal structures and
knowledge. By mapping system affordances to goal structures, designers and researchers
can find the strengths of the system, where it aligns well with users’ goals and
knowledge, and the weaknesses of the system, where it does not align well with users’
goals and knowledge. The third part also helps designers and researchers conceive of
strategies that users’ are likely to employ to make use of the affordances of the system.

22

For a full accounting of CWA, see Appendix 3.
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But to understand why CWA is so important for designers of CIAS, the story
begins with task analysis (TA), from which CWA evolved. TA encompasses a broad
range of methods and has been in development for about 100 years. The origins of TA
are in Taylor's methods for assessing the efficiency of industrial work and the Gilbreth's
methods of breaking down work activities into component elements in order to improve
comfort, safety, and efficiency [122]. TA evolved over the decades in response to the
changing nature of work, the workplace, and organizational dynamics. Rasmussen
described the evolution of TA as beginning with optimizing the behaviors of master
craftsman who relied mostly on procedural knowledge [105]. By the 1930's and 1940's,
large-scale industrial processes required control rooms full of indicators and abstract
controls. But the operators were typically former master craftsman, themselves trained
on the systems with complete and mature mental representations of the systems they were
controlling [105]. Given this the abstract nature of the controls did not typically present
cognitive impediments to the operators. In summary, until about the 1950's, task analysis
was focused on procedural and rule-based knowledge for performing manual tasks.
But by the 1960's, electronic instrumentation became ubiquitous in industry and
afforded machines of greater scale, complexity, and automation that required the
monitoring, organization, assessment, and manipulation of large amounts of data. In
addition, the operators of these complex, automated systems were less likely to be master
craftsman with deep and extensive mental models of the workings of the systems.
Despite this, TA remained mostly focused on assessing physical work. But there was
growing need for TA to also assess the cognitive dimensions of tasks. This meant
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analyzing knowledge-intensive work and how users interacted with complex
representations of systems [105].
TA can be very simple, informal, and fast, or very formal, rigorous, and timeconsuming (Figure 3.3). The type of TA typically used before the 1960’s is operationoriented TA, as presented in Figure 3.3. Operation-oriented TA may still be used in
professional practice to design a simple web interface or hand-held device interface by
improving basic usability. But traditional TA does not tell the designers about all possible
activities the user may perform from any point in the system. That is, traditional,
operation-oriented TA does not offer a map of all possible system functions that any user
may employ. Rather, traditional, operation-oriented TA only offers a record of what a
particular test user actually did do. Operation-oriented TA also does not support a map
of all possible goals or goal structures. Rather, if used as an analysis tool for behavior
that can be observed, operation-oriented TA helps to break down the execution of tasks
associated with a particular observed scenario. But what if the designers want to
understand decision and action for non-standard and/or unobserved modes of operation,
such as hypothetical catastrophic failure modes? What does the system allow?
Goal
Goal
Number

Task
Task
Number

Sub-Task Sub-Task
Number

1

1

1
2
3
1
2

2
2

Figure 3.3 Basic operation-oriented Task Analysis
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Stimulus/ User
Prompt
Action
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In the 1960's, Annett and Duncan introduced hierarchical task analysis (HTA) to
model what the system can do (in theory) and what the user might want to do (in theory)
even if no observed user actually performs such a task in practice [125]. HTA adds to
task analysis by representing the entire means-end task structure and the goal structure
circumscribing any user’s decision making about operating the system. If TA tells us
what users typically do, then HTA gives us a sense of why they do what they do and what
the range of other options are. Use of HTA for decomposing user/system interaction is
sufficient if the pace of technological change is modest and most technologies and
controls have well-defined requirements, for which robust mental representations and
deep experiences of each system and each control already exist within the
user's/researcher’s mind and associated behaviors are intuitively understood.
But what if designers’/ users’ do not have adequate mental models when
designing, developing, and/or using systems? That is, during design, how does a
designer map a system or a goal structure if users cannot define, describe, or enact the
tasks because there are insufficient precedence for what is being designed? HTA does not
have a way to model such systems. To address these unknown dimensions of
contemporary systems, Rasmussen introduced the Abstract Decomposition Space (ADS)
diagram and the Decision Ladder diagram (DL, sometimes referred to in other articles as
the Control Task Analysis or ConTA) as complements to HTA [105]. Rasmussen refers
to ADS and DL used in conjunction with HTA as cognitive task analysis (CTA) and
describes the intent of CTA as, “...a model which may serve to bridge the gap between
engineers' analyses of control requirements and psychologists' analyses of human
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capabilities” [105, p. 9]. The purpose of the ADS is to map all possible behaviors the
system affords (i.e., what it can do is different than what users will do). The purpose of
the DL is to map a user’s likely goal structures when using the system. (i.e., What will
users do and how they must do it is different than what the system can potentially do.)
Though Rasmussen developed ADS and DL as complements to HTA, others took
the ADS and DL diagrams and built upon them while discarding or marginalizing the
HTA component, e.g., CWA, which pairs the ADS and DL with three additional diagrams
[111]. In CWA, the ADS and DL are the first two analytic diagrams used to understand
the system of interest. With respect to this dissertation, the only additional diagram of
interest is the third CWA diagram, the strategies analysis diagram (SAD) [126]. By
utilizing these three analytic diagrams, ADS, DL, and SAD, the designer/researcher
progresses from a goal-independent, function-dependent analysis (ADS), to a goaldependent and function-independent analysis (DL), and finally, a comparison and
refinement of the ADS system map to user’s likely goal structures (DL), through the
SAD. The SAD also identifies possible strategies that users will develop to operate the
system (See Appendix 3A for a more in- depth treatment of ADS, DL, and SAD). Using
these three diagrams, CWA models both the physical and abstract aspects of the system of
interest, including the human within it, and makes all design decisions tethered to the
ways in which they support efficient/effective user use and maintenance of the system.
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Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) (See Appendix 3)
1. Task analysis focuses on procedural and rule-based knowledge primarily associated with performing

physical work.

2. Hierarchical task analysis (HTA) adds methods and tools to address better understanding the

cognitive dimensions of tasks: primarily tasks for which there are well-established and/or accessible
mental models.

3. Rasmussen extended HTA with the Abstract Decomposition Space (ADS) diagramming and the

Decision Ladder (DL) [302] to address these unknown and unforeseeable dimensions of
contemporary complex mental work challenges (like problem-solving a software malfunction).

4. The ADS and DL together are also the two methods which comprise work domain analysis (WDA)

[307]. WDA is used for workplace domain representation and comprises the first two components of
cognitive work analysis (CWA) [305]. In fact, CTA is just the first two components of CWA with the
addition of HTA. The five components of CWA are: ADS, DL, Information Flow Maps, SocioOrganizational Structures, and Skills, Rules, Knowledge models [101].

5. Incorporation of the strategies analysis diagram (SAD) addresses CWA's third level of analysis related

to strategies and is meant to generate “actionable” strategies within the constraints of the ADS and
DL.

6. The user's expectations are set up by the way in which the environment and the use case in which

they are engaging are framing the situation. Thus, in moving through the CWA from a functiondependent and goal-independent (ADS) and function-independent and goal-independent (DL) set of
representations of just what the part/whole and means-end relationships of the physical and
abstract components of the system are, through to a detailed analysis of the focus and type of
cognition and action they afford, we are able to refine the architecture of the system being designed.
In this way, we are modeling both the physical and abstract system, the human within it, and making
all design decisions tethered to the ways in which they support efficient/effective user use and
maintenance of the system.

7. With respect to applying this knowledge to design activities, a natural progression is to use ecological

interface design (EID) to take the knowledge of system and user generated by the CWA in order to
design the interactive systems [108], [109].

8. EID is a nice complement to CTA or CWA.
9. CIAS-DM incorporates components of (CWA) in order to bring a human-centered perspective into an

object-oriented systems engineering methodology (OOSEM). Not all of CWA is used in CIAS-DM,
only the first three of the five analysis methods. This partial CWA is chosen because of how well its
components map onto the systems modeling language (SysML) models and fit within the general
OOSEM project development workflow and how they relate to scoping a project.

Table 3.5: Summary of Cognitive Work Analysis

Mapping to a Model-Based Representation and Engineering Method: SysML and
OOSEM
While the volume, dynamicism, and integratedness of data inherent in CIAS is a
new challenge for the field of architecture, it is a challenge faced for some time by other
domains, notably aerospace, automotive and defense industries, the designers of control
rooms and interfaces for large, complex industrial operations, and complex software
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systems design. In these industries, new technologies (hardware, software, and human
protocols) must be tightly coupled and robust both to support functionality at any basic
level and also because failure may result in loss of life and of substantial time and
monetary investment. That is, these industries develop “mission-critical” systems.
Designers have to design these mission-critical systems to perform reliably, effectively,
efficiently, and safely, even though there may be no existing precedents or mental models
for how the systems do operate, can operate, or will actually be used. In response, since
the 1950’s, each industry has developed strategies to mitigate these risks, and since the
80’s these strategies have been converging. The software development industry has had a
number of tools for designing and validating complex software packages dating back to
the 1950’s [127]. Similarly, aerospace and the Department of Defense developed
frameworks, methods, and tools over the years, including DoDAF & DOORS [86].
These representational systems focus on the design, integration, and management of
human-software, human-machine, and human-organizational logistics. By the 1980’s,
there were dozens of modeling languages, methods, and tools used by governmental,
educational, and industrial research and design organizations. Integration and/or
consolidation of these languages, methods, and tools became an industry-wide goal [127].
During the 1990’s, the software industry realized the development of the unified
modeling language (UML), the first non-proprietary industry-standard modeling
language for software development [127]. UML was a success and saw wide-spread
adoption in software development, systems engineering, organization management, and
business process modeling. However, neither UML nor its predecessors addressed the
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physical aspects of designing, integrating and managing humans, machines, software,
interfaces and organizational dynamics as an entire system of cyber-physical systems.
UML had potential, but needed refinement and extension to model complex
logical/physical systems. In the late 1990’s, industry organizations, especially the Object
Management Group (OMG) and the International Council on Systems Engineers
(INCOSE), agreed to develop a non-proprietary, universal platform supporting the design
and management of complex logical and physical systems. Development of such a
comprehensive modeling language and method began in the early 2000’s. In 2007, the
systems modeling language (SysML), was officially introduced. SysML is an extension
of UML, known as a profile of UML, based on a graphical user interface protocol for
managing complex systems of people, hardware, software, and organizations. SysML
found immediate and enthusiastic use within the automotive, defense, and aerospace
industries [86]. It has characteristics that make it ideal for use in the design and
management of CIAS. The standard method for modeling systems of interest within
SysML is known as the object-oriented systems engineering method (OOSEM), although
SySML, and the UML it extends, are very flexible and allow users to mix modeling
methods and standards as appropriate for a given design challenge [86], [128]. Table 3.6
summarizes the literature review of UML, SysML, and OOSEM.
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SysML & OOSEM (See Appendix 3)
1. SysML, the systems modeling language based on a graphical user interface protocol for managing

complex systems of people, hardware, software and organizations was formally introduced in 2007.
SysML is based upon (and extends) UML.
2. SysML has been used to model cyber-physical systems, systems of systems, mechatronics, robotics,
human-computer interfaces, and human/system organizational dynamics.
3. While SysML is a modeling language – the syntax and semantics through which information is
represented – there is also a standard modeling methodology for using SysML. The object-oriented
systems engineering methodology (OOSEM) is a top-down, model-based approach which supports
...the specification, analysis, design, and verification of systems. OOSEM leverages
object-oriented concepts in concert with more traditional top down systems
engineering methods and other modeling techniques, to help architect more flexible
and extensible systems that can accommodate evolving technology and changing
requirements. OOSEM is also intended to ease integration with object-oriented
software development, hardware development, and test [128, p. 17].
4. Broadly speaking, these efforts focus on how to model machine systems, including the relationships
and interactions within tightly coupled human-machine systems, but tend not to be humancentered.

Table 3.6: Summary of SysML & OOSEM

Mapping Between ADS, DL, SAD, and SysML and OOSEM
While SysML and OOSEM focus on how to model the components, relationships,
and interactions within tightly coupled human-machine-software systems, their modeling
tools and diagrams do not specify the structure and behavior of humans and/or human
interaction with the systems to the same extent as they specify the structures and
behaviors of the physical (hardware) and logical (software) systems. SysML diagrams
also do not offer the same extent of analysis of the system affordances, user goalstructures, and use strategies for the system of interest they represent as do ADS, DL, or
SAD diagrams.
CIAS-DM, however, uses SysML and OOSEM with additional diagrams based on
CWA to provide a more detailed model of how humans may interact with CIAS that does
capture system affordances, user goal-structures, and derived user use strategies.
Importantly, because these three techniques are integrated, they also check and validate
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each other. In CIAS-DM's adoption and integration of the OOSEM and SysML along
with a partial CWA, it makes the following mappings. The SysML model is structured as
per Figure 3.4. CIAS-DM's mapping from CWA to SysML are described in Figure 3.4
and illustrated in Figures 3.5 through 3.7.
The ADS diagrams are structural diagrams; thus, they map to SysML's structural
diagrams. The ADS’ physical form, physical function, abstract function, generalized
function, and functional purpose diagram components are mapped as blocks in block
definition diagrams for part/whole and means-end relationships within SysML.
generalized functions and physical function diagram components can be mapped as
blocks to block definition diagrams if appropriate to represent basic relationships between
components, but would be most appropriately mapped to internal block diagrams within
SysML to show interconnections of components.
The DL falls under the behavior diagrams sub-set of SysML and can be modeled
by activity diagrams, which model “...the flow of input/output and control” [86, p. 172].
HTA can also be modeled by block definition diagrams, activity diagrams, or sequence
diagrams, depending upon the type of HTA and its purpose. SAD can be modeled by
block definition diagrams.
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Figure 3.4 SysML organization & proposed relationship to CWA
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Figure 3.5: SysML to CWA: Block Definition Diagrams
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Figure 3.6: SysML to CWA: Internal Block Diagrams
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Figure 3.7: SysML to CWA: Activity Diagrams
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To this point Chapter Three has covered acquiring information about structuring
design and development, assessing stakeholder needs, modeling systems affordances, use
cases, user goal structures, user use strategies, and how CWA representation and analysis
methods map to the representational framework provided by SysML. In addition,
Chapter Three introduced why CIAS-DM uses the design and analysis constructs that it
uses and how design and prototyping fit into it. CIAS-DM makes the representation of
the use of the facility model-based, use-case-driven, architecture-centric, and analyzed
using a mix of top-down and bottom-up analyses (incremental advances). In addition,
CIAS-DM uses a model-based representational framework that is understandable to and
usable by software and systems engineers, putting this analysis of the project scope in a
format more usable to the designers of the interactive sub-systems which make up the
CIAS (incremental advance). CIAS-DM also incorporates analysis methods from human
factors and systems engineering in order to model the system’s physical and cognitive
affordances, goal structures, and user use strategies, which is appropriate for the design of
CIAS and beyond the scope of standard SysML modeling. This is a revolutionary
advance for architectural design and analysis methods, and it should increase the
usefulness and relevance of the architectural program for the entire design team.

IPD/OPR/BOD
Finally, CIAS-DM is integrated into an emerging architectural project
development method, IPD, and a standard project scoping practice as outlined in
ASHRAE Guideline 0, which prescribes the development of narrative Owner’s Project
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Requirements (OPR) and Basis of Design (BOD) documents. With IPD, the
conceptualization and criteria design phases are when CIAS-DM is intended to have the
most impact. Despite the goal of collaboration, it remains the case that the architect is
usually the owner's first point of contact for scoping a building project, and usually
contractors and consultants expect the architect to scope the project. It makes sense. A
mechanical engineer needs to know how big the building will be, how it is organized,
oriented, and what activities take place within it before selecting and sizing mechanical
equipment. Similarly, an HCI designer will need to know the number of interfaces,
number of types of interfaces, and how they relate to activities and the overall building
design’s intent before designing each type of interface. Given this, CIAS-DM could be
useful to architects who are responsible for establishing the project scope, expectations,
and preliminary requirements before the advance consulting team is brought on board
during the project conceptualization and criteria design phases. At the very least, the
CIAS-DM model will help the architect and owner map scenarios that can be used in
discussions with other consultants in order to ask the right questions of the consultants in
order to understand what systems they anticipate and how best to integrate those systems.
In summary, CIAS-DM incorporates methods and tools from related fields in
order to help designers of CIAS map the physical and cognitive affordances of CIAS, as
well as the goal structures and likely use strategies of CIAS users, and represent this
knowledge in a model-based way consistent with best practices for designing existing and
emerging complex, interactive systems. Doing so requires mapping methods and tools
from human factors to systems engineering and placing CIAS-DM within architectural
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project development method. In addition, CIAS-DM incorporates design as a
decompositional method to compensate for the limitations of rational analysis.
SUMMARY: How IPD/OPR/BOD Are Incorporated in CIAS (See Appendix 3 )
1. CIAS-DM can be fit into any architectural project delivery method by integrating within ASHRAE

Guideline 0’s project scoping method using narrative Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR) and
Basis of Design (BOD) documents.
2. CIAS-DM was built into the OPR/BOD process to enhance its ability to validate owner requirements
and preliminary design strategies.
3. CIAS-DM complements existing and emerging architectural project development processes, e.g.,
Integrated Project Delivery.
4. It is also worth noting that the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) [5] process of
delivering sustainably designed buildings suggests a project framework and methods which
converge with IPD and utilize ASHRAE Guideline 0. The issues of complexity, scale, reliable highperformance, and predictability are recurrent themes both within our CIAS subdomain of IB/IA/AR
but also with other domains of building architecture, such as sustainable design. This suggests that
if we are able to design a method to facilitate the development of the CIAS subset of IB/IA/AR,
given that IB/IA/AR share similar challenges with the broader field of architecture and with aspects
of other large-complex-technical-system design fields, there is a possibility that aspects of the
method will be more broadly applicable.

Table 3.7: Summary of IPD & ASHRAE’s Guideline Zero OPR/BOD documents

CIAS-DM: Formal Articulation of the Method
CIAS-DM is an 8-step method for use during the conceptualization and criteria
design phases of IPD. It is embedded within an OPR/BOD method. It helps designers of
CIAS understand the physical and cognitive affordances of using the system of interest,
as well as whether goals, uses, and requirements align. The steps of CIAS-DM are:
Steps: 23
STEP 1: Review the Owner’s Project Requirements document & identify: goals, use
cases, requirements, system of systems to which system of interest belongs,
sub-systems of the system of interest, and then draft the Basis of Design
document formally responding to the Owner’s Project Requirements Document
STEP 2: Complete the Abstract Decomposition Space diagram and the Decision Ladder
diagram analyses

23

The steps as described reflect the design of CIAS-DM when the research design proposal was submitted.
They have evolved since this draft, but are broadly the same. The final method is presented in Table 7.2
in chapter 7.
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STEP 3: Refine products of STEP 1 based upon information gained from STEP 2 and
revise goals, use cases, requirements, and Basis of Design document
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s look, feel, and role prototyping method
STEP 5: Refine products of STEP 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from
STEP 4
STEP 6: Complete Strategies Analysis Diagram
STEP 7: Refine products of STEP 5, 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from
STEP 6
STEP 8: Assess traceability and map relationships among all and then review all
supporting documents as necessary. That is, can all requirements be allocated
to at least one task/scenario/use case/goal/system component/function?

In order to develop, refine, and test CIAS-DM, three series of design cases were
completed. These will be detailed in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. First, Chapters 4 and 5 present
the preparatory work that led to the Series 2 and Series 3 assistive mattress design cases.
The research design for developing the design cases and developing, refining, and
evaluating CIAS-DM is presented in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Research design for developing, refining, and evaluating CIAS-DM
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CHAPTER FOUR:

EXPLORATORY STUDY: EXPLORING PATIENT ROOM INTERACTIONS
Overview
Chapter Four presents a research article, “Examination of How and Why Overthe-Bed Tables Are Used: Use Cases and Needs from Healthcare Providers,” that is
accepted for publication in the Health Environments Research and Design Journal (in
press) in order to contextualize the Series 2 and Series 3 assistive mattress projectscoping design case projects. 24,25 With respect to the research design presented in Figure
3.8, the contents of this chapter relate to Part B preparatory work. The focus on the
hospital patient room assistive mattress for the Series 2 and Series 3 design cases was
motivated by the findings of this research article. The purpose of the research presented
in this article was to understand how clinicians and patients interact with over-the-bed
tables in patient rooms. However, the study was designed to learn about over-the-bed
table use within a complex, interactive ecosystem of people, activities, and systems.
Semi-structured interviews and scenario enactments with clinical subject matter experts
(SMEs) were used to elicit explicit, tacit, and latent knowledge. Unexpectedly, the
interviews and data analysis revealed that patients’ positions in bed negatively impacted
24

The citation for the article in press is:
Manganelli, J., Threatt, A., Brooks, J.O., Merino, J., Yanik, P., Healy, S., Walker, I., Green, K. (in press).
“Examination of How and Why Over-the-Bed Tables Are Used: Use Cases and Needs from Healthcare
Providers.” Health Environments Research & Design Journal.

As required by the publisher, the content of this article is identical to the content of the article accepted
for publication, including the format and location of the references, which appear at the end of this
chapter, as they do in the actual article. For convenience, the references are also included in the
dissertation document’s reference section at the end of this volume.
25
See Appendix 4 for the permission to reprint letter signed by the copyright holder.
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use of the over-the-bed tables for some activities of daily living, e.g., eating, and also
frequently left patients in positions of poor posture. SME comments indicated that the
likely cause of these problems was the design of the mattress.
The investigator’s contemplation of these unexpected results was influenced by
the investigator’s familiarity with hospital beds and mattresses, having spent a few weeks
shadowing rehabilitation clinicians making their rounds. Based upon this experience, the
investigator was aware that many existing hospital beds and mattresses are already
interactive mechatronic systems. Consideration of these separate but related bits of
information suggested that the hospital mattress would be an appropriate basis for a CIAS
design case for three reasons. First, the mattress mechatronic systems do not exist in
isolation but in an increasingly networked and responsive ecosystem of health service and
management systems within the patient room. Second, an interactive, actuated mattress
as part of an ecosystem of assistive electronic, mechatronic, and robotic patient support
systems would possess the three defining characteristics of CIAS (see Table 3.1). Third,
for patients mostly confined to bed, the bed/mattress assembly is their occupied space, so
there is an architectural quality to such a system. Thus, it was determined that design
challenges comprised of furniture scale, complex, interactive ‘architectural’ systems
could serve as reasonable, tractable proxies for CIAS within the context of dissertation
research.
The exploratory research article, “Examination of How and Why Over-the-Bed
Tables Are Used: Use Cases and Needs from Healthcare Providers,” is presented here in
full for three reasons. First, the Introduction, Results, and Discussion provide
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justification for using the assistive mattress design case as a CIAS design case. Second,
the data collection Methods for this study were repeated in order to gain the data
presented and analyzed in “Chapter Five, Exploratory Study 2: Refocusing on the
Mattress as Design Case.” Third, the explanation of patient room activities will provide
general context about the activities that take place in rehabilitation hospital patient rooms.
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“Examination of How and Why Over-the-Bed Tables Are Used: Use Cases and Needs
from Healthcare Providers”

Introduction
This article presents the results of an exploratory study in which fourteen clinical
and staff subject matter experts (SMEs) at a regional rehabilitation hospital were
interviewed in order to understand how and why over-the-bed tables are used. The results
include a use case analysis with illustrative sketches, a list of needs statements, and final
observations. This study complements Brooks et al. (2012a) and Manganelli et al.
(2013), which focused on what features and functions are desired in experimental ‘smart’
assistive nightstands and existing over-the-bed tables, respectively. It contextualizes
knowledge of what features and functions of over-the-bed tables are used by adding
information about why over-the-bed tables are used and how over-the-bed tables are used.
This research was in preparation for redesigning the over-the-bed table to be more useful,
usable, and actively assistive. The study looked at the over-the-bed table’s role within the
patient-room ecosystem: consisting of space, people, other equipment and services, as
well as the interactions among all of these agents focused on improving patient wellbeing, rehabilitation, and staff effectiveness.
This study builds upon the work of three previous studies. First, Brooks et al.
(2011) found that potential users are open to using a ‘smart’ nightstand and identified
some desired features and functions. Second, Brooks et al. (2012a) assessed what
features and functions might be useful in a next-generation, assistive mobile nightstand.
Third, Manganelli et al. (2013) surveyed the sizes, types, features, and functions of
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existing over-the-bed tables currently used in North America, as well as what features and
functions of a sample of existing over-the-bed tables were preferred by patients and
clinicians at a rehabilitation hospital. The results of the Manganelli et al. (2013) study
confirmed that the over-the-bed table is essential for patients to perform their activities of
daily living, that it is valued primarily for the table top and tray, and that it could be made
more useful and usable. (See Table 1 Parts A, B, & C for summaries of the findings)
In summary, these studies yielded a wealth of information about what over-thebed table features and functions healthcare professionals and patients want, need, like,
and dislike, but little data about why they use such devices and no contextual data about
how they actually use them. These findings led to this exploratory study of how and why
over-the-bed tables are used in preparation for designing an actively assistive piece of
‘smart’ furniture. There are several justifications for targeting the development of
actively assistive furniture, but two are of primary concern. First, there is a need.
Second, assistive health care technologies have proven effective, though they are still
very new.
With respect to the need, demographic shifts in the general population and the
population of health care professionals, as well as evolving standards for patient care,
indicate that there is and will continue to be a shortage of health care professionals. The
U.S. population 65 years of age and older is projected to increase from 13% of the
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Part A: Key Findings from “Toward a ‘Smart’ Nightstand Prototype: An Examination of Nightstand
Table Contents and Preferences” (Brooks et al., 2011)
Participants willing to consider use of a ‘smart’ nightstand
Participants desired carefully designed storage
Participants desired the ability to move the nightstand up and down
Participants desired contemporary design
Participants desired voice activation
Part B: Key Findings from “Group Differences in Preferences for a Novel Nightstand” (Brooks et al.,
2012a)
All users prefer large magazine racks.
All users prefer access to a pull-out tray.
All users prefer a lip around the top table surface.
All users prefer concealable lazy Susan-style storage to drawers.
Patients prefer a small trash can while hospital employees prefer a large trash can.
Top and extendable tray sizes are very close to the desired sizes of both patients and staff.
Both patients and staff prefer two cup holders.
Part C: Key Findings from “Examination of Over-the-bed Tables: Healthcare Provider and User
Preferences” (Manganelli et al., 2013)
The primary use of an over-the-bed table is as a mobile tabletop supporting dining and grooming,
as well as a place to lay personal artifacts.
While the over-the-bed table serves a critical need, many of its features and functions are not
used. Patients and staff rarely use features and functions not directly related to dining,
grooming, and laying out personal artifacts. Improved legibility and ease-of-use of secondary
functions may increase their usage.
On average, both patients and staff prefer a slightly larger over-the-bed tabletop and extendable
tray. However, there was a lot of variability in the responses, and existing table top and
extendable tray sizes are very close to the desired sizes of both patients and staff.
Both patients and staff prefer two cup holders.
Part D: Extracted User Activities & User/Over-the-Bed Table Interactions
User Activity
• Eating
• Sitting Up
• Lying Down
• Drinking
• Grooming
• Working
• Getting Into Bed
• Getting Out of Bed
• Getting Into Chair
• Getting Out of Chair
• Other (Describe)

User/Over-the-Bed Table Interaction
• Pushing OBT Away
• Pulling OBT Toward
• Raising Table
• Lowering Table
• Extending Tray
• Retracting Tray
• Putting Stuff On the Table
• Taking Stuff Off the Table
• Accessing Compartments
• Using Mirror
• Other (Describe)

Table 1: Review of Key Findings from Previous Studies Leading to Current Study and
Extracted User Activities and User/Over-the-Bed Table Interactions
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population in 2010 to over 20% of the population by 2050 (US Census, 2008).
Worldwide aging demographic trends are similar (United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, 2004).
There is also a marked increase in non-communicable, chronic diseases associated
with more sedentary lifestyles and poor diets occurring throughout the world (World
Health Organization, 2012). These trends indicate hospitalization for older citizens with
health conditions such as heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and obesity will continue to
increase. Such patients typically have diminished mobility overall and a diminished
capacity to perform activities of daily living (ADLs). There is also a shortage of health
care professionals, especially physicians, nurses, and therapists, which will likely
exacerbate the logistics of providing quality care to the expanding senior patient
population (Kane et al., 2009; Siela, Twibell, & Keller, 2008; Wilson, Lewis,& Murray,
2009). Other factors may broaden the gap between the need for quality care and the
availability of human health care professionals to provide it. For instance, the average
length of an in-patient stay has declined in the U.S. from 9.1 days in 1990 to 6.2 days in
2010 (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2012). A similar trend
exists throughout much of the world (OECD, 2012). Thus, health care providers already
stretched thinly by too many patients and too few clinicians also have smaller windows of
time for the clinicians to observe and treat the patients in-house. In addition, Covinsky et
al. (2003) studied the baseline and discharge performance of ADLs by a population of
2,293 patients 70 years of age and older and found that 35% declined in ADL
performance by the time of discharge. In summary, there is a need to address the long-
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term structural shortage of healthcare professionals while also improving quality of inpatient care and the effectiveness of rehabilitation for a rapidly ‘graying’ population with
chronic diseases. Given these trends, assistive devices that aid clinicians in monitoring
and rehabilitating patients are a likely part of health care’s future.
In addition to the need, there is evidence that assistive devices are effective for
improving and maintaining users’ functional independence and physical and cognitive
capabilities. Mann, Ottenbacher, Fraas, Tomita, and Granger (1999) showed that
assistive technologies and environmental interventions successfully slowed the decline of
functional independence of elderly participants. Fasola and Mataric (2012) found that
socially assistive robots (SARs), serving as companions for elderly adults and
encouraging physical exercise were, “. . . effective in motivating consistent physical
exercise throughout the interaction . . .” (p. 2525). LoPresti, Mihailidis, and Kirsch
(2004) surveyed the literature on assistive technologies for cognition (ATCs) and found
that ATCs have proven effective at rehabilitating, improving, and maintaining users’
cognitive capabilities. Okamura, Mataric, and Christensen (2010) provided a survey of
application areas of SARs in the health care industry, which included the following:
recovery, rehabilitation, replacement of diminished/lost function, surgical procedures and
interventions, behavioral therapy, personalized care, and wellness/health. The authors
also offered design considerations.
Early work to distribute assistive technologies throughout buildings’ surfaces,
systems, and furnishings already exists. The domains of assistive technologies, building
systems, and information technologies are becoming more integrated. Fox and Kemp
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(2009) reflected on how such technologies will impact the future of architectural design
(specifically addressing healthcare environments) and surveyed emerging ‘smart’
technologies from monitoring systems and building automation systems to autonomous
and distributed robots in the environment. They also considered how interactive
environments will be used to enhance human activity and well-being. Ko, Gao,
Rothman, and Terzis (2010) described the potential and current applications of wireless
sensing systems for monitoring and tracking patient behaviors and conditions and noted
the opportunities and challenges of deploying such technologies. Threatt et al. (2012a)
and Threatt et al. (2012b) both described a vision of assistive, social technology applied
to the patient room and rehabilitation. Brooks et al. (2012b) described distributed robots
within a domestic interior intended to increase the quality of life for all individuals.
Philips developed full-scale, working prototype “Adaptive Healing” rooms intended to
improve patient recovery (Philips, 2011). Hence, these studies reveal an emerging area of
environmental design research, and the first commercial products are now developing.
These types of interactive environments will come to dominate the patient and clinician
experience, and therefore, so will the challenge of designing them.
It is important to recognize that designing assistive furnishings and/or
environments adds new dimensions to environmental design, requiring an evolution of
design and analysis methods. A more detailed understanding of the nature of interactions
among people, the environment, furnishings, systems, and software is required prior to
design. Designing an assistive over-the-bed table requires understanding its system roles,
affordances, and behaviors, as well as those of the people and systems with which it
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interacts. By focusing on how and why over-the-bed tables are used as they are, this
study is focusing on their likely behaviors and interactions. Bringing this perspective to
the challenge of improving over-the-bed table design led to the use of semi-structured
interviews combined with scenario enactments for data acquisition; this combination is
sometimes referred to as contextual interviews (Lazar, Feng, & Hochheiser, 2010). This
scenario enactment approach allowed us to contextualize the what (desired features and
functions) of improving over-the-bed table design derived from previous studies with the
why and the how of its actual (and potential) uses. In this case, the why is comprised of
the quality of care goals and capabilities, as well as limitations of the clinicians, patients,
and the organization. The how is comprised of the patterns of use of the over-the-bed
table.
This approach provided a very efficient means of accessing a wealth of
declarative and procedural knowledge within the sixty-minute contextual interviews. We
accessed what the SME could tell us (declarative knowledge), what he/she could
demonstrate to us but did not think to verbalize because it had become habitual
(procedural knowledge), and also responses or demonstrations which imply possible
unaddressed or heretofore unknown needs (latent knowledge). Such information is
essential for designing the user experience and required system-of-systems interactions
necessary to make this piece of assistive furniture useful and usable. While this is a new
design challenge for environmental designers and health care administrators, it has been
faced by software designers, user experience designers, and complex systems controls
designers for some time. That is, the challenge of designing actively assistive furniture
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and environments is to efficiently and effectively design environmental systems for
which neither users nor designers have well-developed mental models or procedural
knowledge.

Methods
This study used a mixed methods research design with qualitative and quantitative
components. Semi-structured interviews during scenario enactments were used to elicit
information from SMEs. Semi-structured interviews include a mix of open-ended and
probing questions in response to the feedback from the interviewee, as well as standard
questions to ensure that all SMEs address certain key points of interest for the researchers
(Lazar et al., 2010; Stanton, Hedge, Brookhuis, Salas, & Hendrick, 2005). In this case,
the questions were used to:
1. discover typical use scenarios for each type of clinician and support staff
who interact with the patient and the over-the-bed table.
2. ensure that all SMEs explicate why they were doing what they were doing.
3. ensure that all SMEs demonstrate how they do it.
4. ensure that all SMEs demonstrate how they have seen patients interact
with staff and the over-the-bed table.
5. ensure that all SMEs speculate about why patient behavior is what it is.
6. ensure that all SMEs speculate about why and how automation, sensors, or
intelligence may or may not be useful additions to the over-the-bed table.
Incorporating scenario enactments is efficient and useful both for eliciting how
existing products are actually used (Sommerville & Sawyer, 1997; Stanton et al.,2004)
and for conceiving of how future products, for which users do not have existing mental
models or procedural knowledge, could possibly be used (Rosson & Carroll, 2002).
Content analysis, frequency analysis, and affinity diagramming were used to analyze the
data. This research design evolved from several recent, similar, and/or related projects.
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Three previous studies by Brooks et al. (2011, 2012a) and Manganelli et al. (2013), as
described above, focused the scenarios and the semi-structured interview questions.
Approval from the appropriate institutional review board was obtained prior to data
collection. We provide an overview of the study design in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Overview of Research Design
Participants. Fourteen clinicians and support staff at a regional rehabilitation
hospital served as a convenience sample of SMEs. They included two physicians, one
nurse, three occupational therapists, four physical therapists, two speech therapists, and
one maintenance and one housekeeping staff. In the interest of protecting the privacy of
this small, exploratory sample population demographic data were not collected.
Setup. Researchers set up a mockup of a private patient room within a larger
research space referred to as the home lab. The patient room mockup was constructed of
large, reinforced cardboard sheets. Furnishings and props, including a working over-thebed table, were used to create a more realistic scenario for the SMEs. A working hospital
bed was not available, so a domestic bed was used as a proxy. (See Figure 2)
Welcome and Training. Each SME had a one-hour interview composed of three
twenty-minute sections. The first section was the welcome and training section. The
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second and third sections were contextual interviews, each with one of two personas.
The welcome and training section included the following activities:
•

The research facilitator welcomed the SME, gave a tour of the mockup
patient room and an introduction to the actor and notetaker from the
research team.

•

The research facilitator led the SME to a prep area for consent.

•

The research facilitator gave the SME training on participating in the
contextual interview by having the SME explain a child’s toy (Lincoln
Logs) to the research facilitator while demonstrating how to use the toy.

•

The research facilitator gave the SME a written description of the first
persona.
After reviewing the description of Persona One, the SME was brought to the

doorway of the patient room mockup. The SME was asked to enter and interact with the
actor as though he/she were the patient persona. The research facilitator guided the SME
through the section, kept the SME on pace, ensured all scenarios were covered, and took
notes on what the SME said. A second research notetaker took notes on how the SME
performed activities.
Personas. Two personas focused the scenario enactments. The enactments were
designed to assess over-the-bed table usage for two types of patients: one with primarily
cognitive and nervous system disabilities and the other with primarily physical
disabilities. Persona One was Sara Jasper, a 72 year-old retired school teacher
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Figure 2: Patient Room Mockup Setup: (A) The existing home lab and (B) our plans for
building a full-scale mockup of a patient room within the home lab. (C) The stack of
cardboard sheets used to construct a full-scale, medium-fidelity patient room and (D) a
view of the completed mockup. (E) An actor performing the role of one of our personas
in bed used for the scenario enactments. (F) The prep/training area outside of the mock
patient room where SME participants are led through a training exercise and given the
persona descriptions. (G) A panoramic view of the mock patient room from the
perspective of the actor/SME in the bed with the over-the-bed table across his/her lap.

with mild vascular dementia and in the early stages of developing arthritis in her hands.
Sara had recently suffered a stroke resulting in left-side hemiplegia. Persona Two was
Thom McDaniel, a 24 year-old data analyst and a bilateral below-the-knee amputee who
had been learning to use a wheelchair, who was about to be discharged, and who was to
learn to walk with prostheses. The detailed descriptions of personas were developed
using the procedure as set forth in Observing the User Experience (Kuniavsky, 2003).
Scenarios. Each SME participated in the same set of scenario enactments for
each persona. During each, the SME both demonstrated how and narrated aloud why
they were doing what they were doing. The scenario enactments had the following
sequence:
•

Greeting: SME entered the patient’s room and greeted the patient.

•

Scenario 1: Persona in Bed Enacted by Actor: SME demonstrated how he/she
would interact with the persona in bed, either treating or serving the persona.

•

Scenario 2: Persona in Bed Enacted by SME: SME got into the bed and
demonstrated how the patient persona would act in bed when using the over-thebed table, especially when performing activities of daily living or during
treatments.

•

Scenario 3: Persona in Chair Enacted by Actor: Actor sat in a chair and brought
the over-the-bed table across his/her lap, and then the SME interacted with actor,
either treating or serving the persona.
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•

Scenario 4: Persona in Chair Enacted by SME: SME sat in the chair and
demonstrated how the patient persona would act when seated in the chair when
using the over-the-bed table, especially performing activities of daily living or
treatments.

•

Exiting Room: The SME said good-bye to the patient and left the room.

•

Repeat steps 1 – 6 for other persona.

Procedure. As the SME entered the mockup patient room, the actor was in the
bed, and the research facilitator was seated in a chair at the foot of the bed. An additional
researcher (notetaker) was seated at the foot of the bed for all but two interviews. The
scenarios were open in structure because the researchers did not have prior knowledge
about the typical treatments or services provided by the SMEs. SMEs began enactments
by demonstrating their typical routines when interacting with patients like the personas.
The research facilitator responded with questions on a case-by-case basis, focusing
questions as opportunities arose. Though there was no set structure to question-asking,
the research facilitator had a list of focused questions to guide the interviews, such as:
1. What do you bring into the room with you? Where do you place it?
2. As you enter the room, what is the expected behavior of a case like Sara
(persona)?
3. What would your first session with the patient entail? …the fifth session? …the
last session?
4. Does the state of the patient’s over-the-bed table or nightstand give you any
insight into the activities/progress or condition of the patient?
5. Do you move the over-the-bed table? If so, how? When? (Please demonstrate)
(Where the over-the-bed table is moved from and to is implicit in the
demonstration.)

The research facilitator took notes on what the SMEs said. The additional
notetaker used a spreadsheet to classify user activities and to take notes on how the
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activities were physically carried out, especially the positions and activities of hands,
feet, and other key body parts. The spreadsheet had pickbox-cells for classifying User
Activity and User/Over-the-Bed Table Interaction. These activities and interactions were
derived from (Brooks et. al, 2012a) and (Manganelli et. al, 2013). In practice, the
notetakers also took notes on what the SMEs said, and the research facilitator captured
some of what the SMEs did. The list of classifiers for SMEs’ actions and interactions are
described in Table 1, Part D, above.
Analysis. Frequency analysis and content analysis were facilitated by the
structure of the data collection spreadsheet and documentation procedures because the
notetaker classified each activity and interaction by picking from a standard set of
classifiers. Once collected, the data were first aggregated into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

SME performing and/or interacting with stroke patient persona in bed
SME performing and/or interacting with stroke patient persona in chair
SME performing and/or interacting with amputee persona in bed
SME performing and/or interacting with amputee persona in chair

Frequency analysis was performed on the notes according to their User Activity
and User/Over-the-Bed Table Interaction classifiers. Next, an affinity diagram
reorganized all 689 notes, revealing latent categories of knowledge and use manifest in
the notes. Affinity diagrams hierarchically group statements into common categories
(Holtzblatt, Wendell, & Wood, 2005) and iteratively refine the groupings to reveal
patterns in the data. Each category of data was then named. The number of notes within
each category and major themes within each category were identified.
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The results of the affinity diagram were used to generate an outline use case
analysis for all of the various patient-room activities and interactions in which the overthe-bed table participates. Use case is defined as “. . .the functionality of a system in
terms of how its users use the system to achieve their goals” (Friedenthal, Moore, &
Steiner, 2009, p. 269). A use case is a map of the various ways a single scenario may play
out. For instance, for the use case of serving a meal on the over-the-bed table, what is a
normal use scenario versus a maintenance scenario versus a critical failure scenario?
Each of these scenarios may then be broken down into tasks and formal task analysis
conducted of the most critical ones.
The results of the affinity diagram were also subjected to frequency and content
analysis and were used to develop an outline of over-the-bed table use cases, illustrations
of key use cases, and a list of needs statements. Additional analysis was conducted to
ensure that “how” notes did indeed describe how the over-the-bed table was used. The
culled sample was subjected to a final content analysis. Content analysis, or the analysis
of the occurrence of key words, is a common method for finding themes in consumer
research (Kassarjian, 1977).
The affinity diagram, frequency analysis, and content analysis also led to the
generation of needs statements, which are the basis for developing design requirements.
A needs statement is a refined statement of the users’ needs (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008),
requiring that the raw notes of the user are filtered through a series of rules meant to
disambiguate the needs statements.
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Assumptions. Understanding how and why over-the-bed table features and
functions are used will improve designers’ abilities to design more usable and useful
over-the-bed tables and is essential for designing an actively assistive over-the-bed table
as part of a human-room-furniture assistive ecosystem. Initially, there was an assumption
that why knowledge would be accessed through verbal response (declarative knowledge)
and how knowledge observed as tacit behavior (procedural knowledge). In reality, the
two types of knowledge and data elicitation proved to be thoroughly interdependent, and
this assumption had to be revised (see Discussion).

Results
The results of this study are presented in two sections, Initial Frequency Analysis
+ Content Analysis and Affinity Diagramming + Analysis. Overall, there were 451 notes
documenting the SMEs’ narrations about what the fourteen SMEs were doing and why,
and 238 notes classifying activities and interactions and detailing how and why activities
and interactions were performed. After review, it was determined that of the 238 how
notes, 183 notes were indeed about how activities and interactions were performed, while
the remaining 55 notes provided additional contextual information but not information
about how. Thus, analysis was conducted on the 183 notes confirmed as providing
information on how activities and interactions were performed. The initial frequency and
content analyses looked at the raw patterns in the classified notes and the content of the
notes (See Table 2). The affinity diagram combined all 689 notes and iteratively grouped
them to reveal latent patterns of knowledge. Additional frequency and content analyses
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of the affinity diagram categories identified major themes within each group (See Table
3).
Initial Frequency Analysis + Content Analysis. The frequency of each how
note’s User Activity and User/Over-the-Bed Table Interaction classification was assessed.
(See Table 2 Parts A & B) There were substantially more notes for the in-bed scenarios
(74 & 56) than for the in-chair scenarios (28 & 25). With respect to the user activity
classifiers, there were substantially more notes classified as either lying down (73) or
sitting up (66) than all other use activities combined (M=16.64, SD=25.28). With
respect to the user/over-the-bed table interaction classifiers, the interactions
demonstrated most frequently were pushing away (50), other (43), pulling toward (23),
and raising (21) (M=18.30, SD=15.58).
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Part A: Initial Frequency Analysis of User Activity Classification
user activity
stroke / % N & P stroke / % N & P amputee / % N & P amputee / % N & P totals
bed
Notes* chair
Notes* bed
Notes* chair
Notes*
lying down
30
33%
0
N/A
43
67%
0
N/A
73
sitting up
18
44%
20
70%
7
57%
21
86%
66
eating
9
33%
0
N/A
2
100% 0
N/A
11
drinking
1
100% 0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
1
working
4
50%
0
N/A
1
0%
1
100% 6
getting out of bed
2
100% 0
N/A
1
100% 0
N/A
3
getting into bed
1
100% 0
N/A
0
N/A
1
100% 2
other
9
67%
3
100% 2
50%
0
N/A
14
getting into chair
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
1
0%
1
getting out of chair
0
N/A
3
100% 0
N/A
1
100% 4
grooming
0
N/A
2
100% 0
N/A
0
N/A
2
totals
74
45%
28
79%
56
66%
25
84%
183
Part B: Initial Frequency Analysis of User/Over-the-Bed Table Interaction Classification
user/obt**
stroke/ % N & P stroke / % N & P amputee / % N & P amputee / % N & P totals
interaction
bed
Notes* chair
Notes* bed
Notes* chair
Notes*
pushing obt away** 23
35%
7
86%
15
47%
5
80%
50
pulling obt toward** 6
17%
3
67%
8
75%
6
100% 23
lowering table
5
60%
2
100% 3
100% 2
100% 12
raising table
7
43%
1
100% 11
55%
2
0%
21
put stuff on table
5
60%
3
100% 1
100% 1
100% 10
taking stuff off table 3
0%
0
N/A
1
100% 0
N/A
4
extending tray
5
40%
2
0%
5
80%
1
100% 13
retracting tray
0
N/A
0
N/A
1
100% 4
100% 5
using mirror
0
N/A
1
N/A
1
0%
0
N/A
2
other
20
65%
9
78%
10
80%
4
75%
43
totals
74
45%
28
79%
56
66%
25
84%
183
Part C: Initial Content Analysis of Notes
ALL TEXT
NOTES: EXPLICIT
NOTES: TACIT
Rank
Word
Count
Rank Word
Count Rank
Word
Count
1 on
220
1 on
154
1 table
104
2 obt**
176
2 obt**
137
2 on
66
3 in
151
3 is
113
3 in
44
4 patient
148
4 patient
108
4 move
40
5 table
146
5 in
107
5 patient
40
6 is
140
6 get
84
6 obt**
39
7 bed
120
7 bed
83
7 bed
37
8 get
115
8 up
76
8 get
31
9 move
103
9 will
67
9 is
27
10 up
92
10 be
66
10 side
26
11 side
89
11 out
64
11 had
24
12 be
86
12 move
63
12 tray
24
13 out
84
13 side
63
13 push
22
14 tray
80
14 tray
56
14 be
20
15 will
77
15 are
45
15 out
20
16 would
63
16 would
43
16 way
20
17 put
60
17 table
42
17 would
20
18 use
48
18 put
41
18 pull
19
19 are
47
19 can
39
19 put
19
20 over
47
20 over
36
20 away
16
21 can
45
21 sit
36
21 up
16
22 way
45
22 down
32
22 use
16
23 down
41
23 use
32
23 foot
14
24 do
40
24 room
30
24 lower
14
25 raise
40
25 do
30
25 raise
14

* % N & P Notes = Percentage Neutral & Positive Notes ** obt=over-the-bed table

Table 2: Initial Frequency Analysis and Content Analysis
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%N&P
Notes*
53%
67%
45%
100%
50%
100%
100%
71%
0%
100%
100%
62%
%N&P
Notes*
50%
65%
83%
48%
80%
25%
54%
100%
50%
72%
62%

The content analysis counted the occurrence of key words in the notes. (See
Table 2 Part C) Overall, there is much agreement between the explicit and tacit content
analyses. They share 16 words in common in the top 25 most frequently used words, and
7 of the top 10 words in each are the same. The most common nouns from the explicit
list are over-the-bed table, patient, bed, side, tray, table, and room. The most common
nouns from the tacit list are table, patient, over-the-bed table, bed, side, tray, and foot.
The most common verbs from the explicit list are is, get, will, be, move, are, would, put,
can, sit, use, and do. The most common verbs from the tacit list are move, get, is, had,
push, be, would, pull, put, use, lower, and raise. The most common prepositions are in
and on. (See Table 2 Part C)
Affinity Diagramming + Analysis. We reorganized the data into groups
according to emergent patterns in the content of all notes using affinity diagramming.
(See Table 3 Parts A & B) Of the 689 notes, about 12% were discarded because they
lacked detail or were unclear. Another 16% of notes were coherent and useful, but did
not relate directly to a particular aspect of over-the-bed table use. These items were
separated out and placed in the Healthcare Provider Perspectives category. This data did
inform illustrations of key use case activities and interactions. Of the remaining 529
notes, the categories that contain disproportionately large shares of the notes are Rolling
Over-the-Bed Table Out from Under Bed or Chair (16%) and Failure Modes of Over-theBed Table (9%).
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Part A: Affinity Diagram Discovered Categories and Themes
Category
Number of Notes Under
Theme Hierarchy
Greeting
16
Engaging Strong/Weak Side
10
Rolling Over-the-Bed Table Out from Under
82
Moving Extendable Tray In/Out
31
Cleaning Up Over-the-Bed Table
18
Raising Over-the-Bed Table
39
Lowering Over-the-Bed Table
24
Staff Usage of Over-the-Bed Table
39
Patient Position
5
Patient Usage of Over-the-Bed Table
34
“Parking” Over-the-Bed Table (Away)During
22
Over-the-Bed Table Position
40
Suggested Solutions (General)
31
Failure Modes of Over-the-Bed Table
49
Over-the-Bed Table Obstacles
12
Suggestions (Automation)
40
Problems (Automation)
25
Eating
12
Discarded
69
Healthcare Provider Perspectives
91
Part B: A Partial Example of the Detail of the Full Affinity Diagram
No. of
Category
Key Concepts
notes
Staff usage of obt*
39
grooming (during treatment: pt grooms self)
10
propping/positioning/bracing neglected limb
13
use obt as boundary/work surface during therapy 7

Percentage of
Total Notes
3%
2%
16%
6%
3%
7%
5%
7%
1%
7%
4%
7%
6%
9%
2%
7%
5%
2%
N/A
N/A
Accounts Key concepts
for % of
account for %
total
of total
77%
26%
33%
18%

Patient usage of

34
feet rest comfortably on obt base
12
top of obt is where essential personal items stored 6
one handed operation
6

35%
18%
18%

Failure modes of

49
9
5
13

18%
10%
27%

5

10%

bearings/joints wear out and become safety issue
table in way of maneuvering--a safety issue
not intuitive/difficult to understand/use
buttons/levers/controls difficult to
understand/use
* obt=over-the-bed table

71%

65%

Table 3: Affinity Diagramming Emergent Categories and Themes
Overall, five of the 20 categories accounted for (41%) of the notes. In addition,
(7/20) categories (35%) are about moving or positioning the over-the-bed table and
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account for (46%) of all notes. Some sub-categories also represented disproportionately
large shares of the category’s notes. For instance, within the category of Patient Usage of
Over-the-Bed Table, (35%) of 34 notes related to ensuring the base of the over-the-bed
table was a comfortable place for the patient to rest his/her feet while sitting in a chair.
The results of the affinity diagram were used to generate an outline use case
analysis for all of the various patient-room activities and interactions in which the overthe-bed table participates. The list below outlines the over-the-bed table use cases
discovered in the notes. Two partial examples representative of the depth and scope of
the use case analysis are presented in Table 4, Part A.
The top level categories are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Entry Sequence
Exit Sequence
Treatment
Environmental Services
Nursing
Patient
Operating the Over-the-Bed Table
Failure Modes

The use case analysis, in conjunction with the affinity diagram and the results of
the frequency analysis and content analysis led to a series of illustrations of key points
about over-the-bed table use by patients, clinicians, and staff. (See Figures 3 & 4)
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Part A: A Partial Example of the Use Case Analysis
7. Operating the Over-the-Bed Table
1. Move Along Ground Plane
1. Push
2. Pull
3. Fling
4. Toe Push
5. Lean Into the Over-the-Bed Table While Maneuvering
6. Upright While Maneuvering
7. Lean on Over-the-Bed Table with Hands While Talking to Patient
8. Lean on Over-the-Bed Table with Fingers While Talking to Patient
9. Lean on Over-the-Bed Table with Forearms While Talking to Patient
10. Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Raising/Lowering Over-the-Bed Table
11. Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Cleaning Tray
12. Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Shifting Extendable Tray In or Out
2. Positioning the Over-the-Bed Table
1. “Out of the Way” Means:
1. In Front of Bathroom Door
2. At the Foot of the Bed
3. Against the Far Wall at the Foot of the Bed
4. Against the Bathroom Wall
5. Base Slid Under the Sink with Top Above Sink
6. In the Doorway to the Corridor
8. Failure Modes
1. Things Fall Off of the Over-the-Bed Table Top or Extendable Tray from Crowding Items to the Attended
to Side
2. Things Spill on the Over-the-Bed Table Top or Extendable Tray from Crowding Items to the Attended to
Side
3. Items Pushed to the Neglected Side Fall Off / Get Knocked Off Onto the Bed on the Neglected Side
and Are Effectively Lost for the Patient
Part B: A Partial Example of Needs Statements Generated from Notes
Key

Needs Statement

01
02
04

The unit is aware of when meals are eaten.
The unit alerts staff when a meal is complete.
The unit is used to brace weak arm during therapy strengthening strong arm and core.
The unit's surface top is positionable to a height somewhere between the height of the elbow and the
shoulder whether the patient is in bed or in a wheelchair.
Patient's feet may rest comfortably on the base of the unit.
The unit is positionable so that the patient can always operate all extendable/retractable surfaces.
The unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the unit without obstruction while reclining
The unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the unit without obstruction while seated
in a wheelchair.
The unit's surfaces maintain optimal position as the patient's position varies.
The locations and operations of all compartments are intuitively obvious without training.
All unit controls are easy to use for one person using one hand of limited dexterity.
The unit includes an intuitively obvious place to store eye glasses.
The unit's vertical movement is automated.
The unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of bariatric patients during meals.
The unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of patients in bed even when the bed

09
18
25
26
27
34
43
47
48
55
73
74

Table 4: Partial Examples of Our Use Case Analysis and Needs Statements.
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Figure : First set of illustrations summarizing key use cases of over-the-bed tables.
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Figure 4: Second set of illustrations summarizing key use cases of over-the-bed tables.
The affinity diagram, frequency analysis, and content analysis also led to the
generation of needs statements. See Table 4 Part B for a partial list of the resultant needs
statements for designing a next-generation, assistive over-the-bed table with improved
usefulness and usability. Note that this sample shows needs statements addressing a mix
of existing and latent needs extracted from the data.
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Lastly, we considered whether the content of each note indicated a
neutral/positive or negative message about user activity or interaction with the over-thebed table. Words and word roots such as difficult-, hard, strain, not, can’t, wouldn’t,
shouldn’t, won’t, confus-, frustrat-, unsafe, zone, lean-, trouble-, violent-, struggl-, etc.,
were used to classify a note as negative. This information was used to further analyze the
content of the 183 tacit knowledge notes. We differentiated between negative notes and
neutral/positive notes instead of differentiating only between negative and positive notes
because most non-negative notes were actually neutral and not positive. Thus, if we had
used the simpler negative/positive dichotomy, it would have been misleading.

Discussion
The purpose of this exploratory study was to understand how and why over-thebed tables are used in preparation for designing a more useful, usable, and actively
assistive over-the-bed table. The frequency analysis of the tacit knowledge notes (Table 2
Part A & B) indicate that most how notes were focused on the activities of lying down
(40% overall) and sitting up (36% overall). A more detailed analysis of these notes
revealed that all notes tagged with lying down or sitting up were actually about what
happens in the position of lying down and the position of sitting up and not while
performing the action of lying down or sitting up. The content analysis (Table 2 Part C)
is informative with respect to this finding. For the explicit knowledge notes and the tacit
knowledge note, over-the-bed table, patient, table, and bed are the most frequent nouns.
Is and get are the most frequent verbs. And on and in are the most frequent prepositions.
This suggests that the critical relationships when using the over-the-bed table are with
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respect to position (on/in) and getting into position (is on, is in, get on, get in), primarily
between the patient, the table, and the bed. That is, using the over-the-bed table is
dependent upon proper patient and/or staff positioning with respect to how one is situated
in relationship to the bed. The results of the affinity diagram support this observation.
With respect to the affinity diagram (Table 3, Parts A & B), (7/20) emergent
organizational categories dealt directly with the position or movement of the over-the-bed
table in relation to a user or another piece of equipment. In addition, there are many
more notes about using the over-the-bed table in bed (71%) (130) than using the over-thebed table in the chair (29%) (53).
We also analyzed the content of each note for whether or not it conveyed a
neutral/positive message or a negative message. There are many more neutral or positive
notes (68%) than negative notes (32%) overall. Given these overall trends, it is
noteworthy that notes about use of the over-the-bed table while in bed are more negative
(54%) neutral or positive overall than notes about using the over-the-bed table while
seated in a chair (81%) neutral or positive overall. Similarly, for the activities of lying
down and sitting up in bed, the notes are (53%) neutral or positive and (48%) neutral or
positive, respectively. Conversely, for sitting up in a chair, the notes are (78%) neutral or
positive. Similarly, notes about the interaction of , pushing the over-the-bed table away
are (50%) neutral or positive overall but only (40%) neutral or positive for patients in
bed, while being (83%) neutral or positive for patients in a chair. For the interaction,
raising the over-the-bed table, notes are (48%) neutral or positive overall, including
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(50%) neutral or positive for patients in beds and (33%) neutral or positive for patients in
chairs.
When the notes are parsed per persona, the results indicate that most of the
negative notes are related to stroke patient use of the over-the-bed table. For the stroke
patient persona, notes about lying down were (33%) neutral or positive; notes about
sitting up were (44%) neutral or positive; notes about pushing the over-the-bed table
away were (35%) neutral or positive; and notes about raising the over-the-bed table were
(43%) neutral or positive. In addition, notes about pulling the over-the-bed table toward
were (17%) positive. Conversely, for the amputee persona, notes about lying down were
(67%) neutral or positive; notes about pushing the over-the-bed table away were (47%)
neutral or positive; notes about raising the over-the-bed table were (46%) neutral or
positive; and notes about pulling the over-the-bed table toward were (75%) neutral or
positive. In summary, over-the-bed table usability is most in need of improvement for
patients with primarily cognitive and nervous system deficiencies, while patients are
lying or sitting in bed. The position of the patient in bed and the position of the over-thebed table in relation to the patient are critical parameters governing use of the over-thebed table. This realization led to a more focused review of the content of the notes. The
following are key observations.
Both the frequency analysis and content analysis point to the ‘raising’ and
‘pushing away’ user/over-the-bed table interactions while in bed as problematic. With
respect to raising the over-the-bed table, (11/21) notes were negative and (9/11) negative
notes were in reference to raising the over-the-bed table while it is over the bed. With
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respect to pushing away the over-the-bed table, (25/50) notes were negative and (23/25)
negative notes were about pushing it away while over the bed.
Another key observation is that there were 27 notes that included the SME
placing his/her foot on the base of the over-the-bed table to stabilize it before raising it,
lowering it, cleaning it, extending or retracting the tray, or repositioning it. Anytime the
staff moved or adjusted the over-the-bed table in any way, they first braced it with a foot.
The next key observation is that the over-the-bed table is used during in-patient
therapies, especially for patients with cognitive & nervous system deficiencies. There
were six notes about placing the over-the-bed table on either side of the stroke patient
with hemiplegia (a side with limited or no functionality). Three SMEs liked the over-thebed table on the neglect side to draw the patient’s attention to the neglect side, even
though it is less convenient for the patient to access his/her personal items. The other
three SMEs preferred the over-the-bed table on the non-affected, strong side of the
patient, so that it would be easier for the patient to access his/her personal items. This
topic of which strategy best serves the patient and under what conditions is worthy of
further study.
In addition, there were 26 notes about therapists using the over-the-bed table as
part of various therapies. The most common usage, for which there were 13 notes, is to
brace a neglected arm. Bracing the neglected arm against the over-the-bed table gently
stimulates the arm while the patient’s torso rocks as a result of exercising the unaffected
side of the body. The incidental movement of the unused arm braced on the table while
the torso moves stimulates the nervous system in the neglected limb and supplements
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rehabilitation. Another four notes indicate that therapists have bed-bound or chair-bound
patients groom themselves at the over-the-bed table as part of practicing their ADLs.
Four more notes indicate that therapists will have patients clean the over-the-bed table top
with the neglected limb, both to practice an essential ADL and to stimulate the nervous
system in the neglected side in a familiar way. The final five notes indicate that the overthe-bed table top is also used for puzzles, games, and other cognitive therapies, as well as
paraphernalia for speech therapy.
The next key observation is that pushing/pulling the over-the-bed table while it is
over the bed is difficult because the base gets caught on the bed frame and cords (24
notes). This is a serious issue because it frustrates patients and induces them to move the
over-the-bed table around more forcefully and to have an angry disposition when calling
for assistance (15 notes). The last key observation is that clinicians are generally open to
‘smart’ furniture in the patient room, but they question its cost-effectiveness, robustness,
and flexibility (9 notes).

Lessons Learned
Semi-structured interviews used in conjunction with scenario enactments are very
useful and time-efficient for uncovering how and why a procedure or product is used or
may be innovated for new uses. All data were collected in just two days by just three
researchers who spent one hour each with 14 subject matter experts. This approach
requires a great deal of preparation and practice. It yields a lot of data. The data yielded
by this approach are accessible on both intuitive and formal levels, making it useful to a
range of researchers, practitioners, and administrators. The most interesting lesson is that
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the how and why data were so thoroughly entrained. The notetakers charged with
documenting how data did a very good job, as (77%) of their notes did capture data on
how the over-the-bed table is used. However, the notetakers also captured much more of
what the SMEs said and/or contextual information than expected. The research facilitator
also captured how data while noting what the SMEs said and why they did what they did.
This is perhaps not surprising in hindsight. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that
declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge are deeply interdependent, and
accessing one in isolation from the other during a contextual interview is both not
possible and not desirable.
Limitations. We did not see healthcare professionals and patients interact with
over-the-bed tables in real patient rooms. The convenience sample of SMEs included
only one to three SMEs from each professional background (i.e., physician, occupational
therapist, physical therapist, speech therapist, registered nurse, environmental services,
etc).

Future Research
Given the central role that the bed plays in patient positioning for use of the overthe-bed table and with respect to limiting the over-the-bed table’s maneuverability, it is
problematic that we did not use a real hospital bed for this study. Future research will
repeat a portion of this study using an actual hospital bed in a patient room with a patient.
In addition, there is an opportunity to have the SMEs validate the importance of the
resulting needs statements and to classify them, so that the design team both understands
the priorities of the SMEs and how they conceive of seriousness of these issues. Doing
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so will help the design team prioritize design and development work, while also helping
designers learn to speak with the SMEs and other health care providers using concepts
and terminology that the SMEs and health care providers understand.

Conclusions
This study gave our research team a glimpse into the richness of daily activity
within the patient room as an essential guide for the design of next-generation more
useful, usable, and actively assistive hospital furnishings. It yielded useful information
about why and how healthcare providers and patients use over-the-bed tables (see Table 5
below). The study also rendered insights into the interdependency of over-the-bed table
functionality with bed functionality and other equipment and furnishings within the
patient room. Lastly, this study led to realizations about how to improve the usability of
over-the-bed tables and how they may become more active agents within a patient-room
ecosystem of people and devices. Table 5 below contains a summary of the findings of
this study.
Implications
• Successfully using the over-the-bed table is dependent upon proper positioning, especially in bed
during meals.
• Over-the-bed table usability for patients with cognitive deficiencies must improve.
• There are fewer problems associated with over-the-bed table use while seated in a chair than when
in the bed.
• The over-the-bed table is used during in-patient therapies, especially for patients with cognitive
deficiencies.
• Pushing/pulling the over-the-bed table while it is over the bed is difficult because the base gets
caught on the bed frame and cords. This is a serious issue because it frustrates patients.
• Raising the over-the-bed table may require awkward body posture.
• Clinicians are generally open to ‘smart’ furniture in the patient room but question its costeffectiveness, robustness, and flexibility.

Table 5: Implications.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
FOLLOW-UP EXPLORATORY ACTIVITIES: REFOCUSING ON THE ASSISTIVE
MATTRESS AS DESIGN CASE

The exploratory study presented in Chapter Four refocused the design cases used
to evaluate CIAS-DM on the hospital bed mattress. Once this refocusing occurred,
additional preparatory work was necessary in order to develop the Owner’s Project
Requirements (OPR) and Basis of Design (BOD) documents to be used in the Series 1, 26
Series 2, 27 and Series 3 28 design cases. This chapter presents three small, preparatory
activities29 that elicited and organized information about the use, functionality, and
construction of hospital bed mattresses and about how to structure OPRs and BODs.
The preparatory work in Chapter Five covers Parts B, 30 D, 31 and E 32 of the
research design as diagrammed in Figure 3.8. First, the Methods and Results for Part B
are presented, then the Methods and Results for Part D, and finally, the Methods and
Results for Part E are presented. These preparatory activities are presented in series
because they occurred in succession and each built on the previous preparatory activity.

26

Formative design cases used to develop and refine CIAS-DM
Summative design cases used to assess usefulness of CIAS-DM as a project-scoping aid
28
Summative case study used to assess usefulness of the information model produced using CIAS-DM as
the project moves into the conceptualtization and criteria design phases of the IPD development model
29
These are called preparatory activities, not studies, because Part B and Part E were designed and
conducted merely as preparatory activities. Part D, which was designed and conducted such that it can
be analyzed and written up as a study, has so far has been analyzed only to the extent sufficient to
develop the OPRs for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases.
30
Primary and secondary source research used to uncover goals, use cases, and requirements for hospital
bed mattresses
31
Semi-structured interviews with scenario enactments in order to understand how patients and clinicians
interact with real, mechanized, working hospital beds and mattresses
32
A participatory OPR generation activity with clinical SMEs in order to generate the two OPRs to be used
during the Series 2 design cases
27
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Through these preparatory activities, the investigator developed the knowledge necessary
to create OPRs and a BOD document for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases.
The final OPR and BOD documents, presented in Appendix 5F, were the results of the
preparatory work presented in this chapter.

Part B: Primary and Secondary Source Research
Part B of these exploratory follow-up activities entailed primary and secondary
source research in order to add necessary background knowledge in three areas. Part B1
entailed additional analysis of the data of the exploratory study presented in Chapter
Four 33 and analysis of the data of a follow-up confirmatory study. 34 Part B2 entailed
secondary source research and the generation of a technical report on the history, use,
functionality, and construction of hospital beds and mattresses. 35 Part B3 entailed
secondary source research about structuring OPR and BOD documents.
B1 Data Review Methods: Identifying Goals, Use Cases, Tasks, and
Requirements. The purpose of reviewing the data from the study presented in Chapter
Four, as well as the data from a subsequent follow-up study, was to recover all possible
goals, use cases, tasks, and requirements for assistive patient room furniture relevant to
the hospital bed mattress. The primary sources of information were: 1) a spreadsheet

33

The full use case analysis and list of need statements from the study presented in Chapter Four is
presented in Appendix 5A. Neither document was fully presented in Chapter Four but both were mined
during Part B of Chapter Five.
34
A follow-up confirmatory study validated findings from the article presented in Chapter Four. The
results of this follow-up study were submitted as a research article to the Health Environments Research
and Design Journal during fall, 2013. A relevant table from the unpublished study is provided in
Appendix 5B.
35
The technical report on hospital beds and mattresses is presented in Appendix 5C.
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containing all notes about what clinical and staff participants said or did during the semistructured interviews and scenario enactments study presented in Chapter Four; 2) a
detailed use case analysis developed during the study presented in Chapter Four that
identified the primary use cases for patients and clinicians interacting in hospital rooms;
3) spreadsheets summarizing the results of a follow-up confirmatory study that validated
the findings presented in Chapter Four. Goals, use cases, tasks, and requirements were
extracted from these sources and entered into a spreadsheet. Identification of goals, use
cases, tasks, and requirements was rule-based [85] [128].
B1 Data Review Results: Identifying Goals, Use Cases, Tasks, and
Requirements. Approximately 689 notes and 333 use cases were reviewed in order to
select those relevant to the use, features, or functions of the bed mattress. This process
yielded a preliminary set of 64 goals, 31 use cases, 41 tasks, 14 constraints, and 57
requirements applicable to the mattress. No further analysis was done with these items
until all of the data from Parts B, D, and E were aggregated into one spreadsheet.
However, these data were useful for developing the positions and tasks that were assessed
during Part D, and informed the participatory activity conducted in Part E.
B2 Data Review Methods: History, Use, Functionality, and
Construction of Hospital Bed Mattresses. Product literature on 33 hospital bed
mattresses sold in the U.S. from twelve manufacturers was reviewed by a summer
research intern with respect to 20 categories of information, including: size, shape,
weight, material, method of actuation, power supply, alarms, etc. Some incidental review
of hospital bed literature also occurred to understand the relationship of the mattress to
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the bed frame mechanics and actuation. Follow-up internet-based keyword searches
developed background knowledge on the systems described in the product literature.
This review of mattress product literature and the subsequent keyword searches focused
on data traceable to multiple sources or to authoritative sources.
B2 Data Review Results: History, Use, Functionality, and Construction
of Hospital Bed Mattresses. The hospital bed mattress technical report, located in
Appendix 5C, was generated in response to this secondary source research. It provides
an overview of the history, use, functionality, and construction of hospital bed mattresses.
In addition to providing the investigator with information about hospital bed mattresses in
general, as well as a list of feature and function requirements, the technical report was
included as an appendix with each of the OPRs used during the Series 2 design cases in
order to provide background information on hospital bed mattresses.
B3 Data Review Methods: Creating OPR/BOD Documents. The
purpose of reviewing secondary source material about creating OPR and BOD documents
was to figure out how to adapt the OPR/BOD project-scoping method to CIAS in general
and the assistive patient bed mattress in particular. The ASHRAE Guideline 0
specification was reviewed. In addition, a review and analysis of 32 OPRs and BODs
was conducted in order to develop the OPR and BOD templates. Actual OPR and BOD
documents were surveyed because the OPR and BOD documents, as specified by
ASHRAE Guideline 0, are generic. In practice, organizations tailor their
implementations of the OPR and BOD documents based upon their needs. Sources for
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templates and examples included the Whole Building Design Guide, the U.S. Army, a
state university, and a design firm [129], [130], [131], [132].
B3 Data Review Results: Creating OPR/BOD Documents. The review
revealed that most OPR/BOD documents focus on building systems performance. Even
though ASHRAE Guideline 0 identifies user requirements as a categories of performance
criteria about which designers and owners must concern themselves, none of the
categories of requirements associated with user requirements address how users interact
with the systems (from a human factors perspective). Furthermore, of the examples of
OPR/BOD documents reviewed, there were only detailed requirements related to
building envelop performance, indoor environmental quality, mechanical and electrical
systems performance, schedule, and budget. In summary, the existing OPRs and BODs
surveyed reflect system-centric views of the design challenge.
The OPR/BOD documents developed for use in scoping CIAS were based on a
generic model of the OPR/BOD documents that included standard categories such as
project description, objectives, and functional requirements. In addition, the CIASoriented version of the OPR added in lists of use cases, user tasks, and possible actors
engaging with the system of interest. These additions to the OPR/BOD process made it
more human-centered. CIAS-DM used standard BOD sections but focused on describing
scenarios of use via an executive summary, a project narrative, and a justification for the
proposed approach to developing the project. The final OPRs and BODs generated for
use during the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases are located in Appendix 5F.
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Part D: Follow-up Exploratory Semi-structured Interviews and Scenario
Enactments.
Methods. Part D used semi-structured interviews [133], [134] in
combination with scenario enactments [134], [135] in order to understand how patients
and clinicians interact with hospital beds. Though much information about patient and
clinician interactions with the hospital bed mattress was accessed via the study presented
in Chapter Four, there was a limitation to those results. For that study, a domestic double
bed was used as a proxy for a hospital bed because a hospital bed was unavailable. The
domestic bed served adequately when the focus was on use of the over-the-bed table.
However, once the focus of the CIAS-DM design cases shifted to the mattress,
information about how patients, clinicians, and staff interact with real hospital beds and
mattresses became essential. In addition, several clinical SMEs who participated in the
semi-structured interviews and scenario enactments presented in Chapter Four
commented that significant issues with the bed mattress affected patients’ abilities to use
the over-the-bed table, to perform activities of daily living, and to be comfortable,
mobile, and safe.
For these reasons, it was essential that the investigator either conduct
ethnographic research of patients using hospital beds or another semi-structured interview
with SMEs interacting with a real hospital bed. Since interactions with real patients were
not permitted, the ethnographic option was not available; therefore, we conducted a fresh
round of semi-structured interviews with scenario enactments with clinicians using a real
hospital bed. Since the focus shifted to human interaction with the mattress, the script
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and procedure were rewritten completely. In addition, in preparation for this exploratory
semi-structured interviews study, the investigator benefitted from the data analysis
described in Parts B1 and B2 above, as well as from the use case analysis and findings of
the original semi-structured interviews study. As a result, the script for this follow-up
study had the SMEs demonstrate a focused set of use cases instead of asking them to
demonstrate their typical routines when interacting with a patient in the patient room.
Participants. Twelve clinical SMEs participated in semi-structured
interviews with scenario enactments using a working, mechanized hospital bed and
mattress. The SMEs were blocked into two groups. Block “A” SMEs performed (and
interacted with) the “Sara” persona (the same “Sara” persona used in the study presented
in Chapter Four). Block “B” participants performed (and interacted with) the “Thom”
persona (the same “Thom” persona used in the study presented in Chapter Four). (See
Appendix 5G) SMEs included physicians, physical therapists, occupational therapists,
and speech therapists. 36 In the interest of protecting the privacy of this small, exploratory
sample population, demographic data were not collected.
Setup. The investigator was assisted by two other researchers. The three
researchers set up a working Hill-Rom Versa-Care A.I.R. hospital bed in a research lab at
a regional rehabilitation hospital. Props included a pillow, an over-the-bed table, a
wheelchair, and a chuck (pad placed under patient on bed used by staff to move patient).

36

Nurses were not available to participate as SMEs.
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A low-fidelity mockup of a patient room was not used for this follow-up study because
the study focused specifically on human interaction with the patient bed. See Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Setup for the Part D semi-structured interviews
Procedure. The three researchers performed the following four roles:
research facilitator, patient proxy, explicit note notetaker, and tacit note notetaker. The
research facilitator and the patient proxy were performed by the same researcher. The
research facilitator’s primary job was to read the script (Appendix 5H). In general, the
procedure required the SME to demonstrate patient behaviors in bed as requested by the
research facilitator. However, if the SME wanted to demonstrate how staff reposition a
patient, then the research facilitator momentarily assumed the role of the patient so that
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the SME could demonstrate technique for adjusting the patient’s position. The explicit
note notetaker recorded what the SME said (the SME’s explicit knowledge) using a
spreadsheet. The tacit note notetaker recorded what the SME did and how the SME did it
(the SME’s tacit knowledge) using diagrammatic sketches and notes as per Appendix 5D.
Welcome. Each SME took thirty to sixty minutes to complete the semistructured interview. The first five minutes of the interview was used to welcome the
SME, introduce the researchers to the SME, and obtain consent. The welcome included
the following:
•

The researchers greeted the SME, introduced themselves, explained their
respective roles, and asked the SME if he/she had any questions.

•

The research facilitator provided the SME with an information sheet for the study
and consented the SME. (Appendix 5I)

•

The research facilitator gave the SME a one-page description of either the Sara
persona or the Thom persona. The persona each SME enacted was determined by
the block to which he/she was assigned, as described in the Participants
subsection above.
After the SME reviewed the persona description, the research facilitator began to

guide the SME through a series of use cases. The use cases were the same for both
personas.
Personas. Two personas focused the scenario enactments. Sara is a
seventy-two year old stroke survivor. Thom is a twenty-four year old below-the-knee
amputee. The personas were the same two personas used in the study presented in
Chapter Four. Summary documents of the personas, given to the SMEs for reference, are
located in Appendix 5G. The personas were developed to assess the behaviors of two
different types of patients. Sara is cognitively impaired and has some partial paralysis
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that she may be able to overcome with therapy, and is physically more limited overall.
Thom is young, otherwise healthy, and has no cognitive impairment, but has a severe and
permanent physical impairment.
Scenarios. Each SME in each block of SMEs participated in the same set
of scenario enactments for their block’s given persona. While enacting the persona in a
given scenario, the SME narrated aloud what he/she was doing, why, and provided
thoughts on how the patient may feel or what the patient may think or do while
performing any given task. There were 11 scenarios evaluated. The 11 scenarios were
the same for both personas. Of the 11 scenarios, four were about patients situated in
particular positions. The remaining seven scenarios were about patients transitioning
between positions. The scenario enactments had the following sequence:
•

Sitting on the Edge of the Bed: SME demonstrated how the patient persona would
sit on the edge of the bed.

•

Transitioning from Sitting on the Edge of the Bed to Lying Down: SME
demonstrated how a patient such as the persona could transition without
assistance. The SME also commented on whether or not unaided transition was
likely. If the SME wanted to demonstrate how he/she would help a patient like
the persona transition, then the research facilitator assumed the role of the patient
persona sitting on the edge of the bed and the SME demonstrated how to
transition the patient’s position.

•

Lying Down: The SME demonstrated a lying down position for the patient
persona.

•

Rolling Over: The SME demonstrated how the patient persona would roll onto
his/her side independently or with assistance. If the SME wanted to demonstrate
how staff assist a patient like the patient persona in rolling over, then the research
facilitator assumed the role and position of the patient persona.

•

Transitioning from Lying Down to a Semi-Upright Position: The SME
demonstrated how the patient persona would adjust him/herself, the location of
the over-the-bed table, any pillows or other artifacts, and then use the controls in
order to transition to a reclining position.
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•

Reclining: The SME demonstrated the patient persona in a reclining position.

•

Slipping Down / Scooting Up: The SME demonstrated the patient persona
slipping down in the bed while in a reclining or upright position. The SME then
demonstrated the ways that patients are taught to scoot up in the bed. If the SME
wanted to demonstrate how staff help patients like the patient persona scoot up in
bed, then the research facilitator assumed the role and position of the patient
persona and the SME demonstrated how to reposition the patient in bed.

•

Transitioning: The SME demonstrated transitioning from a reclining position to a
sitting upright position in bed.

•

Sitting Upright: The SME demonstrated the patient persona sitting upright in
bed.

•

Slouching / Straightening Up: The SME demonstrated the Sara persona
slouching in the bed while in a reclining or upright position. The SME then
demonstrated the ways that patients like Sara are taught to correct posture. If
the SME wanted to demonstrate how staff help patients like Sara correct her
posture in bed, then the research facilitator assumed the role and position of the
patient persona and the SME demonstrated how to reposition the patient in bed.

•

Transitioning: The SME demonstrated transitioning from a lying down, reclining,
or sitting upright position to sitting on the edge of the bed. If the SME wanted to
demonstrate how staff help patients like the personas transfer to sitting on the
edge of the bed positions, then the research facilitator assumed the role and
position of the patient persona and the SME demonstrated repositioning the
patient persona.
For all position scenarios, e.g., sitting upright, the research facilitator asked the

SME a standard set of questions (if the SME did not address the matter already while
thinking aloud during the enactments). Questions related to position included:
1) With what activities is this position associated?
2) Which guards are up?
1) Without the over-the-bed table near the bed?
2) With the over-the-bed table next to the bed?
3) With the over-the-bed table over the lap?
4) Do you think Sara (or Thom) is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
5) Do you think this is a safe position for Sara (or Thom)? (Why/why not?)
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For all transition scenarios, e.g., rolling over, the research facilitator asked the
SME a slightly different set of questions (if the SME did not address the matter already
while thinking aloud during the enactments). An example of questions related to a
transition between positions included:
1) Can Sara (or Thom) transition to a sitting upright position without assistance?
2) If no, why not?
3) If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara (or Thom) and
you will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara (or Thom)
transition to a sitting up position.
4) If yes, please demonstrate Sara (or Thom) transitioning to a sitting upright
position.
1) Without over-the-bed table over lap
2) With over-the-bed table over lap
5) Do you think Sara (or Thom) is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why
not?)
6) Do you think Sara (or Thom) is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Lastly, after the scenario enactments were complete, the SMEs were asked the
following questions:
1) If the bed could automatically adjust to keep the patient in the desired position,
would this be useful?
2) What would be most useful about it?
3) What would be problematic?
4) Do you have any other comments, suggestions, or concerns that you'd like to
share with us at this time?
Analysis. Data analysis was primarily qualitative. 37 The data were coded
through three cycles of qualitative data analysis [136], [137], [138]. The first cycle

37

For the remainder of the chapters, data analysis is primarily qualitative. With respect to later chapters,
the choice to use qualitative data analysis was dictated by the complexity of the design cases and the
small number of design cases. With respect to Part D, qualitative data analysis was used because it was
sufficient, given that the purpose of this activity is preparation to make the OPRs and BODs. Having
said that, the nature of the data collection, documentation, and the setup of the data analysis spreadsheet
all lend themselves to a more detailed quantitative analysis if this exploratory study is to be written up
as a stand-alone research study.
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coding themed the data through pattern matching of concepts and root words, resulting in
the following provisional, axial categories of interest:
1. Provisional, axial codes per position:
a. Activities
b. Comfortable?
c. Safe?
2. Provisional, axial codes per transition:
a. Able to do it (independently)?
b. Comfortable?
c. Safe?
The second cycle coding allocated content derived from the semi-structured
interview notes to each of the respective provisional, axial categories. The third cycle
coding extracted overall themes about the various patient positions and transitions in bed.
Assumptions. With respect to the role of Part D as a stand-alone study,
there is an assumption that understanding how and why patients and care providers
interact with the hospital bed and mattress will improve designers’ abilities to design
more useful and usable hospital beds, mattresses, and healthcare workflows.
Part D: Results. The semi-structured interviews and scenario enactments
resulted in detailed understanding of typical patient positions on and maneuvering within
the hospital bed. The 12 SMEs enacted four patient positions and seven transitions in
bed, yielding 144 open-ended comments about patient position and transition in hospital
beds, as well as 121 sketches documenting how patients position and transition
themselves and how care givers reposition patients. The main points of information
gleaned from this study are summarized in Table 5.1 below.
However, there are a few key insights in particular worth discussing. First, there
are two methods patients are taught in order to overcome scooting down in the bed: a
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‘knuckling up’ move and a ‘backstroke’ move. Each method provides insight into the
types of body motions an assistive mattress would have to generate in order to help
reposition a patient who slid down in the bed. Second, the importance of proper
hip/shoulder/spine/head alignment and the opportunity for an assistive mattress to help
improve alignment was made clear. This information was not derivable from reviewing
the documentation of the study presented in Chapter Four. Specifically, the sketch
documentation of tacit knowledge helped the investigator to see the human body in bed
as a set of 10 concatenated rods hinged at eight locations existing on a dynamic plane.
Proper alignment means that the rod and hinge system exhibits bilateral symmetry on the
plane. Third, key linear relationships between the location of the pelvic ‘hinge’ in
relation to where the crease in the mattress exists while positioned in an inclined or
upright position suggested likely parameters to track in order to understand where the
human form is on the surface of the mattress.
In summary, the many observations made possible by conducting this follow-up
study were critical for developing the goals, use cases, and requirements for the assistive
mattress design cases used in the OPRs for the Series 2 and Series 3 design cases.
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Key Takeaways from Part D Written Notes
1. Sitting on Edge of Bed: a very important position for the patient with respect to performing ADLs, exercise, and
visiting, but it is not comfortable, and it is not safe for patients with cognitive impairments or hemiplegia.
2. Transition to Lying Down: it is a difficult but possible transition with the correct technique, if the person has
adequate core strength, but it is likely not comfortable for older people or sick people, and it is not safe for
someone with cognitive impairments --- however, for a young, healthy person, it is safe and comfortable.
3. Lying Down: this a default position that patients can remain in for periods – however, other than sleeping and
exercising, clinicians prefer that patients are not in this position.
4. Rolling Over: this is possible but: very difficult and not safe or comfortable for stroke survivor – and – easy but
disconcerting for amputee --- both would likely want and need assistance.
5. Transition to Reclining (sitting up but at an inclined angle): transitioning to a reclining position from lying flat on
one's back is easy and comfortable and safe as long as limbs are not in pain or swollen.
6. Reclining (sitting up but at an inclined angle): sitting upright seems to be the second most versatile position to
sitting on the edge of the bed, especially for performing ADL's.
7. Slipping Down/Scooting Up: person with cognitive impairment, poor core strength, or arthritis likely cannot scoot self
up, but a young, healthy person likely can; prevention requires eliminating 'hole' & allowing patient to bend knees.
8. Transitioning to Sitting Upright: transitioning to sitting upright is a tougher transition for people with poor core
strength unless the bed assists, and it may also be a more painful transition for amputees.
9. Sitting Upright: there were different opinions about what ''sitting upright'' means; some thought of a 'long sit'
without back support, whereas others elevated the back of the bed to 60+ degrees. Comments indicate that
activities are similar to those when reclining, but there is more of a chance that the stroke survivor will slump
and that the amputee's legs will hurt. For sitting up activities, sitting on the edge of the bed is preferred.
10. Slouching / Correcting Slouch: slouching is a problem associated with weakside neglect and requires assistance
to correct --- it is likely not painful, but may still be uncomfortable and may or may not be safe.
11. Transitioning to Sitting on Edge of Bed: this is likely easy and safe for a young and/or healthy person with good
core strength and not comfortable or safe for a stroke survivor.
12. Answers to Final Questions: An assistive mattress would be useful for patients with weak cores, with neglect,
with other limitations, but it has to always let them reposition if desired.
Key Takeaways from Part D Sketch Notes
1. Core strength required.
2. Eating occurs at an incline of 60-90 degrees.
3. SMEs incline settings vary: “reclining” considered 15-60 degrees, sitting up considered 60-90 degrees.
4. OBT moved away or raised up for patient rolling/repositioning, otherwise patient anxious and/or bumps legs.
5. Lying down should have head elevated a minimum of 30 degrees to prevent fluid buildup in lungs.
6. when patient with neglect lay in bed, a pillow should be propped under neglect arm to keep it from getting
rolled over on, so it does not pull out of socket, and so it is visible in visual field.
7. OBT also has to be moved out of way for all patient moving that is assisted by clinicians and caregivers.
8. Elevating knees prevents sliding into hole.
9. Alarm to make sure neglect arm is out of way prior to rolling over or moving at all would be useful.
10. See sketch 46, making controls easily accessible is a major issue and probably an easily solvable one that could
greatly improve quality of life; detachable controls do solve this but not all beds have them.
11. Map buttocks on mattress and perhaps concentrate fine control moving around air muscles around hips
12. Whatever solution is used, have to respect fact that there will be a chuck (or two) under patient
13. Automating transition from supine to sitting on edge is complex, unsafe, & needs supervision
14. Knuckles down could be a sign to the bed that the patient wants to scoot up, so initiate the scoot up routine
15. Idea: mattress elevates knees as the onset of sliding down is detected and a signal tells OBT to raise if needed
16. Since existing mattress mechanical technology already does much of what is needed, perhaps it is mostly a
matter of creating the software layer so that its movements and behavior is integrated with that of the OBT
17. Look at car seat bolsters for support and car seat positioning controls for positioning
18. Initial positioning sequence to 'program' bed so it knows when you've slipped or shifted out of midline
19. Idea: H-point, head are key to track and locate to maintain position and to correct position; heels or some lower
extremity can be used internal to system to verify that guess of posture is correct
20. Idea: use cuing to help patient remember/figure out how to reposition self after sliding down; reward?; e.g., cue
for the wriggling shoulders and hips method and assist this movement with automation

Table 5.1 Key Takeaways from Preparatory Activity Part D
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Part E: Participatory OPR Generation Activity with Clinical SMEs.
Methods. Part E used a participatory activity with SMEs at a rehabilitation
hospital in order to generate the OPRs for use during the Series 2 and Series 3 design
cases. From preparatory activities B1, B2, B3, and D above, it was possible to identify
most of the possible goals, use cases, tasks, and requirements that an assistive hospital
bed mattress could address. Thus, it would have been possible to generate two
hypothetical assistive mattress as part of a complex, interactive ecosystem of patient
room furnishings OPRs without the participatory activity. However, the participatory
activity was included in the research design so that the OPRs would not merely reflect the
investigator’s limited knowledge, but add authenticity and nuance to the OPRs so that
they truly embodied the spirit of ASHRAE’s OPR/BOD guidelines, which acknowledge
both documents as ‘living’ documents generated in collaboration between clients and
designers.
Participants. Ten clinical SMEs participated in OPR generation
activities. The SMEs were blocked into two groups. Block “A” SMEs performed one
participatory OPR generation session, and Block “B” SMEs participated in a separate
OPR generation session. SMEs included physicians, physical therapists, occupational
therapists, and speech therapists. 38 In the interest of protecting the privacy of this small,
exploratory sample population, demographic data were not collected.

38

Nurses were not available to participate as SMEs.
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Setup. Each group of five SMEs had a separate participatory session.
When the group of SMEs arrived, each SME sat at a table with a packet of documents to
be used during the activity (See Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Setup for the Part E OPR Generation Activity: (1) a large worksheet given to
each SME to work out his/her own thoughts, (2) IRB information sheet, (3) content
analysis that resulted from Part D, (4) illustrative sketches from semi-structured
interviews and scenario enactments study, and (5) OPR generation template.
Procedure. The SMEs were greeted, consented, and then asked to spend a
few moments looking over the packets of information summarizing some of our lab’s
major findings based upon the research presented in Chapter Four and Part D of this
chapter. Next the investigator provided the SMEs with an overview of the participatory
OPR generation activity using diagrammatic sketches to illustrate the intent of the
activity (See Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Graphics used to ask SMEs to think of positioning the patient in bed as an
essential role in a larger system of patient treatment systems during OPR generation
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The investigator then explained to the SMEs that during the session, the group
would focus on figuring out the following for an assistive mattress: goals, measures of
success, constraints, what the SME would want to be told by the system, and what the
SME would want to be able to tell the system. During the session, a Delphi method was
used to improve the quality of information gained from the SMEs. A Delphi method,
… may be characterized as a method for structuring a group
communication process so that the process is effective in allowing a group of
individuals, as a whole, to deal with a complex problem. To accomplish this
‘structured communication’ there is provided: some feedback of individual
contributions of information and knowledge; some assessment of the group
judgment or view; some opportunity for individuals to revise views; and some
degree of anonymity for the individual responses. [139, p. 3].

Thus, SMEs first used the large sheet of paper at their respective workstation to
brainstorm 2-5 goals, measures of success, etc. Next, the SMEs were asked to reflect on
the goals, etc., they generated, and pick the one or two most important statements. The
SMEs then wrote their respective 1-2 most important goals, constraints, etc., on a
whiteboard or giant pad. Each SME took a turn explaining to the other SMEs why he/she
believed that the particular goal, etc., that he/she posted was very important for
positioning a patient. Then all SMEs reflected again, individually, and wrote down the
two most important goals, constraints, etc., that had been listed on the whiteboard or pad
by the group. The group then convened around one workstation and drafted their portion
of the OPR in light of the discussion and activities that had just transpired.
Analysis. Data analysis was conducted using frequency analysis, content
analysis, and pattern matching.
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Part E: Results. The goals, constraints, etc., that received the highest number of
votes were used to define the OPR project descriptions. Using this approach, the two
blocks of SMEs developed two differently focused OPRs for the Series 2 design cases.
Block A focused on positioning patients to ensure proper trunk alignment of the hips and
shoulders of patients, especially stroke survivors, in order to maintain optimal position
and promote health and comfort. Block B focused on ensuring that patients are in
optimal position for the task at hand, especially when using the over-the-bed table. For
reference, a summary of the OPR Block A goals gained via input from each block of
SMEs is presented in Table 5.4. This information was used in conjunction with the
results of Part B and Part D to generate the final OPRs (see Appendix 5F).
Part E: Block A Goals
1. Patients maintain safe, comfortable, healthy positions in bed without need for continual
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

position adjustment by caregivers and clinicians.
Patient shoulders and hips alignment is maintained.
A stroke patient's affected extremity is supported and safely positioned to prevent injury.
Stroke survivors with hemiplegia and patients with weak cores do not slouch.
The system monitors information about patient activity and reports it to clinicians.
The system tracks information about patient activity and reports it to clinicians.
The system presents information about patient activity to clinicians.
Patients maintain good posture.
Patients maintain good position.

Part E: Block A Measures of Success
1. Patient position is always optimal with respect to using the over-the-bed table.
2. Patient position is optimal for task at hand.
3. Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
4. Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
5. Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
6. System allows clinicians great freedom to tailor system behavior to patients’ needs (position
in bed in relation to activity taking place on over-the-bed table).
7. Improve the usefulness of the system.
8. Patients rehabilitate faster when using this mattress/bed/over-the-bed table ecosystem.
9. The system should be easy to use without training.

Table 5.2: An Example of Part E Outcomes (Goals and Measures of Success). The
Outcomes of One of the Participatory OPR Generation Sessions with SMEs, in which
SME Block A Establishes Goals and Measures of Success for the OPR
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Discussion: All Parts
All data were combined from Parts B1, B2, B3, D and E in order to develop the
goals, use cases, and requirements that populated the OPR sections. Once all data were
combined, they went through an additional process of pattern matching, clustering, and
condensing key points. This resulted in 20 goals, four measures of success, 65 use cases,
48 tasks, 14 constraints, and approximately 90 requirements. Examples of the derived
goals, use cases, and requirements are presented in Table 5.5.
The preparatory activities presented in Chapter Five were successful in helping
the investigator develop sufficient background knowledge on how patients and care
givers interact with hospital bed mattresses to permit the investigator to draft the final
OPRs generated for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases (See Appendix 5F).
All Preparatory Activities: Examples of Derived Goals
1.
2.
3.

Improve the safety and usability for a stroke survivor with hemiplegia.
Reduce the burden of care.
Increase the functional independence of the patient, especially performing ADLs. 39

All Preparatory Activities: Examples of Derived Use Cases
1.
2.
3.

Patient lies at reclined angle in bed and slides down.
Therapist moves over-the-bed table out of way to treat patient.
Patient eats meal while sitting up in bed with over-the-bed table tray situated across lap.

All Preparatory Activities: Examples of Derived Requirements
1.
2.
3.

Affected limbs are propped up at the patient’s side.
Patients’ beds are elevated a minimum of 60 degrees during meal times.
Items needed by a stroke survivor patient are placed on the patient’s strong side for
easy access.

Table 5.3: All Preparatory Activities: Examples of Derived Goals, Use Cases, and
Requirements.

39

ADL=activity of daily living, e.g., eating a meal or combing one’s hair
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CHAPTER SIX:
SERIES 1 PATIENT ROOM FURNITURE DESIGN CASES: DEVELOPING AND
REFINING CIAS-DM AND IMPLEMENTING CEAVA

The preparatory activities presented in Chapter Five led to the development of
OPRs for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design case projects. The Series 1 design
case projects were used to develop and refine CIAS-DM and to implement the
Continuous Early Validation method (CEaVa, Appendix 6A), an alternative projectscoping method to which CIAS-DM was compared. Each design case project embodied
the three defining characteristics of CIAS. 40 The Series 1 design case projects were used
during Part C of the research design (Figure 3.8). Part C was the formative stage of the
research design, during which CIAS-DM evolved from a concept based upon a literature
review and a proof-of-concept method and tool into a developed method and tool
grounded in a set of diagrams integrated into a model-based systems modeling tool.
CIAS-DM was evaluated based upon its usefulness, with usefulness assessed via five
Evaluative Questions. 41 The Evaluative Questions relevant to the Series 1 design case

40

1- component of a larger complex/interactive system of systems while being composed of a system of
system;
2-real-time hardware/software interactions amongst and between internal and external systems to
function successfully; and
3-real-time human-machine-software interactions that are essential to meeting user goals and
expectations.
41
A full discussion of the five questions used to assess the usefulness of CIAS-DM is presented in Chapter
Nine. For reference, the five questions are:
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
EQ2) Do metrics indicate that it is useful?
EQ3a) Do the stakeholders who issued the project OPR feel that the BODs generated by CIAS-DM are
equal to or better than the BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?
EQ3b) Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM rate it as equal to or better than
the BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?
EQ4) Is there usefulness in continuing to maintain and develop the CIAS-DM-based systems model
throughout criteria design?
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projects used during Part C of the research design were EQ1, EQ2, and EQ4 (See Table
6.1).
Three design case projects42 were used to develop and refine CIAS-DM as a
project-scoping method and tool (Table 6.2). Given that the Series 1 design case projects
occurred in Part C of the research design diagram (Figure 3.8), the design cases were
labeled C0, C1, and C2. The Series 1 design cases started at C0 instead of C1 because
the first design case, C0, was a necessary deviation from the research design. In
hindsight, the research design for the Series 1 design cases should have included
opportunities for rapid and prolific iteration. 43 The first design case, C0, became the
opportunity to rapidly and iteratively develop CIAS-DM as a project-scoping aid. The
C1 and C2 design cases were used to refine CIAS-DM as a project-scoping aid,
implement CEaVa, and make sure that CEaVa was usable for the Series 2 design cases.

42

Three official design case projects were used to develop CIAS-DM. A fourth, “unofficial,” design case
project was needed and became the training materials for the raters during the Series 2 design cases.
The bike rider design case project entailed a middle level of complexity between the CIAS design cases
and the initial proof-of-concept. It was simpler and helped the investigator to iterate CIAS-DM more
quickly. The bike rider case study occurred in the middle of the C0 case study.
43
For this large, complicated study, overall the research design worked well. But the research design for
the Series 1 formative design cases did not adequately support developing CIAS-DM. First, it was not
accommodating of the intensity and fluidity of decision-making necessary to iterate and refine CIASDM economically. Second, the estimated time to complete the Series 1 design cases was
underestimated by a factor of 3-6. Third, the research design called for maintenance and analysis of
metrics logs in relation to EQ 2 during the Series 1 (Part C) project-scoping design cases. But the
metrics were not useful because CIAS-DM was evolving rapidly at that time and because there were
only two design cases. In addition, it was not to be possible to specifically evaluate metrics for goals,
use cases, and requirements because so many elements were changing and CIAS-DM was evolving
rapidly. Also, the criteria design portion of each case study was a failure, at first, and had to be
repeated. Nonetheless, it was possible with significant extra work to achieve the intent of Part C of the
research design and improve CIAS-DM into a usable method and associated tools. Essentially, what
‘worked’ for developing and refining CIAS-DM was to treat the Series 1 design cases as agile
development projects.
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There were also ‘criteria design’ exercises that followed the project-scoping
exercises and were used to assess how useful the information model produced with
CIAS-DM may or may not be moving into the criteria design phase as defined by the
Integrated Project Delivery project development model. This latter portion of the Series
1 design cases had to be redone twice because it was unclear how the information model
produced while going through the CIAS-DM method steps could or should be used to
influence architectural design concepts and analyses. An elaboration of this situation and
how it was handled is presented in the Results section.
Evaluative Activities
Part C: Formative Design Cases

Evaluative Questions

Design Cases

EQ1,EQ2,EQ4

Series 1: C0, C1, C2

Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?

Summary of Results

EQ2) Do metrics indicate that it is useful?

Inconclusive

EQ4) Is there usefulness in continuing to maintain and develop the
CIAS-DM-based systems model throughout criteria design?

Yes (qualified)

Yes (qualified)

Table 6.1 Series 1 (Part C) Evaluate Questions
Series 1 (PartC) Formative Design Case Project Descriptions
Design Project Description
Case
C0

This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a 'smart'
over-the-bed table with a 'smart' seat and a 'smart virtual reality hood' as a rehabilitation
ecosystem of interactive components in a hospital patient room intended to maximize patient
practice of ADL's and rate of rehabilitation.
The bike rider design case / training materials.(See footnote 41 and Appendix 6E)

C1

This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a design
for a 'smart' bed that can be made from daisy-chaining a set of 'smart' over-the-bed tables
together as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture for a temporary hospital in a
disaster relief role.

C2

This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a 'smart'
wheelchair/guerney - hybrid as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a
hospital patient room intended to ease transfer of bariatric patients between wheelchair and
bed.

Table 6.2 Series 1 (Part C) Formative Design Case Project Descriptions
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Methods
These design cases used a mixed methods research design, but primarily entailed
qualitative data analysis (QDA). Coding data qualitatively requires multiple cycles of
coding that uncover patterns in the data. For a summary of how qualitative data analysis
was executed in this dissertation, please see Appendix 1C. Initial coding occurred while
the investigator conducted each design case project. Subsequent coding occurred during
analysis of the design case project documents, screen capture video, and the
investigator’s written reflections on each design case. Final qualitative data analysis
occurred during a review of all data analysis.
Each design case OPR was analyzed using CIAS-DM. A BOD was generated in
response to each OPR. Design cases C1 and C2 OPRs were also analyzed using CEaVa.
After analysis with CIAS-DM, design cases C1 and C2 were taken into the criteria design
phase of IPD (See Appendix 6H).
Participant. The investigator (only) performed all Series 1 design cases.
Setup. The project-scoping portion of the Series 1 design cases was
performed on a workstation computer. Blueberry Flashback Standard 4 Recorder was
used for screen capture at a rate of 15 frames per second at high resolution.44 The
software programs available for use during the design cases were the following:
1. MagicDraw with the SysML plugin
2. Adobe Illustrator (vector drawing program) with a Wacom Intuos 4
medium-sized drawing tablet as an input device for drawing
3. Internet Explorer 9 (web browser) set to the www.google.com
search engine home page
4. Microsoft Excel 2010 (spreadsheet software)
44

It was possible to zoom in anywhere on the screen and read small print. http://www.bbsoftware.co.uk/
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5. Bluebeam Revu Standard (PDF viewer and editor)
6. Microsoft Word 2010 (word processor)
The criteria design portion of the Series 1 design case projects was performed on
a workstation computer. Blueberry Flashback Standard 4 Recorder was used to capture
the content of the computer screens at a rate of 15 frames per second at high resolution.
The software programs available for use during the design cases were the following:
1. MagicDraw with the SysML plugin
2. Adobe Illustrator (vector drawing program) with a Wacom Intuos 4
medium-sized drawing tablet as an input device for drawing
3. Internet Explorer 9 (web browser) set to the www.google.com
search engine home page
4. Microsoft Excel 2010 (spreadsheet software)
5. Bluebeam Revu Standard (PDF viewer and editor)
6. Microsoft Word 2010 (word processor)
7. Luxology MODO (3D modeling)
8. McNeel Rhinoceros (3D modeling)
Procedure. The investigator sat down at the computer with all listed
software open and started the screen capture software. Within the PDF editor, the OPR
for the design case project was open. Within the word processor, a blank BOD template
was open. Within the SysML editor, the first proof-of-concept setup of CIAS-DM was
open. The spreadsheet editor and drawing program were open to blank pages. The
investigator read over the OPR. The investigator may or may not have taken some initial
notes either directly on the OPR in the PDF editor or by copying and pasting text from
the OPR into either the spreadsheet or the vector drawing program. At this point, the
procedure bifurcates. For the project-scoping portions of the design cases, the
investigator followed the CIAS-DM steps or CEaVa steps. For the criteria design portion
of the design cases, the investigator attempted to use the resultant information model
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during conceptual design for the design case system. When the investigator completed
each design case, the investigator filled out a reflections sheet (Appendix 6B).
Analysis. During the design cases, the investigator made notes directly in
the CIAS-DM model editor or in the drawing program about insights related to CIASDM. Screen capture video, the resultant BODs, and the investigator’s reflections were
later analyzed with the qualitative data analysis strategy described in Appendix 1C.
During these design cases, a presentation was given to three outside reviewers in order to
get their feedback on the execution of the work and applicability to industry and practice.

Results
The Series 1 design cases are presented in the order listed in Table 6.3. This order
presents all project-scoping activities first and all criteria design activities second because
the first criteria design activities failed to address question EQ4 or achieve any useful
end. Thus, the criteria design portions of C1 and C2 were redone. Each design case
subsection presents a summary of its results in a table, as well as additional commentary.
Order of Presentation for Series 1 Design Cases
C0
C1
C2
C1
C2
C1 (Iteration 1)
C2 (Iteration 1)
C1 (Iteration 2)
C2 (Iteration 2)
C1 (Iteration 3)
C2 (Iteration 3)

Project-scoping activity (Appendix 6C)
Project-scoping activity (reduced scope bike and rider case) (Appendix 6D)
Project-scoping activity
Project-scoping activity
CEaVa project-scoping
CEaVa project-scoping
Criteria design activity (failed)
Criteria design activity (failed)
Criteria design activity (partial success: OV-1 and storyboarding) (Appendix 6E)
Criteria design activity (partial success: OV-1 and storyboarding)
Criteria design activity (completed: system metrics model)
Criteria design activity (completed: system metrics model)

Table 6.3: Order of Presentation for Series 1 Design Cases
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Design Case C0 Project-scoping. Design case C0 began with a set of
three custom diagrams for diagramming the ADS, DL, and SAD, as well as toolsets for
CIAS-DM built into MagicDraw [140] 45, the UML/SysML editor used. The custom
diagrams and toolsets were developed as proofs-of-concepts while writing the research
proposal. When confronted with usage on a CIAS design challenge, even one of limited
scope, and when bearing in mind that these tools would have to be given to others with
little to no training, the lack of development of the diagrams and toolsets became acutely
obvious.
While following the CIAS-DM steps, the investigator was confronted with
overwhelming options for implementation, e.g., whether to set up an association between
two constructs as an association, a directed composition, a generalization, or an
extension. It was unclear how to most usefully and effectively implement the method. In
addition, the constraints of what could be done and how it must be presented to be usable
by users with little to no training or professional or application-specific domain
knowledge made the investigator re-evaluate the organization and implementation of
CIAS-DM. The method steps had to be easily learnable because there would only be 1545 minutes to train each user. (Later the investigator realized that, given how long it took
to complete the scoping activity, the methods had to be usable with 5-15 minutes of
training.) In summary, the first design case ballooned into a twenty-hour exercise (just
for the scoping portion). During this time, the toolsets offered per diagram were slimmed
from 6-12 tools per diagram down to 3-5. In addition, the 3-5 tools were more basic and

45

It is easy to set up custom diagrams and toolsets in MagicDraw. This allowed for extensive iteration.
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made as consistent as possible across all diagrams. For instance, all diagrams offered an
association connector and a block construct and not any of the myriad variations
available within MagicDraw’s SysML plugin. This push toward simplicity was also
motivated by the realization that during project-scoping, the designer or designers may
know that there is an association between two blocks but not what kind of association it
is. Therefore, a minimal and basic toolset seemed appropriate for several reasons.
While simplifying the toolsets and clarifying the diagrams, the investigator
had to abandon the C0 CIAS project scoping activity because it was too difficult to
complete. For the first complete project-scoping activity with CIAS-DM, the investigator
had to develop a simpler project to scope. Thus, the investigator developed a bike and
rider design case in order to be able to work through CIAS-DM and begin to refine it
(Appendix 6D). The bike and rider design case was a design case about a person who
chooses to ride a bike to work and monitors his/her performance while doing so with
wearable electronics. (The bike and rider improvised design case that catalyzed the
development process later became the training material and reference material for the
raters using CIAS-DM for the Series 2 design cases.)
The initial eight CIAS-DM steps were:
STEP 1: Review the OPR & identify goals, use cases, requirements, system of
systems to which system of interest belongs, sub-systems of the system of
interest, and then draft the BOD formally responding to the OPR.
STEP 2: Complete Rasmussen’s ADS followed by his DL
STEP 3: Refine products of STEP 1 based upon information gained from STEP 2
and revise goals, use cases, requirements, and BOD
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s prototyping method (look & feel, roles,
implementation of system of interest, system to which it belongs, subsystems)
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STEP 5: Refine products of STEP 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from
STEP 4
STEP 6: Complete Cornelissen’s SAD
STEP 7: Refine products of STEP 5, 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained
from STEP 6
STEP 8: Assess traceability and map relationships. Can all requirements be
allocated to at least one task/scenario/use case/goal/system
component/function?

The preliminary assessment of the methods steps was as follows (Appendix 6C):
STEP 1, the goals, use cases, and requirements diagram worked as expected and
quickly, but it was also clear that it could grow to have an unmanageable level of detail
very quickly. It became apparent that the user of CIAS-DM would have to become
comfortable with the notion that the models could never be complete. Rather, the models
should be reasonably complete. Due to the initial complications with STEP 1, the
investigator explored replacing it with another diagram type, like a package diagram or
activity diagram. However, it became clear that switching diagram types did not resolve
the issue. The designer/researcher must learn to live with knowing that his/her model is
very clearly incomplete.
STEP 2, which originally included only Rasmussen’s Abstract Decomposition
Space (ADS) diagram and his Decision Ladder (DL) [105] diagram, grew during the first
design case. Executing the ADS, which is a means-end abstraction represented in a block
definition diagram, was cognitively intensive work and difficult for someone familiar
with the procedures in theory. It became quickly apparent that for someone with no
background with this method, it would be overwhelming. In researching options for how
to address this problem, the investigator discovered that Rasmussen himself was flexible
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with his application of the ADS concept, and in fact used variations, including a
simplified version of the ADS [110, p. 237]. His simplified version simplified version is
best described as similar to developing personas, except the designer/researcher develops
a persona-like profile for both key actors in the system and key systems. In addition, the
nature of the generated constructs is such that they align easily with the full ADS.
Thus, STEP 2, which contained both the ADS diagram and the DL diagram, was
reorganized into STEP 2A, 2B, and 2C. STEP 2A became the simplified ADS diagram.
It was implemented as an activity diagram using swimlanes46 to differentiate various
humans and systems in the system of systems. STEP 2B became the common ADS
diagram most described in literature and which is at the core of CIAS-DM. STEP 2B was
implemented as a standard block definition diagram. STEP 2C became the DL, and was
implemented as an activity diagram. In summary, STEP 2A eases the user into the full
ADS analysis. For details, see the diagrams in Appendix 6C.
STEP 2C, the DL, was cognitively intense but was rewarding. It leads to insights
about the practical implications of completing a scenario. With the DL, the user maps a
critical goal-dependent decision path that exists between the user and the system,
including the knowledge states the user likely must have in order to operate the system
and achieve his/her goals. In addition to helping the designer/researcher identify likely
required user knowledge states, STEP 2C helps the designer/researcher also discover the

46

For those unfamiliar with SysML, this means that a special type of SysML diagram that allows one to
create a grid onscreen and populate it was used. The columns of the grid became the human or system
personas and the rows of the grid defined standard types of information that the user of CIAS-DM
should know or estimate about the users of the system of interest and about the system of systems of
which it will be a part.
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information and energy flows associated with executing a specific scenario while
maintaining certain overall goals.
STEP 3, which was a chance to draft the BOD and a revision step for the previous
diagrams, was useful. Initially, the BOD was to be drafted before or during STEP 1, and
STEP 3 was to be the first revision. However, the design challenges are difficult, and
drafting the BOD after reading the OPR proved very difficult. Drafting the BOD at STEP
3 worked well because the use case diagram (STEP 1), activity diagram / easier ADS
(STEP 2A), block definition diagram / harder ADS (STEP 2B), and activity diagram / DL
(STEP 2C) adequately prepare the user to describe the system. In practice, the difficulty
is that STEPS 2A-2C are cognitively strenuous, and the user has to be vigilant during
STEP 3 to put forth due diligence.
STEP 4, the sketching activity, was quite jarring. There was a significant
switching cost from such a purely analytic mindset to a purely creative and exploratory
mindset. In future iterations, if CIAS-DM had a custom graphical user interface, it would
be possible to integrate the method steps such that the disjunction between them could be
reduced. Nonetheless, STEP 4 was useful, especially in using Apple’s look & feel / role /
implementation triangle to organize sketch activities. During this method step it became
apparent that it was easier to sketch roles than implementation, look, or feel. (The
investigator later realized the significance of this phenomenon.)
STEP 5 was another iteration and revision step, this time incorporating insights
gained from the sketching activity into revisions of the STEP1, 2A, 2B, and 2C diagrams,
as well as the draft of the BOD. The step was useful.
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STEP 6, the strategies analysis diagram (SAD), is where the analysis culminates.
STEP 6 is another block definition diagram. It proved useful. It helped to reveal usage
strategies by leading the investigator through a series of diagramming activities and
“what-if“ thinking activities. It is cognitively strenuous, but less so than STEP 2C.
STEP 7 was the last iterative method step and a chance to refine the BOD and
previous diagrams yet again.
STEP 8 was initially planned to be a traceability analysis exercise (i.e., all
constructs traceable to at least one other construct and for CIAS-DM, all traceable back
to a goal) and final drafting of the BOD. However, during STEPS 3 and 5,
inconsistencies and traceability between constructs were addressed inherently, and so
making STEP 8 about traceability was redundant. Rather, STEP 8 was reduced to
reviewing the results of all previous steps, revising once again, and finalizing the BOD
and model. These four opportunities for drafting and revision (STEPS 3, 5, 7, 8) were
meant to channel Schon’s reflective practice [90], as well as the design best practices as
advocated by Ulrich and Eppinger [141] and Pahl and Beitz [97] that champion reflection
and revision as key to developing concepts and products.
By the completion of the scoping portion of C0 simplified project, the bike and
rider, CIAS-DM was reworked extensively, as noted above; an entirely new design case
had been introduced, and the BOD went through a Frankensteinian process of
amalgamation and revivification. Thus, the investigator started on C1 as the first design
case that actually tested a workable version of CIAS-DM.
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Design Case C0 Project-Scoping
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Develop an initial sense of whether CIAS-DM works and improve CIAS-DM.
N/A
Does CIAS-DM work at all?
• The initial proof-of-concept of CIAS-DM was insufficient to complete C0. It required
extensive revision just to be workable at a basic level.
• STEP 2 was deemed too cognitively intense, such that people would likely choose not to
use it. It had to be simplified.
• STEP 2 had to be broken into two three steps to make it manageable.
• From the start, it was clear that using CIAS-DM helped the designer see the larger
system of systems
• Possible negative case: using CIAS-DM could be a waste of time and energy on simple
projects

Table 6.4: Design Case C1 Project-Scoping and Metrics Log
Design Case C1 Project-scoping (CIAS-DM). The project-scoping
activity for design case C1 (Appendix 6E) occurred as the research was originally
envisioned to occur. It took a little more than four hours to complete the project-scoping
cases study and it was a useful vehicle for refining CIAS-DM. The adjustments were
incremental, and included further reducing the number of tools in the tool palettes to the
minimum possible and standardizing the tools across palettes. The scoping activity was
accomplishable but challenging within the allotted time. Thee method steps improved
the investigator’s ability to comprehend the scope for the design challenge, as well as to
envision details about the system of interest that were not intuitively obvious.
Despite the intensity of the work, using CIAS-DM helped the investigator to think
more comprehensively about the scope of the project. Having said that, STEP 2C, the
Decision Ladder, was a candidate for removal. The DL is a very abstract, cognitively
intense exercise, which makes it uncomfortable to use and suggested that it should be
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replaced. However, using the DL provides unique and detailed clarity about the
information and decisions that operating the system will entail, thus it is very useful. It
may be that training and an optimized user interface may reduce the difficulty of the DL.
It became clear during C0 that, within the scope of this research, the users of
CIAS-DM scoping the Series 2 design cases of Part F would not be able to acquire
sufficient training in the 5-15 minutes available to train them during their sessions.
Given this, during C1, the investigator tried using the bike and rider design case as a
training guide and example project to guide the user of CIAS-DM through the process of
building the model. This worked well, and instructions and presentation for executing
CIAS-DM were refined to be clearer and less ambiguous.
Design Case C1 Project-Scoping
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Refine CIAS-DM
N/A
N/A
• The primary refinements made during C1 were to workflow, tools included in the
toolsets, and annotation to guide the user through the steps.
• CIAS-DM helped the investigator see larger system of systems and details of system of interest.
• STEP 2C is still useful but seems too cognitively intensive.
Design Case C1 Metrics Log
# of questions
0

# of qualifications
17

# of corrections
9

# of errors
0

Table 6.5: Design Case C1 Project-Scoping and Metrics Log
Design Case C2 Project-scoping. Design case C2 played out similarly to
design case C1. The scoping activity went well and the time to complete the projectscoping design case was under four hours. The modeling was becoming quicker and less
taxing. The tools proved useful both for gaining insight into the system of interest’s role
in a larger system of systems and in gaining insight into likely details of the components
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of the system of interest. A key observation was that it felt productive during the
sketching activity to address the role of the system of interest. However, sketching to
think through likely implementation and/or look and feel felt less useful and relevant
because it was too early to address these aspects of the design and these aspects were
precisely what the design team would be paid to develop. At this point, the realization
that perhaps the sketching should focus on role was not explicit. Rather, the investigator
wrestled with what felt like the arbitrariness of sketching look and feel and
implementation.
Design Case C2 Project-Scoping
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Refine CIAS-DM
N/A
N/A
• Refinement of CIAS-DM is minimal (text and sentence structure).
• Sketching activity (STEP 4) focusing on roles of system felt productive.
• Sketching look and feel did not feel as productive.
Design Case C2 Metrics Log
# of questions
6

# of qualifications
9

# of corrections
0

# of errors
0

Table 6.6: Design Case C2 Project-Scoping and Metrics Log
Design Case C1 Project-scoping (CEaVa). CEaVa was implemented in
MagicDraw, refined, and evaluated using the same design cases. Implemenation of
CEaVa within MagicDraw benefited from the knowledge and experience gained by
implementing and refining CIAS-DM within MagicDraw. CEaVa proved an easy method
to implement within SysML. Its constructs and workflow mapped clearly onto
UML/SysML constructs and diagrams. CEaVa also proved to be easier to use for projectscoping. It did a very good job of mapping the system of systems overall, perhaps better
than CIAS-DM. But CEaVa did not seem as equipped to capture the nature of the user
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interaction with the system, the uses, or details about the physical components of the
system of interest. Rather, CEaVa’s views onto the system of interest were higher level.
Design Case C1 Project-Scoping (CEaVa)
Goal(s)
Confirm that CEaVa is a workable method as a basis for comparison with CIAS-DM.
Propositions N/A
Questions
N/A
Findings
• The implementation of CEaVa within SysML works well.
• CEaVa was useful.
• CEaVa and CIAS-DM are complementary.

Table 6.7: Design Case C1 Project-Scoping (CEaVa)
Design Case C2 Project-scoping (CEaVa). Completing design case, C2,
using CEaVa confirmed that CEaVa was well-implemented within MagicDraw, was easy
to use, and was ready for use by the raters for the Series 2 design cases. Use of CEaVa on
design case, C2, also confirmed that CEaVa does a good job of illuminating high level
relationships between systems of systems. It did not offer detail about the system of
interest. For instance, using CEaVa does not require mapping material, energy, or
information flows. Thus, even though a CEaVa diagram showed a relationship between
two entities, the map of the nature of that relationship was less specific than it would
have been if assessed using CIAS-DM.
Design Case C1 Project-Scoping (CEaVa)
Goal(s)
Confirm that CEaVa is a workable method as a basis for comparison with CIAS-DM.
Propositions N/A
Questions
N/A
Findings
• The implementation of CEaVa within SysML works well.
• CEaVa was useful.
• CEaVa and CIAS-DM are complementary.
• CEaVa gets the context fast, but uncovers less details about interrelationships.

Table 6.8: Design Case C2 Project-Scoping (CEaVa)
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Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 1). The design portion of C1 was an
immediate failure. It was unclear what to do with the systems model. When the research
design was conceived, the intention was that the model may be directly useful for
prototyping. However, this proved untrue for two reasons. First of all, the intended
integration of CIAS-DM with the Integrated Project Delivery development model, as
discussed below, did not warrant such a use of the CIAS-DM model during
conceptualization. Second, while in theory the systems model is useful for integration
with CAD or rapid prototyping tools, in reality, the model produced by CIAS-DM would
need a lot of refinement before it could be used in this way. But the information and
collaborators necessary to refine the model to a sufficient degree could not reasonably be
expected to be available during project conceptualization. Thus, it became clear that
CIAS-DM’s role and the value of its information model must be other than ‘jumping into’
a design activity. The question became, How can this systems model be of use during
IPD conceptualization and criteria design? The first attempt at using the model to guide
development of a design concept felt hollow and superfluous, thus it was deemed a
failure. The investigator moved on to C2.
Design Case C1 Design (Iteration 1)
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions

Determine if it is possible to use CIAS-DM effectively during criteria design.
N/A
How can this systems model be of use during IPD conceptualization and criteria design?

Findings

• It was not possible to realize a workflow that utilized CIAS-DM during the initial ‘design’
portion of the design case.
• If a person with inadequate professional or application-specific domain knowledge
used CIAS-DM, it is not clear what would happen.

Table 6.9: Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 1)
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Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration 1). C2’s design exercise was as much
a failure as C1’s design exercise. The investigator attempted to develop a conceptual
design for the system and reference the CIAS-DM model, but the ensuing model was
detached from the information model developed using CIAS-DM.
Design Case C2 Design (Iteration 1)
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

• Refine CIAS-DM
• Find out if CIAS-DM can be directly relevant to criteria design phase of IPD
N/A
N/A
• A second attempt to immediately use the information model resulting from CIASDM to inform design failed.
• The investigator did not have any insights into how to use CIAS-DM’s information
model during design.

Table 6.10: Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration 1)
Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration2). As the investigator prepared to redo the
‘Design’ portions of C1 and C2, it was still unclear what to do with the systems model
and how it factored into criteria design. This failure led to a return to origins and first
principles. This led to a deeper review of IPD conceptualization and criteria design.
When CIAS-DM was initially theorized, it incorporated more methods, most
notably an agile development component, and was intended to be used throughout the
CIAS design lifecycle. While developing the proposal for this research, the scope of
CIAS-DM was reduced for logistical reasons. CIAS-DM was limited to project-scoping,
not development. However, the model produced when using CIAS-DM was, in theory, to
be useful moving into design development. Given that CIAS-DM was designed to be
complementary to the V development model, and given that (in Chapter Three) the
investigator demonstrated (via Figure 3.1) that the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
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development model [6] in architecture has a parallel and complementary structure to that
of the V-model, the idea was that CIAS-DM would integrate systems modeling methods
from human factors and systems engineering into the front end of IPD. A review of IPD
phases indicated that it should be appropriate to continue development of the CIAS-DM
systems model through conceptualization and into criteria design.
As the Series 1 design cases were conducted, the investigator continually returned
to the role that CIAS-DM might play as a complement to IPD through criteria design in
order to guide the development of CIAS-DM. Within the IPD development model, the
conceptualization phase precedes the criteria design phase. Conceptualization is a
rebranding of the architectural programming phase of the project, or what the investigator
refers to elsewhere in this dissertation as, pre-design services. Criteria design is a
rebranding of the schematic design phase of the project. During the conceptualization
and criteria design phases, in IPD, the work and deliverables are developed more
collaboratively than in traditional architectural programming and schematic design; the
work is almost always model-based, though in an architectural context, model-based
means building information modeling (BIM).
CIAS-DM was conceived of as a complement to these two phases of IPD, and the
return to the literature and contemplation of how CIAS-DM could be useful in the IPD
process lead to the realization that these phases focus on project verification exclusively.
That is, assuming designers know what the building has to be, how do they design it to be
high-performing and cost effective? This is profound. IPD represents the leading edge of
architectural development models. And yet it implicitly assumes that what the building
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has to be and why are known as soon as the decision to build is made -- before
programming is even begun! – so that all that is left for the designers to address is how
best to build the building. This strategy only makes sense if one assumes that what a
particular building type has to be and to do is well understood as soon as the prospect is
proposed. This would mean that domain experts have such robust and accurate mental
models of what the building has to be and to do that they are best served moving right
into design of the systems and verifying that the design will meet performance
specifications and cost projections. Of course, the CIAS perspective is that an increasing
amount of buildings will have programs and systems for which adequate mental models
do not exist prior to conceptualization.
Thus in contemplating the strengths of the existing IPD development model, it
was clear that CIAS-DM complements conceptualization and criteria design by focusing
on validating that the right building or CIAS is being designed. This means that CIASDM’s selection of ‘views’ onto the CIAS helps to increase the internal validity and
accuracy of the scope of work given the goals. Second, CIAS-DM models the
human/organizational scope, which is not adequately addressed by IPD. Thus CIAS-DM
provides IPD with a means to understand how the CIAS will be used, to prioritize design
and analysis efforts, to find complexity and ambiguity in the nascent CIAS design, and to
serve as a point of reference against which design concepts can be evaluated.
In this sense the real ‘work’ of CIAS-DM -- and its greatest possible use value to
IPD conceptualization and criteria design processes -- is to model the scope of the system
of interest and the human/organizational roles using the system of interest, as well as to
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present this information in a way accessible and usable by all. Given this realization, the
‘design’ portion of the Series 1 and Series 3 design cases was reconceived not so much as
‘product’ or ‘system’ design but rather as ‘information’ design that would help designers
envision the scope of work, find complexity in the scope, facilitate conversation, and have
a shared sense of what the building/system has to be and to do. Of course the next
question was, how best to do this? While redoing the Series 1 design exercises, the
solution to this question continued to elude the investigator. Through trial and error and
reflection, the investigator ultimately stumbled upon an idea --- the information in the
CIAS-DM model had to be synthesized into easily digestible and usable concepts – how
to do this – perhaps cartoons! Once the path forward presented itself, the investigator
quickly realized that a reasonable solution would be to develop storyboards based upon
the use cases and systems components of the CIAS-DM diagrams, as well as by
elaborating upon the focused sketching / design activities of STEP 4. The next
realization was that one summary cartoon would also be useful. This led to the
realization that the process needed to incorporate something like the operation view 1
diagram (OV-1) from the Department of Defense Architecture Framework [142]. Thus,
the investigator researched variations on the OV-1 and selected a style to apply.
Design Case C1 Design (Iteration 2)
Goal(s)
Identify the value of the CIAS-DM information model for designers of CIAS.
Propositions N/A
Questions
How is the CIAS-DM information model made to be useful? What is the most appropriate
implementation of the OV-1 and/or storyboarding for CIAS-DM.
Findings

The value of the CIAS-DM information model during criteria design may be in how it
translates into an operational view (OV-1) and storyboard.

Table 6.11: Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 2)
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Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration2). The remainder of the Series 1
design activity redoes, especially Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration 2), iterated and
refined the development of storyboards and OV-1’s. A further insight was that the
wordiness of the sketch activities during STEP 4 – that is, the propensity to jot down
descriptors for the look and feel and role and implementation of the system – was a
useful complement to the storyboarding and OV-1. Thus, the descriptors were included
with the storyboarding and OV-1 as a package of information that could be given to the
design team during conceptualization and criteria design to focus the team on a shared
understanding of the system of interest and its scope.
Design Case C2 Design (Iteration 2)
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Implement and refine the use of the OV-1 and storyboard for CIAS-DM.
N/A
N/A
• The OV-1 and storyboard are good ideas and can be easily constructed from the CIASDM information model.
• The wordiness of some STEP 4 sketches is actually complementary to the OV-1 and
storyboarding.

Table 6.12: Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 2)
Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 3). The ‘Design’ portion of Design Case C1,
Iteration 3 was productive, and added to the picture of the system being created with the
OV-1 and storyboarding. The investigator explored and began to use non-quantitative,
graphical metrics that are immediately available to the designer within the software tool.
There are also quantitative metrics extractable from the models. The investigator spent
considerable time exploring the usefulness of various dependency matrices and
complexity measures. Ultimately, a few metrics, a dependency matrix, and diagrams
from the diagramming tool were identified as useful, given the nature of CIAS-DM
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diagram, for informing design. At this time, the investigator realized that taken
collectively, these analytic graphical models and the OV-1 and storyboarding constituted
an intermediate step of information condensing and synthesis between generating the
BOD using CIAS-DM and using the results for design. The product of this intermediate
step is the translation of the information in the systems model and the designer’s
evolving mental model into an operational view diagram (OV-1) [142], storyboarding,
and some simple complexity metrics analyzed quantitatively and graphically. This
information was used to identify likely complexity in the system, gave some sense of the
type of complexity, and was used to prioritize design work.
It still seemed like the CIAS-DM model could be made more useful during
design. The investigator began exploring the various ways that MagicDraw allows the
user to change the representation of the model, to extract metrics about the model, and to
visualize dependency matrices. A particular representation (Figure 6.1) was found to be
useful because it quickly and intuitively indicated which constructs were most connected
to other constructs.
Lastly, the complexity metrics, number of associations, number of attributions,
and weighted average complexity proved useful extractable metrics from the CIAS-DM
model. To contextualize this statement, it is important to understand that MagicDraw
tracks about two dozen standard complexity metrics. However, given the simplified
nature of the constructs and associations used within CIAS-DM, many of them produce
no meaningful data. However, the three metrics listed above are operational within
CIAS-DM. But they spit out a list of numbers. This information is too abstract for most
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of the designers likely to benefit from the CIAS-DM model and its products. So the
investigator wondered if it would be possible to abstract and represent this information in
a way that could make it meaningful for all beneficiaries of the CIAS-DM model, even
those who do not know how to construct it. This lead to an effort to extract the
complexity metrics and represent them visually in a meaningful way.

Figure 6.1: A quick but useful representation of the systems model. The densest linework
alerts the designer to the most heavily connected blocks.
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The investigator explored using the live metrics extracted from the systems model
to inform design decisions. The investigator began by conducting a systematic
evaluation of the ways in which data could be extracted from the systems model, as well
as the ways in which it could be analyzed and represented. The investigator explored:
1. Using the data to drive a graphical representation of the system via:
a. An MCAD model (rhinoceros 5) and graphical algorithm
(grasshopper plugin)
b. A BIM model (Revit 2014) and graphical algorithm (Dynamo
plugin)
c. Interface wireframing (various wireframing tools, such as Axure or
MockFlow)
d. Scripting (Processing)
e. A hardware sketch (arduino)
f. trade studies using the Paramagic Plugin
The investigator found that integration with these visualization and analysis
methods and tools relied upon exchanging model data with the systems model via either
comma separated values files (*.csv files) or spreadsheet files (*.xlsx files). Given that
the investigator knew Rhinoceros 5 and the grasshopper plugin, the investigator chose to
explore developing a representation through Rhinoceros 5 and grasshopper.
The three metrics that are operational in CIAS-DM models were exported to *.csv
files. The number of associations metric is indicative of how many direct connections a
block has with other blocks. For example, the door of a building could be represented as
a block that has connections with every single human that enters or exists that building on
a given day. The door is a simple system (let’s assume a conventional door) and its
functioning is simple. But the door’s role in the occupants’ use of the building is very
important and potentially complex. Similarly, the number of associations of a block is an
indicator of its potential importance and complexity within the system. With respect to
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the weighted average complexity (WAC), it is helpful to juxtapose the WAC to the
number of associations metric. Generally when looking at the number of associations
metric, designers are interested in maxima. But recall that overall, there are around two
dozen measures of complexity tracked in the systems model. It is possible that a block
could not have any maximum complexity metrics in the system, but have an overall high
level of complexity because across all operational metrics, the average metric is above
the mean value for the entire system. The WAC identifies these types of complex blocks.
Lastly, the number of attributions metric is the number of times the block was referenced
as an attribute of another block gives an indication of how significant a block is in the
system. For instance, a pin is a very simple object. But if a pin at the center of a
complex machine holds the entire system together, then that pin is very important. Such
a pin would be referenced as an attribute within every larger system of which it may be
considered an attribute.
A graphical algorithm was developed in rhinoceros 5 and grasshopper that
imported the *.csv file and parsed the data into distinct metaclasses (actor, goal, use case,
function, material/flow/measure/metric/property, communication type, interface, other
systems, system of interest, and miscellaneous). Each metaclass of data was assigned a
distinct color identifier. A single 3D box was created for each construct within the system
of systems, colored according to its metaclass, and with the three spatial dimensions of
the box derived from the complexity metrics for the block that the box represents. So for
instance, the ‘nurse’ block belongs to the metaclass of ‘actors’ and is assigned the white
color. The number of direct associations the ‘nurse’ block has with other blocks in the
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system of systems and system of interest drives the height dimension of the
representational box, ‘nurse.’ The WAC drives the width dimension, and the # of times
the block is referenced as an attribute by other blocks drives the depth dimension.

Figure 6.2: The graphical algorithm developed to analyze the metrics extracted from the
systems model.
A few realities of the system are immediately and intuitively obvious when
modeled in this way. First, the colors that dominates the visual field indicate the drivers
of the system design. If for instance, there are mostly white boxes, it means that there are
a large number of actors interacting with the system. This tells the designer immediately
that this design challenge is driven by 1 or more major metaclasses of concerns. In
addition, of all of the represented constructs, no more than about 10% stand out as
particularly large overall or in any given dimension. This is entirely consistent with a
sparsely populated information space. The designer can zoom in on the blocks with large
dimensions or volumes and read a label that tells the metaclass of the block and the
distinct name given to it in the systems model by the designer. Thus a quick visual scan
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of the field of boxes tells the designer many things. For instance, the overall volume of
the blocks offers some indication of the potential overall importance and/or complexity of
the block. The length along any one access indicates the importance and/or complexity
due to number of associations, WAC, or number of attributions.
In addition, the algorithm identifies the three most complex blocks by volume in
each metaclass, and along each cardinal axis (i.e., each dimension of complexity), and
then calculates the standard deviation of their volume both with respect to the other
blocks in their metaclass and with respect to all blocks in the system. The results of this
analysis are output as a series of spreadsheets. The designer quickly sees which blocks
are the most complex or important along any given dimension, along all dimensions
aggregated, and both within their respective classes and across the larger group. This
information can be used by the designer to prioritize design. This method of analysis was
iteratively developed by redoing the ‘design’ activities from Part C a third time.
Once developed, the algorithm informed the storyboarding and OV-1 generation.
All of these forms of analysis were then used as tools for assessing the usefulness of
carrying the CIAS-DM model forward through conceptualization and criteria design.
The process was as follows. The metrics were derived and exported to a *.csv file. Some
cleanup ensued in the *.csv file to prepare it for importation into the grasshopper
algorithm. Once imported, settings had to be adjusted in the algorithm.47 Once the
settings were adjusted, the model self-generated. One nice feature about the model was

47

There are a few time consuming workflows associated with the algorithm because this is a working
prototype only and has not yet been optimized or automated for production use.
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that once set up, if the *.csv file is updated, the rhino model automatically updated to
reflect the change.

Figure 6.3: The field of all constructs related to Series 1 design case C1 and they few that
are likely complex and/or important are indicated by their larger relative proportions.
The spreadsheets at the bottom auto-generate and assess the mean and standard
deviations of box dimensions within and between metaclasses.
After setting up the algorithm and visual representation of the system, the
investigator returned to the systems model and re-organized the STEP 1 GUR use case
diagram and the STEP 6 SAD block definition diagram to read as circular network
diagrams with linear associations running between the blocks, as per Figure 6.1 above.
By working between these three graphical representations of the system, the
investigator was able to consider the scope of the system, its role in the larger system of
systems, the primary actors in the system, the most essential goals, the most complex
and the most essential use cases, and a range of other considerations. This all led to a
synthesis of ideas and the design of the OV-1 and an associated storyboard.
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Finally, the investigator carried the exercise forward into a conceptual design
activity that was commensurate with the scope of concept design appropriate at the
earliest stage of conceptualization or criteria design. The result was guided by and
checked against the systems model and the various ‘views’ onto the data it afforded.

Figure 6.4: C1 OV-1 diagram for the daisy-chained over-the-bed table design case.
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Figure 6.5: Storyboard for the daisy-chained over-the-bed table design case.

Figure 6.6: The resultant conceptual design for daisy-chaining, semi-autonomous overthe-bed tables. These over-the-bed tables interlock to form makeshift gurneys and
ballistics shelters for patient treatment and recovery rooms in deployable trauma
hospitals.
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Design Case C1 Design (Iteration 3)
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Refine CIAS-DM
N/A
N/A
• A possible vision of how CIAS-DM is made useful for designers during
conceptualization and criteria design: OV-1 diagram and storyboards.
• A possible negative case for CIAS-DM is if there is not buy in be some or all of the
users, then CIAS-DM might fail to be useful.
• Graphical analysis methods native to MagicDraw make it easy to represent the
CIAS-DM diagrams in a way that emphasizes connections.
• The graphical analysis method developed in Rhinoceros and grasshopper helps
identify particularly important and/or complex constructs.

Table 6.13: Design Case C1 ‘Design’ (Iteration 3)
Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration3). The use of the representational
graphics within MagicDraw and Rhinoceros with the grasshopper plugin was refined
(Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11). Other representational tree structures were assessed. A
dependency matrix was ruled out in favor of the type of graph shown in Figure 6.1. Any
other means of representation is possible, and to an extent, it all comes down to
individual choice. However, the graph shown in Figure 6.1 is immediately and
intuitively interpretable. The designer only has to following the densest connections to
learn something about the organization of the system. In addition, the analysis afforded
by the Rhinoceros model of the systems’ constructs’ importance and/or complexity
seemed useful (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.7: The graphical representation of the complexity of the systems model. This
representation indicates that of the approximately 90 constructs identified as relevant to
use of the system of interest, the goals, actors, and use cases embody the most complexity
within the system, and that the actual physical/electronic components and functions are
less complex. The length of these constructs along the x-axis indicates that the primary
complexity is a high weighted complexity. That is, there is nothing in particular about
any construct that makes it uniquely complex. But there is a mix of integrated-ness and
moderate complexity to these constructs that makes them potentially complex aspects of
the system that may require special attention or solutions to address successfully.

Figure 6.8: The OV-1 for the wheelchair/gurney CIAS design case C2. This cartoon
indicates what the system of interest must be able to do and all of the people with whom
and systems with which it will interact directly. It is a quick-reference summary of the
scope of the project distilled from analysis of the systems model using the tool shown in
Figure 6.7 and a diagram similar to the one shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.9: The storyboard for the wheelchair/gurney CIAS design case C2. This
storyboard indicates a hypothesized, workable sequence of operations for the system.

Figure 6.10: Design Case C2 Final Conceptual Design
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Design Case C2 Design (Iteration 3)
Goal(s)
Propositions
Questions
Findings

Reassess the graphic representation selected in C2, Iteration 3
N/A
N/A
• This work presents a vision for how the information model may be utilized as part
of IPD conceptualization and criteria design.
• Additional means of representation are possible but require more work to set up
and are no more immediately and intuitively useful than the one used in Figure
6.1.
• If desired, dependency matrices are the next most useful (and easy to setup)
representation. However their use is not immediately and intuitively obvious to
anyone, therefore designers may have to receive some training in order to make
use of them.
• Means of representation, analysis, and design developed in C1 iteration 3 were
refined

Table 6.14: Design Case C2 ‘Design’ (Iteration 3)
Discussion
CIAS-DM and CEaVa were developed and refined through the Series 1 design
cases. Each method had different strengths and weaknesses, and the two were
complementary. Furthermore, each method proved useful in uncovering the scope of the
Series 1 design case projects and also some likely details of the systems of interest in the
design cases. With respect to EQ1, the investigator perceived both methods to be useful
for scoping CIAS projects. Both methods helped the investigator to contextualize the
system of interest within a larger system of systems. CIAS-DM seemed to be more
useful for understanding details about the system of interest, e.g., the information, energy
and material it would have to exchange with other systems. CIAS-DM also seemed to be
more useful for understanding the use cases related to the system of interest. CEaVa
seemed more useful for quickly developing a sense of the larger system of systems
components and relating requirements to each component. However, CEaVa did not help
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the investigator understand how the system of interest would actually be used or what
information, materials, and energy would have to be exchanged during use.
With respect to EQ2, it was not possible to recover meaningful metrics from the
screen capture. The reasons for this are discussed in Chapter Nine. With respect to EQ4,
initially, the usefulness of CIAS-DM beyond the project-scoping activity was unclear.
Through the Series 1 design cases, a possible strategy for translating the CIAS-DM
information model into a form usable to guide design was developed. This strategy
entailed use of a built-in MagicDraw representation of the network, the development of
an OV-1 summary cartoon, and storyboarding. This does seem to be a successful way to
bridge from CIAS-DM used during IPD conceptualization into criteria design.
There are also a few observations that did not belong under individual cases
studies. First, one of the ways in which the research design for the formative design
cases could have been improved would have been to have test users try using both
methods in “think-aloud” usability assessments during the formative stage. Through the
three official iterations of the method that occurred during Part C, the method and
associated tools improved drastically over the conceptual design. However, as soon as
the raters began using CIAS-DM and CEaVa in Part F, it was clear that there were some
small, easily fixable issues that could have been addressed prior to summative evaluation
if 1-5 people, other than the investigator had used CIAS-DM.
Second, by the end of the Series 1 design cases, it became clear that CIAS-DM
uses MagicDraw and UML/SysML in a non-standard way that is completely consistent
with CIAS-DM’s incorporation of Schon’s concept of reflective practice [90]. That is,
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CIAS-DM models are messy, tangled, complex knots of information. The typical use of
UML/SysML is to work out refined, clean models. Ultimately, that is part of the
potential of CIAS-DM’s implementation through a systems modeler such as MagicDraw.
Components of the messy CIAS-DM model can be refined. The relevant components for
any one systems designer or HCI specialist who participates in the CIAS design further
along in the process can be extracted and developed. This messy CIAS-DM model is
very interesting for two reasons. First, it does embody Schon’s reflective practice in that
it is a live sketch of the understanding of the complexity of the
human/organizational/systems entanglement by the CIAS designer or team scoping the
system. In some ways, it is a mirror of their understanding of the scope of the project,
and it affords them looking in the mirror and figuring out where they need to improve
their understanding of the scope of the project.
This use of UML/SysML is entirely consistent with very early conceptual design
of complex systems. Let the model be whatever it will be. It is more important to
capture the information and the interrelationships, even if too dense to turn into a highfidelity, refined SysML model, than to prematurely oversimplify the system of systems in
which the system of interest operates. This messy model is also interesting because
extracting complexity metrics from it provides a different kind of information than a
typical UML/SysML model provides. That is, with a refined systems model, the
complexity represents the complexity of the actual designed system. But with CIAS-DM,
the complexity seen represents potential areas of system complexity, e.g., complexity of
roles, use cases, systems, humans, and the organization, without regard for how the actual
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system will be constructed. That is, the complexity inherent in the CIAS-DM model is
representative of the complexity of the behaviors of the larger systems of systems and the
system of interest within it, as understood by the designer at that time (again a mirror).
This is useful information for designers scoping a project. Such a perspective may lead
to designing the project to avoid the areas of complexity in the system in order to
simplify the system and the design challenge, and mitigate risk for the owner.
Alternatively, perhaps the designer finds potential complexity and breaks it up, i.e.,
modularizing systems. Though exploring this potential was the next goal, it had to wait
until the Series 3 design case, as just getting this far led to the investigator greatly
exceeding the planned time on the Series 1 design cases. In summary, the Series 1 design
cases led to many insights, revisions, and improvements to CIAS-DM as a formal method
and tool, to its integration with the IPD development method, and with respect to how it
might be of use beyond the scoping activity.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
SERIES 2 PATIENT ROOM FURNITURE DESIGN CASES: EVALUATING
CIAS-DM AS AN AID FOR PROJECT SCOPING

The preparatory activities presented in Chapter Five led to the development of
OPRs for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases. The formative Series 1 design
cases presented in Chapter Six developed CIAS-DM into a useful and usable method and
tool for the investigator. The summative Series 2 design cases presented in this chapter
had four raters use a personal method, CIAS-DM, and a competing method (CEaVa)
during four project scoping activities in order to determine if the subjective assessments
of other designers/researchers indicated that CIAS-DM was useful. 48 The Series 2 design
cases occurred during Part F of the research design as diagrammed in Figure 3.8, and
were therefore labeled F1, F2, F3, and F4. The Evaluative Questions relevant to Part F of
the research design were EQ1 and EQ2 (See Table 7.1).
Following the completion of the design cases, the raters completed additional
subjective assessments of the methods. In addition, thirteen clinical SMEs and the raters
reviewed sections from the BODs generated during the F1, F2, F3, and F4 design cases
and ranked the top three responses in each BOD section. These assessments of CIASDM occurred during Part G of the research design, as per Figure 3.8. The results of Part

48

The investigator also performed each project-scoping exercise. The investigator completed a subjective
reflection assessment of using the method after each exercise. The investigator’s screen capture data
were analyzed. But the investigator was not considered a participant-observer because the level of
preparation, number of times the investigator used the methods in order to develop the activities, and
depth of knowledge about the methods, tools, OPRs, and BODs were not commensurate.
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G are presented in the Results section below. The Evaluative Questions relevant to Part
G of the research design were EQ1, EQ3a, and EQ3b (See Table 7.2).
Evaluative Activities

Evaluative Questions

Design Cases

Part F

EQ1,EQ2

Series 2: F1, F2, F3, F4

Evaluative Questions
1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?

Summary of Results

2) Do metrics indicate that it is useful?

Inconclusive

Yes (qualified)

Table 7.1 Series 2 (Part F) Evaluate Questions
Evaluative Activities

Evaluative Questions

Design Cases

Part G

EQ1,EQ3a,EQ3b

N/A

Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
EQ3a) Do the stakeholders who issued the project OPR feel that the
BODs generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or better than the BODs
generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?

Summary of Results
Yes
Yes (qualified)

EQ3b) Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM Yes (qualified)
rate it as equal to or better than the BODs generated using just the
OPR/BOD or an alternative method?

Table 7.2 Series 2 (Part G) Evaluate Questions

Part F: Summative Evaluation of CIAS-DM for Project-Scoping
Methods. Part F used a mixed methods research design, but primarily
entailed qualitative data analysis (QDA). Coding data qualitatively requires multiple
cycles of coding that uncover patterns in the data. For a summary of how qualitative data
analysis was executed in this dissertation, please see Appendix 1C.
Participant. A convenience sample of four people from our lab
participated in the design cases as designer/researcher raters. The investigator also
performed all design case exercises. That is, the investigator assessed CIAS-DM through
use, and so did four other research assistants. The investigator used their subjective
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assessments to evaluate his own subjective assessment. This convenience sample was
chosen in deference to the logistical limitations of conducting this research at a regional
hospital. In the interest of protecting the privacy of this small, exploratory sample
population, demographic data were not collected.
Setup. The Series 2 design cases were performed on a workstation
computer. (Figure 7.1). Blueberry Flashback Standard 4 Recorder was used for screen
capture at a rate of 15 frames per second at high resolution. 49 All work was done on the
computer. The software programs available for use during the design cases were the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bluebeam Revu Standard (PDF viewer and editor showing the OPR)
Microsoft Word 2010 (word processor with the BOD template open)
Microsoft Excel 2010 (spreadsheet software)
Internet Explorer 9 (web browser) set to the www.google.com search engine
home page
5. Adobe Illustrator (vector drawing program) with a Wacom Intuos 4 medium-sized
drawing tablet as an input device for drawing
6. MagicDraw with the SysML plugin (CIAS-DM and CEaVa implemented here)

Figure 7.1: The workstation dual-monitor setup for the Series 2 design cases.

49

It was possible to zoom in anywhere on the screen and read small print. http://www.bbsoftware.co.uk/
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Procedure. Each rater participated in five sessions, a training session and
then F1, F2, F3, and F4. The second and third project scoping activities (F1 and F2)
introduced the raters to OPRA and OPR B and asked them to develop BODs using their
own personal methods. The fourth and fifth project-scoping activities (F3 and F4)
introduced the raters to CIAS-DM and CEaVa. In between each project-scoping activity,
there was a two week gap. Next, the procedures for the training and F1, F2, F3, and F4
project-scoping activities will be presented.
During each session, the investigator performed the role of the research
facilitator. The research facilitator’s primary jobs were to introduce the project-scoping
activity, explain the different programs and documents available on the computer screens,
monitor the screen recording software to ensure that all work was captured, and to answer
questions. The investigator also performed each of the project scoping activities.
Welcome. Each rater took 1.5 to 6 hours to complete the project-scoping
activity. The first 10-15 minutes of the session was used to welcome the rater, obtain
consent, provide an overview of the workstation setup and software, and give the rater a
chance to look through the software applications and practice using them. The research
facilitator addressed questions and then started the screen capture software application.
During the Project-Scoping Activity. The research facilitator performed
several roles while the activities were in progress. The research facilitator sat behind or
next to the rater and monitored the project-scoping activity. The research facilitator
turned the screen capture software on and off and verified that it was working. The
research facilitator kept track of when the raters needed their hourly breaks and
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interrupted the sessions at appropriate times. The research facilitator also addressed
questions. The project-scoping activities were very difficult and cognitively demanding.
In addition, there was only minimal time for training when using CIAS-DM and CEaVa
(5-15 minutes per session). Thus, the raters were working very intensively during the
sessions and were overwhelmed at multiple points. Given this, the research facilitator
answered questions when the raters asked. The alternative would have been incomplete
and/or unusable data.
After the Project-Scoping Activity. When a rater completed a projectscoping activity, he/she was asked to reflect on the experience of scoping the CIAS
project by writing a short summation of the experience. The research facilitator stopped
the screen capture software and saved all files.
Training. The training required for these design cases was extensive but it
is not the focus of this chapter. The training is documented in Appendix 7A.
Series 2 Design Cases: F1 and F2 (OPR/BOD with Personal Methods50).
The Series 2 project-scoping activities lasted approximately four hours each. 51 The setup
was the same as noted above. Screen capture data were recorded for later video analysis.
Two of the raters received OPR A during F1 and two received OPR B. Two weeks later,

50

That is, each rater designed using the OPR/BOD and available tools however he/she felt comfortable.
Some raters used spreadsheets. Surprisingly, with rare exception, all raters primarily just sat there and
thought and then wrote. Given the information model all ultimately produced, as represented by
Figures 8.3 and 8.4, it is a wonder than anybody would try to conceive of such a scope of work purely
within his/her head.
51
There proved to be large individual differences in the time it took each rater to perform the projectscoping activities when compared to each other and when compared to his/her own times on previous
project-scoping activities. The range was approximately 1.5 hours to 6 hours. The investigator
accommodated this range in order to get completed design cases.
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during F2, the raters received the opposite OPR. During all F1 and F2 project-scoping
activities, the raters used their own personal methods to analyze the OPR, develop a sense
of project scope, and draft the BOD document.
Series 2 Design Cases: F3 and F4 (OPR A, OPR B, CIAS-DM, and CEaVa). The
Series 2 project-scoping activities lasted approximately four hours each. 52 The setup was
the same as noted above. Screen capture data were recorded for later video analysis.
Two of the raters received OPR A and CIAS-DM during F3 and two received OPR B and
CEaVa. Two weeks later, during F4, the raters received the opposite OPR. During all F3
and F4 project-scoping activities, the raters used either CIAS-DM or CEaVa to analyze
the OPR, develop a sense of project scope, and draft the BOD document.
As a reminder, OPR A focused on developing an assistive mattress that
maintained proper body alignment in bed (independent of whether tasks could be
accomplished from a position of proper alignment). OPR B focused on developing an
assistive mattress that maintained a patient’s body in an appropriate position to perform a
task (whether or not the position placed the patient’s body in proper alignment) (Table
7.3).

52

There proved to be large individual differences in the time it took each rater to perform the projectscoping activities when compared to each other and when compared to his/her own times on previous
project-scoping activities. The range was approximately 1.5 hours to 6 hours. The investigator
accommodated this range in order to get completed design cases.
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Series 2 (Part F) Summative Design Case Project Descriptions
Design Case Project Description
F1, F2, F3, F4 This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' mattress as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a
hospital patient room intended to maintain a patient in good posture and ideally
positioned to use the 'smart' over-the-bed table.
Design Case Objectives/ Goals (See OPR A and OPR B in Appendix 5F for full lists of Objectives/Goals for
Project
Each OPR)
OPR A

1) Patients maintain safe, comfortable, healthy positions in bed without need for continual
position adjustment by caregivers and clinicians.
2) Patient shoulders and hips alignment is maintained.
3) A stroke patient's affected extremity is supported and safely positioned to prevent
injury.
4) Stroke survivors with hemiplegia and patients with weak cores do not slouch.
5) Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
6) Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
7) Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
10) Patients maintain good posture.
11) Patients maintain good position.

OPR B

2) Patient position is always optimal with respect to using the over-the-bed table.
3) Patient position is optimal for task at hand.
4) Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
5) Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
6) Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
7) System allows clinicians great freedom to tailor system behavior to patient's needs
(position in bed in relation to activity taking place on over-the-bed table).
8) Improve the usefulness of the system.

Table 7.3 Series 2 (Part F) Formative Design Case OPR Project Descriptions and
Objectives/Goals
Analysis. Data analysis was primarily qualitative. The data were coded
through three cycles of qualitative data analysis [136], [137], [138]. The first cycle
coding analyzed the screen capture video using structural coding, proposition coding,
negative case coding, initial coding, and coding for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and limitations. Subjective reflections documents, as well as resultant BODs, were also
coded using QDA software (atlas.ti7) [143], using the same categories as noted above, as
well as searching for emergent categories. The second cycle of coding included content
analysis of the BODs and subjective reflections, as well as theming the first cycle codes.
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The third cycle coding extracted overall themes about the various patient positions and
transitions in bed.
Assumptions. The investigator assumed that the two week gap between
project-scoping activities, as well as the resultant one month gap between seeing the same
OPR, would mitigate a maturation effect and a learning effect.

Part F Results. The analysis of the Part F data are covered in the proceeding
section, Part G.

Part G: Summation of the Subjective Assessments & Analysis of Part F
The Summation of Subjective Assessments & Analysis of Part F section of
Chapter Seven presents the collection and analysis of subject assessments of CIAS-DM.
With respect to the research design as diagrammed in Figure 3.8, this is Part G of the
study. The intent of Part G was to determine whether the clinical SMEs who helped draft
the Series 2 OPRs would rank the Series 2 BODs generated using CIAS-DM and/or
CEaVa as equal to or better than the BODs generated using the raters’ own methods. In
addition, Part G also had the raters reflect on usage of all of the methods (personal,
CIAS-DM, CEaVa) and assess the most useful overall and method steps of each that were
most useful. Part G addresses Evaluative Questions EQ1, EQ3a, and EQ3b. See Table
7.4.
Methods. Part G used BOD section rankings, ranking of methods, ranking of
method parts, and open-ended questions to access and compare subjective assessments of
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the usefulness of CIAS-DM to evaluate the results of Part F. Descriptive statistics and
qualitative data analysis as per Appendix 1C were also used.
Evaluative Activities

Evaluative Questions

Design Cases

Summative analysis of design
cases (Part G)

EQ1,EQ3a,EQ3b

N/A

Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
EQ3a) Do the stakeholders who issued the project OPR feel that the
BODs generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or better than the BODs
generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?

Summary of Results
Yes
Yes (qualified)

EQ3b) Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM Yes (qualified)
rate it as equal to or better than the BODs generated using just the
OPR/BOD or an alternative method?

Table 7.4: Summary of SME & Rater Evaluations
Participants. Thirteen clinical SMEs participated in reviewing the BODs.
The SMEs were blocked into the same two groups that helped to generate the two OPRs
(during part E, Chapter Five) used for the Series 2 design cases. Block “A” SMEs
reviewed the BODs associated with the OPR they helped generate. Block “B” SMEs
reviewed the BODs associated with the OPR they helped generate. SMEs included
physicians, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and speech therapists. 53 One
extra SME participated for Block “A.”
In addition, the four raters provided subjective assessments of all BODs and the
methods used to generate them. In the interest of protecting the privacy of this small,
exploratory sample population, demographic data were not collected.
Setup. Each block of clinical SMEs was seated at a conference table and
each individual consented. The SMES were then given the BOD sections that were

53

Nurses were not available to participate as SMEs.
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developed in response to the OPR they helped to generate. Each block of clinical SMEs
had one hour to review the BOD sections.
Each rater was brought into the lab individually. Each rater reviewed all
BOD sections for both OPRs except for the sections that the rater generated. That is,
each rater reviewed the BODs of all of the other raters. Each rater also reflected on all
methods used.
Procedure. Each clinical SME was given a packet of BOD sections (See
Appendix 9B) and a copy of the OPR they helped to generate. Clinical SMEs were first
asked to review the OPR to refresh their memories about the OPR they helped to
generate. They were given approximately five minutes to review the OPR. They were
then asked to look at the BOD assessment packet. In the packet, the BODs were broken
up according to BOD section. For example, for the Executive Summary section of the
BOD assessment packet, all of the executive summary section responses generated by the
raters were listed. There were eight such executive summary section responses. For
instance, for the Block A OPRs, each rater generated one executive summary section
response using his/her own method of analysis and one executive summary section
response using CIAS-DM. Thus, for the four raters, a total of eight executive summary
section responses to the Block A OPR were generated. In the BOD assessment packet
given to the clinical SMEs, the executive summary section responses in the executive
summary section were randomly ordered. It was not possible to identify the rater who
drafted each executive summary section response or to identify the method used to draft
each executive summary section response. The clinical SMEs were asked to read each of
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the possible BOD executive summary section responses and rank the three executive
summary section responses that best addressed the OPR. The ranking order was 1=best
and 3=third best. The clinical SMEs repeated this process for all seven sections of the
BOD assessment packet. The SMEs’ assessments took approximately 30-60 minutes.
Similarly, the four raters were brought into the lab, one at a time, and asked to
assess the BOD section generated in response to the two OPRs. There were three
differences in the raters’ assessment procedures from those of the clinical SMEs. First,
the raters were not given their own BOD section responses to rank. That is, each BOD
assessment packet given to the raters had six, not eight, BOD section responses per BOD
section. Second, the raters assessed the BOD section responses for both Series 2 OPRs.
That is, whereas the clinicians who helped generate OPR A assessed only the BOD
section responses that corresponded with OPR A, the raters assessed the BOD section
responses that corresponded to both OPR A and OPR B. As with the clinical SMEs, the
BOD assessment packets given to the raters gave no indication about who generated each
BOD section response or what method was used to generate it. Third, the raters assessed
the various project-scoping methods in addition to the BOD sections. The raters were
asked to reflect on use of the OPR/BOD method in conjunction with one of three scoping
analysis methods: 1) their own personal approach to scoping a project, 2) Method A
(CIAS-DM), and 3) Method B (CEaVa). In accordance with EQ1, each was asked
whether or not CIAS-DM (or as they knew it, Method A) was useful. They were asked
this question in three ways. First, they were asked to rank the methods they used.
Second, they were asked to review printouts of the various screen shots of Method A and
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Method B and the methods available to them during their unstructured completion of the
scoping activities and to select and rank the six most useful method steps. Third, they
were asked to answer three open-ended questions about the methods in general, and then
Method A and Method B in particular. Before ranking methods and method steps, each
rater was given an opportunity to look through the method steps of each project-scoping
method used during the design cases. To do this, each rater sat in front of the computer
workstation used during the Series 2 design cases. All method tools were open and each
rater was given a few minutes to scroll through the methods and their respective method
steps in order to refresh his/her memory. After reviewing the methods and tools, each
rater ranked the methods (e.g., CIAS-DM vs personal method) used during the design
cases. Each rater also selected and ranked the top six method steps (e.g., use case
diagram versus spreadsheet) from all of the 21 method steps used during the various
design cases. Lastly, each rater also answer open-ended questions about the usefulness of
the various methods used during the Series 2 design cases.
Analysis. Part G was a summative evaluation of CIAS-DM that addressed
Research questions EQ1, EQ3a, and EQ3b. Part G initially had only two evaluative
questions, EQ1 and EQ3a. Evaluative question EQ3b was added because it was easy to
collect the data, the data were useful, and collecting and analyzing this data helped offset
the complication of inconclusive results for EQ2 in Part F. Mean and standard deviation
were evaluated for all rankings of BOD section responses, methods, and method steps.
Given the small sample size of assessments, ANOVAs were not performed. Qualitative
analysis as noted in Appendix 1C was performed on the subjective reflections, screen
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capture data, and the BOD documents. The results for Part G in response to EQ1 are
noted in Table 7.5 and then discussed. The results for Part G in response to EQ3a are
presented in Table 7.6 and then discussed. The results for Part G in response to EQ3b are
presented in Table 7.7 and then discussed. In summary, the results of Part G indicate that
CIAS-DM may be useful.
Results. With respect to EQ1 -- Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
-- the question was asked in three different ways (described below). All responses
indicated that CIAS-DM was useful. In addition, insights into which steps were useful
and why were gained. With respect to EQ3a -- Do the stakeholders who issued the
project OPR feel that the BODs generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or better than the
BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method? -- clinical SMEs
selected and ranked the top three responses in each of seven BOD sections. Results
indicate that overall, the BODs drafted using CIAS-DM were no better or worse than the
BODs drafted using personal methods or using the alterantive, CEaVa. The clinical
SMEs who issued the OPRs and ranked the BOD section responses placed responses
generated using CIAS-DM in the top three responses for the section 50% of the time.
However, with respect to the executive summary responses, the CIAS-DM generated
executive summaries were placed in the top three by the clinical SMEs by a factor of
almost 2-to-1 (13:7), indicating that understanding the role of the system of interest in a
larger system of systems is the likely strength of CIAS-DM. With respect to EQ3b -Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM rate them as equal to or
better than the BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method? --
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the raters who used the methods placed 43% of responses generated using CIAS-DM in
the top three responses. In addition, raters’ also assessed the BOD executive summary
section responses generated using CIAS-DM to be among the best executive summary
section responses. In summary, both the clinical SMEs and the raters perceived CIASDM to be useful (as defined by Evaluative Questions EQ1, EQ3a and EQ3b) and perform
similarly to using no prescribed method of analysis or the alternative method, CEaVa. In
summary, CIAS-DM is likely useful, but in certain ways and for certain purposes. In
addition, if CIAS-DM produces comparable results to other methods as a cognitive tool
but offers added benefits through use of the resultant information model (as indicated in
Chapters Six and Eight), then in aggregate, CIAS-DM is likely useful.
EQ1 Subjective Assessments. The raters were asked in three different
ways whether CIAS-DM was perceived to be useful. The finding that CIAS-DM was
perceived to be useful was based upon methodological triangulation, showing that all
three ways of asking EQ1 resulted in users indicating that CIAS-DM was useful. First,
the methods used during the Series 2 design cases were ranked by the raters. (See Table
9.5)
Raters Rank the Scoping Methods
Rater
R1
st
Method Ranked 1
OPR/BOD + Personal
Method Ranked 2nd
Method A
Method Ranked 3rd
Method B
Method Ranked 4th
No Method
Ranking Methods (Summary)
Method
OPR/BOD + Personal
Points
7
Rank
1 (tie)

R2
Method A
OPR/BOD + Personal
Method B
No Method

R3
OPR/BOD + Personal
Method A
Method B
No Method

R4
Method B
Method A
OPR/BOD + Personal
No Method

No Method
16
3

Method A (CIAS-DM)
7
1 (tie)

Method B (CEaVa)
10
2

Table 7.5: Part G Raters Ranking of which Project Scoping Method They Prefer
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To rank the methods, one point was assigned for a rank of 1, down to four points
for a rank of four. The points were summed per method, and the method with the lowest
point total was considered the preferred method. The results indicate that Method A was
as useful or more so than each rater using no method or using an alternative method
(CEaVa). In addition, each rater was asked if he/she knew which method was being
evaluated. R1, R2, and R4 said that they did not know. R3 assumed that both Method A
and Method B were developed by the investigator and that the investigator was assessing
which method worked best. Thus, there is no overt reason to assume the raters were
strongly biased by having knowledge of which method was being evaluated. However,
that R3 assumed they were both developed by the investigator does introduce some bias.
Furthermore, when R1’s response that he/she did not know which method was used was
not straightforward, even though the gist was that R1 did not know which method was
evaluated. Given the ambiguous nature of the response, the investigator asked R1 to
guess which method was being assessed. R1 guessed correctly. R1’s reason for the
correct guess was that Method A had a drawing component and R1 knew that the
investigator was a proponent of drawing. Thus, the results of this question are considered
suspect. Rather than assume that the results of this question say anything about the
usefulness of CIAS-DM in particular, it is more likely that they indicate that some
method is preferable to no method when scoping complex design challenges. That is,
designers appreciate some cognitive scaffolding.
EQ1 was asked a second way. The raters were situated in front of a large table on
which 11x17 printouts of all of the digital tools and methods they used either personally,
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as part of using CIAS-DM, or as part of using CEaVa were displayed. The raters were
asked to select and rank the six methods and tools that were most useful. The raters
viewed and ranked 21 method steps. (See Figure 7.2)

Figure 7.2: 21 Method Steps Presented to Raters, Who Rank the Top 6 Most Useful
In table 7.6, only the method steps that received at least one top-six vote are
listed. However, scores were only calculated for method steps that received at least two
top-six rankings. In addition, the rankings of the method steps by the raters were
evaluated in two ways: the raw average and a weighted average score that added one for
each time the method was not ranked. For instance, if a method step had an average
score of 2 because 2 raters each ranked it number 2, but the other 2 raters did not rank it
at all, then 2 points were added to the score of 2 to reflect that two raters did not rank the
method step in their top-six method steps. If, conversely, all raters ranked a method step,
no matter what they each individually ranked it, such that it has an average score of 4,
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then no additional points were added because the consensus of all raters ranking the
method step was that it belonged in the top-six and had an average score of 4.
Raters Ranking Individual Methods and Tools
Coded
R1
R2
Method
Description
Rank Rank
Steps*
1 Method A: Analytic Drawing Activity
3 Method B: Use Case Diagram
5 Method B: Culling Requirements
2
6 Method A: Goals, U-Cs, Reqts Diagram 5
3
7 Method B: Restate Goals per Persona 3
8 Method A: Strategies Analysis Diagram
5
9 Method B: Map Reqts to Domain Map
1
11 Method B: Domain Mapping
6
14 Method A: Decision Ladder Diagram
2
15 Method B: Personas
1
16 Method A: Abstract Decomposition 1 4
4
20 Personal: Sketching Application
6
21 Personal Method: Spreadsheet

Rank Rank
R3
R4
Avg. Weighted (based
(based
Rank Rank Totals Score Score** on
avg) on wtd)
5
3
5
7
3.5
5.5
4
5
4
12
4
5
5
4
2
5
2.5
4.5
3
3
6
11
5.5
7.5
7
8
3
4
2
4
2
2
4
10
5
7
6
7
2

1

4
8

1.33
4

2.33
6

1
5

1
6

1

* Coded method steps not listed, .e.g, 2, received no top-six rankings from raters.
** Weighted score = (∑(raw rankings)/(# rankings=>2))-(#raters-#rankings for that item) is meant to reflect the value of
more raters ranking the method step.

Table 7.6: Part G raters ranking individual method steps
The weighted score was considered because presumably, a method step that more
raters agreed belonged in the top-six was more likely to truly belong in the top- six.
Given this ranking method, the method steps that received at least two top-six votes in
order of rank are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Method B (CEaVa): Step A: Develop personas in activity diagrams that represent
the key constituents served by the system
Method B (CEaVa): Step G: Map requirements to actors and systems map from
Step D
Method B (CEaVa): Step C: Rewrite the OPR goals through the lens of each
persona identified in Step A
Method A (CIAS-DM): Step 1: Map actors to goals to use cases to requirements
Method B (CEaVa): Step F: Cull OPR requirements using prescribed categories
Method A (CIAS-DM): Step 2A: Abstract Decomposition Space Part 1
Method B (CEaVa): Step D: Map actors and systems using non-hierarchical block
diagram
Method A (CIAS-DM): Step 6: Strategies Analysis Diagram
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These results are interesting for six reasons. First, clearly, several of the method
steps of Method B (CEaVa) are considered very useful – more useful than the raters’
personal method steps and the method steps of CIAS-DM. In addition, these results
conflict with the results shown in Table 7.5. In Table 7.5, the OPR/BOD plus their own
personal methods were tied for the highest ratings and are presumably therefore as useful
or more useful than either Method A or Method B. However, between the four raters
were a total of (24) top-six votes used to rank individual method steps, and only (2) of
those top-six votes were applied to method steps that the raters used individually, even
though they could have chosen a word processor, a spreadsheet, a web browser, or a
drawing application as top-six methods. Third, even though some of the methods steps
were about reflection, revision, and iteration, none of the raters chose them as valuable
methods, even though across disciplines reflection, revision, and iteration are widely
considered to be essential. It is also revealing because, as per the qualitative data analysis
below, the opportunities to reflect and iterate were usually not taken. Fourth, even
though there are eight distinct method steps represented in the highest ranked method
steps with at least two top-six rankings, a deeper consideration reveals that (5/8) top-six
ranked method steps and (7/13) that received top-six rankings overall are variations on
mapping actors to systems components and to goals, use cases, and requirements. That
is, all of the raters valued having a structured way to develop a diagrammatic view of the
systems and their interactions and relationships with people. These results perhaps
suggest that even if not CIAS-DM or CEaVa per se, some analytic, diagrammatic
methods and tools are essential. Fifth, the coded method steps 3 and 6 are both forms of
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use case analysis, and when considered together, the results indicate that all raters found
use case analysis one of the top-six method steps. Lastly, the sixth interesting
observation is that the highest rated method step is developing personas at the outset of
the project. This is not surprising, given the ubiquity of personas as part of systems
design activities; however, it is in agreement with the trend.
EQ1 was also asked a third way, using three open-ended questions. The first
question asked if the raters would use any of the methods again in the future. All raters
said yes. Reasons cited include that the methods helped them to organize their thoughts
and improve their understanding about the scope of the system. There were concerns
about needing training, the availability of a UML or SysML authoring application, and
some method steps being laborious or needing refinement. The second question asked
specifically about how Method A (CIAS-DM) could be made more useful. Feedback
included adding a persona development activity, improving the graphical user interface
(GUI) experience, integrating with the BOD document generation, training, and
streamlining the activities. The third question asked specifically about how Method B
(CEaVa) could be made more useful. The feedback included adding Step 1from CIASDM to Method B and making the textual portions of Method B more diagrammatic. In
summary, with respect to EQ1,(Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?), the
summative evaluation indicates that they do.
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Responses to Open-Ended Questions 54
1. Q1: Would you use any of these methods again in the future? (why/why not?)
1. Yes, the methods are useful.
2. Yes, Method A, allowed me to have a greater understanding. 55
3. Yes, I would use an improved version of Method A because it helped me organize my thoughts.
4. Yes, I would use components of each method again for complex projects.
2. Q2: What could be done to Method A to make it more useful?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Personas
Better GUI
Tighter integration with the OPR/BOD workflow
Training

3. Q3: What could be done to Method B to make it more useful?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Add STEP 1 from Method A
Make less text-based and more graphical
Tighter integration with the OPR/BOD workflow
Training

Table 7.7: Part G Raters Responses to Open-Ended Questions
In addition, the raters who used the methods feel that both CIAS-DM and CEaVa
need a more refined user experience, as well as training. To summarize CIAS-DM is
likely as useful as the alternatives considered. The ranking of methods had it tied with
OPR/BOD + personal methods as the most useful. The ranking of individual method
steps had three of its method steps in the top ranked eight method steps. As opposed to
framing the results of Part G with respect to EQ1 as proof of CIAS-DM’s usefulness, it is
more appropriate (given the limited data) to reject the contradictory proposition and leave
open the possibility that CIAS-DM may be a useful project scoping method for CIAS.
EQ3a and EQ3b, Subjective Assessments of BOD Section Responses. Part
G also had clinical SMEs and the raters review the BODs that resulted from the Series 2

54

These responses are paraphrased. The actual responses are not included to protect the anonymity of the
raters.
55
For reference, remember that the raters knew CIAS-DM as Method A and CEaVa as Method B.
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design cases and select and rank the top three BOD section responses to each of the seven
sections of the BODs. These results were used to address EQ3a (Do the stakeholders
who issued the project OPR feel that the BODs generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or
better than the BODs generated using control methods or competing methods?) and
EQ3b (Do the designers who generated the BODs by CIAS-DM rate it as equal to or
better than the BODs generated using control methods or competing methods?). Tables
7.8, 7.9, and 7.10 present the results.
The results of the SMEs and raters ranking the BOD section responses were
analyzed iteratively three times. During the initial data analysis, it was clear that two
raters parroted OPR text in the BOD response (copy and paste) and that this was usually
rated highly by the SMEs and raters ranking BOD section responses. The problem with
parroting the OPR text is that there is no evidence of comprehension, analysis, or
synthesizing concepts or strategies. Parroted material is not a basis for analysis of the
quality of the concepts and strategies of the rater in response to the owner’s needs.
When the parroted data were removed, as per Table 7.9, the results changed,
weakening the performance of the Methods A (CIAS-DM) and B (CEaVa). In addition to
the parroted material, one rater, R4, stood out as having generated, by a wide margin, the
most highly ranked responses. The analysis indicated that R4’s portion of highly ranked
responses made R4 a mild outlier (SD=1.71 before R4’s parroted content was removed,
and SD=1.37 after it was removed). R4 is not an unambiguous outlier. But it was
evident that R4’s results may skew the data. Thus, the analysis was conducted a third
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time, after having culled R4’s responses. Trends in the data that maintained, despite these
adjustments, are considered to be more likely valid and thus are the focus of this analysis.
In response to EQ3a, the results suggest that CIAS-DM is approximately as useful
as a rater using the OPR/BOD document plus his/her own workflow. Across the three
iterations of data analysis, the difference between the percentage of highly ranked
responses for OPR/BOD + Personal Method versus Method A (CIAS-DM) is negligible.
Approximately 50% of the top-three ranked BOD section responses were generated using
CIAS-DM. Within the sections of the BOD, the percentage of highly ranked responses
per method varies, and these variations hold across the iterations of analysis. This is
important. It indicates that the long breaks between the scoping activities were successful
in mitigating a maturation effect. The personal methods were used during the first two
scoping activities, and CIAS-DM and CEaVa were used during the last two scoping
activities. Each rater’s interaction with each OPR occurred approximately one month
apart, and in between, he/she interacted with a different OPR. If there were a maturation
effect, the results should improve across the board for Methods A (CIAS-DM) and
Method B (CEaVa) because they were used later in the project timeline. And yet,
Methods A & B clearly perform better only in some BOD sections, and the personal
methods performed better in others.
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Preliminary Analysis of BOD Section Ratings
Assessment By Raters: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
5
6
5
4
1
5
2
28
Rater 2
7
3
6
6
9
7
6
44
Rater 3
2
3
5
2
7
3
5
27
Rater 4
10
12
8
12
7
9
11
69
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=17% (SD=-0.82), R2=26% (SD=0.12), R3=16% (SD=-0.88), R4=41% (SD=1.59)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
6
7
7
8
7
6
6
47
Method
Method A
6
5
5
4
5
6
6
37
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (56%), Method A (44%)
Personal Method (54%), Method B (46%)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
4
7
4
7
7
8
8
45
Method
Method B
8
5
8
5
5
4
4
39
Assessment By 13 SMEs: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
11
9
8
11
9
7
5
60
Rater 2
5
2
12
6
12
6
6
49
Rater 3
2
10
8
4
13
9
8
54
Rater 4
21
18
11
18
5
17
20
110
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=22% (SD=-0.34), R2=18% (SD=-0.79), R3=20% (SD=-0.58), R4=40% (SD=1.71)
Assessment By 7 SMEs: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
7
8
13
13
8
11
11
71
Method
Method A
14
13
8
8
13
10
10
76
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (48%), Method A (52%)
Personal Method (58%), Method B (42%)
Assessment By 6 SMEs: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
5
12
7
16
9
12
12
73
Method
Method B
13
6
11
2
9
6
6
53

Table 7.8: Part G Preliminary Analysis of SME and Rater Assessments of BOD Sections
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Secondary Analysis of BOD Section Ratings After Removing Parroted Responses
Assessment By Raters: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
5
6
5
4
1
5
2
28
Rater 2
0
3
1
6
0
7
1
18
Rater 3
2
3
5
2
7
3
4
26
Rater 4
10
12
8
12
7
9
3
58
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=22% (SD=-0.30), R2=14% (SD=-0.95), R3=20% (SD=-0.43), R4=45% (SD=1.68)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
4
7
7
8
5
6
2
39
Method
Method A
4
5
2
4
3
6
5
29
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (57%), Method A (43%)
Personal Method (55%), Method B (45%)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
3
7
4
7
5
8
2
36
Method
Method B
6
5
6
5
2
4
1
29
Assessment By 13 SMEs: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
11
9
8
11
9
7
5
60
Rater 2
0
2
4
6
0
6
0
18
Rater 3
2
10
8
4
13
9
6
52
Rater 4
21
18
11
18
5
17
0
90
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=27% (SD=0.20), R2=08% (SD=-1.44), R3=24% (SD=-0.12), R4=41% (SD=1.37)
Assessment By 7 SMEs: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
7
8
13
13
7
11
5
64
Method
Method A
13
13
4
8
9
10
7
64
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (50%), Method A (50%)
Personal Method (64%), Method B (36%)
Assessment By 6 SMEs: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
4
12
7
16
7
12
4
62
Method
Method B
10
6
7
2
4
6
0
35

Table 7.9: Part G Secondary Analysis of SME and Rater Assessments of BOD Sections
(Parroted Responses Culled)
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Tertiary Analysis of BOD Section Ratings After Removing Superior Performer
Assessment By Raters: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
5
6
5
4
1
5
2
28
Rater 2
0
3
1
6
0
7
1
18
Rater 3
2
3
5
2
7
3
4
26
Rater 4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=39% (SD=0.91), R2=25% (SD=0.00), R3=36% (SD=0.72), R4=0% (SD=-1.63)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
0
4
4
5
2
4
2
21
Method
Method A
2
2
1
1
3
3
2
14
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (60%), Method A (40%)
Personal Method (61%), Method B (39%)
Assessment By 4 Raters: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
1
4
3
4
2
6
2
22
Method
Method B
3
2
3
2
1
2
1
14
Assessment By 13 SMEs: Per-Rater Responses Ranking in the Top 3 in Each Category
Rater
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Rater 1
11
9
8
11
9
7
5
60
Rater 2
0
2
4
6
0
6
0
18
Rater 3
2
10
8
4
13
9
6
52
Rater 4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
% of top 3 responses per rater: R1=46% (SD=1.12), R2=14% (SD=-0.59), R3=40% (SD=0.80), R4=0% (SD=-1.33)
Assessment By 7 SMEs: Block A OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method A
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
2
3
7
7
7
6
5
37
Method
Method A
7
7
3
3
8
5
2
35
Top 3 Rankings:
Top 3 Rankings:
Personal Method (51%), Method A (49%)
Personal Method (69%), Method B (31%)
Assessment By 6 SMEs: Block B OPR/BOD Exercise Using Personal Method vs Method B
Method
Executive
Project
Project
Sequence Necessary Milestones Checklists
Totals
Summary Narrative Justification
of
Calculations
Operations
Personal
0
9
7
10
4
8
4
42
Method
Method B
4
4
4
1
3
3
0
19

Table 7.10: Part G Tertiary Analysis of SME and Rater Assessments of BOD Sections
(Parroted Responses and the Responses of the Superior Performer Culled)
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For instance, across all iterations of data refinement, both Method A and Method
B strongly outperform the personal methods of individuals for developing the project’s
executive summary. This is logical because CIAS-DM and CEaVa are intended to help
designers understand the role of a system of interest within a larger system of systems. In
this instance, 2/3s to 3/4s of the highly ranked BOD executive summaries were developed
by Methods A and B. This also held true when comparing raters’ rankings to SMEs’
rankings, which is significant because, in general, the raters’ rankings indicated much
poorer performance of the Methods A and B than do the SMEs’ rankings. In previous but
related research, we have used 1/3 and 2/3s as cut scores, above or below which, even
when statistical validity cannot be proven, we assume it is likely that the results are valid.
There is ample precedence for this method [144]. Thus that CIAS-DM and CEaVa
performed so well with respect to scoping the BOD executive summary is interpreted as
indicative of a possible trend. In addition, CIAS-DM consistently performed well in
helping designers develop the Project Narratives.
Across the board in the remaining categories, CIAS-DM performed comparably
to the designer using his/her own method. Thus, in answer to EQ3a, do the SMEs who
helped develop the OPRs feel that the BODs generated by CIAS-DM are at least as
useful as those generated by other methods, the answer is a qualified yes. Raters using
CIAS-DM outperformed raters not using CIAS-DM with respect to the BOD Executive
Summary and Project Narrative, were at least comparable in identifying Necessary
Calculations, Milestones, and Checklists, and underperformed when developing the
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Project Justification and Sequence of Operations. The SMEs did not rank the Method B
(CEaVa) highly, other than with respect to developing the Executive Summary.
Conversely, with respect to EQ3b, the raters’ rankings indicated that BOD section
responses scoped using CIAS-DM consistently underperformed compared to designers
scoping the project with their own methods, but did perform comparably to BOD section
responses scoped using CEaVa. Though the raters results indicate that CIAS-DM and
CEaVa underperformed in comparison to the raters’ own methods, the patterns of the
distribution of the rankings within respective sections are similar to the patterns
identifiable in the SME rankings. Thus, in response to EQ3b, it appears that designers do
not feel that CIAS-DM was as useful as using their own methods, although they do feel
that it was as useful as using the alternative method. However, the direction of the
findings are consistent with the direction of the findings of the clinical SMEs. And
though the raters considered CIAS-DM and CEaVa less useful, the results did not fall
beyond the cut scores.

Discussion
Exploratory content analysis revealed something else about the possible effects of
CIAS-DM and CEaVa on the generation of BOD documents. As mentioned, the BOD
Executive Summary is the one BOD section where there may be a demonstrable benefit
to using CIAS-DM or CEaVa instead of personal methods. For the BOD Executive
Summary, SMEs ranked the executive summaries generated using CIAS-DM or CEaVA
in the top 3 at a ratio of about 2-to-1 over the executive summaries generated using
personal methods. The effect is not as strong for executive summaries ranked by raters,
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but it trends this way, too. Why? If this were maturation effect, why was the trend not
seen in any of the six other BOD sections? Content analysis (Table 7.11) revealed an
interesting pattern in the wording. When comparing the top-ranked executive summaries
to the unranked executive summaries, the investigator noticed that the top-ranked
executive summaries talk about needs and comfort enough that those words rank in the
top 25 words used in those sections. Conversely, in the unranked executive summaries,
there is no discussion of need or comfort. The investigator hypothesized that words like
need or comfort likely occurred more frequently in the BOD executive summaries
generated by CIAS-DM and CEaVa. In comparing the top 25 most frequent words
occurring in the executive summaries by each method used, it turns out that the words
needs, comfort, and body do occur in CIAS-DM’s executive summaries more frequently,
and comfort occurs in CEaVa’s top 25 most used words. Conversely, none of these words
is in the top 25 most frequently used words of the executive summaries generated by
raters using personal methods.
Looking further at these lists, something else is obvious. Both CIAS-DM and
CEaVa use a lot of words that talk about the larger system of systems to which the system
of interest belongs, such as ecosystem, room, and smart. Conversely, the top 25 words
generated by raters using their personal methods do not reveal an awareness of the larger
systems context. Thus, though this is only circumstantial evidence, there is some
indication that CIAS-DM and CEaVa both help the designer gain a better awareness of
the context of the system of interest while also sharpening their focus on the users within
the system and their needs.
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The investigator looked at content analysis from two other BOD sections, project
narrative, and project justification. The investigator looked at these sections because
after the executive summary section, these are the two sections in which CIAS-DM and
CEaVa outperform personal methods, though the effect is not as strong. In these
instances, the words caregivers and comfort were among the top 25 most frequently used
words for top 3 ranked project justifications, and caregivers was among the top 25 ranked
words for the project narrative sections. Thus, it does seem likely that the SMEs were
responding to BOD sections that framed the design challenge with respect to the human
needs, and there is at least some evidence that CIAS-DM and CEaVa helped to make
those needs more salient in the minds of the designers.
Second, with respect to optimization, all users found CIAS-DM to be useful in
that it helped them to see the larger system of systems to which the system of interest
belonged. However, using CIAS-DM was overwhelming for them because it is very
abstract and unfamiliar. Both the investigator and several users noted, however, that
much of the abstractness and apparent complexity could be alleviated with a customdesigned graphical user interface and optimized workflow. Users offered suggestions
about how to accomplish this, such as making the icons interactive instead of relying
heavily on menus. In addition, users felt training could alleviate much of the difficulty.
Users also suggested that a tighter coupling between the CIAS-DM activities and the
sections and flow of the OPR and BOD documents would improve the usability of the
method.
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Content Analysis of Basis of Design Documents (BOD) Executive Summaries: Top 25 Most Frequent
Words in BODs for: A) Executive Summaries Ranked in the Top 3 by SMEs and Raters; B) Executive
Summaries Not Ranked in the Top 3 by SMEs and Raters; C) Executive Summaries Generated by Users
Using Each Method
Rank
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Figure 7.11: Content Analysis of Basis of Design (BOD) Executive Summaries
The third major point about CIAS-DM is that the performance of the users
suggests that a few major paradigms apply. First, there is a clear difference between
expert and novice user effectiveness with CIAS-DM and also the stress the user seems to
feel in using CIAS-DM. Thus, training is a concern, as is practice. Similarly, a user’s
knowledge domain matters when using CIAS-DM. It is important to put the right people
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with the right background onto the project. CIAS-DM cannot compensate for a
misalignment of human resources with the project type.
Lastly, the users, and their performances, suggest several next steps. First of all,
using a method is useful. It does not have to be CIAS-DM. Structured engagement with
the project description was praised by all. With respect to CIAS-DM, its application must
be refined. Step 2C is perhaps the most difficult for users. In addition, with respect to
the look/feel/role/implementation paradigm gleaned from Apple computer, it seems that
the primary need in scoping CIAS is to detail the role. The look and feel and
implementation will be developed by other designers further along in the design process.
Thus, the question asking within CIAS-DM can be refined. Lastly, there is a tremendous
value that users derive from iteratively developing the BOD, and this often did not occur
when they used CIAS-DM. CIAS-DM includes instructions to iterate the BOD 4 times,
but these were often ignored or glossed over. Thus, a more rigorous way to ensure that
the user workshops their BODs has to be added. Also, there needs to be tighter
integration with the BOD and OPR templates to ease the method for the users.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
SERIES 3 PATIENT ROOM FURNITURE DESIGN CASE: EVALUATING THE
USEFULNESS OF THE MODEL GENERATED USING CIAS-DM

The preparatory activities presented in Chapter Five led to the development of
OPRs for the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases. The formative Series 1 design
cases presented in Chapter Six developed CIAS-DM into a useful and usable method and
tool for the investigator. The summative Series 2 design cases presented in Chapter
Seven indicated that the investigator and raters considered CIAS-DM to be useful but
complicated for project scoping. Chapter Eight presents the summative Series 3 design
case evaluation of the usefulness of the systems model that resulted from scoping the
Series 2 design case projects. Given that the Series 3 design case occurred in Part H of
the research design (Figure 3.8), the design case was labeled P1. The Evaluative
Questions relevant to Part H of the research design were EQ1 and EQ4 (See Table 8.1).
The Series 3 design case project entailed the investigator attempting to use a
systems model composited from the best Series 2 design case systems models in order to
assess the usefulness of a CIAS-DM systems information model moving into criteria
design as specified in the IPD development model.56 The composited systems model
included the Project Description and both Block A and Block B Goals/Objectives from the
Series 2 design cases (Table 7.2). Using the composited information model allowed the

56

There was also participatory concept generation activities with clinical SMEs during Part H. However,
they did not impact the assessment of CIAS-DM during Part H, therefore they are not presented here.
The Methods and Results of the participatory concept generation activities may be viewed in Appendix
8A.
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investigator to consider a project scope of CIAS-like complexity and to assess whether
the data model produced by CIAS-DM proved useful during project development.
Evaluative Activities Evaluative Questions

Design Cases

Part H

P1

EQ1,EQ4

Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?

Summary of Results

EQ4) Is there usefulness in continuing to maintain and develop the CIAS-DMbased systems model throughout criteria design?

Yes

Yes

Table 8.1: Series 3 (Part H) Evaluative Questions
Methods
The Series 3 design case (Part H of the research design, Figure 3.8) used
qualitative data analysis in order to assess the usefulness of the CIAS-DM information
model for a designer moving into criteria design. First cycle coding during and
immediately after completing Part H captured the investigator’s reflections on use of
CIAS-DM. A second cycle of coding occurred when the investigator coded the screen
capture of the Series 3 design case. A third cycle of coding occurred when preparing the
manuscript, as key themes were extracted [136], [137], [138]. For Part H, the usefulness
of CIAS-DM was assessed via Evaluative Questions EQ1 and EQ4. In addition, the
investigator held participatory, concept design generation sessions with clinical SMEs.
Participants. The investigator performed the Series 3 design case. This
design case was too time-intensive to allow for recruiting volunteers or paying
participants to complete it.
Setup. The Series 3 design case project was performed on a workstation
computer. Blueberry Flashback Standard 4 Recorder was used to capture the content of
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the computer screens at a rate of 15 frames per second at high resolution. The software
available for use during the design cases was the following:
1. MagicDraw with the SysML plugin
2. Adobe Illustrator (vector drawing program) with a Wacom Intuos 4
medium-sized drawing tablet as an input device for drawing
3. Internet Explorer 9 (web browser) set to the www.google.com
search engine home page
4. Microsoft Excel 2010 (spreadsheet software)
5. Bluebeam Revu Standard (PDF viewer and editor)
6. Microsoft Word 2010 (word processor)
7. Luxology MODO (3D modeling)
8. McNeel Rhinoceros (3D modeling)
Procedure. The investigator began by merging all MagicDraw model
files from the raters and the investigator into one master model file. The investigator
merged models constructed with both CIAS-DM and CEaVa. This is an easy but timeconsuming task in MagicDraw. Once the models were brought into the same model
space, they were integrated. 57 Once the models were integrated, the investigator began
two separate but complementary processes. First, the investigator analyzed the method
step diagrams 2B (ADS) and 6 (SAD) graphically using the MagicDraw method
described in Chapter Six (Figure 6.1). Next, the investigator used MagicDraw’s analytics
features to extract complexity metrics from the composited model and export them as a
comma separated values file, as described in Chapter Six. The metrics extracted were

57

The intention of the model integration in Part H was to get a large model and assess its usefulness
transitioning from conceptualization to criteria design within the IPD development model. The intent
was not model accuracy, nor was it possible to assess model accuracy. The investigator made a faithful
attempt to integrate the models in logical ways.
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number of associations, 58 number of attributions, 59 and weighted average complexity. 60
The investigator then cleaned up the list of metrics and imported them into a custom
graphical algorithm constructed by the investigator in response to the data available from
the MagicDraw model produced using CIAS-DM. The graphical algorithm was
constructed within the grasshopper plugin for Rhinoceros 5 (CAD software). This
process is the same as described in Chapter 6. Based upon these three graphical
representations of the assistive mattress system, the investigator developed an OV-1 for
the project and a storyboard, as described in Chapter 6. Based upon the three graphical
models, the OV-1, and the storyboard, the investigator undertook a small conceptual
design exercise to address a key design challenge of developing the assistive mattress.
The investigator designed a motion that would allow the mattress system to help a
slouching patient sit upright. At the end of this design case, the investigator gave a
presentation to the three outside reviewers in order to get their feedback on the execution
of the work and likely applicability to industry and to practice.
Analysis. The Series 3 design case was assessed in three ways using
qualitative data analysis. First, the screen capture video of the Series 3 design case was
coded. Second, the subjective reflection of the investigator, recorded at the completion of
the Series 3 design case, was analyzed. Third, all notes and thoughts recorded in the
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For any given construct of interest, e.g., a particular use case, the number of associations is the number of
other constructs in the system that have a direct association with the construct of interest.
59
For any given construct of interest, e.g., a particular motor in the system, the number of attributions is the
number of other constructs in the system that consider the construct of interest to be an attribute of their
respective sub-systems.
60
For any given construct of interest, the weighted average complexity is a measure of its complexity
across a basket of complexity metrics. For instance, it is possible that a construct is not very complex in
any particular way but is a little bit complex in all ways, such that overall, it is a complex construct.
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drawing editor, systems modeling application, or in a spreadsheet during the Series 3
design case were analyzed and coded. Qualitative codes used included: negative case
analysis, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, limitations, propositions testing, and
pattern matching. During the design case, the investigator made notes directly in the
CIAS-DM model (in the SysML editor) or in the drawing program about insights related
to CIAS-DM. Screen capture video, the resultant BODs, and the investigator’s
reflections were later analyzed in accordance with the qualitative data analysis strategy as
described in Appendix 1C.

Results
Part H considered whether the information model produced using CIAS-DM is
useful beyond scoping the project. In order to address this matter, the investigator first
had to realize a vision of how such data might be used. This was done on a smaller scale
with the C1 and C2 design cases described in Chapter Six. In Chapter Eight, the
complexity and scope of the designed challenge was greatly increased. The results of this
qualitative analysis were that CIAS-DM was useful beyond the scoping of the project for
several reasons. First, it was possible to graphically analyze the data developed using the
CIAS-DM method in order to identify parts of the system most associated with other
system components and external systems. Beyond the visual analysis, the modeling tool
offered many complexity metrics and matrices to understand relationships between
entities within the model. The model’s data was exported as a spreadsheets for use in an
MCAD tool. Lastly, parts of the model can be separated and imported into other models,
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in order to integrate them or as the basis for a more refined model of a component of the
system.
The results of Part F, the BODs and associated models, were used as the basis for
a design activity. The challenge was two-fold. The first challenge was to envision how
CIAS-DM fits into the Integrated Project Delivery development model and what role it
can play in preparation for criteria design. The second challenge was to envision what
could be done with the model and data resulting from CIAS-DM that would be useful
during criteria design. Part H presents a vision of a possible way the products of using
CIAS-DM during BOD document development may be used as the design progresses into
the conceptual stage and then into a critical assessment of the concept. In summary, the
model produced by CIAS-DM is useful for prioritizing work, finding complexity in the
system of systems, and checking design concepts against the systems model.

Discussion
With respect to Part H, the goal was to assess whether the means of representation
and analysis of CIAS-DM (especially in that it is instantiated through SysML) will
continue to evolve with the design throughout criteria design and facilitate completeness,
correctness, consistency, validity, and traceability throughout the design and analysis
processes in a useful way. As noted in Part C, when the models resulting from CIAS-DM
first had to be used to guide design, it was unclear how the CIAS-DM models should
inform design. During the redoes of the design portions of Part C, the investigator
committed more deeply to the idea that the model’s use should serve the IPD process.
This led to the adoption of the OV-1 diagram and storyboarding as a way to capture an
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impression about the scope of the system and the role of the system of interest within the
larger system of systems.

In addition, the algorithm developed to analyze the

information model identified the three most complex blocks by volume in each
metaclass, and along each cardinal axis (i.e., each dimension of complexity), and then
calculated the standard deviation of their volume both with respect to the other blocks in
their metaclass and with respect to all blocks in the system.
Using this information, it was easier for the investigator to see which blocks were
potentially the most complex or important along any given dimension, along all
dimensions aggregated, and both within their respective classes and across the larger
group. This information was useful for prioritizing design work. This method allowed
the investigator to consider the scope of the system, its role in the larger system of
systems, the primary actors in the system, the most essential goals, the most complex and
the most essential use cases, and a range of other considerations. Based upon this
analysis, the investigator revised and extended the BOD document again to reflect the
deeper analysis of the system.

In summary, use of the information model helped the

investigator to very quickly consider and prioritize a very large number of design
concerns and decide where to focus design effort. In addition, as the conceptual design
progressed, use of the various representations provided a means of comparing and
improving the evolving design concepts.
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Figure 8.1: The final CIAS-DM STEP 1 GUR use case diagram represents the systemic
and organizational complexity of an assistive mattress responsive to a patient’s needs.
This diagram shows that the system’s goals of maintaining proper alignment and
positioning to best perform a task are complicated by a large set of possible use cases.
By making all actors, system components, and use cases directly traceable to one or more
system goals, the CIAS-DM GUR user ensures that the design team is not spending time
developing superfluous system components. Scattered in the diagram are some
‘orphaned’ use cases and requirements that were not directly traceable to a system goal,
thus they were excluded as likely beyond the scope of the project. A key piece of
information to draw from this diagram is that a conceptual form of validation via
traceability is performed by developing and iterating the STEP 1 GUR.
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Figure 8.2: The final CIAS-DM STEP 1 GUR reorganized use case diagram refactored to
quickly and qualitatively make visible which constructs are the most heavily associated
with other constructs. A large number of direct associations can indicate the complexity
and/or importance of the construct for the system to operate. A key piece of information
to draw from this diagram is that a quick and dirty assessment of where to focus design
effort and/or where sources of risk may exist in the design challenge is possible by a
simple manipulation of the model.
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Figure 8.3: The graphical representation and spreadsheet analysis of the complexity
metrics extracted from the CIAS-DM systems model. Of the approximately 450
constructs identified by the systems model, only about 10% standout as particularly
complex and/or important along any given dimension (metric) of complexity. A key
piece of information to draw from this diagram is that this analysis helped the
investigator reflect on gaps in knowledge, inconsistencies, and to determine where and
how to focus design effort with respect to developing the OV-1, the storyboarding, and
ultimately the design project.
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Figure 8.4: The final OV-1 diagram developed in response to the CIAS-DM model,
summarizing the assistive mattress design challenge, including its role in a larger system
of systems and the most critical system components. The development of this OV-1 was
guided by the analyses presented in Figures 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3. During IPD
conceptualization and criteria design, this diagram would become widely distributed and
referenced by all design team members in order to help them consider how the particular
component their respective teams are developing fits into and integrates with this larger
context of concerns.
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Figure 8.5: The final storyboard including key word descriptors for look and feel, role,
and implementation derived and refined from the CIAS-DM STEP 4 sketch activities.
The storyboard includes sketches from the CIAS-DM STEP 4 sketching activities. The
storyboard also reacts to the analyses presented in Figures 8.1-8.3. It considers the
system in context and likely interfaces and motions and sensing required to help it
perform as intended.
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Figure 8.6: In response to the OV-1 and the storyboard, the investigator conducted a final
conceptual design to address one of the critical functions of the assistive mattress. A lowfidelity physical prototype was used to work out the solution. Pictured is a baggy of flour
slouched on a sheet of paper as proxy of a human body slouched on the plane of a
mattress. By playing with sequences of motion, a sequence was found that would sit the
person upright. This was then documented in a new storyboard.
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CHAPTER NINE:
FINAL QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF CIAS-DM

This research developed and evaluated the complex, interactive, architectural
systems design methodology (CIAS-DM). Evaluation of CIAS-DM was case-studybased, primarily qualitative, and with some mixed methods. The design cases centered
on scoping the design of assistive hospital patient room furniture, i.e., complex,
interactive systems for which there are no existing precedents. These served as tractable
proxies for CIAS scoping design challenges. The summative Series 2 and Series 3 design
cases involved the scoping of an assistive mattress system for a hospital bed. The
assistive mattress system design cases were carried through to criteria design as defined
by the American Institute of Architects’ Integrated Project Delivery development model
[6].
Five Evaluative Questions 61 (EQ1, EQ2, EQ3a, EQ3b, EQ4) were used to
evaluate the usefulness of CIAS-DM. The Evaluative Questions, a summary of the
findings, and the evolution of the CIAS-DM are presented in Tables 9.1-9.3 below.
With respect to these five Evaluative Questions, EQ1, EQ3a, EQ3b, and EQ4 indicate
that CIAS-DM is a useful method for scoping CIAS projects. That is, users perceive
CIAS-DM to be useful (EQ1) and the data and models CIAS-DM produces are useful as
the design moves into criteria design (EQ4). CIAS-DM is also perceived to improve
BOD generation to a limited extent (EQ3a, EQ3b), though more research is needed to test

61

Initially there were only four Evaluative Questions but EQ3 was split into EQ3a and EQ3b, thus there are
five.
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this observation. Metrics that indicate how CIAS-DM influences BOD generation (EQ2)
were inconclusive. (See Appendix 7B) A priori, CIAS-DM is useful with respect to the
purpose of scoping CIAS projects because four of five Evaluative Questions used to
assess ‘usefulness’ indicate that it was useful. However, qualifications complicate this
assessment.
Though CIAS-DM was evaluated to assess its usefulness, there was ambiguity in
the research proposal with respect to the definition of usefulness. There is an incorrectly
assumed implicit congruence between the five Evaluative Questions and the primary
research design question, is CIAS-DM useful with respect to the purpose of providing
complete, correct, consistent, valid goals, use cases, and requirements, as well as
providing said constructs within a representational schema that affords traceability,
views, evaluation, extensibility, and collaboration throughout the design process? That
is, through the five Evaluative Questions, the dissertation intended to evaluate whether or
not CIAS-DM is useful with respect to a specific purpose. Of the five Evaluative
Questions, EQ2 and EQ4 directly addressed the tenets of the primary research design
question and only EQ2 applied to the validation of goals, use cases, and requirements.
This is problematic because the results of EQ2 proved inconclusive with respect to
improving the completeness, correctness, and consistency of evaluating goals, use cases,
and requirements. As per footnote 46, the level of granularity that the investigator was
able to assess in the screen capture video analysis was number of questions,
qualifications, errors, and corrections in general, not per goal, use case, or requirement.
Thus, it is not possible to say whether or not CIAS-DM is useful with respect to the
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purpose of providing complete, correct, consistent, valid goals, use cases, and
requirements.
A similar problem of congruence exists between the primary research design
question and the propositions. For reference, the propositions are:
P0.

CIAS-DM is not useful for scoping CIAS design challenges.

P1.

The primary proposition of this research is that CIAS-DM is useful with respect
to the purpose of validating use cases, goals, and requirements during pre-design
services (architectural pre-design /programming phase).

P2.

The secondary proposition is that the means of representation and analysis of
CIAS-DM (especially in that it is instantiated through SysML) will continue to
evolve with the design throughout criteria design and facilitate completeness,
correctness, consistency, validity, and traceability throughout the design and
analysis processes and that this is also useful.
Further analysis indicates that the five Evaluative Questions are congruent with

the propositions. In summary, the Evaluative Questions align with the Propositions but
the wording of the primary research question is unfortunately incongruent with both the
Evaluative Questions and the Propositions because it states the question at a different
level of specificity than the Evaluative Questions or the Propositions. Therefore, the
investigator chose to concede that, strictly speaking, the results related to the primary
research question are inconclusive. Nonetheless, P0 was strongly rejected given
subjective assessments and the results of the qualitative data analysis. P1 was deemed
inconclusive. P2 was accepted. (See Table 9.1)
Chapter Nine presents the Summation of Qualitative Data Analysis that
includes key themes found in the usage of CIAS-DM. The key themes are organized into
the following subsections: Summary, Propositions, Observations, Negative Case
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Analysis, Weaknesses, and Strengths. Note that each Evaluative Question was posed in
at least two different design cases or, with respect to EQ3a and EQ3b, to two different
groups. Asking the Evaluative Questions multiple times in multiple design cases and/or
to multiple groups validated assessments despite the limited number of design cases and
small convenience sample by employing the strategy of methodological triangulation.
Evaluative Activities
Design Cases
Evaluative Questions
Part B (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part C (Chapter Six)
C0, C1, C2
EQ1,EQ2,EQ4
Part D (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part E (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part F (Chapter Seven)
F1, F2, F3, F4
EQ1,EQ2
Part G (Chapter Nine)
N/A
EQ1,EQ3a,EQ3b
Part H Chapter (Eight)
H
EQ1,EQ4
Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
EQ2) Do metrics indicate that it is useful?
EQ3a) Do the stakeholders who issued the project OPR feel that the BODs
generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or better than the BODs generated using
just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?
EQ3b) Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM rate it
as equal to or better than the BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an
alternative method?
EQ4) Is there usefulness in continuing to maintain and develop the CIAS-DMbased systems model throughout criteria design?
Primary Research Design Question
Is CIAS-DM useful with respect to the purpose of providing complete, correct,
consistent, valid goals, use cases, and requirements, as well as providing said
constructs within a representational schema that affords traceability, views,
evaluation, extensibility, and collaboration throughout the design process?

Summary of Results
N/A
Qualified Yes/Inconclusive
N/A
N/A
Qualified Yes/Inconclusive
Qualified Yes
Yes
Summary of Results
Yes
Inconclusive

Propositions
P0: CIAS-DM is not useful with respect to scoping CIAS design challenges.
P1: The primary proposition of this research is that CIAS-DM is useful with
respect to the purpose of validating use cases, goals, and requirements during
pre-design services (architectural pre-design /programming phase).

Summary of Results
Reject

P2: The secondary proposition is that the means of representation and analysis
of CIAS-DM (especially in that it is instantiated through SysML) will continue to
evolve with the design throughout criteria design and facilitate completeness,
correctness, consistency, validity, and traceability throughout the design and
analysis processes and that this is also useful.

Qualified Yes
Qualified Yes
Yes
Summary of Results
Inconclusive (first part)
Yes (second part)

Inconclusive
Accept

Table 9.1 Relationship of Parts of Study to Research Questions and Design Cases and
Summary of Results.
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Summation of Results
Evaluative Design Evaluative EQ1 EQ2
Activities Cases
Questions

EQ3a EQ3b EQ4

P0

P1

P2

Primary Research
Question

C0, C1, EQ1,EQ2,E Y
I
Y
R
I
Y
I/Y
C2
Q4
FC1, FC2, EQ1,EQ2
Part F
Y
I
R
I
I
FT1, FT2
EQ1,EQ3a, Y
Part G
N/A
Y
Y
R
EQ3b
Part H
H
EQ1,EQ4
Y
Y
R
Y
Y
FINAL ASSESSMENT:
1. There is strong qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful when scoping CIAS.
2. There is weak quantitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful when scoping CIAS.
3. There is strong qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent goals and use cases when scoping CIAS.
4. There is weak qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent requirements when scoping CIAS.
5. There is no quantitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent goals, use cases, or requirements when scoping CIAS.
SUMMATION: CIAS-DM or a similar basket of methods and information models is useful during the
scoping of CIAS projects and is deserving of further study.
Part C

A=Accept, I=Inconclusive, R=Reject, Y=Yes

Table 9.2 Summation of Results
Evolution of the CIAS-DM Method
Initial Design
STEP 1: Review the OPR & Identify goals, use cases, requirements, system of systems to which system of
interest belongs, sub-systems of the system of interest, and then draft the BOD formally
responding to the OPR
STEP 2: Complete Rasmussen’s ADS followed by his DL
STEP 3: Refine products of STEP 1 based upon information gained from STEP 2 and revise Goals, Use
Cases, Requirements, and BOD
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s prototyping method (Look & Feel, Roles, Implementation of system of
interest, system to which it belongs, systems below)
STEP 5: Refine products of STEP 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from STEP 4
STEP 6: Complete Cornelissen’s SAD
STEP 7: Refine products of STEP 5, 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from STEP 6
STEP 8: Assess traceability and map relationships. Can all requirements be allocated to at least one
task/scenario/use case/goal/system component/function?
Final Design
STEP 1: Review the OPR, identify goals, use cases, and requirements, and populate the goals, use cases,
and requirements use case diagram
STEP 2A: Complete the preliminary ADS table describing actors and systems of interest
STEP 2B: Complete the abstract decomposition space diagram
STEP 2C: Complete the decision ladder
STEP 3: Review and revise the diagrams of STEPS 1-2C, and then draft the BOD
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s prototyping method (look, feel, role, implementation, focusing on roles
STEP 5: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-4, and then revise the BOD
STEP 6: Complete the strategies analysis diagram
STEP 7: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-6, and then revise the BOD
STEP 8: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-4, and then revise the BOD

Table 9.3 Evolution of the CIAS-DM
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Summation of Qualitative Data Analysis
Summary. Evaluating CIAS-DM qualitatively became a vehicle by which
the underlying constructs and methods instantiated in CIAS-DM were evaluated for their
usefulness in architectural project-scoping for CIAS. This proved to be the most valuable
aspect of this research. Understanding why the constructs and methods instantiated
through CIAS-DM’s component methods are useful for designers of CIAS shifted the
framing of the research in a valuable way. Is CIAS-DM useful? Yes. Why? CIAS-DM
is useful as a cognitive tool because it helps the user 62 to mentally map the structure and
behavior of the system and the system of systems context in which it exists and helps the
user see both the logical and the physical architectures of the system and its context.
Specifically, CIAS-DM helps the user
1. create and iterate a mental map of the conceptual structure of both the larger system
of systems and the sub-system components of the system of interest, i.e., the STS
context in which the system of interest exists and the CPS nature of the system of
interest;
2. create and iterate a mental map of the behavior of the system of systems, i.e., the roles
played by the key humans and systems associated with the project, as well as the roles
of the system of interest;
3. create and iterate a mental map of the information, material, and energy flows that
exist within and between the system of interest and its context
4. create and iterate a mental map of the uses of the system of interest in context;
5. create and iterate a mental map of the likely strategies of use of the system of interest
given an understanding of the goals of the users, the likely system components, and
the possible uses;
6. challenge the mental maps created through the rational methods of analysis by
simultaneously engaging the user in focused but open-ended question asking and
conceptual design.

62

Even with little to no training
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7. Iterate and revise the concepts, the model, and the BOD document exhaustively.
CIAS-DM is also useful as an evaluative and management tool because the
resulting systems model may be subjected to useful analysis that can help the designer
find importance and complexity in the system and guide and validate design prioritization
decisions (as per Chapter Eight). When CIAS-DM is abstracted in these two ways, it
becomes clear that any number of diagrams and/or methods that accomplish these aims
can be used to gain a comprehension of the scope of the context and the system of
interest for a design challenge for which the designer does not have an adequate mental
model. The value of CIAS-DM, evident by comparing it with CEaVa, is that it helps the
user uncover both the larger system of systems and the component elements of the system
of interest. Conversely, CEaVa is perhaps better than CIAS-DM at revealing the system
of interest’s place in the larger system of systems. But CEaVa does not help the user see
details about the sub-system components of the system of interest, how the system of
interest will interact with the larger system of systems, or what materials, information,
and energy will be exchanged with the larger system of systems. By way of analogy,
CIAS-DM helps the user ‘zoom in,’ and ‘zoom out’ on the system, whereas CEaVa helps
the user ‘zoom out.’
Propositions Analysis. The qualitative data analysis of the CIAS-DM
Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 design cases entailed proposition analysis [136, pp. 123126], which is to say that during the coding of the videos, investigator and rater
reflections, and the BODs, the investigator systematically evaluated whether or not the
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findings challenged, rejected, or affirmed the propositions. This section presents the
results of this proposition analysis.
Contradictory Proposition. (Reject) Between the Series 1, Series 2, and
Series 3 design cases, there were 11 notes responding to the contradictory proposition.
All eleven notes rejected the contradictory proposition. Some notes provided additional
commentary. One note documented that a user 63 qualified more statements while using
CIAS-DM. Another note documented a user stating the usefulness of STEP 2C in a
reflection. Another note documented a user who introduced a ‘designed’ element into the
scoping of the system based upon analysis using CIAS-DM. This was significant
because that particular user had not previously ventured to introduce any design as a way
to clarify scope. In summary, there was no evidence that CIAS-DM was not useful.
The subjective responses to EQ1 also indicate that CIAS-DM was perceived to be
useful. In addition, the results of EQ3a indicate that CIAS-DM produced BODs on par
with BODs produced by raters using their own methods. In summary, it is unlikely that
CIAS-DM is not useful. P0 was rejected.
Proposition 1. (Inconclusive) Between the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3
design cases there were seven notes responding to Proposition 1. Only two notes offered
unqualified, ‘yes, accept proposition 1,’ statements. One note instructed to reject
proposition 1. The other four notes described the reasons why it was difficult to conclude
anything about the success of CIAS-DM with respect to Proposition 1. In summary, there
were two caveats to declaring CIAS-DM useful with respect to Proposition 1. First,

63

User means that the note could refer to a rater or could refer to the investigator.
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CIAS-DM did prove useful in helping the investigator validate goals, use cases, and
requirements but the results for the raters were inconsistent and not sufficiently
measurable. The inconsistency appeared to be the result of time pressure and the limited
training. Second, the use of CIAS-DM during all design case series indicated that CIASDM was more useful and necessary for validating goals, use cases, and roles during
conceptualization and criteria design than for validating requirements. Beyond the notes,
the qualitative video analysis indicated that raters used CIAS-DM to develop and refine
their understandings of use cases primarily, but that they did not have the time to develop
the model to a point where they were validating requirements with it. The investigator
did develop models to the point where requirements were validated, at least conceptually.
P1 was deemed inconclusive, although with adequate time and training, the analysis
suggests that CIAS-DM may be useful for validating requirements.
Proposition 2. (Accept) Between the Series 1 and Series 3 design cases,
the investigator developed a possible vision of and workflow for how the model resulting
from using CIAS-DM could be used during conceptualization and criteria design. The
results of this exploration indicated that the information contained in the systems model
was useful for mapping the systems’ components, roles, and interfaces and for assessing
the complexity of the design challenge, understanding the scope, and prioritizing design
and analysis activities. In addition, the model could be a point of reference against which
design decisions are assessed and the basis for developing more focused systems models
as needed. In addition, all notes agreed that the information model proved useful with
respect to the purposes described in Proposition 2. P2 was accepted.
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Observations (Summary). Qualitative data analysis of CIAS-DM by
coding screen capture video, coding rater and investigator reflections, and coding the
BODs that resulted from the scoping exercises revealed several Insights, Clarifications
and Benefits, and Needed Revisions with respect to CIAS-DM. In addition, the
qualitative analysis yielded ideas for Future Work and Limitations (presented in
Chapter 6).
Insights. User reflections repeatedly used the root word, help, to describe
use of CIAS-DM and CEaVa, as in,”…the method helps me to see…,” or, “…the method
helped me to structure my thoughts…,” or , “…the method helped me focus the scope…,”
or, “…the method was helplful…” In essence, these methods provided thought
scaffolding that guided the user. While this can be said of all methods and tools, CIASDM in particular provides thought scaffolding for systems design for which no preexisting mental models are available. More precisely, the cognitive scaffolding frames
views onto the system and the iterative nature of the workflow encourages the designer to
develop, cycle through, and revise the views repeatedly in a short time.
CIAS-DM is limited, however, in that it is a slow, cognitively demanding method
and needs a better interface. CIAS-DM needs to not interrupt the cognitive workflow of
the designer. In addition, it may be that while some aspects of CIAS-DM workflow and
the GUI can be improved, there may remain some aspects of CIAS-DM, such as STEP
2C (the Decision Ladder), for which adequate training and practice is the solution.
It is also clear that this model (UML/SysML model) is too large and messy to be
directly useful for analysis. Rather, it is a starting point, and much like conceptual design
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models in architectural and product design, this model is useful for mapping the concept
but will have to be recreated in simplified, optimized parts for useful analysis later.
However, when that happens, components, modules, and packages of this model can
easily be cleaned up, brought in, and refined, instead of starting from scratch. Also,
working in this way primes the model for use of parametric analysis down the road, and
presuming a consultant has parametric models set up for a specific task, portions of this
model could be brought in and cleaned up and integrated.
Clarifications and Benefits. CIAS-DM can enhance a designer’s views
onto the system, but it is no substitute for domain knowledge. There is no competing
with an experienced consultant with appropriate professional and application-specific
domain knowledge and expert skills. For such an individual, CIAS-DM is a complement
and a way to check one’s thoroughness and accuracy, provided it does not get in the way
of the professional's analysis (R4 saw no deterioration in performance using the method
and it actually improved his performance). On a related note, as with sustainable design
or building information modeling (BIM) or any other paradigm shift in the professional
knowledge and practices in the field, once the knowledge and practices are internalized,
there is less need for overt procedures, as evinced by R4, who did most of what CIASDM or CEaVa would get him to do without needing the methods. Nonetheless, the
method is still useful for experts because there is still the benefit of moving from a
document-based to a model-based workflow so that the additional analysis and model
reuse described in Parts C and H below is possible. In addition, the use of open-ended
design counterbalances the limitations of the technically rigorous systems model.
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A key theme that surfaced repeatedly is the difference between expert and novice
performance. CIAS-DM showed glimmers of working for both user groups, as R1, R2,
and R3 presented as novices and R4 presented as an expert user.
Needed Revisions. In addition to general observations about the use of
CIAS-DM, specific observations about the method steps were documented during
qualitative data analysis. These observations are recorded here.
With respect to CIAS-DM STEP 1, the goals, use cases, and requirements
diagram, this method step was highly regarded by the users and is an essential, useful,
and easy step. The benefit of this modified use case diagram is that STEP 1 links system
actors and system components to goals. Then STEP 1 links all use cases to goals. Thus
all use cases have to flow through goals in order to reach actors. In this way, the user is
ensuring that all goals relate directly to a user and that all use cases are traceable through
at least one goal back to at least one user. This is a quick and easy way to find and
remove or modify errant goals or use cases. Requirements are also mapped to the system
in this way, again affording traceability implicitly. Any use case, goal, or requirement
that does not flow all the way back to a user is removed. Thus this is also one of the
ways in which the model is human-centered.
With respect to CIAS-DM STEP 2A, the simplified, ‘warm up’ ADS diagram, this
is also a useful and highly regarded method step. It is easy, too. It is similar to CEaVa’s
personas, but differs in two critical ways. First, both the system of interest and other
critical systems are described alongside the key user personas, thus there is a natural
comparison and co-evolution of the designer’s sense of the key systems and people that is
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not supported by developing personas of people alone. Second, the simplified ADS
organizes the definition of the person or system in a way that affords visualizing and
analyzing material, energy, and information flows with other people and systems, as well
as likely functions, features, position, condition, look, and feel. In summary, the
congruence between STEP 2A and systems analysis is implicit in the design of the
method step, whereas the personas in CEaVa are not directly linkable to any future
analysis in other method steps. Nonetheless, the personas are fun and easy and a good
‘warmup activity’ to engage the user and make the user feel productive, so it may be that
the fun aspects of the personas, like selecting a picture to represent the persona or naming
the persona, should be added to CIAS-DM’s STEP 2A to make it more fun. In addition,
CIAS-DM STEP 4, the focused sketching activity, could be integrated into STEP 2A by
having the designers sketch the personas and systems as they describe them. Putting
sketching and ADS1 development in the same diagram may create a tighter integration
between the rational and intuitive exploratory activities and reduce switching cost.
With respect to CIAS-DM STEPS 2B and 6 64, the raters considered these
mapping activities valuable and ranked them among the most useful method steps across
all methods used. These method steps help the designer see the system of interest at its
component level by breaking down the system of interest and its associations to other
systems into material/energy/information flows, functions, features, look, feel, position,
and characteristics. These two diagrams are complementary. Whereas STEP 2B maps

64

STEP 6 is an iterative elaboration of STEP 2B, thus they are in many ways the same.
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what the system can do, STEP 6 asks, given what it can do and what users’ goals are,
what are they actually likely to do with the system?
With respect to CIAS-DM STEP 2C, this step is considered very useful but is the
most difficult, abstract cognitive map used in any of these methods. It needs to be
restructured and simplified or removed. If removed, candidates that may be substituted
in its place are sequence diagrams and simpler activity diagrams. However, the products
of STEP 2C are very useful, so if it can be optimized, that is preferable.
With respect to the iterative steps CIAS-DM STEPS 3, 5, 7, and 8, they need
revision to more effectively cue the designers to iterate and revise. Often, the designers
were not rigorous with these steps. CIAS-DM does not work if the designers do not
revise.
Negative Case Analysis. Negative case analysis was performed throughout
the project and especially while coding screen capture video [138, p. 91]. Several
possible limitations of CIAS-DM as well as the other methods reviewed were noted. In
summary, CIAS-DM augments appropriate professional domain knowledge, but it is not
a substitute for appropriate professional or application-specific domain knowledge.
CIAS-DM is best used by a professional with the appropriate professional and
application-specific domain knowledge to enhance vision of the system of interest.
With respect to CIAS-DM, since the human factors methods (ADS, DL, SAD)
require a paradigm shift in thinking, they are difficult for novices. Two potential negative
cases result from this situation. First, if there is not buy-in by the users, the results will
likely not justify the investment of time and effort if they do not execute the method with
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rigor and consistency. Second, the investment of time and effort may not be justified for
simple projects. Third, CIAS-DM is likely not a time-efficient solution on any project for
which the designers already have sufficiently robust and accurate mental models. CIASDM helps designers mitigate complexity and the unknown. If neither of these conditions
holds, then CIAS-DM is not necessary. Fourth, CIAS-DM requires the user to be vigilant
and rigorous, even though fatigue is likely, especially for novice users. If the user is not
vigilant and rigorous, the model becomes a potentially misleading liability. A good
model’s strengths are its internal validity and accuracy. A lack of vigilance and rigor can
undermine both validity and accuracy. Such a poor systems model may be almost
indistinguishable from a useful systems model.
Fifth, negative case analysis identified a hypothetical design situation in which the
project’s complexity resides entirely within one or more components and not at all
between components. CIAS-DM would mistakenly see this as a simple system. For
example, with respect to the ‘smart’ mattress, if the primary challenge were monitoring
the patient’s body temperature and the surface temperature of the mattress and adjusting
airflow within to moderate the patient’s body temperature, the design challenge might
present as simple. There would be one key metric and two surfaces. However,
temperature and more specifically, heat distribution and migration between two surfaces
is a complex phenomenon and it is likely difficult to consistently moderate the
temperature across the entire area of contact between the patient and the mattress. CIASDM would not capture this type of complexity. 65

65

The example of this negative case provided by an outside reviewer.
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Sixth, CIAS-DM is useful for finding gaps in logic in the goals, use cases, and
requirements of the OPR. However, it is conceivable that an owner presents the designer
with a very consistent, complete, and correct OPR ---- let’s say it is flawless --- and that it
is focused on an inappropriate solution space to address the challenge. The designers
using CIAS-DM would likely develop excellent mental models of inappropriate solutions
and have no basis for comparison to alert them that the models are inappropriate.
Seventh, a primary benefit of CIAS-DM seems to be its use in uncovering the
roles of people and systems within the larger system of systems. What would happen if a
design challenge had many hundreds or thousands of use cases and roles? The designers
have to consciously choose not to explore all of them and have to make a determination
about which are most important. However, if the designers tried to map all of the use
cases and roles, the process could very quickly bog down and waste a lot of time.
Eighth, it would be interesting to use CIAS-DM (or CEaVa) to model a complex
system, such as a STS, that has no complex CPS portion. For instance, would the results
of analysis with CIAS-DM (or CEaVa) be useful if a school district was modeled that had
high organizational complexity but low technological complexity?
Ninth, there is an implicit assumption in the use of CIAS-DM that the designers
using it have basic technological savvy. But what if a designer did not have such basic
technological savvy? Or what if the designer’s professional domain knowledge was
completely orthogonal to the necessary domain knowledge (hypothetically)? For
instance, what if a bio-tech solution is needed but the designer’s background is
aerospace? CIAS-DM would likely feel useful but that would be misleading.
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Tenth, it could be argued that just UML diagrams alone, or SysML plus OOSEM,
or CWA, or sketching plus reflective practice could be used as effectively or moreso than
CIAS-DM to scope the system. This may be true, although it has not been tested and
would be interesting future research.
Weaknesses. All of these methods have their respective weaknesses.
First, it is worth noting that there are several things the user can do to improve outcomes
no matter the method of analysis or design. First, users need to externalize ideas. It
makes it easier to find the gaps in logic. Second, users need to look at the challenge and
proposed solution from as many different perspectives as possible. Third, users need to
ask questions. Fourth, users need to iterate and revise extensively.
With respect to CIAS-DM and CEaVa, the key is for the method and software to
get out of the way of the designer and to also help improve the focus, accuracy, and
validity of the designer’s vision. Particularly with respect to CIAS-DM, the difficulty of
using the method is a liability because it interrupts the flow and continuity of the
designer’s thought processes. The unoptimized graphical user interface (GUI) also
disrupts the flow and continuity of the designer’s thought processes. Thus CIAS-DM, as
implemented, is its own worst enemy, and the problems are easily fixable with training,
practice, and an optimized GUI.
One reason CIAS-DM may have not fared better in the BOD ratings (and this is
true for CEaVa as well) is because designers did not spend as much time crafting the
BODs as they did when drafting them while using their own personal methods. In
essence, during the personal methods design cases, F1 and F2, the designers spent 2-4
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hours crafting and polishing the BODs and iterated and revised extensively. Conversely,
when using CIAS-DM or CEaVa, they usually spent less than a half hour drafting the
BODs and did not revise much. Whereas CEaVa did not explicitly call for iteration and
revision, CIAS-DM did. But the fatigue associated with using CIAS-DM meant that
opportunities for revision often became nothing more than mental breaks.
Designers’ personal habits are very important and present a large variable
influencing the outcome of project scoping. With respect to design cases F1 and F2,
designers often did not avail themselves of tools and information available to them, nor
did they ask questions or iterate or revise their own ideas consistently. The tendency to
‘work mostly in the head’ becomes a greater liability as the scope and complexity of the
design challenge increases. One particular problem experienced by designers who did
not iterate or externalize their ideas was to get stuck in the vocabulary and concepts
expressed in the OPR and not develop a critical/evaluative view of the challenge or
possible solutions. This led to parroting the OPR instead of decomposing it and offering
insightful visions of how to design the project, as is the purpose of a BOD exercise. This
tendency to work in the head, to not ask questions, and to not revise also led to feelings of
being overwhelmed by the scope of the design challenge and to less developed BODs.
CIAS-DM is cognitively taxing because it requires a lot of very abstract logical
thinking to be done in a short period of time. In addition, CIAS-DM requires users to
switch between modes of thought quickly and it seems likely that there are high
switching costs as a result. Use of CIAS-DM would benefit from training, practice, and a
streamlined user interface that simplifies the user experience.
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CEaVa is easy and useful and deceptive. CEaVa is very good at helping a user
easily see a map of the components in the larger system of system to which the system of
interest belongs. But CEaVa does nothing to link the components to use cases, roles, or
flows of information, materials, and energy. Thus the user quickly develops a very clear
sense of the scope of the larger system of systems, but never quite gains insights into the
necessary components of the system of interest or their specific uses. Unlike CIAS-DM,
CEaVa also does not have built in mechanisms for encouraging iteration and revision or
for exploring beyond rational analysis through incorporation of reflective practice and
open-ended sketch-based design activities. Thus CEaVa is easy and fun and useful for
seeing the big picture but never quite provides insights into the system of interest.
Strengths. For all methods of analysis, the strengths may be abstracted to
basic activities that must be performed for the designer to understand the system. These
activities are: probing the project description, goals, use cases, and requirements with
questions; iterating and revising extensively; minimizing interruption to the natural flow
and continuity of the designer’s thought processes; developing as many views onto the
system as possible; and structuring thought in ways that make sense for the challenge at
hand. Each of these methods accomplishes some but not all of these goals.
The strength of the mental-only approach aided just by the OPR/BOD is that it is
relatively fast and comfortable for the users. For those who ask lots of questions and then
attempt to answer them (R1) or who iterate very quickly and prolifically (R4), this is a
very effective way to work. For those who do not ask lots of questions or iterate
prolifically (R2 and R3), there is a tendency to parrot the OPR and struggle to move
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beyond its framing of the challenge and concerns. However, moving beyond the OPR’s
framing of the challenge and concerns is critical to effectively synthesizing visions for
how to proceed and critically evaluating them. For the designers with good habits, i.e.,
question asking and iteration/revision, the benefit of the fast, comfortable workflow of
the mental-only approach is that it does not get in the way of their thoughts and allows
them to cover more conceptual ground in a given amount of time and thereby arrive at
more views onto the challenge. The other critical factor is domain knowledge. For the
rater with a significantly more advanced and relevant professional domain knowledge
(R4), the outcomes of F1 and F2 activities closely matched the outcomes of R4’s F3 and
F4 activities, as well as those of R1 and R2.
CIAS-DM’s strengths are that it helps designers to see the system of interest
within a larger system of goals, use cases, requirements, actors, and other systems, as
well as uncovering aspects of its subsystems and behavior. CIAS-DM’s capacity to
reveal the larger system of systems context of the system of interest is biased toward
revealing the larger context as an aggregation of use cases and interactions. In addition,
CIAS-DM is useful for identifying interrelationships among people and systems and
thinking through the exchange of information, materials, and energy between systems and
people at the level of the system of interest. CIAS-DM is useful as a cognitive aid during
initial scoping in order to structure and guide the user’s views onto the system such that
they see the larger system and also aspects of the physical and logical architecture of the
system. CIAS-DM is useful because it strongly and explicitly encourages iteration and
revision and because it juxtaposes open-ended design thinking with focused, technical,
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rational thinking, in order to challenge one’s notions about the system of interest on both
intuitive and rational levels. CIAS-DM is useful because for those without appropriate
professional and application-specific domain knowledge, it opened up their perspectives
to help them see the larger system of systems and to cogitate on the physical and logical
architecture of the system of interest in a way that they did not when working on their
own without a cognitive aid. For the one rater with advanced professional and
application-specific (healthcare) domain knowledge, use of CIAS-DM helped R4 probe
into the design space, which R4 noted in R4’s reflections as a particular weakness in R4’s
background and something with which R4 was not comfortable. Thus CIAS-DM’s
preliminary usage results indicate that it focuses the perspective of novices and enhances
the vision of experts.
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CHAPTER TEN:
RESEARCH OUTCOMES & CONTRIBUTIONS

Outcomes and Broader Impact
This research qualitatively assessed the usefulness of CIAS-DM for scoping
complex, interactive architectural systems (CIAS), an emerging, cross-cutting subset of
intelligent buildings (IB), interactive architecture (IA), and architectural robotics (AR).
CIAS are unique in that their complexity and interactivity means that designers of CIAS
cannot have pre-existing mental models of CIAS systems to guide their judgment. CIASDM helps designers bound the design challenge so that they can scope the project.
This research may be of interest to designers, researchers, contractors, engineers,
and managers developing complex, interactive systems, including: buildings, vehicles,
products, and services. Architectural researchers focused on custom digital workflows
and/or architectural theorists interested in the intersections of architectural project types
and methods with other industrial project types and methods may be interested in this
work. Educators of designers interested in understanding how tools and representational
systems aid human design and analysis may find that the development of CIAS-DM is
itself an interesting design case. Researchers in human factors, cognitive psychology,
computer science, systems engineering, and human-computer interaction who research
and design methods and tools to aid designers may find aspects of CIAS-DM to be of
interest.
The broader impact of this study is likely small in the short term and ultimately it
is unknowable. However, the integration of ideas, methods, and tools assembled in this
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research spans four fields (architecture, human factors, systems engineering, and
cognitive science) and has extracted common constructs and methods from all. This is to
say that the threshold for inclusion as a ‘legitimate and complementary’ construct or
method in this research was very high. Thus, there is an underlying external validity that
should increase the likelihood that the ideas and developments of this research are
legitimate, will have staying power, and will prove useful to current and future scholars,
researchers, and designers.
As direct evidence of the immediate impact of this work, the investigator notes
that individual parts of this research have been or are being prepared for submission to
journals as articles. In addition, the work presented in Chapters Seven and Eight was
presented as a design case during a workshop on custom digital workflows that the
investigator helped to organize at the 2013 Education and Research in Computer-Aided
Architectural Design in Europe (eCAADe) Conference this year in Delft, Netherlands. In
particular, this work stands out compared to almost all current architectural digital
workflows in that it is focused on helping designers and researchers better understand the
scope of complex design challenges, whereas the longstanding de facto trend for these
types of methods and tools is to focus on improving building envelop performance,
energy performance, daylight control, and human circulation within the building.

Contributions
This research conducted an exploratory, comparative literature review that
uncovered and characterized an emerging architectural project type (CIAS). The
literature review also identified a need for methods and tools able to scope and design
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CIAS projects. A secondary literature review led to propositions about the need for and
likely characteristics of methods and tools for architectural pre-design services that could
scope a CIAS design challenge. A third literature review determined that no methods or
tools in architectural theory or practice that address this need exist currently.
Furthermore, while the components of such a method or tool do exist in various
professional domains, there is no complete method or tool that addresses the demands of
scoping CIAS. CIAS-DM was an attempt to produce such a method and tool. CIAS-DM
proved marginally effective, and as such, both validated that this is a potentially useful
area of research and offered a wealth of insights into necessary future work in order to
develop this area of research

Future Work
Future work in this area should begin with a retro analysis of CIAS-DM and its
intersections with research domains. CIAS-DM was developed in response to literature
reviews in architecture, human factors, systems engineering, and cognitive science.
Where the project was headed was not known when the literature review began. The
project developed organically. With the benefit of hindsight, there are intersections with
other literature in architecture, design science, human factors, human computer
interaction, design, and computational design that have not been explored yet, or have
only been touched upon lightly, whereas they are deserving of a deeper analysis and
response. Beyond this reframing of CIAS-DM within the context of design research,
there are several opportunities for future research. First, there is an opportunity to
optimize an interface and user experience for CIAS-DM and evaluate its impact on user
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performance. Second, there is an opportunity to formally train users and evaluate their
performance. Third, given that part of CIAS-DM’s usefulness is as a guide to cognitive
work, it would be interesting to study whether or not use of CIAS-DM impacts the
designer’s knowledge retention, or depth or breadth of knowledge about the project, and
if so, how.
Fourth, and most profoundly, cognitive tools such as CWA and SysML may have
a role to play in general education, and a preliminary literature review indicates that CWA
has not been adapted for educational purposes. That is, using methods such as CWA,
SysML, CIAS-DM, or similar, could be useful as educational aids in general. This is
because one way to conceive of what, to educate, means is to help oneself or another
learn to build and use appropriate mental models of a heretofore poorly understood but
important knowledge domain. Given this, methods such as CWA, SysML, or CIAS-DM
may be useful for students becoming proficient in a profession or mid-career
professionals starting in a new domain. For instance, for architecture students, it may be
useful to learn to map building system components, use cases, functions, requirements,
and their interrelationships as they extend across logical and physical systems as a means
of generally educating the students about those systems and their interrelationships. As
detailed knowledge is added, the depth, clarity, and accuracy of the systems models will
increase, helping the students increase the depth, clarity, and accuracy of their mental
models as well. Similarly, for English majors, mapping the historical domain of a novel
or all of the novels with which a particular novel is associated and mapping the system
from multiple views may aid the process of educating the students.
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Fifth, for continuing professionals, use of cognitive aids such as CWA may make
it possible to encode a new knowledge domain quickly. (Consider that the raters in this
study were given practically no training and were able to benefit from these methods
immediately.)
Sixth, in order to refine CIAS-DM or similar methods and tailor them to
education in general and design specifically, a more tightly controlled experimental study
is required with a larger sample size and a series of pretests in order to assure a
representative sample of designers with appropriate skills, similar skill levels and levels
of experience, and targeted professional and application-specific domain knowledge (e.g.,
an architect specializing in facilities programming (i.e., professional domain knowledge)
with experience in healthcare architecture (i.e., application-specific domain knowledge).
In such an experiment, designers could be blocked into groups, for instance, a
control group that would use their existing best practices in order to address a series of
CIAS-like design challenges. Six other groups in the experiment would be blocked into a
Novice Block and an Expert Block. In each block, there would be three subgroups. One
subgroup in each block would receive exposure to how to think through the method steps
of CIAS-DM, but would not be taught the model-based tools. Another subgroup in each
block would receive exposure to the tools but not the requisite knowledge for the method
steps. The third subgroup in each block would receive exposure to both the method steps
and the tools. In the case of the Novice Block, the exposure would provide recognition of
name and use of methods and/or tools but not experience. In the Expert Block, all
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participants would be trained until they performed at an expert level within their
respective subgroups.
After training, the seven groups would engage in a series of project scoping and
criteria design exercises. These design exercises may be considered post-tests. Results
could be evaluated based upon review by a panel of experts, time to complete design
challenges, number of errors, qualifications, corrects, questions, and what percentage of
the total scope of work the design team figured out in an a given amount of time. Such a
research design was in fact the starting point for this research project (See pages 1D-2 to
1D-5 in Appendix 1D. It was quickly abandoned because it is cost-prohibitive and very
time-consuming. However, the current exploratory research may be useful for securing
the funding necessary to conduct a true experimental study of this design and analysis
method in the future.

Limitations of this Research
1) The developmental design cases were limited in scope to make them diagnostic
exercises for evaluating and iteratively improving CIAS-DM.
2) The participant populations were small, convenience samples.
3) Given practical limits on how much time the users of CIAS-DM could spend, it was
necessary to test their use of CIAS-DM with only 5-15 minutes of training. Thus,
there is no information on performance with a trained novice or expert performer.
4) The graphical user interface of working within the SysML editor was noted as suboptimal, indicating that a graphical user interface optimized for CIAS-DM may
improve results. However, developing such an interface was beyond the scope of this
work.
5) Given the time frame for conducting the exercises and the logistics of doing so, there
was a noticeable learning effect. However, it is unclear what the impact of the
learning effect was, as there were no clear trends indicative of a systematic learning
effect evident in the resulting Basis of Design documents.
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Lessons Learned
There is a sense of wonder when patterns emerge in research, and somehow it is
always surprising, thrilling, and humbling. This is something the investigator has known,
but remains pleasantly surprised to experience. The primary lesson learned through this
dissertation was to never conduct research that has not been properly piloted. It is
possible to recover from a poorly conceived experiment, but it may take a lot of time and
work. The second lesson learned is to be flexible. Conducting this type of research is
dependent upon the cooperation and resources of many people and institutions, all of
whom operate in their own ways and on their own timelines. The researcher was graced
with the opportunity to use their facilities and time and expertise. But the tradeoff was in
having to be very flexible with schedule and, at times, research design. Still, it is unlikely
that such a complicated and exploratory project can happen any other way.
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ABSTRACT

The built environment increasingly contributes to improving human health, wellbeing, and performance in measurable, predictable, and tailorable ways. Achieving highperformance environmental systems requires real-time-interactive sensing, monitoring,
actuation, and communication subsystems, as well as real-time interactions of these
environmental systems with their users and other internal and external systems.
Developing theories, constructs, methods, and tools necessary for designing such highperformance, complex, interactive systems is an active area of research.
This dissertation focused on methods and tools for representing the cognitive and
physical affordances of complex, interactive, architectural systems (CIAS). The
Complex, Interactive, Architectural Systems Design Methodology (CIAS-DM) was
proposed as a method and tool for helping designers uncover and document the scope of
proposed CIAS. CIAS-DM was evaluated qualitatively. This project used the design of a
‘smart’ mattress in a patient room ‘smart’ bed/mattress/over-the-bed table ecosystem as
the basis for a series of design cases. Fourteen clinicians participated as subject matter
experts. Four research associates participated as raters. The results of evaluating CIASDM indicate that CIAS-DM is useful for scoping CIAS design challenges. The
contributions of this dissertation are: 1) identifying and characterizing CIAS; 2)
introducing the systems modeling language (SysML) and a cognitive work analysis
(CWA) representational and analytic methods into architecture; 2) mapping constructs
and methods from CWA into SysML; and 3) providing these methods and tools in an
integrated package appropriate for those designing CIAS.
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APPENDIX 1A:
GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS

Key Definitions and Acronyms
ADS:

Abstract Decomposition Space

AR:

Architectural Robotics (Project Type: Subset of IA)

BIM:

Building Information Modeling

BOD:

Basis of Design (from ASHRAE Guideline 0) [4]

CIAS:

Complex, Interactive, Architectural Systems (Project Type: Subset of
CPSTS)

CIAS-DM:

Complex Architectural Systems Design Methodology (Methodology)

CLIOS:

Complex, Large, Integrated, Open Systems (Project Type)

CPS:

Cyber-Physical Systems (Project Type)

Conceptualzation:

Process of determining scope of the building project. [6, p. 5]

Criteria
Design:

During this period, different options are evaluated and tested. In a project
using Building Information Modeling, the model can be used to test “what
if” scenarios and determine what the team will accomplish…..Scope is
fixed, price is fixed, owner signs off on what will be built allowing the
team to evolve and optimize the design…..Earlier recognition of
inadequate building performance…” [6, p. 5]

CTA:

Cognitive Task Analysis

CWA:

Cognitive Work Analysis (five step method for representing complex
systems during controls and/or interface design)

DL:

Decision Ladder

DSDM:

Dynamic Systems Development Methodology (Agile Development
Framework)

EID:

Ecological Interface Design

IA:

Interactive Architecture (Project Type: Subset of CIAS; superset of AR)

IB:

Intelligent Building

IPD:

Integrated Project Delivery [6]
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iMSE:

Institute for Intelligent Materials, Systems, and Environments

MBSE:

Model-Based Systems Engineering (Design and Analysis Framework)

Method:

Consists of techniques for performing a task, in other words, it defines the
"HOW" of each task. (In this context, the words method, technique,
practice, and procedure are often used interchangeably.) At any level,
process tasks are performed using methods. However, each method is also
a process itself, with a sequence of tasks to be performed for that
particular method. In other words, the "HOW" at one level of abstraction
becomes the "WHAT" at the next lower level [128, p. 9].

Methodology: A collection of related processes, methods, and tools. A methodology is
essentially a “recipe” and can be thought of as the application of related
processes, methods, and tools to a class of problems that all have
something in common [128, p. 10].
OOSEM:

Object-Oriented Systems Engineering Method (Design and Analysis
Method)

OpenUP:

Open Unified Process (Mixed Unified Process / Agile Process
Management Framework)

OPR:

Owner’s Project Requirements [4]

Process:

A logical sequence of tasks performed to achieve a particular objective. A
process defines “WHAT” is to be done, without specifying “HOW” each
task is performed. The structure of a process provides several levels of
aggregation to allow analysis and definition to be done at various levels of
details to support different decision-making needs [128, p. 9].

SAD:

Strategies Analysis Diagram [126]

STS:

Socio-Technical Systems (Project Type)

SysML:

Systems Modeling Language (Representational Formalism for Modeling)
Systems Abstractions with OOSEM) [86], [128]

Tool:

An instrument that, when applied to a particular method, can enhance the
efficiency of the task, provided it is applied properly and by somebody
with proper skills and training. The purpose of a tool should be to
facilitate the accomplishment of the “HOWs.” In a broader sense, a tool
enhances the “WHAT” and the “HOW.” Most tools used to support
systems engineering are computer- or software-based, which also known
[sic] as Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tools [128, p. 9].

ULS:

Ultra-Large-Scale Systems (Project Type) [12]

UML:

Unified Modeling Language (Representational Formalism for Modeling
Systems Abstractions) [120]

WDA:

Work Domain Analysis [100]
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APPENDIX 1B:
USEFUL TABLES

Appendix 1B aggregates useful tables. Along with Appendix 1A, reading the text
with Appendix 1B at hand will make it easier to remember the structure of the research.
Seminal Question
How should we design complex, interactive, architectural systems?
Assertions/Assumptions*
1. Fundamentally new theories, constructs, methods, processes, and tools are likely required to design
CIAS.
2. Early prototypes of the required new paradigms may already exist in rudimentary form.
3. Therefore, progress can be made toward developing better design and analysis instruments by
repurposing, extending, and innovating existing methods and nurturing emerging paradigms.
4. High-level goals, use cases, and requirements that have been validated and are more complete,
consistent, correct, and represented in a universal and extensible way will lead to more appropriate
design solutions.
Goals of Research
1. The primary goal of this research is to iteratively develop, refine, and evaluate the usefulness of
CIAS-DM constructs, method, and instantiations with respect to the purpose of producing valid,
complete, correct, consistent goals, use cases, and requirements.
2. The secondary goal of this research is to evaluate the usefulness of the CIAS-DM model with respect
to traceability, prototyping, views, and other capabilities of SysML through criteria design.

Table 1B.1: Seminal Questions, Assumptions, and Goals (Partial Reprint of Table 1.1)
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Figure 1B.1: Research Design (Reprint of Figure 3.8)
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Research Design Parts
Case Studies
Evaluative Questions
Part B (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part C (Chapter Six)
C0, C1, C2
EQ1,EQ2,EQ4
Part D (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part E (Chapter Five)
N/A
N/A (Preparatory)
Part F (Chapter Seven)
F1, F2, F3, F4
EQ1,EQ2
Part G (Chapter Nine)
N/A
EQ1,EQ3a,EQ3b
Part H Chapter (Eight)
H
EQ1,EQ4
Evaluative Questions
EQ1) Do users perceive CIAS-DM to be useful?
EQ2) Do metrics indicate that it is useful?
EQ3a) Do the stakeholders who issued the project OPR feel that the BODs
generated by CIAS-DM are equal to or better than the BODs generated using
just the OPR/BOD or an alternative method?
EQ3b) Do the designers who generated the BODs guided by CIAS-DM rate it
as equal to or better than the BODs generated using just the OPR/BOD or an
alternative method?
EQ4) Is there usefulness in continuing to maintain and develop the CIAS-DMbased systems model throughout criteria design?
Primary Research Design Question
Is CIAS-DM useful with respect to the purpose of providing complete, correct,
consistent, valid goals, use cases, and requirements, as well as providing said
constructs within a representational schema that affords traceability, views,
evaluation, extensibility, and collaboration throughout the design process?

Summary of Results
N/A
Qualified Yes/Inconclusive
N/A
N/A
Qualified Yes/Inconclusive
Qualified Yes
Yes
Summary of Results
Yes
Inconclusive

Hypotheses
H0: CIAS-DM is not useful with respect to scoping CIAS design challenges.
H1: The primary hypothesis of this research is that CIAS-DM is useful with
respect to the purpose of validating use cases, goals, and requirements during
pre-design services (architectural pre-design /programming phase).

Summary of Results
Reject

H2: The secondary hypothesis is that the means of representation and analysis
of CIAS-DM (especially in that it is instantiated through SysML) will continue to
evolve with the design throughout criteria design and facilitate completeness,
correctness, consistency, validity, and traceability throughout the design and
analysis processes and that this is also useful.

Qualified Yes
Qualified Yes
Yes
Summary of Results
Inconclusive (first part)
Yes (second part)

Inconclusive
Accept

Table 1B.2: Summary of Research Design Parts, Case Studies, Evaluative Questions, and
Hypotheses (Reprint of Table 9.1)
Research Design Parts
Part B (Chapter Five)
Part C (Chapter Six)
Part D (Chapter Five)
Part E (Chapter Five)
Part F (Chapter Seven)
Part G (Chapter Nine)
Part H Chapter (Eight)

Case Studies
N/A
C0, C1, C2
N/A
N/A
F1, F2, F3, F4
N/A
H

Performed By
N/A (Preparatory)
Investigator
Clinical SMEs
Clinical SMEs
R1, R2, R3, R4 (raters) and Investigator
Clinical SMEs and raters
Investigator

Table 1B.3: Who Did What
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Series 1 (PartC) Formative Case Study Project Descriptions
Case Project Description
Study
C0
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a 'smart'
over-the-bed table with a 'smart' seat and a 'smart virtual reality hood' as a rehabilitation
ecosystem of interactive components in a hospital patient room intended to maximize patient
practice of ADL's and rate of rehabilitation.
Part of C0 The bike rider case study / training materials.(See footnote 41 and Appendix 6E)
C1
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a design
for a 'smart' bed that can be made from daisy-chaining a set of 'smart' over-the-bed tables
together as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture for a temporary hospital in a
disaster relief role.
C2
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a 'smart'
wheelchair/guerney - hybrid as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a
hospital patient room intended to ease transfer of bariatric patients between wheelchair and
bed.
Series 2 (Part F) Summative Case Study Project Descriptions
Case Project Description
Study
F1, F2, F3, This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a design of
F4, H a 'smart' mattress as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a hospital patient
room intended to maintain a patient in good posture and ideally positioned to use the 'smart'
over-the-bed table.
Responding Objectives/ Goals (See OPR A and OPR B in Appendix 5F for full lists of
to:
Objectives/Goals for Each OPR)
OPR A
1) Patients maintain safe, comfortable, healthy positions in bed without need for
continual position adjustment by caregivers and clinicians.
2) Patient shoulders and hips alignment is maintained.
3) A stroke patient's affected extremity is supported and safely positioned to
prevent injury.
4) Stroke survivors with hemiplegia and patients with weak cores do not slouch.
5) Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
6) Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
7) Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
10) Patients maintain good posture.
11) Patients maintain good position.
OPR B
2) Patient position is always optimal with respect to using the over-the-bed table.
3) Patient position is optimal for task at hand.
4) Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
5) Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
6) Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
7) System allows clinicians great freedom to tailor system behavior to patient's
needs (position in bed in relation to activity taking place on over-the-bed table).
8) Improve the usefulness of the system.
Series 3 (Part H)
Case Project Description
Study
H
Same as for the Series 2 Case Studies
Focus
Using the information model developed during Part F during IPD conceptualization and criteria
design

Table 1B.4: Summary of Case Studies
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Summation of Results
Evaluative Case
Evaluative EQ1 EQ2
Activities Studies Questions

EQ3a EQ3b EQ4

H0

H1

H2

Primary Research
Question

C0, C1, EQ1,EQ2,E Y
I
Y
R
I
Y
I/Y
C2
Q4
FC1, FC2, EQ1,EQ2
Part F
Y
I
R
I
I
FT1, FT2
EQ1,EQ3a, Y
Part G
N/A
Y
Y
R
EQ3b
Part H
H
EQ1,EQ4
Y
Y
R
Y
Y
FINAL ASSESSMENT:
1. There is strong qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful when scoping CIAS.
2. There is weak quantitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful when scoping CIAS.
3. There is strong qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent goals and use cases when scoping CIAS.
4. There is weak qualitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent requirements when scoping CIAS.
5. There is no quantitative evidence that CIAS-DM is useful with respect to producing complete,
correct, and consistent goals, use cases, or requirements when scoping CIAS.
SUMMATION: CIAS-DM or a similar basket of methods and information models is useful during the
scoping of CIAS projects and is deserving of further study.
A=Accept, I=Inconclusive, R=Reject, Y=Yes
Part C

Table 1B.5: Summary of Results
Evolution of the CIAS-DM Method
Initial Design
STEP 1: Review the OPR & Identify goals, use cases, requirements, system of systems to which system of
interest belongs, sub-systems of the system of interest, and then draft the BOD formally
responding to the OPR
STEP 2: Complete Rasmussen’s ADS followed by his DL
STEP 3: Refine products of STEP 1 based upon information gained from STEP 2 and revise Goals, Use
Cases, Requirements, and BOD
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s prototyping method (Look & Feel, Roles, Implementation of system of
interest, system to which it belongs, systems below)
STEP 5: Refine products of STEP 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from STEP 4
STEP 6: Complete Cornelissen’s SAD
STEP 7: Refine products of STEP 5, 3, 2, and 1 based upon information gained from STEP 6
STEP 8: Assess traceability and map relationships. Can all requirements be allocated to at least one
task/scenario/use case/goal/system component/function?
Final Design
STEP 1: Review the OPR, identify goals, use cases, and requirements, and populate the goals, use cases,
and requirements use case diagram
STEP 2A: Complete the preliminary ADS table describing actors and systems of interest
STEP 2B: Complete the abstract decomposition space diagram
STEP 2C: Complete the decision ladder
STEP 3: Review and revise the diagrams of STEPS 1-2C, and then draft the BOD
STEP 4: Sketch using Apple’s prototyping method (look, feel, role, implementation, focusing on roles
STEP 5: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-4, and then revise the BOD
STEP 6: Complete the strategies analysis diagram
STEP 7: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-6, and then revise the BOD
STEP 8: Review and revise the diagrams and sketches of STEPS 1-4, and then revise the BOD

Table 1B.6: Summary of Changes to CIAS-DM Resulting from Series 1 Case Studies
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APPENDIX 1C:
QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Qualitative Data Analysis as Applied in this Dissertation
As per Appendix 1B, Pedersen, Emblemsvag, Bailey, Allen, and Mistree’s [15]
research design method, the Validation Square, provided the conceptual framework for
validating CIAS-DM. Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, and Chatterjee’s [16] research
design method provided the conceptual framework for organizing the Series 1, Series 2,
and Series 3 case studies. Yin’s [21] book on conducting case study research informed
how to organize and evaluate individual case studies at a conceptual level. Though these
references acknowledge and/or specify use of qualitative research methods for data
collection and analysis, none of them provide guidance on how to conduct qualitative
data analysis. What is qualitative data analysis (QDA)? 1 How does QDA apply to this
dissertation? To understand QDA, the investigator relied on the following resources
primarily: 1) Corbin and Strauss’, Basics of Qualitative Research [137]; 2) Saldaña’s, The
Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers [136]; and 3) Tashakkori and Teddlie’s,
Mixed Methodology: Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches [138].
Appendix 1C describes how the qualitative coding and analysis methods were chosen and
why. Implementation of the QDA is described in the Methods and Results sections of
Chapters Five, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine.
Development of a QDA strategy for the evaluation of CIAS-DM began with a
systematic review of possible methods for coding the screen capture videos, the user
1

Qualitative data analysis is often referred to in research methods literature as QDA.
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reflections, and the BOD documents. All reviewed coding methods were entered into a
spreadsheet and considered individually and in light of other possible coding methods. A
few coding methods, like pattern matching and negative case analysis, had already been
specified in the research proposal. But additional coding methods that made sense with
respect to the five Evaluative Questions were included in order to achieve a
methodological triangulation of the evaluation of the data.
In summary, the investigator decided to code data through at least three cycles of
QDA using multiple coding methods (See Table at the end of Appendix 1C). First cycle
coding included the following methods. While engaging in the case studies, the
investigator performed initial coding [136, pp. 81-85]. The data were themed as possible
throughout, but especially when transitioning from the initial engagement to the more
focused coding activities. Provisional and structural coding were used [136, pp. 66-70,
120-123] to assess the videos and texts under review by considering them with respect to
specific predefined and emergent categories of interest, e.g., # of qualifications, # of
corrections, # of errors, # of questions. Hypothesis coding [136, pp. 123-126] was used
during video analysis in order to assess the likelihood that each case study affirmed or
rejected the three hypotheses.
Second cycle coding included the following methods. Focused and axial coding
were used to categorically code data and then assess the frequency of occurrence of the
phenomena coded axially. While engaging in the case studies and while coding video
and written materials, the investigator performed negative case analysis [138, p. 91], e.g.,
vigilantly looking for events/situations during the case studies that suggest possible
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projects/contexts/users that cannot be served by CIAS-DM. The investigator also
identified and contemplated CIAS-DM’s strengths, weaknesses, limitations, and
opportunities in this way as well.
Third cycle coding and beyond included the following methods. Diagramming
and visual analysis occurred throughout the dissertation research and continued during
the QDA. Visual analysis during the Series 1 and Series 3 case studies led to the
development of the visual data representation strategies for analyzing the information
model produced using CIAS-DM. (Figures 8.2 and 8.4-8.7) Paradigm identification,
integration of concepts, and core concept creation occurred primarily during the synthesis
of QDA, when drafting Chapter Nine. In writing up the QDA, higher order patterns
became apparent. For instance, the realization that methods such as these may be useful
in general educations (discussed in Chapter Ten) occurred while analyzing the results of
the first and second cycle qualitative analysis. While writing, it became apparent that
beyond designers designing CIAS, all students lack adequate mental models and
representations for complex systems of knowledge that they wish to acquire. This led to
a cursory search to see if anyone had ever employed CWA methods in education and
identification of a future area of research.
In summary, QDA was an essential component of analyzing CIAS-DM. Though
some quantitative analysis occurred when analyzing data associated with Evaluative
Questions EQ1, EQ2, EQ3a, and EQ3b, most of the interpretive depth of this exploratory
study resulted from the QDA performed throughout the study.
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Reviewed and Chosen/Rejected QDA Coding Methods [136], [137], [138]
Cycle
Coding Method
Use? Note
First Cycle
Attribute
N
Magnitude
Y
‘Counting’ that does not rise to level of quant. analysis
Simultaneous
N
Elemental
N
Structural
Y
Use with # of qualifications, corrections, errors, etc.
Descriptive
N
In Vivo
N
Process
N
Initial
Y
Use during case studies to annotate work
Affective Moods
N
Emotion
N
Values
N
Versus
N
Evaluation
Y
This describes assessing CIAS-DM overall. See pg. 97
Literary/Language
N
Exploratory Methods Y
Used throughout dissertation. (next 4 subsets of this)
Holistic
Y
Embodied in approach inherently but not a focus
Provisional
Y
Relates to structural and axial and is used in Part D
Hypothesis
Y
This is an obvious coding to use for dissertation.
Procedural
N
Theming the Data
Y
This is how provisional codes are confirmed.
Core Categories
N
Second Cycle Pattern matching
Focused
Axial
Theoretical
Elaborative
longitudinal
Negative Case
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Limitations

Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Third Cycle

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Top Ten
Trinity
Codeweaving
Touchtest
Affinity Diagramming
Peer Support
Context
Integration
Paradigm
Visual/Diagramming
Core Concept

Confirmatory for inferred codes.
QDA equivalent of frequency analysis –used in work
Use primarily with provisional and structural

Relevant for assessment of method
Relevant for assessment of method
Relevant for assessment of method
Relevant for assessment of method
Relevant for assessment of method

relevant assessment of CIAS-DM
relevant assessment of CIAS-DM
relevant assessment of CIAS-DM
relevant assessment of CIAS-DM

Table 1C.1 Reviewed and Chosen/Rejected QDA Coding Methods
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APPENDIX 1D:
RESEARCH DESIGN RATIONALE

Research Design and Validation Method
The research design for this dissertation is qualitative, mixed methods, using
multiple case studies. The details of how the case studies are structured and what is
evaluated are guided by use of the Validation Square [15] research design method as well
as Peffers & Hevner's design science research design method [16], [17], [18], [20], [145].
The Validation Square assesses the usefulness of the proposed Complex Architectural
Systems Design Method (CIAS-DM) with respect to the purpose of providing complete,
correct, consistent, valid goals, use cases, and requirements, as well as providing said
constructs within a representational schema that affords traceability, views, evaluation,
extensibility, and collaboration throughout the design process. Peffers' & Hevner's
research design methods are also specialized to deal with the complexities and
idiosyncrasies of designing and evaluating theories, constructs, methods, and tools
through rigorous, academic research process. The reason the investigator mixed these
methods is that Peffers' and Hevner's approaches are useful for structuring the details of
the iterative case studies, whereas the Validation Square provided the overall framework
that focused the question-asking, led to the development of CIAS-DM, and provided the
ultimate validation criteria (usefulness with respect to a purpose).
How to validate new design methods, or new applications or adaptations of
methods, is an open research question. Ideally, there is an experimental way to test the
validity and potential impact of design methods with statistically valid results. However,
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currently there is no convenient way to do so. Part of the reason is that design methods
inherently involve hundreds to hundreds of thousands of variables, including independent
variables, dependent variables, co-varying, confounding, mediating, and moderating
variables. Testing design methods on real projects also entails dynamic, interconnected
relationships and interaction effects, all of which would have to be accurately modeled
and tested across several dozen to a few hundred design projects involving hundreds to
thousands of design professionals in order to assess a design method and claim the results
are generalizable with statistical validity. This is not logistically or technically possible.
Part of the reason that experimental assessment of design methods is not done is the
prohibitive cost and time it would take to accomplish such a study. It would also be very
difficult to find participants with enough flexibility in their schedules to participate in
such a time-consuming study or who would be willing to include such a study as an
overlay on existing projects.
Lastly, it would be impossible to have a true, random sample of either participants
or project types unless the scope grew to include thousands of designers working on
hundreds to thousands of projects over several years. Even if this were possible to
organize, other differences and changes in the computational power, software and
hardware resources, and market conditions over time could serve to threaten the validity
of any results. The logistical difficulty of evaluating design methods using experimental
research design with the goal of achieving statistically significant results is the
justification for using a qualitative, case-study-based approach, as this research did.
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An alternative approach would be to conduct a qualitative, quasi-experimental study
over a shorter duration. Green [146] has advocated such an approach, based upon the way
in which clinical trials are conducted within the pharmaceutical and medical fields. The
investigator considered such a research design structure as part of a research design class.
In this research design, a large group of design professionals with appropriate
backgrounds to perform the design of CIAS would be screened with pre-tests to ensure:
1) they have a professional perspective relevant to the design of CIAS; 2) they have a
sufficient amount of experience to be considered accomplished, fully developed
professionals within their respective fields; 3) they have the capacity to perform complex
work effectively and efficiently so that there will be no question as to whether they can
handle the scope and intricacy of the case study design projects. These pretests would be
administered to several thousand design professionals from about six to twelve
professional backgrounds with the goal of engaging around 200-400 professionals
representing the spectrum of domains of expertise necessary to evaluate a CIAS method
and tool. By selecting participants with similar, expert-level backgrounds, it is likely that
the primary factors differentiating their performance in this quasi-experiment should be
the methods and tools they are using.
These participants would then be randomly assigned to one of two blocks (with
training/without training). Within each block, group would be formed. There would be
approximately twenty treatment conditions (individual tools, individual method
components, method components with tools in combinations, total CIAS-DM, in addition
to one subject matter expert review panel. Each group would engage in three post-test
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design challenges after receiving training, ranging in scope from the design of an
intelligent/responsive device (automated hotdog stand), to an ecosystem of devices
(SMART karaoke stage and equipment), to the scale of an intelligent/responsive room
that both contains an ecosystem of intelligent/responsive devices and is part of a larger
network of such devices (SMART patient room). The results of the quasi-experiment
would be the expert panel's qualitative assessment of the success of each team's designs
coupled with the team's own self-assessments of the merits of the way in which they
conducted the design exercises and how the methods they used contributed to the design
outcomes.
The problems with this approach should be readily apparent. The time it would
take to conduct this evaluation, with respect to how much of a claim we are making on
each design professional's time, is anywhere from a couple of full days, in the case of the
subject matter experts, to five full weeks at a minimum, in the case of the team trained in
the use of all tools and the method, when assuming one week each for training on each
tool and framework and then a week to conduct the post-tests. Other groups may require
two to four weeks to train and complete the design activities. The control group would
have to participate for the week of exercises only. The time commitment is such that few
professionals could afford to participate, so they would need to be compensated for their
time. But to pay 200-500 professionals (assuming approximately 40 groups of 4-8
participants) for 1-7 weeks of their time (approaching 10,000-20,000 hours), in addition
to the cost of training, equipment, lodging, meals, and transportation, may cost over one
million dollars. Thus, it is questionable whether such a research design method will ever
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be logistically feasible. Even if it were feasible, it would only yield a qualitative
assessment.
Pedersen, et. al. [15], recognized these limitations and proposed the Validation
Square, for assessing design methods. The Validation Square is logically rigorous and
consistent, primarily qualitative in nature, and importantly, logistically feasible. The
Validation Square entails identifying a purpose, which is a professional assessment of a
pressing design methodology challenge existing within the field of practice and/or the
literature, then proposing a method to satisfy the purpose, and then assessing the
usefulness of the method in satisfying the purpose according to how efficiently and
effectively it does so. Validating the method in this way is a matter of ensuring
Theoretical Structural Validity, based on the strength of the method's constructs when
grounded in literature and established practice; Empirical Structural Validity, based on
the relevance and appropriateness of the case study project(s) used to evaluate the
method; Empirical Performance Validity, based on quantitative evaluation of measures of
the method; and Theoretical Performance Validity, based on the likelihood that the
proposed method is relevant to design challenges beyond those used in the case study
project(s). One final point to note is that the Validation Square does entail, as part of its
method, a formal case study or case studies, and in particular, the authors reference Yin's
description of the case study research design method.
Philosophically, the authors' position the Validation Square within a relativistic
epistemology. The authors note,
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We define scientific knowledge within the field of engineering design as socially
justifiable belief according to the Relativistic School of Epistemology. We do so
due to the open nature of design method synthesis, where new knowledge is
associated with heuristics and non-precise representations, thus knowledge
validation becomes a process of building confidence in its usefulness with respect
to a purpose. [15, p. 4]
The Validation Square is a relatively new research design method, first described by
Pedersen et. al. in 2000. Given this fact, and that it is not a canonical research design
method within the environmental design research community, a review of literature
discussing the Validation Square was conducted to assess whether it is a legitimate way to
test the method proposed in this dissertation. The literature review uncovered that the
Validation Square is cited more than one hundred times. There is neither major criticism
of it as a method nor is there a major endorsement or thorough review. Its authors' other
publications are heavily cited, including many publications cited several hundred times.
As of the writing of this dissertation, the Validation Square has been used to structure
thirty-three completed dissertations and theses at about fifteen institutions of higher
learning, including Stanford University, the Georgia Institute of Technology, McGill
University, the University of Texas, Austin, and Clemson University. Given this review of
the literature on the Validation Square, it was deemed an acceptable research design
method through which to evaluate the proposed Complex, Interactive Architectural
Systems Design Method (CIAS-DM).
The components of the Validation Square and how they relate to this dissertation
research are noted below.
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Validation Square: Usefulness: Effectiveness: TSV
Theoretical Structural Validity requires demonstration that the method constructs
referenced are grounded in existing literature or practice and that the integration of
methods is internally consistent [15]. This is a qualitative assessment of validity meant to
build circumstantial evidence that the proposed method is likely valid. As Yin might view
it, Theoretical Structural Validity establishes a chain of evidence which suggests that the
constructs are valid [21]. In addition, this comparative literature review only includes
method constructs derivable from two or more sources, thus the constructs used in CIASDM also meet Yin's criteria of having been triangulated from multiple sources of
evidence [21]. The validity of the methodological constructs used in this dissertation is
demonstrated through the literature review in Chapters Two and Three and Appendices
2A, 2B, 2C, and 3. In summary, all method constructs incorporated in CIAS-DM are
based upon existing, established theory or practice. In addition, the integration of these
methods is validated by demonstrating that the methods have either been combined
before or are complementary.

Validation Square: Usefulness: Effectiveness: ESV
Empirical Structural Validity is a qualitative assessment based upon the
appropriateness of the case study or case studies. There are two dimensions to Empirical
Structural Validity: 1) the soundless of the case study design and execution; 2) the
appropriateness of the case study as representative of the types of design challenges the
method under consideration is meant to address. With respect to the first dimension of
ESV, the case study used to evaluate CIAS-DM meets the criteria of case study design as
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set forth by Yin. A summary of the main points is presented below. Paraphrasing Yin [21,
pp. 25-34]:
1. Identify questions in relation to a phenomena to be studied:
Questions generated by this research inquiry are presented at the
beginning of Appendices 2A, 2B, and 2C, with summarized answers
where appropriate. The questions progress from general to focused.
2. Identify Assumptions:
Though all necessary theories, methods, and tools may not now exist for
designing CIAS, and though, ultimately, designing CIAS may require
some evolutionary leaps in theory, methods, and tools, nonetheless this
research assumes that some theories, methods, and tools which can
incrementally improve our design and analysis processes to better fit the
design of CIAS do seem to already exist, at least in fledgling form, and so
it is possible at this time to develop architectural design and analysis
theories, methods, methodologies, and tools which are better suited to the
design of CIAS that existing methodologies, etc.
3. Develop propositions with respect to the questions and phenomena:
Propositions generated by this research inquiry (as presented in the
comparative literature review) are presented at the beginning of
Appendices 2A, 2B, 2C, and 3, and summarized at the beginning of
Chapter Three.
4. Decide on a research design:
Multiple-case embedded design as presented in Chapter Three, Figure 3.8.
5. Identify units of analysis:
Units of analysis are noted in Chapters Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine
6. Identify operational measures:
Operational measures are noted in Chapters Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine
7. Identify measures of success:
Measures of success are noted in Chapters Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine
8. Identify a research design protocol:
The research design is the mixed method of the Validation Square and
Design Science Research Method, presented in Chapter One and Chapter
Three
9. Identify data collection and analysis strategies:
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The data collection and analysis strategies are described in Chapters Four,
Five, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine
10. Identify a reporting style:
The reporting style for each case study series is in article format and for
the final analysis it is in a qualitative case study analysis format

With respect to the second dimension of the ESV, these case studies are
appropriate for the following reasons: 1) the case studies require the project scoping of
complex, interactive person-scale systems; 2) the case studies require the project scoping
for real-time interaction; 3) the case studies require the systems of interest to integrate
into an existing patient room ecosystem of intelligent/responsive devices. Conversely,
this case study is inappropriate because design team collaboration will be very limited, as
there are no other design team members working on CIAS-DM. Thus these are sufficient
though not ideal case studies. However, given the logistics of assessing even these
simple CIAS case studies, any larger projects would be intractable.

Validation Square: Usefulness: Efficiency: EPV
The Empirical Performance Validity is based upon whether or not performance in
the test cases is demonstrated and to what degree. Since CIAS-DM is a new
methodology, performance was be difficult to assess quantitatively in a feasible way.
Qualitative assessment was feasible. Some metrics were recorded, but individual
differences in how raters applied the method, in addition to limited opportunity to train
the raters, mean that the value of the metrics is highly suspect. They were analyzed but
the results were not included in the final presentation of the research. Conversely, the
subjective metrics were analyzed and are suggestive of trends. Given this, validation of
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CIAS-DM was based upon qualitative data analysis methods, as well as quantitative
analysis of the subjective metrics.

Validation Square: Usefulness: Efficiency: TPV
Theoretical Performance Validity requires an assessment of the likelihood that the
results attained in the case studies would hold true for applications beyond the laboratory
case study. There is no way to statistically validate this. Rather, the design, rigor of
execution, and quality of execution of the TSV, ESV, and EPV portions of the Validation
Square are meant to build circumstantial evidence which suggests that there is theoretical
performance validity. There are a few strong qualitative results that suggest that CIASDM will be perceived as useful by other designers.

Case Studies
As noted above, case studies are an integral part of the Validation Square. In
contrast to the relative newness of the Validation Square research design method, case
studies, particularly as described by Yin, are a well-established, canonical method of
research design. Case studies, according to Yin [21], are most appropriate for addressing
how/why research questions, particularly when there are a large number of independent
or dependent variables or when the experimenter does not have adequate control over the
context and treatments to permit an experimental or quasi-experimental design. In
addition, as general rules, Yin advocates three key principles to case study research: use
multiple sources of evidence (triangulation), maintain a case study database, and maintain
a chain of evidence. Triangulation, according to Yin, is accomplished in one of four ways:
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data triangulation, method triangulation, perspectival triangulation, and triangulation by
means of multiple evaluators [21]. Returning to the Validation Square, part of validating
the case studies' appropriateness is establishing that the case studies are conducted with
rigor. Yin's prescriptions offer sound and well-established mechanisms for achieving
rigorous case studies.
In summary, this project will use the Validation Square research design method in
order to investigate the usefulness of a proposed design methodology, CIAS-DM. Peffers'
and Hevner's design science research methods also influence this research design, as well
as Yin's case study research methods. The constructs, case studies, and test method details
are described in Chapters Four, Five, Six, Seven, and Eight. Chapters Two and Three use
the literature review to build justification for the purpose of CIAS-DM. As part of
utilizing the Validation Square method, this project presents an embedded multiple-case
research design in which a series of formative, small-scope patient-room-based case
studies lead to a summative patient-room-based case study for an assistive mattress
system. CIAS-DM will be used to scope its role in a hospital bed/mattress/over-the-bed
table ecosystem and to iterate the scope as the design develops through criteria design
phase.
A final note on research design method is that the concept of triangulation is at the
core of this research. This is true not only with respect to the formal research design for
assessing CIAS-DM, as described above, but also with respect to the generation of the
ideas and questions that form the basis for the theoretical portion of this work, which is
used to establish the purpose of this method. Triangulation was used in two ways to
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anchor the theoretical portion of this work: 1) triangulation between the examined,
relevant domains of literature, concerned with these types of complex systems design
challenges, was used to develop a parsimonious method by focusing on the common
needs and strategies between the various domain-specific methods – you might call this
construct triangulation; 2) triangulation by relating findings with respect to this domain of
inquiry to other architecture-related domains of inquiry, notably: sustainable design,
integrated project delivery, design focused on supporting cognitive functioning, product
design, and human-centered computing. Having undertaken this latter, big-picture
triangulating is the way in which the value of the contribution of this research, its
external validity, as well as its Theoretical Performance Validity (see Validation
Square), are established.

Research Limitations
1.
2.

3.

Formative project case studies will be limited in scope to make them diagnostic
exercises for evaluating and iteratively improving CIAS-DM.
Project BOD scoping exercises for the summative case studies (which will involve
designer raters) will be limited in scope and duration to make them manageable
within a 4 hour window of design/analysis activity by each rater. The intent is to
have scoping exercises substantial enough for participants to legitimately use CIASDM while limited enough that completing the activity does not constitute an undue
burden.
There are restrictions based upon GHS protocols restricting outside participants in
the design exercises. For this reason, only a very small number of people, i.e., four,
may participate on this project.
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APPENDIX 2A:
LITERATURE REVIEW: NEW ARCHITECTURAL DOMAINS

Synopsis of Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
This review of the literature resulted in a number of observations. For the
complete analysis, see the Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps section at the end of
this appendix. This is an overview of the main points.
1. The review of the evolution of Interactive Architecture (IA) and Architectural
Robotics (AR) yields a suggested placement of them within the broader field of
architecture.
2. The development of IA/AR portends new intersections with other domains of
practice, both existing and emerging. These new sister domains were explored.
3. A review of these domains indicates nascent design methodology and system
implementation challenges for IA/AR, as well as a classification of IA/AR as
being subclasses of both Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS) and Socio-Technical
Systems (STS).
4. Iterative prototyping is a key design strategy for all existing and emerging
complex systems design processes and methods.
5. As these systems grow in complexity, it will become increasingly difficult to
develop good requirements or models for them – rather, designs must be seeded
and cultivated instead of planned and executed.
6. The design methods of Socio-Technical Systems (STS) differ markedly from the
design of any other existing or emerging complex system. Furthermore, design
methods associated with STS seem to address some of the challenges identified
with respect to designing complex systems.
7. The challenges of designing emerging types of complex systems and the initial
thoughts on what sorts of design methods may be required call to mind the
theoretical approaches of a number of architects. Thus, architecture may have
something to contribute to the discourse in these domains (See Observations,
section for details).
8. The CLIOS Process, designed to decompose CLIOS, offers several powerful
constructs for developing a design methodology for IA/AR.
9. Any methodology for designing IA/AR faces two challenges: adapting the
architectural design methodology to more fully participate in the design of
embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics – an incremental evolution – while
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positioning it to participate in the design of emerging project types such as CPS,
STS, CLIOS, and ULS – a disjunctive evolution.

Questions, Answers, and Propositions
The research questions are reproduced below, as are short overview answers based
upon the review of literature in this appendix, follow-up questions, and any derived
propositions about the likely characteristics CIAS-DM must embody.
Q1.1 How do we design complex, interactive, architectural systems?
A:

Q1.2 What are the challenges involved with designing interactive architecture?
A: Scale of systems, degrees of freedom of system, real-time, distributed nature of
system, layers of interconnectedness, open sub-systems, reliability, robustness, safety,
lack of adequate design and analysis methods and tools, difficulties of multi-scale
systems (non-reducible)

Q1.3 What is Interactive Architecture?
A: The design of Interactive Architecture (IA) involves the incorporation of sensing,
decision-making and response technologies (visual, aural, tactile, or actuated) into the
built environment.

Q1.4 What is Architectural Robotics?
A: The design of Architectural Robotics (AR) involves the incorporation of sensing,
decision-making and actuated response technologies into the built environment to make
the physical architecture responsive (to “move mass”) to human needs. AR is a subclass
of IA [22].

Q1.5 How should IA design challenges be classified?
A: IA design challenges are complex systems design challenges that require the
incorporation of current best practices in the design and construction of mechanical
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systems design, embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, while also aware that
they are members of emerging classes of complex systems and are becoming some sort of
hybrid between a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) and a Socio-Technical System (STS),
which is referred to in parts of this research as a CPSTS, and that may, under certain
circumstances, embody an Ultra-Large-scale System (ULS).
Q1.6 What is it about existing architectural design methods that leads to difficulties and
missed opportunities when designing interactive architecture?
A:

Q1.8 What common themes, if any, exist between the challenges of designing IA and the
challenges confronting other aspects of the profession?
A: Many of the challenges faced when designing IA are shared with other emerging areas
of architectural practice. Issues of complexity, of how to accurately model performance,
how to ensure high reliability, how to understand requirements, how to commission
systems are all open research questions being addressed in the architectural sub-domains
of sustainable design, evidence-based design, large-scale facilities design, and how to
model and design for the environment's effects on cognition and well-being.

Q2.1 Which project types, from other fields, deal with similar challenges?
A: Automotive, Aerospace, Defense, large-scale logistics and distribution, humanmachine-interface design for complex systems, and large-scale software systems

Q2.2 How are these design challenges classified?
A: Current: complex mechanic systems and products, embedded systems, mechatronics,
robotics, networks, databases, sensors, and sensor fusion
Emerging: cyber-physical systems, socio-technical systems, ultra-large-scale systems,
multi-scale systems, complex large-scale, integrated, open systems

Q2.3 Can the design of interactive architecture be classified according to these
established classifications?
A: yes (see Q1.5 above)
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This appendix yields the following propositions:
P1.1 Some existing architectural design methods may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.2 Some existing design methods from the professional disciplines designing
mechanical systems, embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, as well as sociotechnical systems and cyber-physical-systems may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.3 New methods and tools will be required in order to effectively and efficiently design
IA/AR.

This appendix yields the following follow-up questions.
Q1.7 How should the architectural design process innovate to address the challenges of
designing IA/AR?
Q1.9 What existing architectural design and analysis methods may be useful for
designing IA/AR?
Q2.4 Which other design disciplines deal with these classes of challenges?
Q2.5 How do other disciplines design such complex systems?

Emerging Architectural Project Domains: Interactive Architecture, Architectural
Robotics, and Intelligent Buildings
NOTE: This section is omitted because the same content is the same as Chapter Two,
Part One.

Existing Design Domains Infiltrating Architecture: Embedded Systems
The design of embedded systems is an area of integrated computer
hardware/software development that emerged as a formal field in the late 1970's to early
1980's. It grew exponentially and developed as a formal discipline in the 1990's [72].
Embedded systems are usually described more easily by what they are not than what they
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are. Embedded systems are not computer systems with a BIOS and operating system
running programs. Embedded systems are almost everything else. For instance,
contemporary automobiles have dozens to hundreds of embedded systems in them. Most
modern coffee pots have an embedded system (or two or three) in them. In addition to
personal vehicles and consumer electronics, embedded systems are ubiquitous in
industrial, military, medical, logistics, distribution, transportation systems, infrastructure,
and building systems automation, often performing mission-critical, safety-critical, and
time-critical functions with very high degrees of reliability and robustness. In fact,
Haberman and Trakhtenbrot note,
According to worldwide experts, already today, the number of processors
in embedded real time systems exceeds all other uses of computer processors,
and this tendency will only increase. In 1998, microprocessor manufacturers
sold about 100 million processors for use as computer CPUs. In comparison,
during the same time frame, microprocessor manufacturers sold more than 3
billion embedded processors.... [147, p. 2]

It is easier to describe the general characteristics of embedded systems than to
define exactly what they are, since embedded systems’ uses span many project types and
domains. Haberman and Trakhtenbrot note that the characteristics include
•
•
•
•

tight integration of hardware and software
precise, reliable, secure, real-time processing
complex behavior
parallel and distributed processing

Often, embedded systems are not discrete systems but rather networked together
and formally known as networked embedded systems (NES) [73]. Typical uses for
embedded systems fit into standard classes, including (a)small and single microcontroller
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applications, (b)control systems, (c) distributed embedded systems, (d) systems-on-chip,
(e) networking, (f) embedded PC's, (g) critical systems, (h) robotics, (i) computer
peripherals, (j) signal processing, (k) command and control, and (l) wireless data systems
[72]. Designing such systems typically requires a background in one or more of the
following areas: (1) security, (2) dependability, (3) energy-aware computing, (4) realtime systems, (5) human-computer interaction, (6) software and systems engineering
[72]. Two common strategies for designing such systems are co-design (simultaneously
designing the hardware and software) and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing [73].
These development strategies are usually employed iteratively and incrementally.
Designing embedded systems requires a focus on understanding the desired behaviors
and goals of the systems, then developing an architecture which accomplishes said
behaviors and goals, and finally iterating and testing to ensure that the mapping between
behavior/goal and architecture is accurate, effective, and efficient [73]. Relating this
back to IA/AR/IB, embedded systems are foundational technologies for developing
commercial/industrial-scale IA/AR/IB in that embedded systems are integral to their
sensing, control, and human-computer interaction sub-systems.

Existing Design Domains Infiltrating Architecture: Mechatronics
Mechatronics are closely related to embedded systems (often depending upon
them) and are also difficult to define precisely. Numerous definitions vary only slightly
in scope and focus. But generally, definitions for mechatronics describe them as tightly
integrated mechanical/electrical/computer systems, especially if the integration and
coupling is refined to the point of achieving systemic synergies (resulting in a
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simplification or reduction in the system's degrees of freedom and/or an increase in
parsimony) [75]. Harashima defined mechatronics as, “The synergetic integration of
mechanical engineering with electronic and intelligent computer control in the design and
manufacture of industrial products and processes” [148, p. 1]. That is, by way of contrast,
embedded systems tend to focus on control systems and the integration of
microprocessors and other chip-level hardware with software in fairly low-level
languages – that is, the flow of data on hardware at the most fundamental level.
Mechatronics are separated by an order of magnitude of complexity such that synergies
become important targets for managing the system’s complexity. A significant part of the
increase in complexity of mechatronics in comparison to embedded systems is due to the
mechanical components of mechatronics doing physical work. That is, mechatronics
focus on systems with a significant mechanical component and more complex sequences
of operations. They tend to have higher level views of microprocessor hardware and to
use higher level application languages. Mechatronics are concerned with higher-level,
more complex interrelationships between the flow of data, energy, and materials through
processes to transform their states. Mechatronics are typically systems that at some time
in the past would have been exclusively mechanical systems (albeit complex) performing
(often complex) physical work on materials. In summary, modern computing efficiencies
have made it desirable for mechanical designers to augment mechanical systems with
increasingly complex and powerful sensing and computational resources driven by
increasingly complex and powerful application languages. As Bishop notes, “The study
of mechatronic systems can be divided into five areas of specialty: ( a) physical systems
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modeling; (b) sensors and actuators; (c) signals and systems; (d) computers and logic
systems; and (e) software and data acquisition” [75, p. 2] . Mechatronics systems within
building architecture may include elevators, hoists, computer-controlled mechanical
system valves, pumps, computer-controlled security, fire containment and fire
suppression systems, computer-controlled and mechanically actuated daylight control
systems, and computer-controlled and mechanically actuated moving partitions. Much of
what constitutes the emerging field of IA may be classified as mechatronics.
The methods and tools used to design mechatronics must address the design of
mechanical systems, sensing, actuation, information processing, controls, and perhaps
communications and network technologies. Design methods include a high degree of
iteration and ongoing systems integration and follow traditional engineering design
frameworks such as the waterfall model, spiral model, v-model or the pipe model [76].
Mechatronics engineers tend to model the following aspects of the mechatronic system
during design: client requirements, application scenarios, environment, function,
behavior, (system) shape, and activity structures [77]. Mechanical, electrical, sensor,
actuator, and software elements making up the mechatronic system are then iteratively
and concurrently designed and prototyped, co-evolving and integrating throughout the
design process [75]. Design of mechatronics often includes real-time simulations and cosimulations (simulating across multi-simulation platforms simultaneously in a looping
fashion, wherein each simulation influences the other), as well as hardware-in the-loop
(HIL) testing [75].
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Existing Design Domains Infiltrating Architecture: Robotics
The Robotics Industries Association defines an industrial robot system as
“Equipment that includes the robot(s) (hardware and software) consisting of the
manipulator, power supply and control system; the end-effector(s); and any other
associated machinery and equipment within the safeguarded space” [149, p. (webpage)].
This is a vague definition, and just as with embedded systems and mechatronics, a precise
definition is difficult to provide, in part because robotics have advanced exponentially in
design, capabilities, and applications since the 1920's [78]. Nonetheless, one way to
conceive of robotics, in relation to embedded systems and mechatronics, is that robotics
shares control systems with both of these mentioned fields and shares the mechanical
aspects (kinematics and dynamics) of mechatronics as well; but in addition, robotics
requires the resolution of kinematics (geometry of motion) and dynamics (forces applied
in association with and anchored to the kinematic system) that typically have greater
degrees of freedom than the kinematics and dynamics associated with mechatronics- as
well as requiring motion planning, motion control- and likely involving some degree of
artificial intelligence [78]. That is, when designing robotics, the complexity of the design
challenge and the system being designed has again increased by orders of magnitude in
comparison to mechatronics or embedded systems design challenges.
There is no clear, simple classification system for robots. Rather, there are
characteristics that robots embody, some of which are mutually exclusive, and any given
robot tends to embody several of these characteristics which loosely places it within
several classes of robots. For instance, there are fix-based and mobile robots, rigid-link
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(hard) robots (like a traditional industrial robot arm), and continuum (soft) robots (like an
elephant's trunk) [78]. There are self-reconfiguring robots and self-reconfiguring robots
that use their ability to self-reconfigure as their form of locomotion. There are selfcontained systems and conversely, distributed robotics systems. There are industrial
process robots performing repetitive routines with high duty cycles and search-and-rescue
robots which may have lower duty cycles but which must be designed to operate in
unforeseeable and even hostile contexts [78], [79].

In summary, there are dozens of

functional classifications into which any given robot may fit, and usually any given robot
fits into several.
With respect to architectural environments, there are some types of robotics which
are of particular interest. Several projects have considered the potential of distributed and
self-reconfiguring robots for constructing structures in space [23], [150], [151].
Industrial robots are being developed that lay brick and perform other construction tasks
in complex and precise ways that open up previously unfeasible design opportunities
[152]. Some Projects utilized rigid-link continuum robotics for envisioning the office
workstation of the future [41] and ways to make composable surfaces that are responsive
to users' behavior [153]. Assistive robotics for healthcare applications such as surgery,
food services, logistics, and rehabilitation all impact the architectural design of healthcare
facilities, becoming integral components of the layout, purpose, and patterns of use of
their respective spaces [154], [155].
With respect to design methods, robotics is a bit different than the other fields
surveyed thus far or presented subsequently. Robotics it seems, because of the inherent
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complexities and scope required to achieve even a simple robot, remains something of a
“cottage industry”. Roboticists tend to work as artist/engineers, practicing a very
complex craft. Use of formalized design frameworks-- as have been adopted in related
fields such as embedded systems, mechatronics, mechanical engineering, systems
engineering, and process engineering-- have not found widespread adoption in robotics
[80]. Nonetheless, the underlying characteristics of how robots are designed are similar
to those identified thus far:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

obtain a set of performance requirements (and user requirements)
develop detailed technical requirements
perform analysis and develop design concepts and then select the most viable,
effective, efficient concept
develop incrementally and iteratively
concurrently design the hardware and software
refine the sense of the goals and application for the robot as the project develops

Toward achieving these ends, robotics design does involve substantial simulation,
modeling, and integration of several complex software components tightly coupled with
the performance of hardware.

Existing Design Domains Infiltrating Architecture: Networks, Sensing and Sensor
Fusion, Databases
The emerging sub-fields of IA/AR/IB also require complex information
technology “back-ends” that makes integration of embedded systems, mechatronics, and
robotics possible, effective, and efficient. Namely, various networks, sensors, sensor
fusion, and databases are required infrastructure to support the connectivity and stored
information necessary for interactive architectural systems. Many networks may be
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present in an interactive architectural environment, including data networks for voice,
internet, controls, power, security, etc., as well as networks of sensors monitoring
building energy performance and security [74], [156], [157].
In addition, the inclusion of mechatronics and robotics in the built environment
may necessitate additional sensor networks tracking occupant presence/position and
recognizing occupant behaviors and variations in behaviors. While a sensor can be used
to detect presence and activity at a very basic level, it is likely that reliable, robust,
refined, highly accurate results require assessing events within spaces using multiple
sensors and/or types of sensors and constructing a profile of what is likely happening,
based upon all available sensor input. The organization of such multi-sensor, multimodal sensor systems is known as sensor fusion [156].
Design of these systems tend to broadly follow the design patterns uncovered so
far: identify requirements, develop specifications, conduct a detailed analysis and design
concepts, select a design concept, move into detailed design and programming, and then
test, validate and verify the system [74], [156], [157].

Emerging Complex Design Domains that Will Impact Architecture: Introduction
In addition to these existing project domains which are becoming essential facets
of designing the built environment because they are essential for the development of
IA/AR/IB, there are also four emerging project domains which provide insight-bycomparison into the nature of IA/AR/IB design challenges, and which help identify
aspects of likely future methodological and tool-based solutions to IA/AR/IB design
challenges. These related emerging project domains are: cyber-physical-systems (CPS);
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socio-technical-systems (STS); complex, large, integrated, open systems (CLIOS); and
ultra-large scale systems (ULS). These are worth noting because CIAS in general, and
IA/AR/IB in particular, embody the challenges that these project types entail. In
addition, there is a fifth emerging project type which CPS, STS, CLIOS and ULS all
embody to varying degrees – multi-scale systems (MSS). Though each varies in scope
and focus, they are all several orders of magnitude more complex than the existing
project domains described above. That is, each is concerned with complex systems of
complex systems, rather than individual perhaps complex systems. Each is reviewed
below.

Emerging Architectural Domains: Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
The National Science Foundation defines CPS as,
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are engineered systems that are built from
and depend upon the synergy of computational and physical
components. Emerging CPS will be coordinated, distributed, and connected,
and must be robust and responsive. The CPS of tomorrow will need to far
exceed the systems of today in capability, adaptability, resiliency, safety,
security, and usability. Examples of the many CPS application
areas include the smart electric grid, smart transportation, smart buildings,
smart medical technologies, next-generation air traffic management, and
advanced manufacturing. CPS will transform the way people interact with
engineered systems, just as the Internet transformed the way people interact
with information. However, these goals cannot be achieved without rigorous
systems engineering [81, p. (web page)].

Dr. Fie Xie has a succinct and very insightful definition of CPS:
Cyber-physical systems are globally virtual and locally physical in that
manipulation of the physical world occurs locally but control and
observability are enabled safely and securely across a virtual network. The
architectures for cyber-physical systems must enable realization of this key
characteristic. In addition, cyber-physical systems are inherently domain-
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specific due to their close ties to the physical world. Therefore, architectures
must also be flexible and support domain-specific adaptation [82, p. 1].

In summary, CPS are similar to mechatronics but many orders of magnitude more
complex. CPS are systems composed of embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics
that entail additional, higher level integrations and associated challenges. The additional
integration challenges are (a) the embedded, mechatronic, and robotic systems existing in
a tightly integrated ecosystem that includes other embedded systems, mechatronics, and
robotics; (b) what was a closed-box system has opened to integration with other systems,
while at the same time the system's global closed loop control mechanisms are orders of
magnitude more complex than what is typically undertaken at present; and (c) a timecoupled relationship between physical activity, events external to the system, and the
systems' processes must be established [82]. With respect to system components existing
in a tightly coupled ecosystem, any one component's ability to perform is reliant on (often
real-time) data and feedback from other systems within the system in order to function
properly. This is a significant new wrinkle in the design of each component system. In
fact, traditionally, engineers and software developers practice what is known as
separation of concerns, in which components of a system are isolated from each other to
the greatest extent possible in order to simplify the design challenges of each. With CPS,
the overall system functionality is not achievable (nor are synergies) if sub-systems are
designed using the separation of concerns paradigm. Thus, the designer is accepting at
the outset that rather than minimize the complexity of each component system, the
complexity of each component system will be allowed to increase, if doing so allows the
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overall system complexity to decrease. The designer is aware that for complex systems
such as CPS, it may be that minimizing the complexity of each component system
actually increases the overall complexity of the entire system.
The second new integration challenge that CPS entail follows from the first.
When concerns are separated, the typical goal is to create a “closed-box” (modular or
plug-and-play) system, in which the component system -- whether embedded system,
mechatronic, or robotics -- contains all of the sensing, actuation, stored information, and
software necessary to execute its function. Therefore, in a system composed of closedbox systems, if any one sub-system fails, it will not affect the other systems. If there is a
problem with a sub-system, it is easy to localize the problem to just that sub-system.
However, with CPS, in order to achieve the overall system goals, sub-systems must be
open to each other. In a CPS, for example, any given mechatronic system may be reliant
on an embedded sensor network that handles employee localization monitoring for
several dozen sub-systems. In addition, this information may first be filtered through
pattern recognition, decision-making, learning, and calibrating layers of software
intelligence. The mechatronic system may be tied into a half a dozen other sub-systems,
some virtual, some physical, and some dependent on human assessment and judgment,
and it may need to get, process, and react to a compilation of data from all of these
sources in real-time in order to fulfill its purpose. Furthermore, it may be part of a
complex negative feedback loop helping to partially regulate the dynamics of its own
ecosystem, as other sub-systems respond to the products of its work. In this instance, the
mechatronic system cannot function without the existence of the embedded monitoring
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system, a reliable network across which they communicate, other myriad sub-systems,
humans, and the existence of the artificial intelligence monitoring both the incoming
sensor data, the performance of the mechatronic system within the context of all other
sub-systems' performances, and the instruction sets it receives from the artificial
intelligence to tune its own performance.
The third integration issue that CPS entails is that component systems likely have
very different architectures yet must function in a coordinated way. For instance, some
sub-systems may tend to be open loop (execute based on stimulus (perhaps from another
sub-system) without adjusting based on actual results) while others are closed loop (a
negative feedback mechanism for calibrating the system). Some systems must function
reactively in real-time as events occur (synchronous control systems), whereas, others
observe events, query the system, and will not respond until they receive an instruction
from either the system or a human operator, even if in the interim other events are
occurring and the system requires different response parameters (asynchronous control).
Given the complexities of how data, activity, context, and the function of communication
and feedback in time vary in a tightly coupled manner, a CPS must be able to account for
these various mechanisms for observing and reacting in real-time and assure a reliable,
high performance system overall. In addition, there are several concerns that must be
addressed for a CPS to be considered successful. That is, it must be able to handle
complexity in real-time while remaining [10], [82], [95], [96], [158], [159], [160], [161]
•
•
•
•

highly reliable
safe
secure
fault-tolerant
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

highly scalable
capable of having high-bandwidth/data processing/data storage
capable of aggregating & operationalizing data from numerous sources &
responding in real-time
capable of real-time response possible for non-co-located sub-systems, too
modelable/predictable with a high degree of confidence in the fidelity of the
models and predictions
able to run concurrently in a distributed fashion
adaptable
extendable
flexible
modular
robust

Note that given the complexity and real-time, dynamic nature of CPS, it may not
be possible to create high-fidelity models, to predict performance or to ensure reliability
except by creating and testing working prototypes. In summary, the challenges of
designing CPS are derivative of three realities of complex systems. 1) By targeting open
integration across many sub-systems, the degrees of freedom of any one sub-system may
increase significantly, even if the overall system is more parsimonious. 2) By engaging
in an open fashion with the real, physical world, timing between the real and the
representation becomes a significant technical issue to resolve. 3) The nature of the
degrees of freedom is very important -- they are not increasing, necessarily, because
requirements are being added in large numbers, but rather because opening up the subsystems to each other results in hundreds to hundreds of thousands of new interactions,
some of which result in interaction effects, which must be accounted for during the
design process if models are to be high fidelity. This last point is at the crux of the
problem. The challenges of designing CPS (especially accurately predicting behavior)
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are derivative of the struggles of existing means of identifying, organizing, and
representing such technical system during design. In particular, existing design and
analysis methods and tools have difficulty capturing the implications of so many subsystems interacting in real-time, both synchronously and asynchronously. In particular,
our representations are not well-suited to modeling the synergistic distribution of
functions across the whole system. There are two research challenges here. The first is
that programming languages and protocols (as well as hardware) that can fully account
for the complexities of representing complexity, time, and interaction effects within the
system do not exist yet. The second is that design tools which afford designers accurate,
comprehensive views onto the system and simulations of the behavior of any one subsystem in relation to the behaviors of all other sub-systems do not exist yet. An
implication of this second challenge is that if designers cannot create a method/tool to
allow them to fully model the complexity of CPS, it means they are not in a position to
help the intelligent system fully understand its own behaviors and dynamics. Thus, the
best way to develop the system is to prototype with hardware and software from the start.
CPS relate to architecture at the facilities scale, as noted in the National Science
Foundation definition of CPS, in that smart buildings will likely entail CPS as integral to
achieving monitoring and control over all of a building's systems in a way that allows for
complex, higher-order optimizations of the system of systems, as well as comparative
analysis and coordinated performance with other facilities. CPS also relate to
architecture at the component systems scale and will be essential for achieving highperformance, complex, interactive, architectural systems. For instance, it may be argued
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that CPS will be essential components of achieving truly high-performance sustainable
design, of coordinating the activities of mechatronic solar shading systems, monitoring
envelop performance, daylighting, and energy performance, and coordinating all of this
information with the mechanical ventilation and lighting systems in real-time. In
addition, being able to design CPS is foundational for developing technologies and
strategies to understand how environments affect occupants' well-being, perception,
cognition, and action – both during the design phase and when deployed.
How to design and build CPS is currently an open question. The current debate
centers on whether it is possible to develop the technology that enables CPS and the
methods and tools for designing CPS from existing theories, technology, methods,
processes, and tools, or whether fundamentally new theories, technology, methods,
processes, and tools are necessary. For instance, one open question is whether or not the
separation of concerns method can be adapted to account for the complexities of CPS
[162]. Another significant challenge is that events tend to be modeled as discrete and
processed sequentially within computer intelligence and controls, whereas events in the
physical world are continuous and simultaneous. How should this underlying reality be
accounted for by the CPS [96]? It is likely that fundamentally new theories, technologies,
methods, processes, and tools will be required to fully achieve high-confidence CPS, but
that until these are developed, there are aspects of existing theories, technologies,
methods, processes, and tools that may be used which will likely form some component of
any eventual CPS design/production strategies [96], such as: meta-modeling as part of a
model-based design approach [163], use of macro-programming languages to compose
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at the system-level and then develop executable code to be tailored and distributed to
applications as needed [163], organizing the design of CPS using a component-based
framework [82], [159], and precisely characterizing the system and context, among
others.

Emerging Architectural Domains: Socio-Technical Systems (STS)
STS were first identified in the late 1940's in analyzing the working dynamics of
the coal production industry in the UK in order to improve it and simultaneously though
somewhat independently in the U.S. [11]. When considering complex machines,
processes, or business organizational structures, STS theory maintains that there is a
technical component and a social component to how an organization conducts its
business. The critical points are that
•

•
•

the technical component can be specified, that its (anticipated) behavior can
usually be modeled, and that it can be an organizational armature which
structures how work is done; however, its use and perhaps functionality will
have to be adapted in field as it integrates with the social structure and
organizational dynamics;
the social component cannot be specified and must be incrementally evolved;
and
the symbiosis between the two organizational components is the goal because
then the STS becomes more efficient, effective, and robust [83, p. 2].

From Trist, a seminal figure in the establishment of STS research,
achieving a well-functioning STS entails the following characteristics:
1. The work system is the basic organizational unit, which is not a description of
a task or process but of a functional unit of production.
2. The work group is every individual involved in a work system.
3. The work group becomes internally regulated
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4. Redundancy of functions, that is, individuals in the work group with multiple
and redundant relevant skill sets is critical – more so than redundancy of
equipment or supervisory structure.
5. The organization must cultivate discretionary (as opposed to prescribed) work
roles for individuals.
6. The organization must treat the people and the machines as complementary (as
opposed to one in the service of the other).
7. The STS is variety-increasing for the individuals in the work group, as
opposed to repetitive [11, pp. 9-12].

Strategies for designing STS include the following:
1. developing a culture of participation that includes an established ecology of
roles
2. empowering staff and users to tailor procedures and adapt tools and
procedures over time as needed
3. purposefully under-designing intended work culture and technological
interventions so that the under-designed elements that are introduced catalyze
staff to take the necessary change upon themselves and evolve practice and
procedure organically within the team
4. identifying and establishing infrastructural elements that will have to be
specified and implemented without participatory design and those elements
which may be modifiable and adaptable for the user
5. semi-structured modeling, related to under-designing, in which the details
of the design co-evolve over a duration with the participation of the
stakeholders
6. walk-through-oriented facilitation --- which opens the possibility of underdesigned interventions to be negotiated as part of their evolution into fully
functioning components of the STS [83, pp. 2-4], [84, pp. 904-906].

In summary, the design of STS requires a form of co-design of the elements, in
part because not all immediate and future uses can be understood during the design phase
[83].
Of particular interest is that Fischer, in describing his meta-design process for
STS, acknowledges a mixing of participatory design with agile development -particularly rapid, iterative, incremental prototyping with extensive, regular end-user
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involvement -- as a possible method for implementing the design strategies outlined by
he and Geels as noted above. A useful tool is the SeeMe diagram, which the authors
advocate should be part of every participatory session and updated throughout the
iterative process. The SeeMe diagram (SeeMe stands for: semi-structured, sociotechnical modeling method) is especially useful in that it provides a single mechanism
that both supports documentation of detailed use cases from multiple stakeholder
perspectives, while also serving as a basic form of task analysis and a basis for allocating
requirements to use cases and tasks as part of traceability. In addition, it serves as the
instrument of conducting STWT's (socio-technical walk-through's) with stakeholders
[91], [92], [164], [165].
In summary, a way to think of STS is as potentially containing CPS (or not), but if
containing CPS, then explicitly adding a focus on and designing for the social and human
aspects of the system – that is, the user is no longer external to the system but an integral
part of it. Put another way, this is similar to a human-centered approach to the design of
CPS, which is a concern and goal for CPS, as was addressed in NASA's Midas project
[166], [167] and NATO's Human View project [168]. It is important to note that
perspectives from the CPS and STS domains and their associated methods for designing
complex, interactive systems share common approaches. This trend is indicative of the
facts that (a) these are emerging fields wrestling with big questions; (b) these fields are
sharing similar technological domains and methodological lineages;(c) these fields share
some common challenges between them; (d) these fields are finding similar strategies for
mitigating the challenges. That is, there is a form of methodological triangulation
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happening at a very large scale across disciplines wrestling with similar problems. This
dissertation research intends to position the design of complex, interactive architectural
systems squarely within this process and this discourse.

Emerging Architectural Domains: Complex, Large-Scale, Integrated, Open
Systems (CLIOS)
CLIOS are complex, large-scale, integrated, open systems. The CLIOS definition
and the 12-step CLIOS modeling process, developed by Dr. Joseph Sussman, describe
and offer a process to decompose complex, large-scale, intelligent transportation systems
projects that exhibit, “nested complexity,” in which a socio-technical system is embedded
within a complex policy sphere [14]. Dr. Sussman notes that CLIOS are a subclass of
STS. Sussman describes CLIOS as,
Complex, large-scale, integrated, open systems (CLIOS) are a class of
systems of special interest in the socio-technical domain. Because of the
many sub-systems, the uncertainty in subsystem behavior and interaction and
the degree of human agency involved, the emergent behavior of CLIOS is
difficult to predict and often counterintuitive, even when subsystem behavior
is readily predictable.
These attributes make it difficult to represent and study CLIOS. We have
developed a CLIOS Process for studying systems of interest [14, p. 2].

CLIOS are concerned with complex, heavily integrated systems for, “...which the
degree and nature of the relationships is imperfectly known, with varying directionality,
magnitude and time-scales of interactions” [14, p. 3]. But unlike CIAS, CLIOS are
concerned with geographically distributed, very large scale, complex systems, such as
interstate infrastructure projects, extending over multiple geographic regions and political
jurisdictions. A distinguishing feature of Sussman’s method for understanding CLIOS is
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the degree to which it is concerned with and dedicated to modeling the complexities of
policy, institutional, and social spheres of influence on the CLIOS. Comparatively, CIAS
are focused on human/organization/systems at the individual building or organization
scale, wherein policy, institutional dynamics, and social dynamics are local to a site or
an organization, and relatively more limited and homogeneous than those affecting large
geographic regions covering multiple political jurisdictions.
The CLIOS process involves three general phases: representation of the policy
sphere and STS, analysis and evaluation, and implementation of the design intervention.
Sussman posits that the technical system resides completely within the policy spheres
(social systems) and that the technical systems can be analyzed quantitatively, whereas
the policy spheres can only be analyzed qualitatively. Sussman’s idea of “nested
complexity” posits that technical systems exist within the policy sphere. The CLIOS
method embodies a set of metrics for complexity that validate the metrics used by CIASDM to assess complexity and add to it. Sussman notes that the CLIOS method assesses
three dimensions of complexity. The first is internal complexity (i.e., the number of
components in the system and the network of interconnections between them). The
second is behavioral complexity (i.e., the type of behavior that emerges due to the manner
in which sets of components interact). The third is evaluative complexity (i.e., the
competing perspectives of decision-makers and stakeholders in the system who have
alternate views of “good” system performance) [14].
A CLIOS representation of the system takes the form of layered flow diagrams,
similar to the multi-level modeling approach used by human factors designers when
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assessing large-scale, complex systems controls interfaces. There are two benefits to the
layered approach. First, by allowing for the 3-dimensionality that comes with layered
slices, each layer can be less dense, making it easier to fully comprehend as it is
elaborated. Second, by layering the sub-systems, connective structures interlinking them
may be noted, as is a primary goal of the multi-level modeling approach in human
factors. Aspects of the layers can also be expanded if it becomes evident that what
seemed to be one construct is actually many. The next step is to classify and decompose
the sub-systems into behavioral and structural systems and then describe the various
behaviors of the behavioral systems, which is similar to standard best practices in systems
engineering for systems decomposition. Next, the conceptual analysis of the system is
presented to stakeholders for feedback and refinement. Once the designers understand
the system, standard quantitative assessments such as cost-benefit analysis can be
undertaken to analyze the system, develop potential solutions, and select solutions.
During this phase, any components, linkages, or areas of uncertainty should be flagged.

Emerging Architectural Domains: Ultra-Large-Scale Systems (ULS)
ULS are socio-technical systems that involve the real-time coordinated activity of
thousands of technical, organizational, and social platforms of varying scales interacting
with any number of humans ranging from a few individuals to millions. ULS is a very
new area of research for which there is little literature, comparatively speaking. As such,
a technical report was commissioned in 2006 by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the U. S. Army (Acquisition, Logistics, & Technology) in order for Carnegie Mellon
University's Software Engineering Institute to characterize ULS. The purpose of the
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study was to consider the trajectory of how designing ULS will develop over the next 20
to 50 years, and an outline of appropriate research agendas in order to move forward with
developing design and analysis methods for ULS [12]. The Assistant Secretary of the
Army specifically asked, “Given the issues with today’s software engineering, how can
we build the systems of the future that are likely to have billions of lines of code?” [12, p.
1].
This is a summary of the resulting technical report. The report starts by noting
that the shift in thinking required to design and analyze ULS is similar to the shift in
thinking required when considering the design and analysis of buildings and urban
infrastructure versus the design of entire cities. The point of the technical report
committee is that cities that function well are not so much designed as they are evolved or
cultivated and that ULS will have to be thought of in a similar fashion. We will not
engineer them according to any contemporary definition of engineering. The authors
note, “Like cities, ULS systems will not simply be bigger systems: they will be
interdependent webs of software-intensive systems, people, policies, cultures, and
economics” [12, p. 6].
The authors also consider that ULS may have the characteristics of thriving
biological ecosystems:
The concept of an ecosystem connotes complexity, decentralized control,
hard-to-predict effects of certain kinds of disruptions, difficulty of monitoring and
assessment, and the risks in monocultures, as well as competition with niches,
robustness, survivability, adaptability, stability, and health.
In a ULS system, there will be competition for resources, such as bandwidth,
storage capacity, sensors, and weapons. The system will enforce rules intended to
encourage effective use of these resources to achieve mission objectives. There
may be variations in service depending on how different commanders, planners,
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and automated subsystems attempt to apply the available resources to missions
with different levels of importance and urgency. With appropriate incentives and
rules enforced by the system, these resources will be optimized so that they are
appropriately available. In addition, there may be an overall measure of the
quality of service being provided to different parts of the system or for different
purposes (e.g., quality-of-service requirements will change for some parts of the
system during a mission). This measure can be used to determine if the incentives
are working as intended. As system behavior changes in response to the
incentives, the incentives may also need to be changed to ensure that key mission
goals are accomplished [12, p. 6].
With respect to designing ULS, the authors note,
By contrast, a defining element of ULS systems is that they will include
people, organizations, and technologies at all levels, from those responsible for
overall policy implemented within the system to those producing the system to
those actually using it. There will be organizations and participants responsible
for setting acquisition, production, and operational policies governing the overall
system, and there will be organizations, technologies, and people responsible for
producing ULS systems [12, p. 7].
In summary, ULS will involve a level of complexity and integration similar to
naturally evolving, complex ecosystems, and at the moment there are neither design or
analysis methods nor the fundamental technologies or theories necessary to create ULS.
Nonetheless, they are on the near-to-mid-term horizon, and it is worth considering how
the systems we are developing today will fit into the ULS that arise over the next several
generations, as contemporary systems designed with the proper intent and means of
assessment may serve as early case studies supporting the development of ULS.
The description over the last several paragraphs has painted a big-picture view of
what ULS are. But what about the specific challenges ULS entail? The following is a
summary of the authors' findings. ULS will likely share some characteristics with
modern-day large scale systems, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•

operational independence: Some individual sub-systems will be fully functional
and useful without needing to be tied into the larger ULS.
managerial independence of the elements: Component systems are acquired and
operated independently; they maintain their existence independent of the SoS
[system of systems, author’s clarification].
evolutionary development: The SoS is not created fully formed but comes into
existence gradually.
emergent behavior: Behaviors of the SoS are not localized to any component
system. The principal purposes of the SoS are fulfilled by these behaviors.
geographic distribution: Components are so geographically distributed that their
interactions are limited primarily to information exchange rather than exchanges
of mass or energy [12, pp. 11-12].

ULS will also have some wicked problems for which there are not currently
adequate technical or methodological solutions. These are the expected characteristics of
ULS, according to the authors of the report:
1. decentralization: The scale of ULS systems means that they will necessarily
be decentralized in a variety of ways—decentralized data, development,
evolution, and operational control.
2. inherently conflicting, unknowable, and diverse requirements: ULS systems
will be developed and used by a wide variety of stakeholders with
unavoidably different, conflicting, complex, and changing needs.
3. continuous evolution and deployment: There will be an increasing need to
integrate new capabilities into a ULS system while it is operating. New and
different capabilities will be deployed, and unused capabilities will be
dropped; the system will be evolving not in phases, but continuously.
4. heterogeneous, inconsistent, and changing elements: A ULS system will not
be constructed from uniform parts: there will be some misfits, especially as
the system is extended and repaired.
5. erosion of the people/system boundary: People will not just be users of a ULS
system; they will be elements of the system, affecting its overall emergent
behavior.
6. normal failures: Software and hardware failures will be the norm rather than
the exception.
7. new paradigms for acquisition and policy: The acquisition of a ULS system
will be simultaneous with the operation of the system and require new
methods for control [12, pp. 22-45].
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These characteristics are primarily related to the size and complexity of ULS, that
ULS will be orders of magnitude larger than any existing systems, and that the
interrelationships of people, data, systems, and the environments will be much more
tightly coupled than current complex STS. Among the implications of these
characteristics are that it may never be possible to truly understand the requirements for a
ULS project. It may be that they are so interconnected and nuanced that abstracting them
sufficiently to operationalize them makes them no longer functional or makes them more
complicated than they need to be. Knowing that it just works may become more
important than understanding how or why it works.
Similarly, it may be that trade studies become ineffectual because the design space
is expansive and contingencies and interaction effects dominate the ultimate success of
the system, which cannot be adequately modeled. Another implication of the
characteristics of ULS is that they will come online gradually, stay in service for long
periods of time, and extensive change will happen iteratively and incrementally over
time. The paradigm shift this will entail is that designers cannot just think about the
immediate product but how that product fits into a system that will outlive it. Whereas
complex technical systems today have a set purpose and a relatively short lifecycle, ULS
will have to be designed to accommodate functions and features that do not even exist in
concept when the ULS is brought online. This suggests that different aspects of the ULS
will exist along different scales of time and life-cycles. Other implications of these
characteristics are that the ULS is not model-able or predictable the way contemporary
complex systems can be modeled, and that the components and occupants are
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heterogeneous, evolving, adapting, and unpredictable. Furthermore, humans are integral
components of the system, not just users of it, and the social and psychological aspects of
people interacting with each other and with the ULS technical sub-systems are all
relevant and significant for understanding the ULS at any given moment. Lastly, the
characteristics of ULS imply that error and noise cannot be removed from the system to
the degree that is possible with today's smaller systems. Such systems cannot be
designed and delivered as turn-key products but must be cultivated into existence by the
client, design team, and end users working in collaboration over extended periods of
time.
Such systems will pose challenges for designers, those who monitor aspects of the
systems, and those who control the systems. The authors identify the following
challenges for designers, researchers, and administrators:
1. economics and industry structure: How do we align design architectures and
industry structures to harness economic forces in the service of discovering
and meeting key requirements?
2. social activity for constructing computational environments: How do we
model interaction with a social context in a way that offers guidance for
how to design and support ULS systems?
3. legal issues: How will we resolve the legal issues that today would prevent a
ULS system from achieving its full potential? These issues include licensing,
intellectual property, and liability concerns that arise due to the size and
complexity of a ULS system that is developed under multiple authorities. How
will legal policies (e.g., regarding the certification of security- and safetycritical components) adapt (if at all)
to the characteristics of ULS systems
(e.g., to self-reconfigurability as a pervasive technical characteristic)?
4. enforcement mechanisms and processes: How do we create enforcement
mechanisms for the set of (legal, design, and process) rules that support and
maintain the integrity
of the system? What structures are required to
negotiate exceptions to the rules so that the ULS system can be adaptable
without affecting its long-term sustainment?
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5. definition of common services supporting the ULS system: How do we define
an infrastructure (a set of technological, legal, and social services) that will be
common to many elements of the ULS system?
6. rules and regulations: How will whole industries come together to agree on
rules and regulations to ensure overall coherence and quality while still
being sufficiently flexible to permit stakeholders to explore and compete
within rich design spaces?
7. agility: How can the groups responsible for ULS development, maintenance,
and evolution be kept sufficiently agile to respond effectively to changes in
requirements, system configuration, system environment, etc.?
8. handling of change: How can the processes for developing, maintaining, and
evolving a ULS system be adapted to handle in situ design change and
evolution, rather than relying on static requirements preceding design and
implementation?
9. integration: How can we minimize the effort needed to integrate components
built independently by different teams, with different goals, and at different
times to create the current system?
10. user-controlled evolution: How do we provide components and composition
rules that give users the ability to create new, unplanned capabilities?
11. computer-supported evolution: How do we provide automated methods to
evolve ULS systems?
12. adaptable structure: How do we create designs that are effective even as
requirements and the ULS environment change continually?
13. emergent quality: How do we organize processes for producing ULS systems
so that they converge on high-quality designs? [12, pp. 23-25].

Given these challenges, the authors outline the following research areas:
1. Human Interaction: ...conducting detailed socio-technical analyses of user
interactions in the field, with the goal of understanding how to construct and
evolve such socio-technical systems effectively.
2. Computational Emergence: ...ensures globally optimal ULS system behavior
and explores meta-heuristics and digital evolution to augment the cognitive
limits of human designers.
3. Design: broadens the traditional technology-centric definition of design to
include people and organizations; social, cognitive, and economic
considerations; and design structures such as design rules and government
policies.
4. Computational Engineering: focuses on evolving the expressiveness of
representations to accommodate the semantic diversity of many languages
and focuses on providing automated support for computing the evolving
behavior of components and their compositions.
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5. Adaptive System Infrastructure: investigates integrated development
environments and run-time platforms that will support the decentralized
nature of ULS systems as well as technologies, methods, and theories that will
enable ULS systems to be developed in their deployment environments.
6. Adaptable and Predictable System Quality: focuses on how to maintain
quality in a ULS system in the face of continuous change, ongoing failures,
and attacks and focuses on how to identify, predict, and control new indicators
of system health (akin to the U. S. gross domestic product) that are needed
because of the scale of ULS systems.
7. Policy, Acquisition, and Management: focuses on transforming acquisition
policies and processes to accommodate the rapid and continuous evolution of
ULS systems by treating suppliers and supply chains as intrinsic and essential
components of a ULS system [12, pp. 29-31].
Research Areas

Design and Evolution Orchestration and Control Monitoring and Assessment

Human Interaction
Computational
Emergence
Design
Computational
Engineering
Adaptive System
Infrastructure
Adaptable and
Predictable System
Quality
Policy, Acquisition, and
Management

Figure 2A.1: Recreation of SEI ULS Technical Report Table 1 Research Areas
In summarizing their report, the authors note strategies from today that will likely
be components of realizing ULS. These are service-oriented architecture continued
development of the worldwide web, model-driven architecture (MDA) approaches to
project development, high-performance computing, a global command and control
system, and a global information grid [12].
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Emerging Architectural Domains: Multi-Scale Systems (MSS)
MSS entail a key problem. While a system may have sub-systems or particular
relationships that are predictable at certain scales of examination, often in between those
stable, predictable ranges of analysis, there is unpredictability. For instance, it tends to be
impossible to predict what will happen at the macro-scale of a complex system, based
upon an atomized and aggregated view of the microscale, because interactions at the
micro lead to emergent properties and conditions at the macroscale. That is, complex
systems tend to exhibit sum-of-parts-greater-than-whole behavior, and the qualities of
stability at any particular scale of examination cannot always be reduced so that
traceability is possible across multiple scales [13]. Relating this back to the literature
review thus far, it may be that designers are able to stabilize or operationalize certain
productive patterns of effects resonating within the overall system, while not being able
to trace clear relationships between the stable and productive patterns and all of the
system's other behaviors.

Classifying Interactive Architecture as a Complex System
This literature review considered the origins, intentions, and present state of
Interactive Architecture, Architectural Robotics, and Intelligent Buildings (IA/AR/IB).
Based upon this parameterization of the boundaries of IA/AR/IB, literature on relevant
intelligent/responsive system components that are already being incorporated into the
architectural domain was reviewed. While this places these existing, related domains in
relation to IA/AR/IB, it does not consider the likely future of IA/AR/IB or these fields as
the total environment becomes context aware, perceptive, and active in people's activities.
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To understand the likely future of IA/AR/IB, a review of literature of the next generation
of networked, aware, responsive design domains was conducted. In summary, IA/AR/IB
tend to be applied to design challenges of similar scope, complexity, and type as the other
design domains examined. Furthermore, similar characteristics, challenges, and research
opportunities are shared between IA/AR/IB and the other domains reviewed. Lastly, the
evolution of methods for the reviewed fields share common lineage and seem to be
converging on a core set of methods.
This literature review also indicates that IA/AR/IB most closely fit the definitions
of CPS and STS and must be positioned for participation as integral components in ULS.
Constructing building-scale IA/AR/IB will likely entail the creation of one or more CPS.
However, the nature of the vast majority of buildings is that they are places where people
gather to perform activities, hence there will be significant social and organizational
dynamics to these CPS; thus, IA/AR/IB should also be considered STS. Since it is
possible to conceive of CPS serving in capacities that do not require extensive interaction
with a human social network, such as a large-scale, automated, industrial production
facility, it is not true that CPS are inherently STS – that is, CPS are not a sub-class of
STS. Similarly, STS can and have existed for a long time and will continue to do so,
without necessarily requiring the type or scale of technological infrastructure that CPS
embody; thus, STS are not a sub-class of CPS. But there is increasing and substantial
overlap between CPS and STS, and it is within the intersecting areas that IA/AR/IB
exist. It is also likely that, as per the diagram, that building-scale CPS/STS, e.g.,
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complex, interactive architectural systems (CIAS), have many of the characteristics of
ULS and will be integral components within ULS ecosystems.
Based upon these findings, IA and its sub-class, AR, are a type of complex,
interactive system that embodies the challenges and opportunities of existing,
computationally enriched technical and socio-technical systems as well as emerging
complex cyber-physical-systems / socio-technical systems hybrids (let's call them
CPSTS), entailing tight, real-time integration between people, organizations, hardware,
software, and physically active systems distributed across a wide network of
interconnected systems. In fact, IA/AR/IB have all of the characteristics of ULS except
for scale; though as part of an urban fabric, they most certainly are components of
ULS, and may be considered precursors to and early exemplars of ULS. IA/AR/IB
have some of the characteristics of CLIOS – the STS aspects – but CLIOS' incredibly
large physical scale and focus on regional/national policy spheres makes them a suboptimal conceptual fit for IA/AR/IB.

Placing AR/IA/CIAS: Existing and Emerging Complex, Interactive Project Types
The development of IA/AR/IB portends new intersections with other domains of
practice, both existing and emerging. A review of these domains indicates nascent design
methodology and system implementation challenges for IA/AR/IB. The review classifies
IA/AR/IB as subclasses of both Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS) and Socio-Technical
Systems (STS) and early, small-scale exemplars of ULS. In mapping these domains, it
became evident that not all AR/IA/IB need be complex or interactive. Hence, the focus
of this dissertation is a subset of each that has the following characteristics: (a) a
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component of a larger complex/interactive system of systems while being composed of a
system of systems;(b) real-time hardware/software interactions amongst and between
internal and external systems to function successfully; and (c) real-time humanmachine-software interactions that are essential to meeting user goals and
expectations. This sub-domain of interest was labeled CIAS as a convenience. The
challenges encountered when designing CIAS are 1) CIAS exist at multiple scales of
concern simultaneously, 2) the very large degrees of freedom of the system, 3) real-time
interactivity between users, physical and virtual environments, 4) the distributed nature
of the system of systems, 5) layers of interconnected sub-systems, some of which cannot
be completely modularized, 6) the system's openness to unknown and unknowable
systems external to itself, 7) the extensive collaboration required to design CIAS, 8)
imperfect understanding of goals, use cases, constraints, and/or missing requirements,
9) reliability, 10) robustness, 11) scalability, 12) adaptability, 13) safety, 14) lack of
adequate design and analysis artifacts, 15) non-traceable functionality, and 16)
inability to optimize across all systems simultaneously. Thus we can see that the CIAS
project domain slices across several intelligent building domains

Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
This review of the literature resulted in a number of observations. First, there are
several fundamental technological challenges which must be addressed in order to make
CPSTS reliable, effective, and efficient. Ensuring reliability across such large, diverse,
distributed systems is a key challenge, especially real-time reliability for open-box
systems. Second, the methods and tools do not yet exist to model such systems, though
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they are in development. Third, the methods that do exist for designing engineered
mechanical products, embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics tend to rely on
iterative design and prototyping. Fourth, as these systems grow in complexity, it will
become increasingly difficult to develop good requirements or models for them – rather,
designs must be seeded and cultivated instead of developed. Fifth, the design methods of
STS differ markedly from those of the other domains and seem to address some of the
challenges of not being able to develop good requirements or model the system. Sixth,
the methods of STS and the challenges identified for CPS and ULS prime the recall of a
number of significant works of architectural theory:
1.

Jacobs' descriptions and theorizing about how neighborhoods grow and thrive
organically, and cannot be developed by centralized planning [169].

2.

Alexander's thoughts on goodness of fit and on how to design buildings when
understanding the design challenge cannot be based on deep, robust, shared
implicit cultural knowledge [98].

3.

Lynch's five defining characteristics of the urban experience (paths, edges,
districts nodes, landmarks) [170].

4.

Leatherbarrow's views on being mindful during design of the varying useful
lifecycles (and respective scales of time) of different building systems [171].

5.

Scott's notion of the sort of fallacies we read into what we are designing – that is
in this case, assuming the creation of a successful design can be decomposed and
understood in a rational and literal sense at all [172].

6.

Findley's case studies of different strategies for designing significant, culturally
sensitive, context-sensitive architecture when the architect does not have a
natural, deeply rooted knowledge of the culture, traditions, or traditional means of
building [173].

7.

Gins' & Aragawa's take on the need to think holistically about the surroundings of
the human body, as per the following quotes
It is necessary to track how a world comes to be organized in the vicinity of
the human organism....Context is all, and all contexts lead to the architectural
context, newly conceived. Surroundings can pose questions by virtue of how
their elements and features are posed....Architecture is the greatest tool
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available to our species, both for figuring itself out and for constructing itself
differently [174, pp. xiii-xiv].
“....Architecture is the greatest tool available to our species, both for figuring
itself out and for constructing itself differently [174, p. xix].”
8.

How this relates to the more empirically grounded science of embodied cognition,
is epitomized in the writings of Clark
the true power and beauty of the brain’s role was that it acted as a mediating
factor in a wide variety of complex and iterated processes, which continually
looped between brain, body, and technological environment, and it is this
larger system that solved the problem [175, p. 76].

9.

Sola-Morales' concept of weak architecture as offering guidance for how systems
which escape the possibility of a grand project or unified structure can
nonetheless quietly embody an organizing influence, through what may be
described as the way in which they interface with people [94].
a) Frampton's concept of critical regionalism, in which the designers and users
collaborate to incrementally maintain and reinvent their local environments
and social systems, while maintaining an awareness of the global systems and
how they relate to the local and allowing that knowledge to influence the
design of the local [93].In particular, this calls to mind Xie's characterization
of CPS [82].
b) Rasch & Wolf's treatment of art and architecture as complex, socio-technical
systems and the way in which Luhmann describes art's role in society as being
the embodiment of the social system – specifically with respect to how this
discourse may benefit, or benefit from the STS literature [176].
This suggests that there may be an opportunity and a market for canonical

architectural theory applied to the challenges of CPSTS and ULS. In essence, architects,
who have never been in a position to decompose the design challenge too much because
the nuances of the higher order social, cultural, and aesthetic systems can get lost in the
process, may have something to teach with respect to how to affect the local by focusing
on the global.
The seventh observation is that many of these challenges faced by IA/AR/IB are
shared with other emerging areas of architectural practice. Issues of complexity, how to
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accurately model performance, how to ensure high reliability, how to understand
requirements, how to commission systems, are all open research questions being
addressed in the architectural sub-domains of sustainable design, evidence-based design,
as well as the nascent areas of modeling and designing for the environment's effects on
cognition and well-being. These issues will be looked at in the next appendices.
The eighth observation is that, while IA/AR/IB are not CLIOS, CLIOS have
several powerful constructs that may play a part in the development of a design process
for CIAS.
The last observation is that architects and designers designing IA/AR/IB face two
domain challenges. On the one hand, there are existing domains of expertise (embedded
systems, mechatronics, robotics) now being incorporated into architects' design space.
Thus, there is a need to learn the domains enough and to evolve our means of
representing, analyzing, and discussing topics related to architecture’s intersections with
these domains enough to productively collaborate on the design of architecture
incorporating such systems right now. This is an incremental evolution of the practice of
architecture and is similar in nature to the way architects incorporated knowledge of the
work of civil, structural, electrical, mechanical, and information technology consultants
into the design process.
Note that this incremental advance by itself requires adaptation of knowledge, methods,
vocabulary, and tools – and eventually adaptations to the legal framework as defined by
the contract structure. On the other hand, the IA/AR/IB strain of architecture is the
advance guard probing architecture's relationship to the emerging design domains of CPS
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and ULS while already thoroughly enmeshed with the STS domain. Thus, IA/AR/IB
designers are in a position to innovate and incorporate fundamentally new design
methods, tools, and abstractions that will ultimately have broader applicability for our
field and position us to work more effectively and efficiently with our future consultants.
The work of this dissertation has targeted designing a method that addresses those current
challenges which, if addressed, position the field to participate in the development of
theories, methods, processes and tools for designing CIAS. The open areas of research in
IA/AR/IB are noted in the summary at the start of this appendix and elaborated upon at
the end of this appendix. The gaps of interest relate to how IA/AR/IB are designed,
specifically, how the design challenge is documented, represented, and analyzed.
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APPENDIX 2B:
LITERATURE REVIEW: EXISTING ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT TYPES,
METHODS, AND TOOLS

Synopsis of Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps

This review of the literature resulted in a number of observations. For the
complete analysis, see the Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps section at the end of
this appendix. This is an overview of the main points.
1. Architectural project delivery frameworks over the last seventy years are
continually evolving to address projects of ever-greater complexity.
2. The dominant strategy for dealing with complexity that is implicit in the evolution
of architectural project delivery methods is to get as many different professional
viewpoints collaborating on the conceptual design of the project as early in the
project as possible. In order to facilitate this, there has been a gradual shift over
time to more collaborative contract structures, the latest being the introduction of
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) in 2007, which is specifically design to address
large-scale complex design challenges.
3. Many of the design and analysis methods, notably BIM, computational design
methods, digital fabrication and rapid prototyping methods are trending toward
delivering higher fidelity, more information rich, predictive models for use in
design and analysis during early conceptual design.
4. BIM and the computational design strategies shift the practice of designing and
representing architecture from a document-based approach to a model-based
approach. This is consistent with a general trend toward model-based design and
representation across a number of design domains, although the implementation
in architecture tends to be idiosyncratic when compared to how such concepts
have been implemented in engineering and software development.
5. The trend to higher fidelity prototyping in 3D scale models and doing so with a
higher number of iterations is also consistent with trends in engineering, software
development, and human-machine interface design. But whereas these other fields
prototype in scalable ways, architects have adopted idiosyncratic ways of
prototyping. This is not too problematic for general practice. But it is a significant
issue for the design of interactive architectural systems wherein architects are
sharing their models with engineers, software developers, and interface designers.
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6. Evidence-based design and space syntax environmental space analysis are
architectural equivalents of user-centered design.
7. Architects use design exercises as a way to probe what the design could be before
the requirements are developed, as a way to figure out what the latent
requirements are. That is, designing can be used as part of analysis, as well. This
is a significant point and it is something in which architects are very skilled. It is a
contribution we bring when working with our sister disciplines because it
embodies the type of strategies CPS, STS, and ULS theorists describe as required
to address the challenges of designing complex, interactive systems.
8. Architects use of reflective practice and creativity exercises is deeper, more
ingrained, and more mature than most designers, engineers, and researchers,
whose professional currency is based on Technical Rationality. However, as
described in the literature on CPS, STS, and ULS, many of the strategies of
Technical Rationality used for decomposing systems rationally until atomic units
or axioms are reached will not and do not work for large-scale, complex systems
design. This is because large-scale, complex systems exhibit emergent orders,
which may be of interest, and may not be reducible or traceable from a higher
level emergent order back to the designed order of any given sub-system. With
respect to this subject architects have much to teach, and literature from a number
of architectural theorists was referenced.
9. Of particular note is cross-referencing ideas from the ULS and STS literature with
the reflective practice concept, creativity techniques, Sola-Morales' concept of
weak architecture and Frampton's delineation of critical regionalism.
10. A gap is that there is no formal process, method, language, or tool that facilitates
integrating the research and analysis of evidence-based design and space syntax
with the computational analysis methods afforded by BIM and computational
design methods. This is interesting because such tools exist and are integral to
software development and systems engineering. To use an analogy, Weiser, in
describing ubiquitous computing, made a point of how much functionality a
system can gain if the agents within it are just about to talk to each other and
share information [63].
11. Re-envisioning how architects represent the requirements, the structure, and the
behavior of the IA/AR so that the products of our efforts are in a format and
language usable by our collaborators may yield the following benefits: 1) afford a
greater degree of traceability than currently available; 2) eventually allow for
integration with co-simulation plug-ins for CAD (both the versions architects use
and mechanical engineers) and controls and systems development platforms such
as Matlab/Simulink.
12. Another important gap is the realization that all architectural design and analysis
methods, as well as the function of the commissioning agent and all other
consultants, are geared toward verification --- did we deliver a well-executed
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project that meets spec? Architects validation method is POE – which is
inadequate when designing IA/AR due to life-safety issues.
13. Architects assume the client knows what he/she needs. Architects have few, if any,
mechanisms in place to ensure that the architect has a full accounting of the
requirements and that there are not ambiguities or miscommunication in the
conversations. There is almost no chance to validate requirements built into the
architectural design process – that is, to assess, “are we designing the right thing
for this client?”
14. Despite the advances in complex architectural systems design, such as Integrated
Project Delivery, it remains the case that all architectural design contract
structures place the architect as the owner's first point of contact and as
responsible for helping the owner to develop the program of requirements, based
upon which ALL future design and analysis will be conducted by ALL involved
consultants. While other consultants are typically free to make their own inquiries
once brought on board, not all will do so (because they do not want to increase
potential liability) and not all will develop more refined requirements even if they
do make further inquiries, perhaps because they do not believe they are paid
enough to do so. Thus it is at the start of the project when all of the consultants,
but especially the architect, has the opportunity to shape the development of the
project most profoundly.
Questions, Answers, and Propositions
The questions this appendix and previous appendices examined are reproduced
below, as are short overview answers based upon the review of literature, follow-up
questions, and any derived propositions about the likely characteristics CIAS-DM must
embody.
Q1.1 How do we design complex, interactive, architectural systems?
A:

Q1.2 What are the challenges involved with designing interactive architecture?
A: Scale of systems, degrees of freedom of system, real-time, distributed nature of
system, layers of interconnected, open sub- systems, reliability, robustness, safety, lack of
adequate design and analysis methods and tools, difficulties of multi-scale systems (nonreducible)
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Q1.3 What is interactive architecture?
A: The design of interactive architecture (IA) involves the incorporation of sensing,
decision-making and response technologies (visual, aural, tactile, or actuated) into the
built environment.

Q1.4 What is architectural robotics?
A: The design of AR involves the incorporation of sensing, decision- making and
actuated response technologies into the built environment to make the physical
architecture responsive (to “move mass”) to human needs. AR is a subclass of IA

Q1.5 How should interactive architecture design challenges be classified?
A: As complex systems that incorporates current best practices in the design and
construction of mechanical systems design, embedded systems, mechatronics, and
robotics, while also aware that they are members of emerging classes of complex systems
and will be some sort of hybrid between a cyber-physical system (CPS) and a sociotechnical system (STS) which is referred to in parts of this research as a CPSTS, and that
may under certain circumstances embody ultra-large-scale systems (ULS)

Q1.6 What is it about existing architectural design methods that leads to difficulties and
missed opportunities when designing interactive architecture?
A: almost no process for validating that they have the right requirements, there is no
formal traceability from use case to requirement to end product, much of architects'
vocabulary, methods, and tools are idiosyncratic, even when derived from a common
lineage with the methods and tools from other related fields, thus communication is
impeded, architect's model in ways that don't afford sharing of data

Q1.7 How should the architectural design process innovate to address the challenges of
designing interactive architectural environments?
A:

Q1.8 What common themes, if any, exist between the challenges of designing interactive
architecture and the challenges confronting other aspects of the profession?
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A: Many of the challenges faced by interactive architecture are shared with other
emerging areas of architectural practice. Issues of complexity, of how to accurately model
performance, how to ensure high reliability, how to understand requirements, how to
commission systems are all open research questions being addressed in the architectural
sub-domains of sustainable design, evidence-based design, large-scale facilities design,
and how to model and design for the environment's effects on cognition and well-being.

Q1.9 What existing architectural design and analysis methods may be useful for
designing IA/AR?
A: collaborative work processes, evidence-based design and space syntax-derived
requirements, design computation, creativity techniques, reflective practice, precedence
studies, digital fabrication and rapid prototyping

Q2.1 Which project types, from other fields, deal with similar challenges?
A: Automotive, Aerospace, Defense, large-scale logistics and distribution, large-scale
software systems, and human-machine- interface design for complex systems

Q2.2 How are these design challenges classified?
A: Current: complex mechanic systems and products, embedded systems, mechatronics,
robotics, networks, databases, sensors, and sensor fusion
Emerging: cyber-physical systems, socio-technical systems, complex large-scale
integrated open systems, ultra- large-scale systems, multi-scale systems

Q2.3 Can the design of interactive architecture be classified according to these
established classifications?
A: yes (see Q1.5 above)

Q2.4 Which other design disciplines deal with these classes of challenges?
A:

Q2.5 How do other disciplines design such complex systems?
A:
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So far the appendices yield the following propositions:
P1.1 Some existing architectural design methods may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.2 Some existing design methods from the professional disciplines designing
embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, as well as socio-technical systems and
cyber-physical-systems may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.3 New methods and tools will be required in order to effectively and efficiently design
IA/AR.
P2.1 Collaborative work, prototyping, and design as an analytic probe should all be part
of any eventual complex, interactive, architectural systems design method because of
their ubiquitous use and value in the existing design processes of architects and, for the
first two items, all other sister disciplines as well.
P2.2 The architect is in a unique position at the start of the project to set the foundation
for how the project overall develops because even within the IPD framework, the
architect is typically the owner's first point of contact and the sole consultant responsible
for assisting the owner in developing requirements.
P2.3 For reasons noted in P1.2, the architect is also in a unique position at the outset of
the project to lay the groundwork for determining platforms and interfaces early in the
conceptualization process, which will reduce the degrees of freedom of the design space
and make all other consultants' jobs easier.
This appendix did not yield any additional questions and some questions already
posed have not been addressed. Addressing Q2.4 and Q2.5 will be the focus of the next
appendix.

Existing Complex Architecture Project Types
The Whole Building Design Guide [177] and Architectural Record [178] provide
case studies on the following architectural building types:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole Building Design Guide Building Types
Listed
Archives & Record Storage Building
Ammunition & Explosive Magazines
Armories
Aviation
Community Services
Educational Facilities
Federal Courthouse
Health Care Facilities
Land Port of Entry
Libraries
Office Building
Parking Facilities
Research Facilities
Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (Barracks)
Warehouse

Architectural Record Building Types Listed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive Reuse
Bridges
Civic Buildings
Colleges & Universities
Commercial Buildings
Design Studios
Healthcare
Hotels and Hospitality
Industrial Facilities
Laboratories
Libraries
Multifamily
Residential
Office Building
Museums
Parks and Public Spaces
Performing Art
Residential
Restaurants
Retail
Religious Buildings
Schools K-12
Spaces for Leisure
Stadiums & Sports Facilities
Tall Buildings
Transportation

Table 2B.1 Assessment of typical architectural project types
All of these building types are complex, on some level. However some are much
more complex than others. The complexity of a large regional hospital, with respect to
infrastructure, enclosed space, functional capabilities, and organizational complexity is
orders of magnitude more complex than a small rural hospital, which is still orders of
magnitude more complex than a 100,000 sf big box retail upfit project. In general, the
architectural project types with the greatest technical complexities tend to be hospital
projects, large-scale industrial facilities, tall buildings, stadiums, theaters, and
laboratories. The project types with the greatest social complexities tend to be hospitals
and healthcare, large-scale, diverse retail (malls), schools, and office buildings. This
appendix will review the methods by which such facilities are designed.
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Traditional Architectural Project Delivery Methods and Design Frameworks
There have been several evolutions of the architectural project delivery method
during the post-WWII period, including: design-bid-build (single prime and multiple
prime), construction management at risk, contractor-led design-build, architect-led
design-build, partnering, and now integrated project delivery has been introduced [6],
[89]. A summary of the various project structures is presented in the table below.
The general trend that can be read into this evolution is that there was a time when
building types, material, means and methods of construction, and building systems were
fairly stable professional constructs. The design context of the real world was stable
enough that designers and builders had fairly high-fidelity mental models of what could
and should be built and how to do it, thus they could design well with limited information
about the project because many contingent factors were fairly fixed in their nature. As
the industry has changed to accommodate the exponential expansion of the types of
building materials and methods and ways to design, as well as ever more complex
building programs and codes infused with evermore information technology, all of which
has to be delivered on ever tighter schedules and budgets by ever-fewer designers, there
has been a shift toward more early collaboration and more validation checks throughout
the process. This is driven by the fact that there are many more unknowns and this trend,
particularly given our literature review of emerging project types, will only continue.
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Integrated Project Delivery & Collaboration
With the latest iteration of the project delivery model, it is clear that fundamental
shifts in the way complex projects are designed and managed are occurring.
Collaboration beginning early in the project that continues throughout the process is key.
There are also fundamental shifts in the methods, with Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
relying heavily on building information models (BIM), complex databases, the ability to
share documents and data across software applications and computer platforms, the
ability to keep track of a large number of record documents in real-time across multiple
owner, consultant, and contractor stakeholders, and to coordinate the communications of
hundreds of consultants and contractors in efficient, manageable ways.
An interesting point to note, with respect to the issues of complexity and scale of
systems, that were so prevalent in Appendix 2A, is that IPD arose to provide a legal
mechanism to allocate risk and responsibility so that many people can get around a table
at the start of a project. While this seems intuitively obvious and that it is clearly in the
owner's best interest, there is a risk to the owner that such a prolonged, involved
consulting project can be very expensive, can drag on without focus, and can result in
wasted time and money with no product to show for the effort. This is why a legal
framework had to be established to organize how such collaboration occurs. Clearly in
the partnering strategy, there is extensive collaboration. But partnering tends to be used
on smaller, simpler projects, where there is less risk to the owner and each of the design
and building team constituents overall. IPD, on the other hand, allocates risks and
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provided a framework for early collaboration for projects at all scales, but especially
large, complex projects.
As will be shown later, there is strong natural mapping between the evolution of
IPD and the evolution of the v-model of product, process, and system development which
is an industry best practice now for software developers, systems engineers, product
designers, and several other large, technical system developers. This mapping will be
explored in depth.
It is also worth noting that the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) [5] process of delivering sustainably designed buildings suggests a project
framework and methods which converge with IPD. This is not surprising, since a
substantial component of sustainable design is achieving energy efficiency, and doing so
requires extensive, early collaboration selecting strategies and systems, as well as
iterative and incremental advancement of the design since modeling and analysis tools for
easily and accurately predicting energy performance of buildings are only in their infancy
[179]. The key point here is that the issues of complexity, scale, reliable highperformance, and predictability are recurrent themes both within our domain of IA/AR
and the new and emerging systems design domains with which IA/AR are enmeshed, but
also with other current challenges within the domain of building architecture itself. This
suggests that if we are able to design a method to facilitate the development of IA/AR,
given that IA/AR share similar challenges with the broader field of architecture and with
aspects of other large-complex-technical-system design fields, there is a possibility that
aspects of the method will be more broadly applicable.
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Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Case Studies
Architecture has used case studies historically as a means of sharing knowledge
and experience about built projects – at least since Vitruvius' time, almost two thousand
years ago [180]. Architects use case studies to understand what design solutions have
been applied to what building programs, how those designs were implemented, and
whether the resultant buildings were successful or not. Since the 1960's, factions within
the profession have also adopted research methods from the social sciences –
formalizations of what architects already tended to do informally – notably, interviews,
survey, field observations, focus groups, and case studies [181], [182], [183], [184],
[185]. Thus, architects tend to use three kinds of case studies: 1) those which look at
past building aesthetics, architecture, structure, and systems solutions (sometimes called
precedence studies) that are known to have worked in the past in order to find solutions to
current problems; 2) those which formally examine the effects of an environment on a
person or small group of people in order to assess the impact of design choices on human
well-being, comfort, and productivity; 3) those which formally assess a method of
working or use of a design tool in order to inform future practice or teaching but not
meant to be presented for peer review as having any demonstrable validity [186].
Generally, 2) involves formal case studies in the sense that there is a deliberate effort
made to systemically assess systems, tools, solutions, methods, environmental effects on
human comfort, health, and productivity; and to record the logic, decisions, work, and
results. 1) and 3) are not 'formal' in the sense that they typically do not concern
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themselves with any of the canonical case study research methods specified by social
scientists.
The research design for this dissertation includes a formal case study 2) as per Yin
[21], as well as type 1) case studies looking at design precedence for the evolution of the
hospital bed/mattress/over-the-bed table ecosystem and hospital patient rooms (See
Appendix A and B).

Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Creativity Techniques
Creativity techniques is a term used to describe thought exercises and activities
designed to get people to think about problems from many perspectives in the hope that
non-obvious solutions to the design challenges will become apparent and can be explored
[187]. Forster and Brocco's list is thorough but not exhaustive and to an extent, good
exercises to get people to loosen up and break out of their normal modes of analysis can
and should be selected and modified as needed based upon the context and group
dynamics. There is no set procedure that results in comprehensive, innovative thinking.
Architects do not receive formal training in “creativity techniques,” though
architects do learn and practice (almost on a daily basis) a wide number of techniques
that keep their thinking limber and help them to see a wide array of possibilities in design
projects. Generally, these are the various sketching, collaging, modeling, painting,
meditating, writing, and diagramming activities that architects are taught to do, many of
which are documented by Ching [188].
Found object studies are a nice segue exercise for the mixed company of
engineers, scientists, psychologists, and architects. Grounding a sketch in a concrete
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object makes doing the sketch less intimidating for those uncomfortable with sketching.
The silliness of seeing, for instance, a binder clip as a robotic table helps the participants
start to loosen up their minds and look at reality differently. The rapid nature of these
sketches – 1-2 minutes each – means that people cannot analyze but rather must process
as best they can while they sketch, thus starting to unhinge their response to the subject
matter from the mental constructs they harbor – which is the biggest key to creating the
conditions for good creative thought. In the repetition of the sketches something like a
mild meditative or trance-like state may be induced which also facilitates creativity.
The iterative drawings over spun ink are the next activity. Again, the flow is
iterative and at a rapid pace, so that the participants' analytic minds do not overthink the
design conceptualization. The spun ink drawings have the potential to elicit ideas of
great creative depth because they do not prime any particular associations. They are also
more intimidating and strange for most people not used to altering their perception for
creative activities. Thus the segue into them via the found object studies, wherein
participants get to start out with things they recognize, makes them more accessible and
comfortable than if the participants are just thrown straight into spun ink.
Hopefully as these iterations go on and people do not get to complete ideas that
they are starting to find promising, a desire for more time and the opportunity to just
sketch is building within them. So for the last rapid sketch activity, we allow them to
sketch a design or two or three based upon the most promising ideas they've had so far.
We don't tell them that we're actually going to give them longer to sketch this time. We
don't tell them that the previous exercises were really just lead up for this moment, so that
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when they sit down to sketch, they: 1) have ideas they want to communicate; 2) are not
uncomfortable, self-conscious, or nervous about sketching; 3) are poised to sketch rapidly
and convey the ideas as best they can without trying to be perfect or getting frustrated
because they don't know where to start. Hopefully, by this point, the person has
momentum, ideas, engagement, excitement – so we switch gears completely and ask
them to model their ideas. We use aluminum foil because: 1) it is light and easy to mold
even for weak fingers; 2) cantilevered and complex geometries can be easily sculpted in
it very quickly without need for reinforcement, as would be necessary with clay; 3) it is
possible to quickly mock up hinges and tiny mechanical systems; 4) it is not messy. For
this exercise, we give them substantially longer – 15-20 minutes.
At the end of all of this we have everyone present and we document the work. In
the span of an hour and a half, we've given the design team: 1) a fun, powerful shared
experience; 2) gotten everyone engaged with the data; 3) made a first pass at getting
everyone to speak the same language; 4) given people the chance to be creative and
surprise themselves and others; 5) rewarded everyone for their wonderful ideas (they are
wonderful, too!); 6) fostered a deeper and hopefully ongoing commitment to deep
involvement in the project by making it easy and fun; 7) helped to build team cohesion in
a way that hopefully leads to greater collaboration going forward.
Thus creativity exercises are powerful techniques, both for soliciting creative
ideas, but perhaps more importantly, for building group cohesion, engagement, and
getting everyone to speak the same language.
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Existing Design & Analysis Methods: EBD/POE
In the 1960's, architects began to take interest in the work of environmental
psychologists [181], [182]. Since the mid-1990's, architects and researchers have
reframed the issue of basing design decisions on social science literature and fieldwork as
a matter of adopting an evidence-based design (EBD) approach. Several definitions of
EBD exit but a standard is,
An evidence-based designer makes decisions–with an informed client–based on
the best available information from credible research and evaluations of projects.
Critical thinking is required to draw rational inferences about design from
information that seldom fits a unique situation precisely [189, p. 1].
Hamilton goes on to delineate the four levels of EBD [189]: Level 1 practitioners
stay current in domain-specific environmental design literature and use it to inform
design decisions in a logically rigorous manner; Level 2 practitioners accomplish the
Level 1 task but also hypothesize about likely outcomes and record results; Level 3
practitioners accomplish both Level 1 & 2 tasks and report their findings publicly; and
Level 4 practitioners accomplish Levels 1, 2, & 3 and also publish their findings in peerreviewed journals. To the extent that EBD is practiced in the field, it is most often
practiced at Level 1. This is problematic and the source of much EBD criticism, as Level
1 practitioners who are not invested in EBD may use it as a way to rationalize their ideas
regardless of the actual merit of their ideas. Ideally over time, incorporating some
awareness of research findings into design decision making and more fully participating
in the higher levels of EBD is the goal, as it will strengthen the profession and its product
overall. There have also been some arguments that using an EBD approach stifles
creativity. Logically, this argument has no more merit than saying that using CAD, or
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adhering to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), or using Allowable Strength
Design (ASD) or Load and Factor Resistance Design (LFRD) to size structural members
inhibits creativity [190]. Actually, these arguments were made at one time, but now in
hindsight they seem rather silly. Somehow, despite the imposition of all of these
methodological and formal restrictions on design, the Disney Opera House [191], the
Seattle Public Library [192], and Thomas Heatherwick's staircase still got built [193].
EBD involves the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

define evidence-based goals and objectives
find sources for relevant evidence
critically interpret relevant evidence
create and innovate EBD concepts
develop a hypothesis
collect baseline performance measures
monitor implementation of design and construction
measure post-occupancy performance results [194, p. 99]

Evidence-based design is known to require a client that is both informed about
organizational needs and willing to allow their representative the flexibility to engage the
designers as needed to advance a more analytically rigorous form of design. Often,
logistics do not allow for this. Perhaps for this reason, much of EBD work occurs as
Level 1 – reviewing literature on strategies used in other cases and determining whether
or not they can guide action in the case at hand without the chance to add project-specific
fieldwork as a way to assess whether the selected guiding cases are really appropriate. As
noted above, this act of guesstimating what are appropriate reference cases without
ability to validate the guesstimates limits the potential impact and value of the EBD
approach in practice.
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In summary, EBD is professional jargon for the practice of considering, as part of
the design and analysis processes, the results of published environmental design and usercentered design research and the results of any field observations, interview, surveys, or
focus groups that were obtainable. Furthermore, EBD advocates that every project be
treated as a case study in which a systematic approach is taken to design and analysis and
the participant-observer maintains detailed notes about the outcomes, reflects on them,
and attempts to learn from them and share them with the broader design community.
Interestingly, this latter aspect of EBD – treating each project as a case study – has
parallels in software development. The practice is known as method tailoring and it is a
process of tracking what was done during the design process, how it was done, by whom,
and what the outcomes were. Method tailoring is represented and used in a way that
could be very valuable to architects.
Post-occupancy evaluation (POE) is the practice of conducting interviews, focus
groups, surveys, and observational studies after the building is occupied as a post-test to
assess the success of the built product [195]. The techniques are the same as EDB. POE
is often used in conjunction with EBD to assess the success of the project.

Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Space Syntax
Spatial Syntax Theory (SST) uses quantitative and qualitative measures to study
the ways in which, “...human societies use space as a key and necessary resource in
organizing themselves [196, p. 17].” SST researchers draw a distinction though between
a simplistic view of configured space as representative of or symbolic of social
organization and their view of configured space in which, “...social structure is inherently
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spatial and inversely that the configuration of inhabited space has a fundamentally social
logic [196, p. 18].”
In fact, SST asserts that the role of configured space is not representative of social
organization but rather fluid and reciprocal with it, each informing the other [196]. In
particular, the placement of boundaries and apertures is seen as integral to generating,
“...probabilistic patterns of movement and encounter within the population...” [196, p. 18]
The goal of this research is to describe the interrelationship between the spatial and
performative aspects of social structure in order to make the data available for use by
other researchers and the design community [196].
Interestingly, Bafna notes that, when comparing the mere program of a space to
its actual articulation, the articulation may encourage or discourage occupants to behave
in manners consistent with the program and may in fact offer or deny them opportunities
to exert control over their routines and the space itself that may or may not be explicitly
in the program [196]. These findings highlight the primacy of spatial organization and
formal articulation in modulating behavior and participating in the enactment of social
relationships and power structures.
SST researchers assess the sociological qualities of spatial configurations by
identifying spatial and axial topologies, by diagramming relationships and numerically
analyzing the diagrams and by mapping patterns of organization and movement. A more
recent innovation of the approach is to study the visual information within an
environment from a set of critical navigational points in order to assess the impact of the
visual stimulation on spatial cognition. There are not yet any dominant theories as to the
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extent or breadth of the impact of the visual information on social interactions or
cognition. Nonetheless, the dominant interest is in quantitative analysis of the
intelligibility of the space for occupants, which is seen as, “...the predictability of the
global structure of an environment from a reading of its local properties [196, pp. 2627].”
Zimring and Dalton expand the potential of SST in their approach and state that,
as opposed to the more narrowly bounded framing of SST by some researchers, “...others
have seen environmental cognition as a more inclusive process of learning about the
world, giving it meaning, and taking action in it.” [197, p. 4]
Zimring and Dalton note that our representations, which are almost always
distortions, are nonetheless systematic distortions serving an end [197]. They also note
that as people learn new environments, they often begin with basic topological mappings
and over time build more nuanced understandings. This process, is similar to the way we
all learn about the world during early childhood development [197]. Of critical interest
in this dissertation is Zimring and Dalton's discussion of the work of the researchers,
Penn and Gibson. According to Zimring and Dalton, Gibson found that instead of vision
and comprehension enabling navigation of the environment, it was the opposite – vision
and navigation enabled comprehension of the environment. People move and engage in
order to think [197]. As an aside, this ties directly into the work of Thelen and Smith
[198] on cognition and action and the time-locked interrelations of each such that they are
not truly separate activities, as well as Kirsh and Maglio's studies on epistemic actions,
wherein they found that humans think through certain challenges more quickly, correctly,
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and accurately if they are able to engage with the physical or virtual components
interactively while thinking, rather than acting only after having determined the correct
response through abstract thinking alone [114]. Zimring and Dalton go on to point out
that the research of Penn, again in support of the theses of Thelen and Smith and Kirsh
and Maglio, suggests that we move to think, we think to know, we know so we can
reduce online cognitive processing load, and then as we move around further, with
embodied knowledge of the environment, our cognition is free to focus on new and/or
anomalous details but not to reprocess what has been experienced and comprehended.
Thus, through a modulated interaction with the environment, it is possible to both
optimize the efficiency of engagement through action in order to stimulate productive
cognition and to optimize the efficiency of cognition by limiting the necessary scope of
perceptual focus [198]. How to truly incorporate these phenomena into environmental
design remains an open question which is only just beginning to be parameterized.
Nonetheless, these domains and concepts will come to directly influence the way that we
conceive of and implement interactivity in architecture. The method developed herein
attempts to set the stage for future research focused on the incorporation of the
knowledge of these domains into the design of complex, interactive, architectural
systems.
These notions also bear relation to the psychological concept of chunking,
whereby, and especially in reference to routinized practices such as professional practice,
the subject reaches a point at which, “everything falls into place,” and they are able to do
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the given amount of intellectual work in both a facile and yet agile and robust way. This
is in fact part of the definition of moving from the role of apprentice to master [199].
This theme is continued in the work of Kuipers, Tecuci and Stankiewicz, who
identify what they refer to as skeletons, or skeletal structures, within cognitive maps.
They note that experienced taxidrivers, who know almost all of the routes within a large
and complex domain, tend to utilize a few major routes as the backbone of their travel.
Furthermore, when given tasks to get from any one place to any other place, there is a
natural tendency by all to determine the shortest route to the nearest or most appropriate
backbone and then navigate to the destination from there, whether or not there may be
other routes that at least in theory are shorter, more direct and/or quicker [200]. They
identify the particular salience (utilitarian appeal) of these skeletal routes as being the
richness of their boundary conditions – they are a few pathways that lead to all pathways.
Furthermore, as the skeleton routes and their features and idiosyncracies, both spatial and
temporal, become internalized, navigation through them takes less concentrated focus,
freeing perception to pick up on the minor details and emerging conditions more quickly,
thereby allowing for more agile, and usually more successful, navigation of obstacles
[200].
As noted above with regard to the spatial and temporal aspects of a skeleton route,
Stedman notes that both positivistic and phenomenological approaches have been taken
in examining the depth of experience to (length of exposure to) variants of a phenomena
and how this relates to cognitive capacity to abstract the information and develop a sense
of place [201]. He also notes that Sack (1997) considers 'place' a component of self
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because it is an active participant in the self's integration of environment, cognition and
social performance.[221] Vilnai-Yavetz offers a complimentary study addressing the
components of creating a sense of place, specifically within an office setting. She
identifies instrumentality, aesthetics and symbolism as tools for constructing a coherent
sense of place and offers quantitative analytical tools for assessing the relationships of
these components to the act of place making [202].
This treatment of space syntax segues into a broader based investigation of related
ideas. While space syntax happens to be an early effort within architecture to grapple
with these, issues, there is much useful information that adds dimensions to these
concepts in the fields of ecological psychology, embodied cognition, and human factors,
among others. Again, this subject matter bears directly on how we will come to design
human-architecture interactivity and as such, will get a more thorough treatment.

Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Reflective Practice
Don Schon identifies what he calls reflection in action as a key tool upon which
professionals rely in practice. That is, a systematic, focused internal analysis process that
is iterative and relies on the mind's capacity to intuit aspects of design problems or
solutions that are not directly accessible through what he calls Technical Rationality. In
fact, Schon highlights the degree to which people place a misguided sense of trust into
what they can quantify when often rational analysis is just as likely to mislead as nonrational analysis. Moreover, Schon points out that Technical Rationality seems to
struggle most with truly complex problems, “Increasingly, we have become aware of the
importance to actual practice of phenomena – complexity, uncertainty, instability,
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uniqueness, and value-conflict – which do not fit the model of Technical Rationality.”
[90, p. 39]
Reflective practice, on the other hand, is very good at dealing with these sorts of
wicked problems. Part of Schon's argument is that people think through action, as
opposed to thinking first and then the action is the execution of a completed thought.
Again, this is in agreement with research by Thelen and Smith, Kirsh and Maglio, and
others. In particular, Kirsh and Maglio demonstrated that people perform what are called
epistemic actions – actions design to learn about something or figure something out – and
pragmatic actions – actions that just execute a command [114]. When people need to
perform epistemic actions and they are not allowed to do so (not allowed to use their
bodies to think), they think more slowly. Similarly, Clark argues that when we sketch,
our mind is extended out onto the sketch pad and that when a person thinks through a
design idea, the act of thinking literally is a systems phenomenon existing in the iterative
process between brain, hand, and paper (or computer screen) [175].
As Schon notes, architects have tended to rely heavily on something like Schon's
reflective practice in part because it is so difficult to model the design challenges with
which we are presented. In architecture, there is a limit to how far a problem can be
decomposed without losing focus and meaning. In reference to the multi-scale systems
already reviewed, architectural design challenges tend to not fit a reductionist paradigm.
That architects understand, value, and have honed methods and processes for designing
the un-decomposable bodes well for our preparedness and ability to deal with the
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evolution of architecture into IA/AR and eventually into CPSTS and as components of
ULS.

Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Building Information Modeling & BIM
Collaboration
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is coming to be the de facto standard form
of building modeling and the primary source of construction documentation. Whereas
traditional architectural computer-aided design (CAD) tools allow the modeling of lines
and arcs and other shapes as pure geometry, BIM allows the modeling of information that
also happens to include geometry. For instance, in a traditional CAD tool, if the designer
wants to add a schedule for doors, windows, or structure, the designer draws the table or
imports a spreadsheet. The geometric drawing in the CAD application and the schedule
are not connected in any way. With this older CAD technology, the designer composes
lines, polygons, or volumes in a CAD model and supplements these geometric analyses
with spreadsheets and text documents. None of the information in these various
documents is linked. With the new CAD paradigm introduced with BIM applications, the
tool is a relational database that just happens to have a CAD front end. In BIM, the
designer does not draw lines or boxes, but specifies, locates, and parameterizes walls,
doors, windows, and other building components. The application knows what the 2D and
3D geometric representations are supposed to be and what properties they have. It keeps
tract of the parametric and semantic information. With BIM, the designer may still use
the BIM model to output 2D construction drawing documents. But whereas before, the
designer drew the construction drawings, now the designer constructs the 3D BIM model
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and the program automatically generates the documentation from the model. A primary
benefit of the BIM approach is that changes propagate throughout the system and the
drawing documentation outputs update automatically [203].
BIM is an example of a model-based design method and tool. BIM facilitates
more accurate, predictable mappings between the 3D model and the physical world
(when compared to the old paper-based documentation system). The benefit of such
(potentially) high-fidelity virtual models is that they can be used for advanced
computational analysis, such as computational fluid dynamics analysis to assess heat
migration through the building or solar gain through the envelope. Currently, there are a
range of simulation plug-ins available, but none exist which can accurately model almost
all conditions the building may encounter. Rather, existing simulation tools tend to be
either prohibitively expensive and complex or only offer a rudimentary and limited
assessment of building systems performance.
BIM also facilitates collaboration because changes do propagate in real-time.
Architects, engineers, and other consultants can change a model and immediately see the
impact of the changes on all other modeled aspects of the design [203]. This leads to the
most significant aspect of BIM – the collaboration and modes of working which it
affords. BIM is well-suited to an integrated project delivery project organization model.
In fact, Jernigan argues that it is the types of project structures that can be modeled and
the collaborative work that BIM affords which are its most valuable contributions to
practice. A related argument is that BIM as it currently exists is a stepping stone to
broader model-based, collaborative design methods and tools. Prototypes for what such a
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system of methods and tools might entail already exist in the form of the Onuma System
[204] and Tekla's BIMSight [205]. This next major evolution will accomplish two tasks:
1) takes the BIM out of the 3D modeling package; 2) offers social-network-style
collaborative information sharing and tracking technologies. The idea with each of these
is that all consultants do not have to own the same piece of very expensive, difficult to
learn software in order to participate on a BIM project. Rather, if the information to
which the model links is embedded in a web-based social network set up just for the
project, then all project knowledge can reside in the associated database. Furthermore, if
the project's social-network and database support a universally accepted open standard
for BIM data structures and designers adhere to the standard, then any model brought in
from any number of design applications can function as a BIM model and the design
team can share data and models more cost-effectively.
In summary, BIM is model-based, fosters collaboration and advanced simulation,
and is well-suited to the type of collaborative work and contract structure that IPD
requires, which is appropriate for large, complex design challenges. BIM tools are
converging (conceptually) with project lifecycle management (PLM) CAD tools such as
Siemens NX or Dassault Systemes' Catia and their relationships to their own complex
project structures, most notably the v model. Note, too, that as mentioned previously,
there is a natural affinity between the v model of systems development and IPD. There
are also natural affinities between BIM in architecture and PLM in large-scale technical
systems design.
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Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Building Systems Commissioning
Commissioning is a process of verifying that installed building systems, industrial
process equipment, and other large-scale, complex technical systems were constructed
and function as intended or better. The professionals who perform building systems
commissioning are known as commissioning agents (CxA), and are usually, though not
always, licensed engineers. Their role is to ensure that buildings and building systems
are: 1) built to the specifications, 2) performing at their optimal level and/or performing
at least as well as per the design intent, 3) that documentation and training as required is
provided to facilities and operations staff, and 4) that periodic evaluations and
recalibrations are performed to keep the building's systems running efficiently. For
buildings, the commissioning process is defined by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers' (ASHRAE) Guideline 0. Guideline 0
defines the commissioning process as the following, "a quality-oriented process for
achieving, verifying, and documenting that the performance of facilities, systems, and
assemblies meets defined objectives and criteria." [4, p. 2]
An important point to note is that commissioning deals almost exclusively with
what will later be described as verification. That is, commissioning agents are tasked
with ensuring that the building's systems are built well, according to plan, and that they
function as designed. Commissioning agents do not deal with validation – making sure
that the right thing was designed in the first place [4].
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Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Computational Design Methods
Design computation is a vast field dating from the early work of Pask [53], [57],
Negroponte [27], and Mitchell [54]. There is both an active and mature research
community and an active and thriving professional/hobbyist community. The former has
become almost a mix of architecture and computer science. The research community has
several major streams, including: shape grammars, generative design, evolutionary
algorithms, computational fluid dynamics modeling methods for modeling building
energy performance, and algorithmic design methods in general.
Shape grammars are rule-based compositions of geometry that transform and
compose geometry [206]. A simple example is that two rectangles and a rule about their
positioning relative to each other can form the letter 'L'. Shape grammars can be much
more complex and can become algorithms used to conduct architectural space planning,
to design entire buildings, and to study texture and pattern [207]. Whereas the remainder
of the computational domains mentioned are about applying rules to design, shape
grammars is a domain of research in which fundamental underlying relationship
potentials of various geometries are considered and evaluated. That is, shape grammar
research is closer to pure research than applied research, generally speaking.
Generative design is a rule-based approach to design which uses algorithms to
explore a great number of possible variations of any given idea very quickly. For
instance, a designer can create simple equations representing constraints on the design
space derived from building codes and zoning laws, as well as project requirements,
goals, and aesthetic considerations. Once the algorithm is designed, variables can be
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manipulated in order to explore the range of viable design alternatives. Explorations can
also take more abstract, fanciful directions in which the designer explores a set of
relationships in order to determine if there are any naturally synergistic design
possibilities. A benefit of generative design, as with BIM, is that changes propagate
through the system in real-time, so that a range of options can be explored very quickly.
In fact, when working in any of these modes, the architect's job is to design the algorithm.
The building design concept becomes the bi-product of the information and structure
sculpted by the architect through the data [208], [209]. An obvious theme manifest in
these techniques which is a central aspect of this entire literature review so far is that this
is a strategy to control for the enormous degrees of freedom inherent in designing
architecture.
Evolutionary algorithms are a logical next step in relation to generative design.
Evolutionary algorithms take as input the generative algorithms described above in
addition to the specification of acceptable ranges of values for each of the variables.
Evolutionary algorithms use genetic algorithms or L-systems algorithms to output a range
of design options which are optimized across the input variables acceptable ranges. This
strategy is still in its infancy, though it is projected to become an essential aspect of
architectural design [210]. Again, this is a means by which designers may bound the
complexity of a problem.
Computational fluid dynamics involves applying a series of widely used and
maturing modeling techniques primarily developed by and for mechanical engineers and
applying them to the design of space, structure, and most typically the flow of energy
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through a building [211]. While there are architects exploring this realm, it typically
remains the domain of engineers and scientists as the background needed to fully engage
the methods is a barrier to participation in this area for most architects.
Algorithms are also used more broadly and generally in architectural design.
Thus there are many more designers 'playing' with algorithms than using them in formal,
systematic ways [212]. Algorithmic design in general is any application of a rule-based
approach to any design endeavor. A key term associated with algorithmic design is
parametricism. At its most basic level, algorithmic design involves establishing
parametric relationships between drawn/modeled components, for instance, locking in
place in the 3D model the relationships between windows on a building facade. One
window on one floor can be locked in place as being centered on the wall horizontally
and having a sill height locked at 2'-6” (above finished floor) vertically. The remaining
windows on the facade may have their positions and sizes locked in relation to this first
window so that if the length of the facade changes or floor-to-floor heights change, all of
the positions of the windows automatically update to retain the desired proportional
composition of lines, voids, and solids on the facade.
A significant point to note, which was also observed in the literature on project
frameworks and design methods, is that all of this research into how to analyze and
model the design space takes the program requirements as givens. Meredith does note
that parametric design methods, if not anchored in the occupants' patterns of use, are of
dubious merit [209]. But how one understands the client's needs is not addressed, nor has
anyone addressed how the relationship of the design concepts to the program
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requirements may be traced and validated. Conversely, EBD focuses on understanding
what the program should be and grounding design decisions in evidence about likely
outcomes. However, EBD assumes the methods to usefully relate the great amount of
data generated by an EBD approach exists. In reality, this research finds this not the case.
In fact, there is no explicit method or associated tool to tie complex program
requirements to complex design models and simulations. For this reason, the rigors of
architectural practice, as well as those of the commissioning agent and other consultants,
tend to focus on verifying the design --- did they execute the design idea the developed
well --- but have limited means of tracing program requirements through the design
process and construction to determine if they designed the right thing in the first place.
As noted in the review on the EBD literature, for now, it is taken as a matter of faith that
the inferences the architect makes are correct – or at least more correct than if the data
were not consulted – but there is no verification beyond qualitative self-evaluation as a
participant-observer when framing the design exercise as a case study.
A last point to note has to do with representation of computational design. There
has been a shift from the 1990's until the 2010's toward graphical algorithmic
construction. This is true in architectural design tools, like McNeel's Grasshopper [213].
But what is significant is that it is true for most design tools in our sister disciplines
across the spectrum. That is, if one looks at the way that shading and texturing,
compositing, procedural modeling, and animating are done in the film, gaming, and CGI
fields, graphical algorithms have become the de facto standard means of scripting the
content. On the other end of the spectrum, if one looks at how embedded systems,
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mechatronics, robotics, and machines are designed and prototyped, graphical algorithmic
interfaces are used for both diagramming (mapping the software and hardware systems
(UML [91], SysML [214]) and for developing virtual simulations of the systems
(Rhinoceros 3D + grasshopper [69], [213], MatLab/Simulink [215], [216]). In summary,
working in a graphical algorithm representation framework is a means of representing
and manipulating models of the system that is comfortable for all of our collaborators and
so to represent complex, interactive, architectural systems in such a way will be legible to
all involved parties.

Existing Design & Analysis Methods: Prototyping
Model-making as a design and analysis technique has existed in architecture for a
very long time. Until the late 1990's to early 2000's, model-making was a labor-intensive
exercise of fine hand-crafting. Beginning in the late 1990's to early 2000's, automated
cutting and forming tools became common at some architecture schools and some
progressive practices. Since then, such tools have become ubiquitous in almost all
architecture schools and are increasingly used in practice. This has changed the scope,
scale, and types of models which designers use, as well as the use of models as part of
iterative design practices. The prototyping technologies allow designers to go from 2D
CAD or 3Ds model directly to printed or cut facsimiles in hours or days instead of weeks,
and at a relatively low cost. Model-making using such tools is known as digital
fabrication or rapid prototyping. Such model-making methods are essential for the
design of interactive environments, which is largely an iterative process.
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When designing interactive environments, the models must represent not just
static form but also dynamic structures and digital interfaces. As a result, hobbyist
microcontrollers, sensors, and actuators, as well as interface prototyping methods and
tools have entered the architect's design toolkit. The practice of designing interactive
architecture involves co-evolving a sense of the space, the interfaces, and the nature of
the interaction, which is a method, as noted above in the The New Components of
Architecture section, where the practice is referred to as co-design. The major difference,
and a challenge which one aspect of this research project is attempting to bridge, is that in
the domains of embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, the actual system is
prototyped, in architecture a scalability-limited facsimile is produced. This is a very
significant point. The way that architects currently prototype produces models,
interfaces, and interactive systems that are unusable when engineers design the real
systems, except as animated sketches of the look and feel the architect hopes to
accomplish. The problem is rooted in the CAD tools, programming languages, and
hardware choices that have been adopted within architecture. For whatever reason, the
tools architects use tend to be idiosyncratic to the field of architecture. In contrast to this,
engineers and product and web designers tend to prototype on more robust and scalable
platforms.
For architects to more productively participate in prototyping IA/AR, the ways in
which we model and prototype should be compatible and sharable with our collaborators.
This last point, too, is critical. IA/AR systems are not designed and prototyped by lone
architects of exceptional genius. Rather, they are designed by talented, cross-disciplinary
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teams of individuals with backgrounds ranging from design to human factors
engineering, to computer science, engineering, robotics, and logistics. For the most part,
these other fields are using similar, scalable prototyping platforms. It is time that
architects participated.

The Origins of a Systems Approach to the Design of Complex Architectural Projects
Systems Science is the general field within which systems theory and systems
thinking are employed. It is distinguished by studying the larger system-wide aspects of
any single component in order to understand and/or design for said component. Systems
science places a premium on understanding the interrelationships amongst symbiotic
elements and sees such relationships as key to understanding the potential and
weaknesses of the studied component. This approach may be used both in the study of
technical systems and social systems and in the interrelation of complex technical and
social systems. Furthermore, systems methodologies provide quantitative and qualitative
modeling methods for describing and working with complex tightly coupled structures
and organizations [217]. Modern systems science is generally said to have developed in
the years immediately following World War II. It developed as engineers, scientists and
biologists converged on a set of principles that allowed them to understand complexity in
natural and man-made systems. Furthermore, it developed with the recognition that these
same principles and methods would most likely prove to be of use in the social sciences
[218]. A systems approach is of particular use in the design and construction of
intelligent/responsive environments because such environments are microcosms of
tightly-coupled complex technical and social systems. That complex architecture
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requires a systems approach has been recognized and discussed since the late 1950's [53],
[57], [98], [169], [174].
Christopher Alexander in, Notes on the Synthesis of Form, used a systems
approach for his understanding of architectural form, especially as it is representative of
what he describes as an unselfconscious process and a self-conscious process [98]. The
unselfconscious process he describes as a folksy, innate sense of order, meaning and
aesthetics that arises when people, their social systems, their environments and their other
technologies co-evolve at a rate such that there is an inherent coherence to the system. In
this arrangement, 'right is right', tautology is valuable and people 'just know', things 'just
feel right' and the culture reflects this. This coherence makes for a robust and resilient
system that mostly deals with anomalies incrementally and in stride without much stress
to the system because the world itself is the model and our concepts map (and we act)
directly upon it with immediate and rich feedback [98]. In the self-conscious process
(our contemporary situation), there is tension and friction in the societal system as a
result of differing rates of change and scales of complexity. Change is not incremental
but happens in chunks. Within these chunks of change (and with specific regard to
architectural design and construction) we develop an understanding of the actual context
which is itself an abstraction of lesser richness than the actual context. We use this
impoverished understanding to construct a program in the abstract that lacks a tight and
true coupling to actual reality. From this we produce a formal design, again an
abstraction, based upon an incomplete program based upon an incomplete understanding
of context. This formal design also suffers from a lack of a complete understanding of
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the ever evolving materials and methods of construction. This deficient abstracted design
is then passed on to construction managers and contractors who must translate it into
actual built form. What is built is not a thoughtful solution to the actual context but an
attempt at a thoughtful solution to a limited understanding of the context filtered through
an imperfect program and a design process that lacks full understanding of contemporary
and emerging construction materials and methods and their long-term performance, all
translated into reality by constructors who are not provided the information to understand
the design intent or to be able to determine where the formal product is failing to meet the
goals established at any of the various levels abstraction that preceded design. As a result
of this imperfect self-conscious process, the quality of the built environment and the
traditions it references begins to degrade and people begin to lose some of the coherence
between themselves, their environments and their other technologies [98]. Now when
anomalies occur things can go wrong quickly because the systemic resiliency is not as
robust [98].
Researcher and theorist, Gordon Pask, formalized the potential value of a systems
approach for architecture as a way to responsibly deal with this new order of magnitude
of societal complexity in several articles in the late 1960's and early 1970's. In particular,
Pask noted
...architects are first and foremost systems designers who have been forced, over
the last 100 years or so, to take an increasing interest in the organizational (i.e.
nontangible) system properties of development, communication and control.
Design problems were dealt with as they cropped up, but for some time it has
been evident that an underpinning and unifying theory is required. Cybernetics is
a discipline which fits the bill insofar as the abstract concepts of cybernetics can
be interpreted in architectural terms. [53, p. 494]
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Pask noted several aspects of architectural practice that align neatly with
cybernetics, including taking a holistic view, identifying invariants and variants, setting
up constraints, etc [53]. His worked has been rediscovered in the last five years or so
and, along with a general rapid expansion of interest in systems approaches, adds much
weight to the discourse.

Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
There are broad trends within the practice of architecture to develop project
delivery frameworks and design and analysis methods to accomplish the design of
complex buildings. A common strategy for designing complex buildings is to get as
many different professional viewpoints collaborating on the conceptual design of the
project as early as possible in the process. In order to facilitate this, there has been a
gradual shift over time to more collaborative contract structures, culminating with the
introduction of IDP in 2007, which is specifically designed to address large-scale
complex design challenges. In addition, many of the design and analysis methods,
notably BIM, computational design methods, and digital fabrication and rapid
prototyping methods are trending toward delivering higher fidelity, more information rich
models for use in design and analysis during early conceptual design. It is significant,
too, that BIM and the computational design strategies shift the practice of designing and
representing architecture from a document-based approach to a model-based approach.
This is consistent with a general trend toward model-based design and representation
across a number of design domains, although the implementation in architecture tends to
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be idiosyncratic when compared to how such concepts have been implemented in
engineering and software development.
The trend to higher fidelity prototyping in 3D scale models and doing so with a
higher number of iterations is also consistent with trends in engineering, software
development, and human-machine interface design. The difference is that whereas these
other fields prototype in scalable ways, architects have adopted idiosyncratic ways of
prototyping. This is not too problematic for general practice. But it is a significant issue
for the design of interactive architectural systems wherein architects are sharing their
models with engineers, software developers, and interface designers, but the models are
not usable by our collaborators.
Collaboration, too, emerged as a common theme – a primary tool in the design of
complex and interactive architectural buildings. And again, this is consistent with
broader trends in other domains of designing complex systems. Collaboration is an
implicit, even if unintentional goal of the various design, simulation, and prototyping
technologies being developed.
The trend toward evidence-based design and space syntax environmental space
analysis are also reflective of trends in other industries, notably a focus on user-centered
design and the embodied nature of the user, respectively. Evidence-based design and
space syntax analysis both are directly related to and descended from environmental
psychology and sociology. Given this, these two sub-disciplines of architecture represent
a rare case where architects are speaking the same language as others using similar
techniques.
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A further observation is that unlike our sister disciplines of engineering, software
development, and human factors, architects do not just use design as a way to explore
concept solutions, but as a way to probe what the design should be. That is, designing
can be used as a form of analysis, as well. This is a significant point and it is something
in which architects are very skilled.
There are also several opportunities and gaps. Architects use of reflective practice
and creativity exercises is deeper and more mature than designers, engineers, and
researchers whose professional currency is based on Technical Rationality. However, as
described in the literature on CPS, STS, and ULS, many of the strategies of Technical
Rationality for decomposing systems rationally until atomic units are reached will not
and do not work for large-scale, complex systems. This is because large-scale, complex
systems exhibit emergent orders, which may be of interest, and may not be reducible or
traceable from a higher level emergent order back to the designed order of any given subsystem. As a result, engineers and scientists are only just beginning to consider how to
design if rationality is not a viable tool for some design and analysis tasks. With respect
to this subject architects have much to teach, and literature from a number of architectural
theorists was referenced.
Of particular note is cross-referencing ideas from the ULS and STS literature with
the reflective practice concept, creativity techniques, Sola-Morales' concept of weak
architecture and Frampton's delineation of critical regionalism. That is, in the ULS
literature, there is an observation that ULS will have to be constructed piecemeal over
time like cities and will evolve like cities. Furthermore, change will be mediated by the
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collective in situ. ULS asserts that how to design such systems is an open question. The
STS literature is the only large-scale system literature which does not take an approach to
design derived from Technical Rationality. The STS literature specifies intervention with
under-designed elements, of establishing an ecology of roles, encouraging collaboration,
participatory design, and agile development processes. Still, it is clear that STS strategies
on these topics are very much in development. Sola-Morales' weak architecture, focusing
on creating an event with any given intervention and seeing what happens resonates with
the under-design concept, but adds tremendous depth. Frampton's idea of critical
regionalism and case studies also offer detail and nuance that may be instructive for ULS
investigators. Furthermore, as noted above, at least a half a dozen other architectural
writings that may inform the direction of development of ULS literature were selfevident. With respect to reflective practice and creativity techniques, these seem to
complement and extend the STS literature on strategies and bringing the architectural
literature into STS may be a contribution.
A particularly salient gap became apparent while reviewing this literature. There
is no formal method or tool that facilitates integrating the research and analysis of
evidence-based design with the design, analysis, and computational analysis techniques
afforded by BIM and computational design methods. This is interesting because such
tools exist and are integral to software development and systems engineering. To use an
analogy, Weiser, in describing ubiquitous computing, made a point of how intelligent a
system can seem and how much functionality it can gain if the devices within it are just
networked and aware of each other [57]. Similarly, if the analysis and products of
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evidence-based design were somehow placed in a framework with the results of
computational formal analysis, there is likely a tremendous amount of functionality that
is possible. If this framework also happened to be extendable so that it could become a
filter through which design changes in a CAD or BIM system could be passed, then it
would become an incredibly robust, powerful analysis tool and traceability tool. While
such a solution does not exist in engineering, software development, or systems
engineering either, the methods, representations, and tools are already heading in this
direction, there are some early working prototypes of parts of such an integrated cosimulation design arrangement, and their efforts in this regard are far ahead of those of
architecture. For instance, using a systems modeling language (SysML) model,
constructed using the object-oriented systems engineering method (OOSEM), it already
affords modeling the use cases, behavior, and structure of a complex
human/machine/software system and supporting traceability, parametric analyses, and
trade studies. Efforts are already underway and working prototypes exist on limited
scales to link parts of such models to CAD tools and CAE tools such as
MatLab/Simulink. At a basic level, just bringing the representation of architectural needs
and requirements analysis into such a modeling framework has value in that it: 1) affords
a greater degree of traceability than currently available; 2) puts the content of architects'
analysis in a format shareable with our new collaborators from embedded systems,
mechatronics, robotics, software development, and human-machine interface design; 3)
allows for integration with co-simulation plug-ins for CAD (both the versions architects
use and mechanical engineers) and controls and systems development platforms such as
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Matlab/Simulink and LabView. This latter use (3) is in its infancy, but has already been
achieved multiple times in lab settings, though there are not commercial applications just
yet.
Another important gap is the realization that all architectural design and analysis
methods, as well as the function of the commissioning agent and all other consultants, are
geared toward verification --- did we deliver a well executed project that meets spec?
Unlike systems engineering, software development, product development, or humanmachine-interface development, the means by which requirements are developed by
architects are much less rigorous (usually only asking the owner or the owner's
representative what they need), assuming the client knows what they need, and having
few, if any, mechanisms in place to verify that the architect has a full accounting of the
requirements and that there are not ambiguities or miscommunication in the
conversations. By way of contrast, whereas 'space syntax' is a research domain in
architecture, similar techniques in our sister discipline of human-machine-interface
design would consider it something like a basic task analysis/observational study that
should be part of every design project. Furthermore, whereas the other mentioned fields
have repeated systems testing sessions with users starting with low-fidelity prototypes
and continuing through medium and high-fidelity prototypes, architects tend to only have
a few key review sessions with clients at the end of design phases, and always with lowfidelity prototypes. In summary, there is almost no chance to validate requirements built
into the architectural design process – that is, to assess, “are we designing the right thing
for this client?”
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Architects tend to assume the client knows what they want, that they themselves
understand the requirements and know what solutions will address the client's needs, and
that their job is to deliver on the execution. This is predicated to some extent on an
implicit assumption that the owner's needs fit a standard building type with minor,
aesthetic and spatial modifications, and that as long as the architect is skilled in that
building type, a lack of understanding of the requirements is not problematic. This is an
invalid assumption, given that there are so many poorly laid out, poorly designed, poorly
detailed buildings making people uncomfortable, unproductive, and occasionally sick,
among the common building stock. For complex, interactive, architectural systems, the
problem compounds exponentially.
The last gap, and also one of prime interest for this research, is that despite the
advances in complex architectural systems design, such as Integrated Project Delivery, it
remains the case that all architectural design contract structures place the architect or a
contractor as the owner's first point of contact and as primarily responsible for helping
the owner to develop the program of requirements, based upon which ALL future design
and analysis is based by ALL involved consultants. Thus it is at this critical point at the
start of the project when the architect or construction manager has the opportunity to
shape the development of the project most profoundly. And with reference to the last
observation that requirements and the design are poorly validated, if at all in architecture
– it seems this is primarily the purview of the architect, given the contract structures.
This is a wonderful opportunity to shape the course of the building's design and have
great influence in ensuring the right outcome.
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APPENDIX 2C:
LITERATURE REVIEW: PROJECT TYPES, METHODS, AND TOOLS OF OTHER
RELEVANT DESIGN DOMAINS
Synopsis of Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
This review of the literature resulted in a number of observations. For the
complete analysis, see the Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps section at the end of
this appendix. This is an overview of the main points.
1. Design matters. Any designer will agree with that statement, of course. But in this
instance, the reference is to the body of literature from ecological psychology,
epistemic action, and embodied cognition. Minds use tools, affordances, and
choreography to structure and constrain their activity space to make activity
require less on-line, active cognition and to increase their accuracy, speed, and
reliability in performing activities. In addition, the use of tools begins to encode
itself in the brain very rapidly. As noted, within as little as five minutes of tool
use, there is correlational evidence that the brain is reorganizing the firing of
neurons to add the tool to its body schema. Within as little as three weeks, the tool
is thoroughly encoded into the body schema. Once reorganization of patterns of
neural firing occurs to account for the tool, additional neurogenesis and
synaptogenesis (development of new, denser grey and white matter and synapses)
occurs in the region of the new brain patterns to strengthen and add refinement to
the execution of the patterns. In addition, the added brain matter results in the
need for more energy to the region, which results in angio-genesis (development
of new blood capillaries in the region) in order to increase blood flow to the
region. These phenomena (neural plasticity) have been shown to occur throughout
the entire life cycles of monkeys and rats (and Kramer provides correlational
evidence that this is true in humans as well, even into their 80's) [118]. Thus
design matters in a profound way.
2. The environment --- for us the built environment and in this case, complex,
interactive, architectural environments --- can be considered tools of humanity to
afford and accomplish certain classes of behavior and advanced forms of work.
3. There are a range of professional disciplines – mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, computer engineering, human factors, ergonomics, HCI, software,
knowledge, and systems engineering – that engage in the design of complex
systems and interfaces and whose knowledge and methods are relevant to the
design of complex, interactive, architectural systems. This review demonstrates
that collaboration, prototyping, and iterative and incremental design strategies are
ubiquitous in all fields designing complex, interactive systems. Such strategies
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counteract many of the complications that complex, interactive systems design
entails, such as changing, evolving, or unknowable requirements, complex task
and cognitive structures underlying work, and systems integration, validation, and
verification issues.
4. At the same time, a distinguishing characteristic of complex human-machine
systems is that iterative and incremental – that is agile approaches – are typically
not enough. There still must be a plan-driven component to the design method in
order to move the project along and tether it to some overriding goals and
requirements which are somewhat fixed.
5. Human factors, software engineering, knowledge engineering, and systems
engineering have superior means and methods by which to elicit and validate
requirements. They are not infallible, but they are very useful.
6. It seems knowledge engineering may be the most essential discipline when it
comes to the design of complex, interactive systems, since it constitutes a key part
of what human factors professionals, business analysts, and systems engineers do,
while also serving as the foundation for the work of HCI designers, and
mechanical, electrical, computer, and software engineers. This is born out with the
similarity of methods the former groups use to analyze systems – namely,
aggregations of diagrammatic views of system structure, behavior, and interfaces
overlaid and compared to extract common patterns. In contrast, the latter groups
take the products of the former and use them to guide the development of specific
product solutions. For an architect working at the front-end of the design process,
setting up the initial requirements and the process framework, the processes,
methods, and views of the former are very relevant and should inform CIAS-DM.
7. Patterns are very important. Software engineering's purpose was summarized as
the search for patterns in knowledge that can be matched to software architectural
patterns in order to deliver products that map between the knowledge patterns and
the performance patterns afforded by the software.
8. Seeing patterns is dependent upon one's view onto the system. The ideas of
patterns and views onto the system are actually common – and potentially binding
– elements of all of these disciplines that design complex systems.
9. Not only are these disciplines relevant for the design of complex, interactive
architectural systems, but they are active in the design of most complex systems.
So it is likely that an architect working on the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems will be interacting directly with human factors engineers,
systems engineers, software developers, mechanical engineers, roboticists,
cognitive psychologists, and perhaps at some point, neuroscientists. Given this,
augmenting the architectural design method with vocabulary and design process
structure that makes it easier to collaborate with these disciplines will serve to
ease the transition to working with them and will position architects well for longterm collaboration with these disciplines.
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10. HCI, which is clearly an essential area of focus for the detailed design of
interactive environments, is likely of less interest to architects concerned with the
very front end of the project because HCI is application-specific. On the other
hand, the techniques for large-scale, complex system decomposition and interface
design employed by HF professionals may prove invaluable for architects
working on the front end of complex, interactive, architectural systems.
11. It seems the job of the architect up front will be to provide a framework and a
knowledge base but not to feel obligated to provide all information and structure
necessary to carry out detailed HCI design per interface.
12. Kirsh's description of humans “seeding” the environment with cues and structures
that reduce their cognitive burden and increase their own speed, accuracy, and
efficiency is like a self-produced underdesign (STS strategy) or self-produced
walk- through-oriented-facilitation (STS strategy) wherein we're priming
ourselves to participate in a particular behavior. By following the analogy to STS
strategies a little farther, it is almost as if by adaptively reorganizing our
environments to suit our purposes, we are having conversations with ourselves
and others who share the environment about how best to optimize matching the
details of our physical environment (as tool) with our goals and tasks. This is
epistemic action played out over a greater scale of time with a more complex
system. Kirsh points out that to a large extent the mapping of the user's actions to
intentions is always at least partially unknowable. And yet by structuring our
environment, we can converse with ourselves about what our actions and
intentions should be – at least how we want them to be – and we can put in place
structures that afford achieving these ends. Such a mode of thinking through
action also calls to mind Schon's reflective practice taken off of the trace paper
and enacted as a fully multi-modal experiment. This is significant because the
further into this comparative literature review I delve, the more it seems that the
STS design methods form a bridge between present and future systems design
challenges and strategies and are able to address the core of difficulties with
which each discipline is faced.
13. Extrapolating this point further, particularly with respect to architectural theory,
an interesting potential phenomenon may be developing a societal level. In taking
the approaches to design that STS and ULS advocate, we are recreating the
conditions by which, or finding a middle ground closer to the unselfconscious
design method that Alexander highlights as foundational to traditional design
[98]. That is, whereas he postulates that design in the Modern era had to
consciously address variables that had previously been implicitly understood and
resolved by the larger society, the types of design challenges to which we are
evolving, and the means by which we believe that we must design such complex,
interactive systems, are forcing us to take a more holistic view, to accept that we
cannot completely atomize challenges, to accept that context is critical, to choose
increment and iteration over grand visions and grand executions. In moving in
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this direction, it seems we may very well be reconstituting a synthetic form of
unselfconscious design.
14. It is clear that Kirsh has spend more than a decade cogitating on how the design of
intelligent, interactive environments relates to psychological and cognitive
processes. Moreover, he has provided a wealth of constructs and suggested
operations that can serve to guide how the design of interactive architecture
develops. It seems this vocabulary and these constructs will come to shape the
discourse in at least some way.
15. It seems designers are at a point with the design of complex systems analogous to
where the mathematics of the curve were before calculus, when the state of the
science was to break the curve up into lots of little lines. At the moment, we are in
search of a calculus for the design of complexity, but until it is discovered, the
best we have is to break the problem down to its tiniest component parts with as
many views onto the system as required. It is a slow, flawed, laborious process.
The design elements explored in Appendix 3 will not surmount this threshold, nor
will CIAS-DM. Rather, they (hopefully) bring architectural design up to it so that
we may participate in and contribute to overcoming this hurdle.
16. The software component is the primary aspect of systems design around which
human factors engineering, human-computer interaction design, software design
and knowledge engineering, and systems engineering are all tailoring their
analysis and design methods. It is the one inextricable component of any
complex-intelligent/interactive system. Moreover, since there is this common
armature, their respective strategies either share a common lineage, are
converging, or both. This means that for architects of interactive systems to
engage these fields, rather than having to learn vastly disparate sets of knowledge,
common elements can be identified and featured in architectural education and
practice so that architects can speak their language and participate in the design of
interactive architecture.
17. Since design does matter, research into how to design building architecture and
interactive architectural systems to support human well-being and performance
will become a thriving area of research in the near future. Already, there is an
Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture (ANFA) bringing together the people
who will drive this area of research. In a personal meeting with Gil Cook, one of
the founders of ANFA and the Dean of the New School of Architecture, as he
recounted the last 15 years of organizing ANFA and this area of research, I asked
where it was going. He responded that this question is for our generation to figure
out. It took his generation the better part of three decades to move from the
questions to defining a field of research and creating the institution to facilitate it.
18. The first gap that this appendix highlights is that in the sister disciplines of HF/E,
HCI, and all of the reviewed engineering disciplines are already participating in
the development of an advanced set of processes, methods, and models for the
design of complex, interactive systems, but architects are not usually part of the
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conversation. To whatever extent architects have occasionally contributed to the
conversation, their products are tied to HCI, which has the least in common with
HF, software engineering, and systems engineering when it comes to design
methods because it addresses much simpler systems at a much smaller scale.
Furthermore, architects tend to explore these matters through idiosyncratic art
installation pieces. The prime example from Appendix 2A is the work and
writings of Kaz Oosterhuis. His work is far-reaching, visionary, ambitious, ahead
of its time, and technically very impressive. And yet for whatever reason, he's
chosen to develop tools, methods, and a vocabulary that is completely
idiosyncratic. How is this to be taken? Genius? Arrogance? Aloofness? Thus the
conversation is passing architects by. It is time that we learn the language shared
by our collaborators and participate instead of standing at a distance and
reinventing existing, ongoing discourse as if we were really contributing new
knowledge.
19. The second gap this Appendix highlights is that human factors, software
engineering (and knowledge engineering), and systems engineering take much
greater care to understand and validate the requirements, use-cases, and context of
the design challenge than architecture does. It seems as though HCI, mechanical,
electrical, and computer engineerings' requirements and use-cases gathering and
validating efforts fall somewhere in the middle. For complex, interactive,
architectural systems in the near-term, it seems much more thorough and rigorous
requirements engineering will be necessary and can also serve as a platform for
communication, collaboration, and integration for all respective disciplines.
Moreover, because of architects' unique position at the front end of the IPD
process, putting in place a solid requirements engineering program could greatly
ease the work and eliminate the redundant efforts of many of the consultants who
will join the process during conceptualization.
Questions, Answers, and Propositions
The questions this appendix and previous appendices examined are reproduced
below, as are short overview answers based upon the review of literature, follow-up
questions, and any derived propositions about the likely characteristics CIAS-DM must
embody.
Q1.1 How do we design complex, interactive, architectural systems?
A: 2
2

Not all questions were answered.
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Q1.2 What are the challenges involved with designing interactive architecture?
A: Scale of systems, degrees of freedom of system, real-time, distributed nature of
systems, layers of interconnected, open sub- systems, reliability, robustness, safety, lack
of adequate design and analysis methods and tools, difficulties of multi-scale systems
(non-reducible).

Q1.3 What is interactive architecture?
A: The design of interactive architecture (IA) involves the incorporation of sensing,
decision-making and response technologies (visual, aural, tactile, or actuated) into the
built environment.

Q1.4 What is architectural robotics?
A: The design of AR involves the incorporation of sensing, decision- making and
actuated response technologies into the built environment to make the physical
architecture responsive (to “move mass”) to human needs. AR is a subclass of IA.

Q1.5 How should interactive architecture design challenges be classified?
A: As complex systems that incorporates current best practices in the design and
construction of mechanical systems design, embedded systems, mechatronics, and
robotics, while also aware that they are members of emerging classes of complex systems
and will be in fact some sort of hybrid between a cyber-physical system (CPS) and a
socio- technical system (STS) which is referred to in parts of this research as a CPSTS,
and that may under certain circumstances embody ultra-large- scale systems (ULS).

Q1.6 What is it about existing architectural design methods that leads to difficulties and
missed opportunities when designing interactive architecture?
A: almost no process for validating that they have the right requirements, there is no
formal traceability from use case to requirement to end product, much of architects'
vocabulary, methods, and tools are idiosyncratic, even when derived from a common
lineage with the methods and tools from other related fields, thus communication is
impeded, architect's model in ways that don't afford sharing of data.
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Q1.7 How should the architectural design process innovate to address the challenges of
designing interactive architectural environments?
A:

Q1.8 What common themes, if any, exist between the challenges of designing interactive
architecture and the challenges confronting other aspects of the profession?
A: Many of the challenges faced by interactive architecture are shared with other
emerging areas of architectural practice. Issues of complexity, of how to accurately model
performance, how to ensure high reliability, how to understand requirements, how to
commission systems are all open research questions being addressed in the architectural
sub-domains of sustainable design, evidence-based design, large-scale facilities design,
and how to model and design for the environment's effects on cognition and well-being.

Q1.9 What existing architectural design and analysis methods may be useful for
designing IA/AR?
A: collaborative work processes, evidence-based design and space syntax-derived
requirements, design computation, creativity techniques, reflective practice, precedence
studies, digital fabrication and rapid prototyping.

Q2.1 Which project types, from other fields, deal with similar challenges?
A: Automotive, Aerospace, Defense, large-scale logistics and distribution, humanmachine-interface design for complex systems.

Q2.2 How are these design challenges classified?
A: Current: complex mechanical systems and products, embedded systems, mechatronics,
robotics, networks, databases, sensors, and sensor fusion.
Emerging: cyber-physical systems, socio-technical systems, ultra-large-scale systems,
multi-scale systems.

Q2.3 Can the design of interactive architecture be classified according to these
established classifications?
A: yes (see Q1.5 above)
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Q2.4 Which other design disciplines deal with these classes of challenges?
A: human factors and ergonomics, human-computer interaction, mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, computer engineering, software engineering, and systems
engineering, at a minimum.

Q2.5 How do other disciplines design such complex systems?
A: they use rigorous processes to ensure they understand the requirements, they allow the
requirements to evolve throughout the design process, but in a systematic way, they
incorporate both plan-driven and evolutionary development processes, they use
sophisticated diagramming and analysis methods to find patterns in the system, whether
to use the patterns to simplify design by finding synergies, or to use the patterns to map
information between the system and the user interface, or to find platforms and system
interfaces, they also incorporate business goals, context, and organizational goals and
dynamics into the model as ways to constrain the design space and they employ
collaborator methods that emphasize prototyping and regular user testing, feedback, and
systems integration.

This appendix and previous appendices yield the following propositions:
P1.1 Some existing architectural design methods may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.2 Some existing design methods from the professional disciplines designing
embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, as well as socio-technical systems and
cyber-physical-systems may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.3 New methods and tools will be required in order to effectively and efficiently design
IA/AR.
P2.1 Collaborative work, prototyping, and design as an analytic probe should all be part
of any eventual complex, interactive, architectural systems design method because of
their ubiquitous use and value in the existing design processes of architects and, for the
first two items, all other sister disciplines as well.
P2.2 The architect is in a unique position at the start of the project to set the foundation
for how the project overall develops because even within the IPD framework, the
architect is typically the owner's first point of contact and the sole consultant responsible
for assisting the owner in developing requirements. Developing requirements in a way
that is useful to all subsequent design constituencies, at least as a starting point, would be
of huge benefit to them and greatly increase the architect's participation in the design
processes.
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P2.3 For reasons noted in P1.2, the architect is also in a unique position at the outset of
the project to lay the groundwork for determining platforms and interfaces early in the
conceptualization process, which will reduce the degrees of freedom of the design space
and make all other consultants' jobs easier.
P3.1 Architecture's new sister disciplines have more advanced requirements engineering
methods. Given the significant role which architects play in developing program
requirements for buildings, and given our emerging collaboration with these other fields,
we should evolve our methods to be at least as advanced as their methods.
P3.2 Process frameworks are representations of the overall concerns and stages that must
be addressed and managed for the project to be successful. Development models, on the
other hand, specify how the project will actually be developed (broad-brush
methods/stages) and give some indication of the sort of data collection, analysis, and
design methods likely to be used at any particular point along the trajectory of the
project's development. The distinction between process framework and development
model is a useful distinction and is appropriate for the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems. Architecture should incorporate both a process framework and a
development model as part of both representing the process to their sister disciplines in a
shared way and managing the development of the project using a common language.
P3.3 Large-scale software engineering and system engineering projects require process
frameworks that incorporate both a plan-driven (top down) overriding structure but
incorporate evolutionary (bottom up) sub-routines in order to deal with the complexities
of unknown or unknowable requirements and integration issues. Architecture is of the
scale and complexity that a similar approach is appropriate for architecture. Architecture
should incorporate a hybrid plan-driven and evolutionary process framework.
P3.4 Mechanical engineering, product development, software engineering, and systems
engineering incorporate explicit models of the business case, the user interaction, and the
organizational dynamics in how they represent the design space for the design of
complex, interactive systems. The value of incorporating formal models of these areas of
concern is that they can help constrain the design space, simplifying the challenge. Given
the scale and complexity of complex, interactive, architectural systems, architects should
also incorporate formal models of the business case, user interaction, and organizational
interaction with the system to constrain the design space and simplify the challenge.
P3.5 A central concern of systems engineers and software engineers, as well as
mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers, is to identify the natural modules of the
system, including the platform opportunities and the human-machine and machinemachine interfaces. Architecture, again because of it role in developing the initial
requirements and putting for the project structure, is in a position to conduct early
analysis on potential platforms and frameworks and to guide the evolution of this
assessment throughout design. The architectural design process for designing complex,
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interactive, architectural systems should incorporate this as a core component of its predesign and conceptualization services.
P3.5b Architecture should seek to identify human-human interfaces as well (to map the
social interfaces as well (drawing from space syntax and STS).
P 3.6 Architects already have an equivalent of views onto a system (plans, sections,
elevations, MEP & T, FFE drawings). In addition, architects should incorporate the
practice of formally modeling the system dynamics in a way compatible with that of its
sister disciplines. This means modeling diagrammatically in a formal modeling language
and using the views onto the system to assess the merit of the design in accordance with
the methods employed by software and systems engineers.
P3.7 CIAS-DM should embody the business case in general, but not adhere to any
particular management strategy. It is sufficient if CIAS-DM is user- centered,
incorporates both a plan-driven and agile component to its process framework, and
incorporates some quantitative analysis, selection, validation, and verification methods.
This will make CIAS-DM broadly compatible with industry best practice quality
management approaches.
This appendix did yielded the following additional questions:
Q2.7 Are there methods from these other fields that may be adapted to innovate the
architectural design process to more effectively and efficiently participate in the design of
complex, interactive, architectural systems?
A:

Q2.9 What is the possible magnitude of the cognitive, psychological, and social influence
of design on the individual?
A:

Q2.10 How can designers model cognition as part of complex, interactive, architectural
systems in order to ensure that the built environment and designed interactions serve the
public interest?
A:
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Mechanical, Electrical, and Computer Engineering, and Product Development
In order to design architecture that incorporates embedded systems, mechatronics,
and robotics, architects will collaborate with new engineering disciplines, namely
mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers. While architects already do collaborate
with mechanical and electrical engineers, these new collaborators will have much
different areas of focus. Whereas most electrical and mechanical engineers with whom
architects collaborate focus on the power supplied to and within a building, and the
design of heating, air-conditioning, and ventilation systems, these new collaborators are
designers of automobiles, wind turbines, home appliances, robots, industrial process
equipment, and electronic devices. They are all in one section in this literature review for
two reasons. First, they (like most architects) are used to receiving high-level
requirements from clients or clients' representatives and developing specific requirements
and solutions, so their methods do not necessarily add knowledge to our understanding of
requirements elicitation beyond what human factors and knowledge engineering will
teach, and what they can contribute to requirements elaboration will be covered in greater
depth under the requirements engineering section anyway. Second, in reviewing
handbooks and curricula on each field, it became apparent that they do not have separate
project management structures, but seem to differ as disciplines almost entirely according
to the specifics of the applied math and physics they use in their respective domains. A
review of the details of how they design is not within the scope of this review. This
review is more interested in the high-level processes and methods and those tend to be
similar between the disciplines.
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A look through the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) website
[219] does not offer a concise definition of mechanical engineering, nor does Springer
Handbook of Mechanical Engineering, Volume 10 [220]. ASME notes that the discipline
of mechanical engineering covers the following specialties:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Construction
a) Piping
b) Pipelines
Aerospace and Defense
Automotive
a) Design
b) Mechanisms, Systems, and Devices
Environmental (Sustainability)
Energy
a) Power Plants
b) Renewable Energy
c) Nuclear
d) Fossil Power
e) Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
f) Energy Efficiency
Manufacturing and Processes
Bioengineering
Mechatronics
a) Robotics
b) Nanotechnology
Applied Mechanics (Modeling and Computational Methods)
Design (Computer-Aided Design (CAD)) [219, p. (web page)]

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has even less detail
about the specifics of what it means to be an electrical engineer or a computer engineer,
though the sheer number of refereed publications they offer suggests the lack of
specificity is because of the tremendous breadth of the disciplines.
For such engineers, a seminal book which explains the generic project
development methods is Pahl & Beitz', Engineering Design, a Systematic Approach.
Pahl and Beitz situate the tasks of, “the engineering designer,” as,
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...to apply their scientific and engineering knowledge to the solution of
technical problems, and then to optimize those solutions within the
requirements and constraints set by material, technological, economic, legal,
environmental, and human-related concerns [97, p. 1].
Pahl and Beitz differentiate between design science, and design methodology.
Design science, they note,
...uses scientific methods to analyze the structures of technical systems and
their relationships with the environment. The aim is to derive rules for the
development of these systems from the system elements and their
relationships [97, p. 9]
They place engineering design at the center of the productive functions of
civilization – as the fulcrum point – between art and politics, along one axis, and
between science and production along another, as per Figure 2C.1 below.
This idea of design science can be roughly summarized by the phrase, the
designer should logically decompose the problem. Decompositional strategies will be
covered in more depth in Appendix 3 as they are useful for understanding the system
structure and behavior, and will likely play some role in CIAS-DM.
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Figure 2C.1: Recreation of Pahl & Beitz' (Fig. 1.1): The central activity of engineering
design.
Design methodology, on the other hand, they describe as,
...a concrete course of action for the design of technical systems that derives
its knowledge from design science and cognitive psychology, and from practical
experience in different domains. It includes plans of action that link working
steps and design phases according to content and organization. These plans must
be adapted in a flexible manner to the specific task at hand. It also includes
strategies, rules, and principles to achieve general and specific goals as well as
methods to solve individual design problems or partial tasks.
This is not meant to detract from the importance of intuition or experience;
quite the contrary – the additional use of systematic procedures can only serve to
increase the output and inventiveness of talented designers. Any logical and
systematic approach, however exacting, involves a measure of intuition; that is, an
inkling of the overall solution. No real success is likely without intuition.
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Design methodology should therefore foster and guide the abilities of
designers, encourage creativity, and at the same time drive home the need for
objective evaluation of the results. Only in this way is it possible to raise the
general standing of designers and the regard in which their work is held.
Systematic procedures help to render designing comprehensible and also enable
the subject to be taught. However, what is learned and recognized about design
methodology should not be taken as dogma.....
Systematic design provides an effective way to rationalize the design and
production processes....
A design methodology, therefore, must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

allow a problem-directed approach; i.e. it must be applicable to every type of
design activity, no matter which specialist field it involves
foster inventiveness and understanding; i.e. facilitate the search for optimum
solutions
be compatible with the concepts, methods and findings of other disciplines
not rely on finding solutions by chance
facilitate the application of known solutions to related tasks
be compatible with electronic data processing
be easily taught and learned
reflect the findings of cognitive psychology and modern management
science; i.e. reduce workload, save time, prevent human error, and help
maintain active interest
ease the planning and management of teamwork in an integrated and
interdisciplinary product development process
provide guidance for leaders of product development teams [97, pp. 9-10]

This idea of design methodology can roughly be summarized as, the designer
should logically decompose the problem and logically compose the solution, while
remaining open to intuitive leaps in problem understanding and design. Pahl & Beitz go
on to suggest that any engineering design solution should follow five basic principles: 1)
minimize production costs; 2) minimize space requirements; 3) minimize weight; 4)
minimize losses; 5) optimize handling [97]. They advocate an iterative and incremental
approach to project development. This includes passing the design challenge through
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analysis, concept formulation, system synthesis, system evaluation, and decision
processes and then repeating the entire systematic design process as the design moves
from concept to preliminary study to (detailed) system development and then production.
As will be reviewed later, this is similar to the incremental/waterfall method used in
software engineering and systems engineering.
The process they advocate passes the project from clarifying the design challenge
through identifying the system's target functions and the requisite structures to
accomplish such functions, then extrapolating design principles, modularizing the design
challenge if possible/necessary/desirable, and then developing a solution. During
functional decomposition of the system, they advocate grouping functions into four
categories: 1) functional interrelationships; 2) working interrelationships; 3)
constructional interrelationships; 4) system interrelationships. A core idea is that the
system is decomposed before it is composed. That is, the designer wants to know what
needs to be designed and what its functions are before determining how it should be
designed. The reason to completely decompose the problem before composing the
solution is so that designers do not prematurely constrain the solution to a solution that is
obvious or convenient for the engineer but which may not actually be the best solution
for the design challenge. This is a valid concern. Though it is worth noting that in some
ways it is the opposite of the approach architects use. Architects tend to explore many
solutions from the start as a means to assess what may be valuable strategies, which
Schon noted as reflective practice (covered in Chapter Three). It is also worth noting that
this approach is in some ways the opposite of agile methods (covered later in this
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appendix). Most importantly, it is worth noting that this method is in some ways the
opposite of what the researchers of CPS, STS, ULS, CLIOS, and MSS say is the
necessary approach for the design challenges on the horizon. This suggests that Pahl &
Beitz’ method is most relevant and optimally useful for design challenges of a certain
scope and scale – problems which in the future, will seem simple by comparison to the
larger, more complex design challenges we undertake. The other striking thing about
Pahl & Beitz' method is that though they are very attuned to the need to understand the
system's function with respect to the business objectives of the organization and the
dynamics of the system and a worker's cognition, there is no systematic representation of
the social/organizational, of basic human comfort or performance, or of other contextual
factors in the description of the process (nor is there a sense of the value of good design).
It is worth noting that the analysis methods of the various engineering domains
tend to be more alike in how they analyze and decompose problems and assess solutions
but less alike in how they compose solutions, perhaps not surprisingly. For instance,
some mix of cost-benefit analysis, functional decomposition, flow diagrams, decision
trees, affinity diagramming, trade studies, and selection matrices is likely to be present in
all of their analysis and design processes. However, the particulars of how they translate
that analysis into a solution and how they assess the solution will be discipline-specific
and may be very different. Each domain may also weight potential problems and
opportunities very differently, which heavily influences their assessments and chosen
direction.
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Lastly, it is worth mentioning Ulrich and Eppinger's book, Product Design and
Development [141], because it is also seminal and because it represents a different view
point on product and systems design that is worth noting. Ulrich and Eppinger present
what can probably best be described as a business-centered and custom-centered design
and development method [141]. Pahl & Beitz note the value of the business case and of
the customer's input, but their text is decidedly focused on the system decomposition and
composition. It reads as though they expect (which is probably valid) that marketing and
design people will have identified a market need, target demographics, and a business
case for a product, and the engineer can take that information as a given and start
decomposing the problem from there. What they describe as understanding the customer
is clearly more focused on decomposing the specifics of the technical challenge than
where a systems engineer or requirements engineer or human factors person or business
analyst would focus in establishing basic customer needs and goals. In contrast, Ulrich
and Eppinger frame this issue as though a person with a business background is helping
to identify the market, the platform, and the product for the customer, and then elicit the
requirements, and guide an iterative and incremental design process with heavy user
feedback. It is also worth noting that in contrast to other books on developing the voice
of the customer, or requirements engineering, Ulrich and Eppinger give a more
streamlined, lightweight, quick and iterative approach. In this sense, Ulrich and
Eppinger's proposed method shares commonalities with an agile software development
method or an iterative and participatory usability method for computer interface design.
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Taken together, these two canonical methods on engineering design and product
design provide a well-rounded view of product system decomposition and composition.
But one weakness (from an architectural designer’s perspective) which they both share is
that what the requirements of the product are defined to be is determined before solutions
are really considered. While the intent behind this strategy is admirable, with a bit of
vigilance, design can be moved up in the process, it can be used as an exploratory probe
to reduce the degrees of freedom of the problem space, and the integrity of the
requirement definition process can be maintained.

The Business Case
There are several business analysis frameworks that may play some part in
driving the development of a CIAS. These include Lean [221], Six Sigma [201], Lean
Six Sigma [222], ISO 9000 and ISO 9001 [223], and the Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI) [224], among others.

Each provides a vocabulary, philosophy,

areas of focus, and heuristics for quality management. For instance, Lean includes the
following Principles and Tools:
• Eliminate Waste (Principle)
• Seeing Waste (Tool)
• Value Stream Mapping (Tool)
• Amplify Learning
• Feedback
• Iterations
• Synchronization
• Emergence
• Decide as Late as Possible
• Options Thinking
• Defer Commitment
• Self-Based Development
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• Deliver as Fast as Possible
• Pull Systems
• Queuing Theory
• Cost of Delay
• Empower the Team
• Self-Determination
• Motivation
• Leadership
• Expertise
• Build Integrity in
• Perceived Integrity
• Conceptual Integrity
• Refactoring
• Testing
• Avoid Sub-Optimization [221]
Six Sigma has two processes, the first being a project production methodology,
DMAIC – define, measure, analyze, improve, control. The second is a design
methodology, DMADV – define measure, analyze, design, verify [225]. The ISO 9000
series and CMMI also place emphasis on: understanding customer and user needs, datadriven management and design, eliminating waste, fostering communication, and quality
management. In order to understand customers, these methods tend to rely on the same
requirements engineering methods favored by engineers of all backgrounds and human
factors professionals. The data-driven management, analysis, and design methods tend to
be the same as or similar variations of the analysis methods favored by engineers,
particularly cost-benefit analysis, net present value analysis, functional decomposition,
and selection matrices. It is also worth noting that there is a tendency to mix and match
aspects of each or all of these, for instance, Lean Six Sigma. CMMI has been combined
with both Lean and Six Sigma and the mixing and matching extends to engineering and
software development frameworks as well. For instance, there are case studies and
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publications arguing for CMMI+Lean+Agile or CMMI+SCRUM+RUP, or Lean+Agile or
Six Sigma +Agile. The important thing to note is that the business development
strategies tend to be top-down, plan-driven approaches that share aspects of and are
compatible with other top-down, plan-driven approaches, and which can all be
symbiotically paired with (bottom-up) agile development methods.
Any mid-to-large organization that procures architectural services will have their
customized mix of these frameworks and methods. And the underlying means of analysis
and focus on being customer/user-centered and delivering products or services in an agile
way will be similar for most organizations. So rather than design CIAS-DM to embody
any one, it is more important that CIAS-DM is generally compliant. To the extent that its
guiding propositions already embody a user-centered approach and have already
embraced a mix of plan-driven and evolutionary development, CIAS-DM is generally
compliant. In addition, the model-based representation within the SysML model is
specifically and explicitly capable of modeling and evaluating the business goals,
operations, and affordances.

Ecological Psychology

It may seem odd to find buried in Appendix 2C several sections on psychology
and cognition. These sections are offered as context for and a build up toward the
consideration of human-machine-interface (HMI) design, human-computer interaction
(HCI) design, and then later cognitive work analysis and ecological interface design. The
alternatives would have been to omit these sections, which would have made the HMI,
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HCI, CWA, and EID sections feel a little more random, or to build them into these
sections, which would have made them very large.
Ecological psychology can be bounded by two parallel, contemporaneous, though
somewhat independent research efforts. Between the 1940's and 1970's, both James. J.
Gibson and Roger Barker developed theories of ecological psychology. Both researchers
realized that when studying human behavior, psychology, and cognition, great effort is
often expended to create tightly controlled experimental conditions in which to isolate
phenomena. However, in real life, our perceptions, actions, and cognition are never
without context. Moreover, the context is an incredibly rich source of information and
scaffolding for guiding perception and thought. Each researcher came to the realization
that to fully understand human perception, action, and cognition, a full accounting of the
organism's interrelationship with its environment is necessary. This knowledge is
foundational for all of my work, including CIAS-DM, thus it is worth covering.
After the second world war, James. J. Gibson developed a theory of human
perceptual systems and vision that asserted that perception is direct. Whereas mainstream
psychology posits that humans perceive of the world by having cognitive processes
mediate incoming sense data (indirect perception), Gibson believed that perception is a
phenomenon that occurs directly between human physiology and the environment
without the need for cognitive enrichment [226]. Gibson's argument is that there are
physical and temporal phenomena that exist in the world. These phenomena are bound in
lawful ways to each other by the laws of physics. Thus there are invariant properties
(relative to humans' sensory hardware and need to assess the environment) inherent in the
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functioning of the external environment and these invariant environmental properties
serve to structure the way the environment may be experienced and the ways in which we
may interact with it [226], [227].
Furthermore, these lawfully interrelated phenomena are also lawfully related to
various mediums through which information is conveyed. That is, in the natural world,
organisms typically do not experience light, or sound, or touch, or smell, or taste in the
abstract, but rather structured light, sound, touch, and smell. Put another way, if light as
a medium interacts with a physical phenomena that has a temporal dimension, that
interaction with the phenomenon --- which may be abstracted to say the light interacts
with structured energy and mass --- adds information to the light, structuring it as well
[227]. That is, pure, unstructured, noisy, ambient light does not reflect off of an object
and remain noisy and unstructured. Instead, it carries information about the properties of
the object with which it interacted and the information it carries is based upon the laws of
physics. Furthermore, Gibson argued that the human perceptual system is attuned to the
impress of structured information (directly upon our central nervous system) carried by
the mediums of light, sound, touch, smell, and taste. So for instance, if a person is
walking down a corridor, about to come to the bend in the corridor, and has to turn, how
does the person know when to do so? Is the person mentally calculating velocity,
distance, time to impact, acceleration, etc., all while consciously inventorying potential
obstacles and considering different motion paths through the environment? Gibson
would say no. He would argue that time to contact is directly perceivable via the rate of
expansion of the area of the wall within the visual field. Thus information about impact
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is structured in the light hitting our retinas and allows for reaction without cognition. As
Gibson states,
It will be here suggested that the senses can obtain information about objects
in the world without the intervention of an intellectual process – or at least that
they can do so when they operate as perceptual systems.....The perceptual
systems, including the nerve centers at various levels up to the brain, are ways of
seeking and extracting information about the environment from the flowing array
of ambient energy [226, p. 2].
Of course information is highly variable in time. As Heraclitus noted, a person
can never step into the same river twice. Gibson also contemplated the variability of
incoming sensory information and pondered how it is that people experience the world as
stable. He postulated,
The stimulation of receptors and the presumed sensations, therefore, are
variable and changing in the extreme, unless they are experimentally controlled in
the laboratory. The unanswered question of sense perception is how an observer,
animal or human, can obtain constant perceptions in everyday life on the basis of
these continually changing sensations.....Besides the changes in stimuli from place
to place and from time to time, it can be shown that certain higher-order variables
– stimulus energy, ratios, and proportions, for example – do not change. They
remain invariant with movements of the observer and with changes in the
intensity of stimulation. The description of such stimulus invariants is a main
concern of the chapters to follow. And it will be shown that these invariants of
the energy flux at the receptors of an organism correspond to the permanent
properties of the environment. They constitute, therefore, information about the
permanent environment.....The active observer gets invariant perceptions despite
varying sensations.....The hypothesis is that constant perception depends on the
ability of the individual to detect the invariants, and that he ordinarily pays no
attention whatever to the flux of changing sensations [226, p. 2].

Gibson went further and extrapolated his ideas and findings into a theory of
ecological psychology which famously defined the theory of affordances [250],
The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it
provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the
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dictionary, but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it
something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no
existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the
environment [227, p. 127].

Of critical importance for architects is how Gibson frames affordances with
respect to the environment. He notes, for instance, that humans do not experience
“planes and space,” but rather, the ground plane, the horizon line, etc. If we allow it to
be, the world is our model and we think, in some sense, through interaction with it.
Gibson goes on to offer a lexicon of form within the environment that affords certain
perceptions and actions, as summarized in the table below. Note: Terms and
characteristics in the table are either verbatim Gibson's words or very close paraphrases.
Quotation marks have been omitted so as not to clutter the table, but all content is
attributed to Gibson nonetheless [227].
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Gibsonian
Surface
Geometry
Constructs
Ground

Description/ Characteristics

Examples

- generally level
- perpendicular to the force of gravity
- reference surface for all other surfaces
- generally horizontal, extending to the horizon
Open
- surface of the earth
Environment
- a limiting case only realized in an expansive desert
Enclosure
- layout of surfaces surrounding the medium
- wholly enclosed medium is a limiting case, the opposite
of the open environment
Detached Object - layout of surfaces completely surrounded by the medium
(whether air or water)
- the inverse of an enclosure
- the surfaces of a detached object all face outward
- can be moved without breaking or rupturing the
continuity of any surface
Attached Object - layout of surfaces less than completely surrounded by
the medium
- the substance of the object is continuous with the
substance of another surface, often the ground
- the surface layout of the ground is not topologically
closed
- an attached object may be just a convexity
Denumerable
- objects can be counted, substances cannot
Partial Enclosure - layout of surfaces that only partly encloses the medium
- it may be a concavity
Hollow Object - object that is also an enclosure
- an object from the outside but an enclosure from the
inside
Place
- a location in the environment as contrasted with a point
in space
- an extended surface
- a layout
- need not have sharp boundaries
Sheet
-object consisting of two parallel surfaces enclosing a
substance, the surfaces being close together relative to
their dimensions
- may have flat or curved surfaces
- may be flexible or freely change shape
Fissure
- layout consisting of two parallel surfaces enclosing the medium that
are very close together relative to their size
Stick
Fiber
Dihedral
Cut Edge
Curved
Convexity
Curved
Concavity

- an elongated object
- an elongated object of small diameter
- the junction of two flat surfaces and should not be
confused with the intersection of two planes
- convex dihedral makes an edge
- concave dihedral makes a corner
Termination of a sheet
- curved surface tending to enclose a substance

- ground
plane
- desert
- egg
- cocoon
- animal
moving
about in the
world
- aeroplane
- mound of
earth

- sand trap
- shell
- hut
- habitat of
an animal
composed
of places
- membranes
in living
bodies
- surfaces of
rigid solids
usually have
fissures
- spoon
-wire, thread
- edge
- corner

- curved surface tending to enclose the medium

Table 2C.1 Gibson’s Surface Geometry Constructs (reproduced from Gibson) [227, pp.
33-35] (continues onto next page)
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Gibsonian
Environmental
Affordances
Constructs
Open
Environment
Cluttered
Environment
Path
Obstacle
Barrier
Water Margin
Brink
Step
Slope
Huts
Roof
Walls
Doorway
Tools
Displays

Affords

Examples

- locomotion in any direction

- desert

- locomotion only at openings

- building

- pedestrian locomotion between obstacles, barriers, water, margins, -corridor
and brinks
- Animal-sized object that affords collision and injury
- door
- general case of an obstacle (not necessarily animal-sized)
- cliff
- wall
- prevents pedestrian locomotion
- lake shore
- edge of a cliff
- injury
- a falling off place
- stepping-off place
- stairway
- differs from brink in size (relative to animal)
- affords locomotion
- may or may not afford locomotion
- ramp
- affords getting inside underneath a roof with protection from sun,
- house
wind, rain, snow
- get-underneath-able
-roof
- get inside-able
- exterior
walls
- pass-through-able
- doorway
- affords entry and exit
- graspable, portable, manipulatable
- scissors
- viewable
- write-on-able
- presenting information

Table 2C.1 (continued) Gibson’s Environmental Affordance Constructs (reproduced from
Gibson) [227, pp. 36-39]
In summary, Gibson was concerned with the human's interaction with the
environment as the means through which the human perceives the environment directly,
which ultimately guides action – action without thought if the richness of the
environment/perceptual-system-interaction is sufficient to guide the action. Gibson's
lexicon suggests that humans do this because there is information in the environment
which tells them what things are, how to navigate, what different objects may be used for,
and what is to be avoided, thus conserving cognitive power for challenges that truly
warrant it. Humans perceive this information directly, particularly by being attuned to
environmental invariants. Of particular note is our visual relationship to the ground
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plane, which affords eye height scaling, telling us about the size and distance objects are
away from us without need for mental calculations. Other significant tools available for
enhancing human processing of the environment include use of texture gradients in the
visual field, focus of visual expansion, and rate of change of area of object in the visual
field, especially when intrinsically compared to proprioception and kinesthesia (that is, if
there is a change in the visual field and a person is aware that his/her body is moving, the
change is likely reflective of his/her movement, whereas if there is a change in the visual
field and he/she is not moving, the change is reflective of the other body's movement).
To summarize, the perceptual system is able to factor in self-produced movement when
assessing the significance of changes to information in the visual field. A last key
concept to reference is the idea that these perceptual affordances are intrinsically scaled
to each particular animal [227], [228].
At the same time as Gibson was developing his ecological approach to perception
and theory of affordances, Roger Barker was constructing an ecologically-centered view
of human psychology. Barker wanted to understand psychology “in situ,” not in the
abstract space of the research laboratory. He was interested in, “methods and concepts
for dealing with the ecological environment of molar human behavior [229, p. 1].”
Whereas Gibson was primarily investigating how the human perceptual system used its
physical environment as scaffolding informing the human about likely future physical
events and affording preemptive physical reaction, Barker was more concerned with how
social structure and dynamics may be manifest in the environment and the ways in which
these social cues effect behavior. Barker notes,
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A BEHAVIOR SETTING has both structure and dynamic attributes. On
the structural side, a behavior setting consists of one or more standing patterns
of behavior-and-milieu, with the milieu circumjacent and synomorphic to the
behavior. On the dynamic side, the behavior-milieu is part of a behavior
setting, the synomorphs, have a specified degree of interdependence with parts
of other behavior settings. These are the essential attributes of a behavior
setting; the crucial terms will now be defined and elaborated.....A behavior
setting consists of one or more standing patterns of behavior. Many units of
behavior have been identified: reflex, actone, action, molar unit, and group
activity are examples. It is a bounded pattern in the behavior of men, en
masse.....A standing pattern of behavior is a discrete behavior entity with
univocal temporal-spatial coordinates... [229, pp. 18-19]

Barker goes on to describe the synomorphic nature of behavior patterns and the
milieu in which they occur, which is to say that both the individual's behavior and the
milieu in which that behavior occurs share common structural features. This literature
should recall the earlier coverage of space syntax and the elaboration which delved into
Thelen and Smith's concepts of perception and action as time-locked and contextually
constrained within a place, as well as Clark's comments on how we use the world as
scaffolding.
With respect to architecture and interactive environments, architects have
gravitated to Barker's conception of ecological psychology, in large part because of its
social dimension, whereas cognitive engineers and human factors psychologists have
focused on Gibson's approach, which is more useful when assessing ways in which a
complex human-machine interface or an environment may afford good decision-making
and safe behavior. What is important to note is that the two approaches are very
complementary and both will likely have a significant role to play in the design of
complex, interactive, architectural systems.
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Epistemic Action and Design for the New Millennium
Epistemic action is problem-solving through actively engaging with the world to
reveal to oneself what is not intuitively obvious through pure cognitive analysis alone
[114]. Kirsh and Maglio noted that there are some problem-solving tasks which people
solve faster if they are allowed to manipulate their environment while figuring out the
problem. Kirsh and Maglio provide the following explanation,
We present data and argument to show that in Tetris – a real-time, interactive
video game – certain cognitive and perceptual problems are more quickly, easily,
and reliably solved by performing actions in the world than by performing
computational actions in the head alone. We have found that some of the
translations and rotations made by players of this video game are best understood
as actions that use the world to improve cognition. These actions are not used to
implement a plan, or to implement a reaction; they are used to change the world in
order to simplify the problem-solving task. Thus, we distinguish pragmatic
actions – actions performed to bring one physically closer to a goal – from
epistemic actions – actions performed to uncover information that is hidden or
hard to compute mentally [114, p. 513].

In a follow-up study, Maglio and Kirsh demonstrated that as people's skill with a
problem-solving task increases, they will actively search (manipulate the variables or the
environment) much more frequently, in addition to becoming more accurate [230]. Thus
even once a person achieves expert mastery of a problem-solving task, he or she still
continues to employ epistemic action as part of a strategy to improve the speed and
accuracy of finding solutions.
In a related study, Maglio, Wenger, and Copeland hypothesized that the physical
action of rotating shapes in the Tetris experiments was leading to faster cognitive
priming, thus reducing time to perform task overall, even though rotating objects adds
time to the process. Through a series of four experiments, they demonstrated that this is
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indeed the case [231]. The concept of epistemic action has since been applied to complex
interface design, robotics operation, and the design of intelligent network agents [231],
[232], [233], [234], [235]. Kirlik noted that complex interface designers who use
Gibson's framework tend to focus on making information available via direct perception
but forget about Gibson's position that self-produced motion is integral to animals' ability
to directly perceive [227]. Givn this, Kirlik explored whether epistemic action built into
an interface improves performance of a cooking task. Kirlik found that it does. By
incorporating epistemic actions, the structure of the activity was externalized and made
more easily accessible as direct perception. The activities and their relationships to
phenomena in the world were used to constraint the task and problem space so that
cognitive load was reduced [232]. The value in this approach is not only to make
perception more direct but also, by incorporating epistemic and pragmatic engagement of
the information in the interface, having the added benefit of reducing the need for
cognitive processing [232] – that is, reduces the degrees of freedom of the problem space.
Fjeld, Bichsel, and Rauterberg also realized that one of the benefits of epistemic
action is removing degrees of freedom from the control space, thus requiring less
executive control. They developed three principles for designing what they called natural
user interfaces (NUI). Their three NUI design principles are:
• Allow epistemic as well as pragmatic action
• Assure that mistakes only imply low risk so that exploratory behaviour
is being stimulated.
• Allow users to employ everyday gestures and motor patterns using all of their
body parts like hands, arms, face, and voice [233, p. 301].
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Fjeld, Bichsel, and Rauterberg designed an augmented/virtual reality interface that
could be used by engineers to design industrial plant process equipment layouts. The
engineers interacted with blocks and paper on a table in order to lay out an assembly line
and saw a visual representation of the evolving design on a large projection screen in
front of them [233]. The results confirmed the value of this approach and of the three
principles.
Again, there have been many other applications of epistemic and pragmatic action
in designing human-machine interfaces. The following are additional examples.
Ognibene, Balkenius, and Baldassarre used the premise of epistemic action to develop a
robot camera arm control algorithm that uses attention to constrain action and uses the
resultant action to train behavior, instantiate learning, and refocus attention [234]. Lorini
and Castlefranchi expanded the dimensions of epistemic action and applied it to the
design of the architecture for intelligent software agents that interact with other software
agents within a network [235].
Returning to Kirsh, his thoughts on what this may imply for the future of
designing both products and environments are that generally, designers design for three
purposes: efficiency, experience, and effectiveness. Efficiency design, Kirsh argues,
involves placing the right people in the right “artifact ecology” so that they may optimize
how certain tasks are performed or that certain outcomes are achieved [115, p. (video of
lecture)]. Kirsh states that this is the domain of evidence-based design, and that it is
appropriate for some design applications, but there are many others wherein maximizing
efficiency around a few narrowly prescribed tasks does not yield good design. For
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instance, Kirsh notes that designers also design for experience. Beautifully simple, well
made products, environments, and events that accentuate an experience are not optimized
around efficiencies, but rather perceptual, conceptual, and aesthetic richness. In this case,
great experience may be an emergent quality that can not be identified and designed
directly, but is nonetheless real – and it may not be efficient at all; it may be very
indulgent. (This is reminiscent of the realization in the complex systems literature that
sometimes achieving the intended overall effect means sub-systems are not optimized.)
The third type of design Kirsh calls effectiveness design and describes as having three
principles: 1) simplicity (right stuff, right form); 2) locality (right place, right time); 3)
tempo (right pace, right duration). Part of the challenge of effectiveness design, Kirsh
argues, is deciding which is the right information to make spatial and how, particularly:
1) spatial arrangements that simplify choice; 2) spatial arrangements that simplify
perception; 3) spatial dynamics that simplify internal computation [115]. The designer of
an interactive environment is working with and will have to account for mental constructs
in the head, executive control, cuing and priming, direct perception, epistemic and
pragmatic actions, the user's own kinesthesia and proprioception, and various strategies
for engaging each. What is the right mixture of cognition and action to make a great
experience that minimizes cognitive fatigue, takes advantage of natural tendencies, both
learned and innate, and enhances the user's ability to perform whatever task is intended?
Kirsh suggests that ultimately, we are interested in performance design, which is
efficiency design + effectiveness design. Kirsh does not offer a comprehensive definition
of what this may mean, though he does suggest that whatever performance design is, it
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will likely involve cognitive workflow analysis to understand what the user is doing, how
the user is doing it, and why, within the context of an environment, as well as effective
use of cues [115].
Kirsh also considers the future of digitally augmented architecture, directly. He
notes that physical architecture is bound by the laws of physics whereas the digital is not,
and that this creates certain opportunities and challenges [112]. Kirsh notes,
Architecture is about to enter its first magical phase: a time when buildings
actively cooperate with their inhabitants; when objects know what they are, where
they are, what is near them; when social and physical space lose their tight
coupling; when walls and partitions change with mood and task. As engineers
and scientists explore how to digitize the world around us, the classical
constraints of design, ruled so long by the physics of space, time, and material, are
starting to crumble. Documents can be laid down in one place, automatically
cloned, and a copy picked up in another. Meetings scheduled for 9 to 10AM can
be joined by latecomers at noon, who then participate in a captured form of the
event and are ‘edited into’ the past. People on the West coast can participate, in a
telepresent way, with their colleagues on the East coast, and hold a meeting
against a virtual backdrop, such as a production line in their Taiwanese factory.
Walls can seem to dematerialize, remote objects can be touched virtually,
reshaped, passed through one another. Technology is moving inexorably so that
being in one place at one time no longer need dominate how we work and play.
Material boundaries are losing their meaning, and interface and information space
are catch words that architects must master.
In this article I will discuss some of the theoretical ideas shaping our new
conception of form, function and interactivity. My view is that of a cognitive
scientist interested in how cognition is distributed throughout our environment.
Since the ground rules defining the structure of environments are changing, our
very idea of how we are embedded in the world is changing.
Architecture is at a new frontier [112, pp. 113-114].

Given Kirsh's enthusiasm, he is still quick to point out that there are very real
challenges to designing interactive environments. The first is understanding what people
do in the space they have and how they do it (this is even true for conventional
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environments). Kirsh uses a cooking analogy. If you asked someone about how to cook,
they might refer you to a cookbook. If you ask them to demonstrate, they might follow
instructions from a cookbook in a straightforward way. If you could observe how they
really cook in their natural habitat, you would observe taking out pots, pans, and
ingredients, washing things, putting things away, moving the instructions around in the
kitchen, moving back and forth through the instruction list, projecting ahead and back
steps and double-checking as they go, and organizing their work so that future work is
accommodated by current work to whatever extent possible, as well as ticks such as
biting nails while reading the instructions, pacing or rocking, that are not directly taskoriented but are time- and action-locked behaviors used while thinking that may be
indirectly improving performance. If you could observe a skilled cook make the recipe
multiple times, they might never do it the same way twice and yet the lack of consistency
is probably a sign of their adroitness at making minor adjustments to practice to deal with
environmental and internal contingencies. Kirsh makes the point that it is very difficult
for a designer to know what the true sequence of work is, and yet it is knowing the
nuances and details that would probably be most valuable for tailoring the environment
to support efficient and effective work. When digitally mediated space is added to the
situation, the challenge for designers increases exponentially. Kirsh notes that there are
best practices for analyzing task-oriented spaces, but again, the added wrinkle of the
digital makes the challenge that much more difficult. Nonetheless, the emerging way to
decompose activity spaces is as follows,
To represent this complexity cognitive scientists have been working on a
conception of activity space that helps to make sense of behavior. Formally, an
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activity space is an abstract blend of several components: the problem constraints
or subgoal structure implicit in a task, the physical space in which the task is to be
performed, the sorts of actions an agent is capable of, as well as the concepts,
plans and other intellectual or representational resources agents find in the
environment or bring along in their head. An activity space is partly a mental
projection on the part of the agent, partly a system of hard constraints imposed by
the physical layout, and partly a set of logical dependencies derived from the
subgoal structure of the task itself [112, pp. 114-115].

This idea of activity space may be decomposed further. Experts tend to
reorganize the environment in order to: “1) track the state of the task; 2) figure out,
remember, or notice the properties signaling what to do next; 3) predict the effects of
actions.” [236, p. 35] To understand these human-activity systems, Kirsh focused on the
activities of experts and found that:
Experts regularly find that enough information is available locally to make
choices without having to plan on-line, using conscious analytical processes; 2)
Experts help to ensure that they have enough information locally by partially
jigging or informationally structuring the environment as they go along; 3) The
human environments of action, the equipment and surfaces that comprise each
workspace, are pre-structured in important ways to help compensate for
limitations in processing power and memory [236, pp. 36-37].

For Kirsh, the idea that we build jigs into our environment is particularly
important. He notes that some jigs are informational, and designed to “draw attention to
cues” for certain mental processes – think of these as post-it notes, if you will. On the
other hand, physical jigs are not mental cues but behavioral constraints that reduce the
degrees of freedom of skill-based or rule-based behavior required, so that we may act
without thinking too much – not even about which skill-based or rule-based routine we
need to call up.
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Given these dynamics, Kirsh notes that expert users “seed” their environments
with cue and constraint structures that afford efficient, effective, robust, low-cognitive
workload completion of tasks. Kirsh also notes that physical space and the digital realm
are fundamentally different because the physical is lawfully bound to physics, whereas
the digital allows for distortions of time and space. To this, I would add that the physical
represents to humans a fineness of granularity of information and a richness of multimodal sensing and communicating that the digital is not close to reproducing. Kirsh also
does not address the degree to which digital technologies, which are fundamentally
different than the physical, can compete with the physical for our attention, as noted by
Weiser and Brown when discussing calm technologies [66].
Finally, Kirsh describes his requirements for adaptive rooms and provides an
ontology [113]. According to Kirsh, adaptive rooms must embody three principles:
1. (be sensitive to) The various cognitive and physical workflows
occurring within it;
2. We need to tune rooms to the social needs of users as they interact.
3. We need to maintain environmental coherence across room changes.
Adaptive rooms are supposed to be comfortable habitats, not Alice in
Wonderland nightmares [113, p. 4] [237]
In order to accomplish these three principles, Kirsh sees designers composing
adaptive rooms of several standard components: passive objects, which can only act
when acted upon; reactive objects, which act when acted upon or when other
environmental changes occur; active objects, which can react to the environment and can
self-transform or reconfigure in response to interactions and also awareness of social and
task-oriented dynamics within the environment; and information objects, both
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information tools and information spaces, which help direct or otherwise facilitate a
user’s search for information [113, pp. 7-8]. In honoring these principles and using these
objects to construct adaptive rooms, designers may seek to structure behavior and
cognition in the following ways:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Positioning objects to draw attention to opportunities (e.g., card
players arrange their hands to encode plan fragments and possible
opportunities).
Arranging objects to cue action selection or constrain options (e.g., lay
out part in the order they need to be assembled).
Configuring objects to “remind” users of plans or intentions (e.g.,
leave keys in shoes, film by the door).
Preparing the workplace so that the average complexity of tasks that
must be done is lower -- amortize the complexity of tasks by paying an
up-front cost in preparation -- (librarians pre-sort books to be shelved
on carts before
moving to the stacks);
Pointing with hand or mouse to help direct attention or increase the
acuity of perception, as in counting coins, or looking for a name in the
phone book. (Kirsh 95b);
Rotating objects physically to save the need to rotate them mentally
(rotating tetris pieces (Kirsh and Maglio 95), righting upside down
photos (Kirsh, forthcoming));
Clustering items to create ad hoc categories that are problem-salient
(e.g., organizing articles on one's desk to highlight those that are
relevant to a current project).
Re-arranging objects, such as Scrabble tiles, to self-prime or self-cue
recall. [113, p. 11]

Returning to the design of complex, interactive, architectural systems, it is likely
that something like Fjeld, Bichsel, and Rauterberg's NUI design principles guiding the
implementation of interactivity in the environment will become important. This is true
because as Kirlik notes, offloading cognition onto activity allows users to constrain the
thought/action space so that less conscious thought is required, thus allowing them to
work more quickly, accurately, and with less fatigue. Furthermore, given that the
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epistemic paradigm is being used to structure the design of task-related augmented
reality, robotics, and the functioning of intelligent software agents – all sister endeavors
to the design of interactive architecture – architects are likely to confront strategies and
methods like this in the future. Lastly, Kirsh in particular provides many useful concepts
and principles related to the design of task environments and interactive environments
that it is likely his lexicon will play a defining role in how designers talk about designing
complex, interactive, architectural systems.

Embodied Cognition
Embodied cognition is a perspective on sensing, perception, cognition, and action
that emphasizes the fact that minds do not exist separate from but are inextricably
interconnected with real, physical bodies embedded in real, physical worlds [238]. This
view differs markedly from DesCartes' notion of the mind/body dualism --- of an interior
mental/spiritual life housed in a physical body which is only a vessel, and interacting
with an external world which it only perceives indirectly through the senses. It also
differs markedly from the human as symbol-processing machine paradigm that
dominated from the post-WW II period until the 1990's [238]. Whereas human as symbol
processor emphasizes a top-down model of human cognition, and Connectionism in the
1980's contemplated the possibility that cognition is actually a completely bottom up
process [239], embodied cognition postulates a both/and approach that acknowledges
some executive control of cognition while also stating that much of cognition can be
explained by the way in which animals interact with their environments [198]. One
challenge with discussing embodiment, as both Robbins & Aydede [238], and Wilson
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[240] note, is that researchers actually mean and discuss several different concepts when
using the term embodiment. Furthermore, as this is an emerging idea, other terms are
also used, sometimes interchangeably, such as: situated cognition, distributed cognition,
embedded cognition, and extended minded.
Robbins & Aydede [238] note that there are actually three theses implicit in this
emerging paradigm. The first is that cognition is embodied. That is, the brain's
connection to a physical body does impact cognition, primarily by priming certain
cognitive functions or making them unnecessary (because of being redundant). The
embodiment claim is based upon the value for the brain of sensori-motor input, stemming
from: 1) body image – i.e., conscious awareness of the body's place in and engagement
with the external world; 2) body schema – i.e., subconscious awareness of the limits of
the body's envelope; 3) propioception (mind's awareness of its own body); and 4)
kinesthesia (mind's awareness of the movement of its own limbs). All of this information
serves to contextualize incoming aural, visual, tactile, olfactory, and taste information,
which greatly simplifies the mind's task in making sense out of whatever event in which
the person is participating.
The second thesis noted by Robbins and Aydede is that some literature focuses on
the mind as embedded in and interacting with a physical world. This literature points out
that the mind has developed a symbiotic relationship with the outside world and will offload information onto it either for storage, as a work space to figure things out, or as a
means of providing external cues to improve the accuracy and speed of cognition, reduce
errors, and reduce cognitive load [230], [232], [115]. Lastly, Robbins and Aydede note
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that some literature posits that the mind is actually extended into the environment. We do
not just use the environment as a tool like a hammer, rather our connection to the
environment is more like the connection of an amputee to a brain-controlled prosthetic --the environment literally becomes a part of us [116], [117].
A tool is an extension of the hand in both a physical and a perceptual sense.
The presence of body schemata has been postulated as the basis of the perceptual
assimilation of tool and hand. We trained macaque monkeys to retrieve distant
objects using a rake, and neuronal activity was recorded in the caudal postcentral
gyrus where the somatosensory and visual signals converge. There we found a
large number of bimodal neurones which appeared to code the schema of the
hand. During tool use, their visual receptive fields were altered to include the
entire length of the rake or to cover the expanded accessible space. These findings
may represent neural correlates of the modified schema of the hand in which the
tool was incorporated [116, p. 2325]

While this was demonstrated in monkeys, the same effect has been found to take
place in humans,
What happens in our brain when we use a tool to reach for a distant object?
Recent neuro-physiological, psychological and neuro-psychological research
suggests that this extended motor capability is followed by changes in speciﬁc
neural networks that hold an updated map of body shape and posture (the putative
‘Body Schema’ of classical neurology). These changes are compatible with the
notion of the inclusion of tools in the ‘Body Schema’, as if our own effector (e.g.
the hand) we re-elongated to the tip of the tool. In this review we present
empirical support for this intriguing idea from both single-neuron recordings in
the monkey brain and behavioural performance of normal and brain-damaged
humans. These relatively simple neural and behavioural aspects of tool-use shed
light on more complex evolutionary and cognitive aspects of body representation
and multi-sensory space coding for action [117, p. 79].
Moreover, and critically, this remapping occurs very fast, beginning within
minutes of tool use and resulting in stable mappings within weeks,
The results of the other new study suggest that, when monkeys learn a
challenging tool-use task, they grow new connections in their brains. Hihara et al.
trained adult monkeys to use a rake to retrieve pieces of food. Their earlier work
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showed that, after three weeks training, monkeys treat the tool as an extension of
their own body. This phenomenon, which is also observed in humans using tools,
can be seen both behaviourally and by recording from neurons in the parietal
cortex [241, p. 142]
In addition, stimulation of new neural activity pathways – what Edelman
described as reentrant mapping [242], while happening quickly, as noted, leads to a
physical restructuring of brain matter, even in adults later in life,
Previous neuro-imaging studies in the field of motor learning have shown that
learning a new skill induces specific changes of neural gray and white matter in
human brain areas necessary to control the practiced task..... In the present
longitudinal MRI study, we used voxel-based morphometry to investigate
training-induced gray matter changes in golf novices between the age of 40 and
60 years, an age period when an active lifestyle is assumed to counteract cognitive
decline. As a main result, we demonstrate that 40h of golf practice, performed as
a leisure activity with highly individual training protocols, are associated with
gray matter increases in a task-relevant cortical network encompassing
sensorimotor regions and areas belonging to the dorsal stream.....Thus, we
demonstrate that a physical leisure activity induces training-dependent changes in
gray matter and assume that a strict and controlled training protocol is not
mandatory for training-induced adaptations of gray matter [243, p. 12444].
In Robbins and Aydede's assessment, the first two aspects of embodiment may be
reframed as extensions and refinements of existing models of cognition,
Assigning an important explanatory role to brain-body and agent-environment
interactions does not constitute a sharp break from classical cognitive science.
Both the embodiment thesis and the embedding thesis can be seen as relatively
modest proposals, given that they can be accommodated by relatively minor
adjustments to the classical picture, such as the acknowledgment that, "not all
representations are enduring, not all are symbolic, not all are amodal, and not all
are independent of the sensory and effector systems of the agent... [238, p. 7]

But the extended mind thesis for Robbins and Aydede is a thornier issue and may
challenge or undermine existing cognitive paradigms. Does the mind exist within us or is
our environment truly part of how we think? Evidence from epistemic action and the
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direct perception proposed by ecological psychologists seems to support some degree of
extendedness, as does Kirsh, Maglio, and Kirlik's research demonstrating that we think
faster when engaged with the environment as part of the thinking process and that we
structure the environment to create constraints which delimit the problem space and
reduce the amount of cognitive processing that must occur in the head. Still, does this
equate to the world being our mental model? It will likely remain an open debate for
now, as it seems to be a matter of “shades and degrees,” as Nietzsche said, and not of
either/or.
Wilson arrives at similar, though differently framed, conclusions about what
embodiment may be. She notes that when discussed in the literature, embodiment is used
to typically refer to six propositions:
(1)

cognition is situated: Cognitive activity takes place in the context of a real-world
environment, and it inherently involves perception and action.

(2)

cognition is time-pressured: We are “mind on the hoof” (Clark, 1997), and
cognition must be understood in terms of how it functions under the pressures of
real-time interaction with the environment.

(3)

we off-load cognitive work onto the environment: Because of limits on our
information-processing abilities (e.g., limits on attention and working memory), we
exploit the environment to reduce the cognitive workload. We make the
environment hold or even manipulate information for us, and we harvest that
information only on a need-to-know basis.

(4)

the environment is part of the cognitive system: The information flow between
mind and world is so dense and continuous that, for scientists studying the nature of
cognitive activity, the mind alone is not a meaningful unit of analysis.

(5)

cognition is for action: The function of the mind is to guide action, and cognitive
mechanisms such as perception and memory must be understood in terms of their
ultimate contribution to situation-appropriate behavior.

(6)

offline cognition is body based: Even when decoupled from the environment, the
activity of the mind is grounded in mechanisms that evolved for interaction with the
environment—that is, mechanisms of sensory processing and motor control [240, p.
626]
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For Wilson, (1) through (3) and (5) fall under what Robbins and Aydede describe
as the embodiment and embedded theses. Wilson finds these to be uncontroversial and
likely true. (4) is the extended mind thesis, and Wilson finds that its truth-value is
unclear. She posits that the strong version of this hypothesis – that the mind does not
exist without an environment as part of its systemic constitution – is problematic, suspect,
and that no proponents of extended mind theory, no matter how fervent their support,
ever hold to such a claim. But she notes there is also a weak proposition – that the mind
cannot be understood without understanding its interrelationships with body and
environment – which she describes as a much stronger thesis (more difficult to rebut) and
as what is often intended by the proponents of extended mind theory [240].
The sixth proposition (offline cognition is body based) Wilson finds to be a less
explicitly argued point in the literature but one for which there is mounting evidence.
She notes,
Many centralized, allegedly abstract cognitive activities may in fact make use
of sensori-motor functions in exactly this kind of covert way. Mental structures
that originally evolved for perception or action appear to be co-opted and run
“off-line,” decoupled from the physical inputs and outputs that were their original
purpose, to assist in thinking and knowing. (Several authors have proposed
mechanisms by which this decoupling might take place: Dennett, 1995, chap. 13;
Glenberg, 1997; Grush, 1996, 1998; Stein, 1994.) In general, the function of these
sensori-motor resources is to run a simulation of some aspect of the physical
world, as a means of representing information or drawing inferences. Although
this off-line aspect of embodied cognition has generated less attention than
situated cognition, evidence in its favor has been mounting quietly for many
years. Sensori-motor simulations of external situations are in fact widely
implicated in human cognition [240, p. 633].
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This idea of cognition shaped by on-line activities being the basis for off-line
cognition is also a central thesis of Thelen and Smith's, A Dynamic Systems Approach to
the Development of Cognition and Action [198]. They note,
Namy and Gershkoff-Stowe (1993) have suggested how children might
discover the symbolic use of space in their spontaneous play with objects. They
found that 18 month old children who did not yet spontaneously classify objects
on their own could be made to do so if they were given play experiences that
promoted interaction with only one kind of object while rejecting the other. For
example, in one experiment, children were given a transparent shape sorter into
which only one kind of object would fit. In this task, the children played with that
one object and ignored all other kinds. This experience caused the children in a
separate task to spatially classify – to make multiple spatial groups of objects.... In
this way, the symbolic use of space may have emerged from the external physical
products of behavior and the reentrant mapping of these perceived products onto
internal activity......Activity in the world, real-time activity, makes development
happen in our theory, but this is not learning in the usual sense and it is not a
denial of evolutionary history. The heterogeneous processes of real brains, with
their multiple convergent and divergent connections, are the intrinsic dynamics
from which activity emerges....We posit that development, change, is caused by
the interacting influences of heterogeneous components, each with its own take on
the world. These are not encapsulated modules; indeed, development happens,
behavior is fluid and adaptively intelligent because everything effects everything
else. Domain-specific versus domain-general is not a division that has meaning in
this theory. We posit that development happens because of the time-locked
patterns of activity across heterogeneous components, but this is not an
associationist theory of mind. We are not building representations of the world by
connecting temporally contingent ideas. We are not building representations at
all! Mind is activity in time – the real time of real physical causes [198, pp. 337338].
Their review of the literature provides an example of on-line cognition occurring
during interaction with the physical environment shaping the pattern of neuronal firing
(reentrant mapping as proposed by Edelman's, Theory of Neuronal Group Selection
(TNGS) [242]) during an off-line classification exercise. In addition to supporting
proposition (6), this quote offers a glimpse into a theoretical embodiment position that
comes closer to making the extended mind claim from a dynamical systems framework.
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In so doing, it has grounded itself thoroughly in a logically rigorous and assessable
mathematical model.
As this literature review transitions from these theoretical propositions back to
fields in which these theories are applicable, it is worth contemplating the implications of
these theories on the potential of the built environment to literally structure how we
perceive and think about our world. From this perspective, the ethical component of
design becomes of paramount concern. From this perspective, minds latch onto, conform
to, rewire themselves for, and ultimately reconstitute their physiology around the nature
of the interactions and affordances they find in the world around them. What we design
matters on a fundamental level to each and every person who interacts with it. Both the
physical instantiation of a design and the interactions afforded can materially effect a
person’s well-being, their productivity, their comfort. While this suggests that welldesigned environments and interactions can greatly improve the comfort, power, mental
agility, and capacity of individuals, it also suggests that the opposite is true – dull, unstimulating, confusing, and over-stimulating environments can be – on some level –
debilitating (see Sommer for a qualitative assessment of the ways in which “hard
architecture” leads to unnecessarily constrained thought patterns and a lack of creativity
by individuals [244]). Two questions this raises for designers are:
1) what is the possible magnitude of the cognitive, psychological, and social influence
of design on the individual?
2) How can designers model cognition as part of complex, interactive, architectural
systems in order to ensure that the built environment and designed interactions
serve the public’s interests and the interests of each individual?
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The first question has not been answered definitively or quantitatively. However,
an overwhelming mass of studies on learning, expert performance, and achievement
[245], [246], [247] indicate that while genetics plays a role in an individual's potential
and development, the environment plays a much more significant role. Thus the potential
impact of well-designed, cognitively and behaviorally supportive environments is
substantial, worth exploring, and at some point will be a primary concern of complex,
interactive, architectural systems.
The second question underlies this research. It is, in part, a motivator for the
scope of the literature review and a constraint on how the scope of the literature review
and the development of principles and methods evolved. This research does not yet
address this second question. But it is much closer to doing so than it was in spring of
2000, when the questions began to coalesce in the development of the thesis for my
professional degree from Auburn University. So far, it has led to interests in interactive
architecture, complex systems, cognitive science and psychology, and to identify possible
augmentations to the architectural design process that may be part of one day allowing
for the modeling of cognition in a way that can be brought to bear directly on assessment
of design alternatives. Fully addressing this question will have to be one of the next steps
to be taken after the completion of this dissertation. Nonetheless, in the CIAS-DM
method refined and evaluated for this thesis, I am taking steps toward realizing this goal
of understanding the effects of designed spaces on the cognitive well-being and
performance of individuals and designing a design method to take such information into
account. The scope of the work to-date is best summarized in the poster presented at the
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Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture’s First Annual Conference, which took place
at the Salk Institute in September of 2012.
Given this overview of literature on ecological psychology and embodied
cognition, the relevance of the following sections should be clearer. Designing complex,
interactive architectural systems requires accounting for human cognition during design.
There is a clear and present value for doing so, which is that designed things and
environments effect human cognitive well-being and performance, and thus what we
design and how it effects cognition is an ethical concern for designers. We want to
enhance human well-being and performance, which means we want to be sympathetic to
how the environments and products we design will likely effect human cognition. Now
that we’ve established that such concerns are well-founded, the question becomes, how
might we begin to account for human cognition during design of CIAS? In order to
determine this, the literature review will now survey methods and concepts from human
factors, human-computer interaction, and other similar fields. While the ideal tool may
not yet exist, it is likely that the seeds of what will ultimately be needed already exist in
some form and can guide this effort to identify useful strategies and tools.

Human Factors and Ergonomics
Human factors (HF/E) is defined as,
Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline concerned with the
understanding of the interactions among humans and other elements of a system,
and the profession that applies theoretical principles, data and methods to design
in order to optimize human well-being and the overall system.
Practitioners of ergonomics, ergonomists, contribute to the planning, design
and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products, organizations, environments and systems
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in order to make them compatible with the needs, abilities and limitations of
people.
Derived from the Greek ergon (work) and nomos (laws) to denote the science
of work, ergonomics is a systems-oriented discipline, which now applies to all
aspects of human activity. Practicing ergonomists must have a broad
understanding of the full scope of the discipline, taking into account the physical,
cognitive, social, organizational, environmental and other relevant
factors. Ergonomists often work in particular economic sectors or application
domains. These application domains are not mutually exclusive and they evolve
constantly. New ones are created; old ones take on new perspectives. Within the
discipline, domains of specialization represent deeper competencies in specific
human attributes or characteristics of human interaction:
Physical Ergonomics
Physical ergonomics is concerned with human anatomical, anthropometric,
physiological and biomechanical characteristics as they relate to physical
activity. The relevant topics include working postures, materials handling,
repetitive movements, work-related musculoskeletal disorders, workplace
layout, safety and health.
•

Cognitive Ergonomics
Cognitive ergonomics is concerned with mental processes, such as
perception, memory, reasoning, and motor response, as they affect
interactions among humans and other elements of a system. The relevant
topics include mental workload, decision-making, skilled performance,
human-computer interaction, human reliability, work stress and training as
these may relate to human-system design.

•

Organizational Ergonomics
Organizational ergonomics is concerned with the optimization of sociotechnical systems, including their organizational structures, policies, and
processes. The relevant topics include communication, crew resource
management, work design, design of working times, teamwork,
participatory design, community ergonomics, cooperative work, new work
paradigms, organizational culture, virtual organizations, telework, and
quality management [248].

HF/E is of primary interest for architects incorporating the design of interactive
architectural systems into research and practice. HF/E focuses on human-machine
interaction (HMI) inclusive of systems ranging from office workstations and the quality
of interaction of electronic devices on the simple end of the spectrum up to the design of
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complex, room-scale interfaces for the control of large, complex systems, such as nuclear
power plant control rooms. Given the ubiquity of personal computers, the worldwide
web, and personal computer interfaces, a significant number of HF professionals work on
the design of human-computer interaction (HCI), which will be covered in the next
section.
A review of the methods typically employed include methods focused on:
physical methods, psycho-physiological methods, behavioral and cognitive methods,
team methods, environmental methods, and macroergonomic methods [134]. Physical
and psycho-physiological methods are focused on evaluating performance and well-being
related to what may be the popular understanding of ergonomics. This includes methods
to understand range of motion, biometric effects of activity, typical sizes, durations, and
proportions for human physiognomy and action. The behavioral and cognitive methods
are focused on task analysis, work analysis, understanding mental workload, and situation
awareness measurement and analysis, etc. Team methods tend to focus on measuring the
dynamics of people training, communicating, making decisions, and interacting in teams,
as well as conducting team-oriented tasks. Environmental methods focus on ways in
which environmental factors, such as light, noise, and thermal comfort effect human
comfort and performance.

Macroergonomics methods include a range of assessments of

organizational performance, including participatory methods, walk-throughs, and systems
assessments.
All will likely be used in some facet of the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems, though different types of HF/E methods may be geared to different
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parts of the project development and delivery process. For instance, macroeconomic and
environmental methods may be most appropriate during early conceptual design, and as
the program is developed and refined, certain spaces or features may necessitate the
physiological, behavioral, cognitive, or team-oriented methods in order to fine tune
particular environments to specific needs. Of particular interest for designers of
interactive environments is the way in which HF/E research and practice is used to
decompose (analyze) and compose (design) complex interfaces for complex humanmachine systems. This will be addressed in more detail in the next section and then in
the EID and CWA section of Chapter Three.
What is worth noting, at least conceptually, is that we will see in EID and CWA,
as well as multi-level modeling and use of Rasmussen's Abstraction Hierarchy, that for
HF professionals, the key is to decompose the several facets and layers of the system,
usually diagrammatically, and to look for commonalities in the diagrams – patterns – in
the different views (or slices cut through the system) that may become organizational
when designing the display or interface. These slices may represent a particular
technical, social, or socio-technical process that must be monitored and controlled. The
idea is that the common features of the system should be highlighted in the interface to
structure the way users move through layers of screens or information. This will be
shown to be very similar to the types of diagrammatic pattern finding that software
engineers, computer engineers, and systems engineers also practice [99], [100], [101],
[249].
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Lastly, it is also worth looking at existing strategies for augmenting human
cognition, performance, and well-being using automation, as it relates directly to the
design of interactive architecture. A sub-domain of HF/E, known as neuroergonomics,
seems particularly promising. This area is primarily defined by the work of Raja
Parasuraman [250]. In a review of the literature, he defines neuroergonomics:
Because HF/E examines behavior and the mind at work, it should include the
study of what makes work possible – the human brain: hence neuroergonomics
[250, p. 468]
Parasuraman goes on to note that there are four areas where the application of
neuroergonomics is showing promise: mental workload and vigilance studies, adaptive
automation, neuroengineering, and molecular genetics and individual differences [250].
Adaptive automation is an area of research he describes that may be particularly relevant
for designers of interactive architecture. Parasuraman provides an overview of several
experimental systems in which negative effects associated with fatigue, such as skill
degradation, loss of accuracy, increase in errors, and reduced rate of performance were
successfully counteracted by the adaptive automated system sensing when the human
operator was fatiguing and adjusting other dynamics in the system to account for the
degradation in performance. In one example, the rate at which the assembly line passed
objects by a fatiguing operator varied with the operator’s alertness. By doing so, the
system overall (human+machine+intelligence) was able to maintain greatly increased
efficiencies.
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Human-Computer Interaction
Whereas HF/E has evolved analysis and design strategies for human-machine
interactions broadly, wherein the computer interface is but one type of interface (and
often with a focus on enhancing well-being and improving performance of operators
using interfaces for complex, mission-critical, work-related systems, such as nuclear
power plant controls), human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers and designers focus
on the nature of human-computer interaction. HCI may be thought of as primarily a subdomain of HF/E, with a focus on the computer interface. Dix, Finlay, Abowd, and
Beale's, Human-Computer Interaction [87], offers a standard presentation of the relevant
material. Generally, there is a focus on the natural input and output modalities, as well as
memory resources and means and capacity for processing information with respect to
both the human and the computer. The intention is to represent the various capacities of
people and computer interfaces in terms and a framework similar enough to facilitate
mapping between the two in order to provide good (effective, efficient, engaging, and
comfortable) interaction. Human interfaces are vision, hearing, touch, and self-produced
movement. Other resources include sense memory, long- and short-term memory,
storage, retrieval, and forgetting, reasoning via induction, deduction, and abduction,
problem-solving strategies, and skill acquisition. Computer modalities include the
keyboard, mouse, computer vision, speech/sound recognition, scanners, joysticks and
other controllers, gesture, and touch. Computers also have long- and short-term memory,
and outputs such as visual displays, print-outs, sound transducers, processors, and various
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applications with interfaces usually employing visual, hierarchical structural conventions
[87].
Between these two sets of modalities and resources, interaction can and does
exist. Generally, when analyzing interaction, HCI designers are concerned with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose of an interactive system: Aid the user in accomplishing
goals from some application domain.
Domain: An area of expertise and knowledge in some real-world
activity.
Tasks: Operations to manipulate the concepts of a domain.
Goal: Desired output from a performed task.
Intention: Specific action required to meet the goal.
Task analyses: Identification of the problem space for the user of an
interactive system in terms of domain, goals, intention and tasks.
System’s language: Core language, describes computational attributes
of the domain relevant to the System state.
User’s language: Task language, describes psychological attributes of
the domain relevant to the User state.
System: Computerized application [87, pp. 124-125].

Focusing on these constructs facilitates defining the problem and solution spaces
in terms applicable to both the human and computer systems. A key concept when
evaluating interfaces is the execution-evaluation cycle. This consists of the pattern of
typical interactions between humans and computer interfaces and the two gulfs that exist
in this pattern of interaction.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a goal
Forming the intention (more specific than goal)
Specifying the action sequence (based on intention)
Executing the action
Perceiving the system state
Interpreting the system state
Evaluating the system state with respect to the goals and intentions
Gulf of execution: Difference between the user’s formalization of the
actions and the actions allowed by the system.
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•

Gulf of evaluation: Distance between the physical presentation of the
system state and the expectation of the user [87, pp. 125-126]

HCI often amounts to usability analysis. Since usability analysis can quickly
become logistically infeasible, often HCI really amounts to discount usability analysis as
outlined by Nielsen [251].
HCI as it currently exists is an important consideration for the very near term of
interactive architecture, though its long-term relationship to interactive architecture is less
clear. This is because HCI is in the process of transitioning in the first decades of the
2000's from primarily focused on human interaction with the computer in the box
(whether desktop, laptop, tablet, or phone) and its associated mouse, keyboard, stylus,
touchscreen, etc., to ubiquitous computing environments in which the computer is
distributed throughout the physical environment in every object and surface. How HCI
should be applied for ubiquitous computing – and how it should innovate – are open,
active areas of research that will be of great interest to architects who design interactive
architecture in the years to come.

Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering
The Handbook of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering defines
software engineering as,
...software engineering can now be viewed as the transformation of
knowledge into software through the transformation of patterns. The central issue
of software engineering is how to turn knowledge into software by means of the
creation, composition and transformation of various types of patterns. A key
question that can be asked repeatedly for any topic or sub-topic is the following:
how to turn what-kind-of knowledge patterns into what-kind-of software
patterns? [252, p. vi] (my emphasis)
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Software engineering is just as often referred to as software architecting, and
software engineers are just as likely to be referred to as software architects. Given this
definition of software engineering, it is not surprising. Moreover, it is interesting to note
that Christopher Alexander's writings –almost all of his writings, from, Notes on the
Synthesis of Form to The Nature of Order – are considered seminal in software
engineering because of their emphasis on finding patterns in systems and organizing
systems with patterns.
Software engineering entails:
1) following a project process framework and project development model
that guides the elicitation of requirements;
2) elaborating and analyzing requirements into specifications;
3) identifying and tailoring relevant design methods;
4) identifying critical views onto the system and its interactions with
users and other systems;
5) identifying, implementing, and adapting architecture patterns that marry
the dynamics of the context and the goals and requirements to strategies
that will achieve the goals and satisfy the requirements within the given
context;
6) iterating and incremental development;
7) identifying and employing tests to ensure that components of the software
perform as per specification;
8) validating that a software architecture evolves that addresses the client's
needs and goals;
9) verifying that the system as specified is well-designed, well-constructed,
and implemented well [252]

Development Process Frameworks: Process frameworks, also known as
development process models, are,
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...how the development is organised, managed, measured, supported and
improved, irrespective of the techniques and methods used for development the
highest level of activities that must be performed in order to successfully deliver
the project [253, p. 196].

Examples include the Unified Process (UP), Rational Unified Process (RUP),
CMMI, ALF, IPSE, Marvel, SOCCA, SPADE, Agile Development, Conversation Builder,
OS, and GRAPPLE [253]. Each of these has variations, such as OpenUP, RUP SE, etc.
[120], [254]. Of the agile development methods, there are several variations including:
SCRUM, XP, DSDM, Crystal Clear, Feature Driven Development, etc [255], [195],
[256], [257]. These various frameworks have evolved over time to suit different
purposes. Some are geared toward integrating a business model into the overall project
framework in order to ground the project in the business goals and create an enterprisecentric project. Others are centered in acquisitions, or systems, or organizational
dynamics. An interesting point to note is the rate and vigor with which process
frameworks have developed and are developing, particularly in that each new framework
is usually an amalgamation of existing frameworks that happen to work well together
toward serving some purpose. For instance, currently, there is a growing body of
literature that a combination of RUP+Agile+CMMI or SCRUMP
(SCRUM+RUP)+CMMI makes a powerful and valuable hybrid. This is all the more
significant because each on its own has become, if not the definitive industry best
practice in its area, then at least arguably a best practice. Since process frameworks are
recombined to suit different project types, process framework composers exist, such as
the open source Eclipse Process Framework Composer [258], which allows engineers to
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tailor process frameworks and methods to their particular project types. Process and
method tailoring has also given rise to the discipline of method engineer, whose job it is
to tailor processes and methods, to keep a database of tailored processes and methods,
and to select, deploy, and customize the reusable components for each project on which
an organization works.
Before moving on to a discussion about lifecycle development methods, it is
valuable to make a technical definition clarification. Within the software engineering and
systems engineering lexicons, process refers to, “...a logical sequence of tasks performed
to achieve a particular objective (what is to be done without saying how) [128, p. 9].”
Whereas a method, “...consists of techniques for performing tasks (how the task is
performed) [128, p. 9].”

But methods also encompass their own subset of tasks, thus

there are sub-processes and sub-methods for each method, and for each method, there are
also associated tools and strategies. Thus a methodology involves the application of
processes that entail methods and tools. Given this, the distinction between the software
development process frameworks that were just reviewed and the software lifecycle
development models that we shall review should be a little clearer. The process
frameworks are representations of the overall concerns and stages that must be addressed
and managed for the project to be successful. They indicated nothing about what the
system being designed should be or how it should be designed. One way to view the
process frameworks is that they identify project milestones, and provide a logical
structure for organizing who is involved in the project, what their roles are, what their
deliverables are, how each component in the framework relates to all other components,
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and in general provide a framework for managing the project and keeping track of
responsibilities, progress, and documents. In doing so, part of their value is as a case
study database. This use of the process documentation relates directly to the idea of
methods engineering and process and model reuse. If a software development project is
documented thoroughly within a process framework, it can serve as a guide for future
projects of similar scope and type, as well as tracking reusable elements of the project
development process.
Development models, on the other hand, specify how the project will actually be
developed (broad-brush methods/stages) and give some indication of the sort of data
collection, analysis, and design methods likely to be used at any particular point along the
trajectory of the project's development.
Lifecycle Development Models: These models describe how a project will be
developed from the inception of ideas, through analysis and design processes, until
decommissioning at the end of its useful life. There are three broad classes of
development models: linear (aka, plan-driven), evolutionary, and hybrid models [259],
[260], [128]. The most prominent types of each will be outlined below.
Waterfall Model: Linear models are examples of top-down, plan-driven
development models. Such development models were the first types of development
models used and they continue to be heavily used. An example of a linear model is the
waterfall model [259]. In the waterfall model, the project advances in a series of
cascading stages. A typical cascade involves the following stages:
system feasibility>requirements>preliminary design>detailed design>module coding
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and testing>system integration>system testing>maintenance. At each stage, the work is
compared back to the last stage to ensure it is meeting the requirements of the last stage.
While some iteration and refinement happens in each stage, once a stage is completed
and the project moves on two or more stages down the line, there is a strong dis-incentive
to return to previous stages. There are two main problems with the waterfall model. The
first is that as the design progresses through the stages, it can lose its grounding in the
original intent, since the tendency is to refer back to the outcomes of the previous stage at
any given stage, and not the original intent. Use of a pure waterfall model as the de facto
best practice has fallen out of favor for this reason. The second problem is that
integration, validation, and verification, which are the processes by which the first
problem could be caught and remedied, do not happen until the end of the project. This
can be problematic and costly when developing complex, software-intensive systems,
since often it is impossible to foresee the scale and complexities of the integration issues
until integrating. Relating this to architecture, this is like the design-bid-build model of
project delivery detailed in Chapter Three in Volume 1, in which the architect does his
job, then the architect brings on consultants to do their jobs, then the project is sent to
contractors to build it. Similarly, the waterfall model is about execution, with an implicit
assumption that requirements are knowable at the start of the project and once defined, do
not have to be revisited. This is rarely if ever true when designing complex, interactive
systems.
Iterative Models of Development: assume that the requirements are not completely
knowable and/or that they will change over time. Requirements are gathered, refined and
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analyzed a bit, but then the project moves right into a series of iterative prototypes with
integration occurring as it develops. This type of process is better suited to projects with
uncertain scopes or unknowable requirements at the start. The class of methods known as
agile methods are examples of iterative models of development. But iterative models
suffer from some weaknesses, too. In particular, how does one know when to stop
iterating, especially if requirements are continually changing or being discovered?
Furthermore, if all components are iterating, how do the developers of any one
component know how to connect to the other components being developed? That is, each
developer needs the other components of the system to be at least somewhat stable.
Given these two issues, the common practice is that iterative methods by themselves are
acceptable for small to medium software engineering and systems engineering projects,
but that for large, complex projects, a combination of a plan-driven approach and an
iterative approach is necessary. They are complementary processes. The iterative
processes fit symbiotically within plan-driven frameworks and each compensate for the
other's weaknesses.
Incremental Models of Development: Incremental development models are
complementary to iterative processes and are often practiced in conjunction with iterative
models. Incremental models are iterative, but in stages. When an iterating prototype
reaches a level of maturity, even if not perfect, some of its requirements are locked-down
so that other components of the system can take them as givens. An example is to get the
base of a mobile robot in reasonable working order, then lock it down as a given, and
move on to the design of the superstructure that will have to mount to the base. One way
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this is described is as a series of mini-waterfall project development models chained
together sequentially. Whereas a purely iterative process might mean that any component
can change in any way at any time to address updated understanding of the requirements,
an incremental process gets some aspect of the system to a point where it can be taken as
given, and then continues the design evolution from the new starting point. There are
three main problems with the incremental model if practiced on its own. First, sometimes
as the design nears the end of development it has evolved in a way where the next logical
step to improve it would be to reframe some of the underlying assumptions or strategies
fixed upon in an earlier mini-waterfall stage, which is no longer logistically feasible. The
second problem is that incremental design at any incremental stage may tend to fixate on
the requirements as defined in the last increment, not tracing back to the big picture,
which ultimately threatens validity. The third typical problem is that at each new
increment, new implicit assumptions may be introduced inadvertently which are not
traced back to the original global project intent. The result of these last two problems can
be a design that is verified as being well made for what it is, but which is not validated
because it veered off course from the project's overall goals. Taken together, iterative and
incremental processes are known as evolutionary software and systems development
processes and are often combined with each other because they address each other's
weaknesses. Incremental approaches can also be complementary subcomponents of plandriven approaches for large-scale software/systems design [87], [260], [259].
Spiral Model: A model appropriate for large-scale software design that combines
plan-driven and evolutionary processes is the spiral model [128], [252], [259], [260].
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There are several variations on the spiral model, but each entails four or five phases
iterated and incremented. The typical process entails: plan>approve>do>review and
revise>evaluate>plan>approve>do>...... or determine objectives, alternatives,
constraints>evaluate alternatives, identify & resolve risks>develop, verify next level
product>plan next phases>determine objectives, alternatives, constraints>... [128],
[259]. There are two problems with the spiral method. First, since it incorporates the
other described methods, but it does not prescribe a tight structure or sequence for how to
utilize them, the spiral method requires an experienced, disciplined, project manager with
excellent leadership skills, otherwise, the project can drag on, lose its way, and become
very costly. The second problem is that there are no set deadlines for the stages, again
placing the onus for success on having a deft project manager. One way this weakness
can be counteracted is by incorporating scrum, scrump, or other agile methods that
impose strict time limits on iterative development phases.
V-model: The V-model is the latest evolution in the plan-driven + evolutionary
project development process model [119], [128], [260]. Whereas the spiral model uses an
organizational metaphor of a project's inception beginning with the kernel of goals and
requirements and blossoming outward through successful phases of elaboration and
refinement, the V-model conceptualizes the work as a process of decomposition (moving
down the left leg of the V) from general needs to specific requirements and design
concept fragments, but then transitioning into a process of composition (at the base of the
V and then moving up the right leg) [128], [261], [262]. Furthermore, the tests,
validation, verification, and integration strategies that will be used on the right side of the
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V are developed at least broadly and applied conceptually on the left side as
specifications and design ideas are developed, so that integration, validation, and
verification happen throughout the process. This is currently a best practice in systems
engineering as we will see, and is also very prevalent in software engineering. However,
the spiral model and evolutionary models remain current best practices in software
engineering.
If this treatment of software engineering so far feels high-level and abstract, it
should be understood as a consequence of the enormous complexity and prone-ness to
change that software engineers face when designing a system. The requirements of the
client are changing throughout the process, as developers analyze and design, hence the
evolutionary nature of their development methods. Interestingly, there are parallels
between this sort of agile approach and the underdesign strategy of STS and the concern
of ULS that in the future, requirements will be unknowable. At the same time, largescale projects need some guiding principles, and thus we see in software engineering that
it is a mix of top-down and bottom-up – of plan-driven and evolutionary methods – that is
most appropriate.
In addition, and with respect to the process frameworks, it is interesting that there,
too, the trend is to combine and tailor frameworks. It accomplishes too things. First, by
combining frameworks that are user-centered and enterprise-centered, for instance, both
are represented well in the project development process and project development model.
This makes it more likely that the concerns of each will be validly addressed. As
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importantly, by constraining the design space with the two views, the degrees of freedom
of the design space are reduced, thus making the project scope more manageable.
There is a common set of elements constituting what software engineers model
with these process frameworks and with these lifecycle development models. Software
engineering incorporates formal, diagrammatic models extensively in order to map the
system. Models used include class diagrams, structure diagrams, behavior diagrams,
activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, use case diagrams, requirements diagrams, context
diagrams, flow diagrams, state machine diagrams, petri nets, functional diagrams, affinity
diagrams, decision trees, and several others. Each diagram represents a particular view
onto the system composed of blocks of system components and their functional,
geometric, sequential, or other logistical relationships. Additional standard views, which
are used to constrain the design space, include views from the business case, the
organization's perspectives, and the details of individual users' interactions with the
systems interfaces.
The predominant modeling language for authoring such diagrams is the Unified
Modeling Language (UML). Prior to the mid-1990's, there were more than a dozen
modeling languages in use. Since the mid-1990's, the industry has consolidated its
modeling efforts around the UML, though other modeling languages are in use for
specific purposes, such as the SAE Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL).
UML is not an executable modeling language, though aspects of it can be made to be
executable [87]. Software engineering is also very concerned with sound requirements
engineering, traceability, validation, and verification, as noted above.
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A critical function of software engineers is to take all of these models and identify
the platforms and both human-machine and machine-machine interfaces [87]. This is
usually a matter of expert analysis, though there are some methods which are proposed
for using formal analysis methods to do this.
This review of the domain of software engineering should also make apparent
why requirements and use case traceability is such a critical concern in software
development. Given the complexities of the process, both to ensure that the client gets a
useful and well-designed product, and to ensure that the software developer works
efficiently and turns a profit, it is critical to always be able to trace design features and
functions back to requirements that needed to be addressed.
There is one other emerging trend that is important to cover here. It is the concept
of component-based software and systems design [228]. Component-based software
attempts to reduce the number of inheritance relationships that exist, which entails
reducing the number of sub-classes. Since component-based design removes sub-classes
from the model, it is likely to reduce the complexity of any necessary propagation of a
change through the system. Ideally, in component-based design, each class is a black box
solution that can be removed without effecting any dependents, other than whatever other
classes were connected to it directly. The concept behind component-based software
engineering touches on the theme of reducing degrees of freedom wherever possible
within the system, which has been a recurrent theme throughout this literature review. In
addition, a component-based approach is noted as valuable in designing CPS, as
suggested by Xie [82], and Baras [158].
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This comparative review of literature has identified the methods associated with
these tasks as key to transitioning the practice of architecture to participate in the design
of complex, interactive, architectural systems.

Systems Engineering
The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) defines a system
as,”…a combination of interacting elements organized to achieve one or more stated
purposes [119, p. 1.5].”
The National Air and Space Administration (NASA) defines a system as,
A system is a set of interrelated components which interact with one another in an
organized fashion toward a common purpose. The components of a system may
be quite diverse, consisting of persons, organizations, procedures, software,
equipment, or facilities [260, p. 15].

INCOSE offers several possible definitions of systems engineering,
Systems engineering is a discipline that concentrates on the design and
application of the whole (system) as distinct from the parts.
It involves looking at a problem in its entirety, taking into account all the
facets and all the variables and relating the social to the technical aspect. (Ramo)
1 ) Systems engineering is an iterative process of top-down synthesis,
development, and operation of a real-world system that satisfies, in a near
optimal manner, the full range of requirements for the system.
(Eisner)
2 ) Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable
the realization of successful systems. (INCOSE)
Certain keywords emerge from this sampling – interdisciplinary, iterative,
socio-technical, and wholeness.
The systems engineering perspective is based on systems thinking. Systems’
thinking occurs through discovery, learning, diagnosis, and dialog that lead to
sensing, modeling, and talking about the real-world to better understand, define,
and work with systems. Systems thinking is a unique perspective on reality — a
perspective that sharpens our awareness of wholes and how the parts within those
wholes interrelate [119, p. 2.1]
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NASA defines systems engineering as,
Systems engineering is a robust approach to the design, creation, and
operation of systems. In simple terms, the approach consists of identification and
quantification of system goals, creation of alternative system design concepts,
performance of design trades, selection and implementation of the best design,
verification that the design is properly built and integrated, and postimplementation assessment of how well the system meets (or met) the goals. The
approach is usually applied repeatedly and recursively, with several increases in
the resolution of the system baselines (which contain requirements, design details,
verification procedures and standards, cost and performance estimates, and so on).
Systems engineering is performed in concert with system management. A
major part of the system engineer's role is to provide information that the system
manager can use to make the right decisions. This includes identification of
alternative design concepts and characterization of those concepts in ways that
will help the system managers first discover their preferences, then be able to
apply them astutely. An important aspect of this role is the creation of system
models that facilitate assessment of the alternatives in various dimensions such as
cost, performance, and risk [260, p. 16].
NASA offers the following definition of systems engineering's objectives,
The objective of systems engineering is to see to it that the system is designed,
built, and operated so that it accomplishes its purpose in the most cost-effective
way possible, considering performance, cost, schedule, and risk [260, p. 16].
While these definitions may come across as high-level and abstract, INCOSE
notes,
The descriptions in this handbook show what each systems engineering
process activity entails, in the context of designing for affordability and
performance. On some projects, a given activity may be performed very
informally (e.g., on the back of an envelope, or in an engineer’s notebook); on
other projects, very formally, with interim products under formal configuration
control. This document is not intended to advocate any level of formality as
necessary or appropriate in all situations. The appropriate degree of formality in
the execution of any systems engineering process activity is determined by:
a. the need for communication of what is being done (across members of a
project team, across organizations, or over time to support future activities),
b. the level of uncertainty,
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c. the degree of complexity, and
d. the consequences to human welfare [119, p. iii].
Thus systems engineering is concerned with the scoping of, designing,
constructing, and managing complex systems throughout their useful lifecycles. Systems
engineering will not be covered in much depth here because: 1) a large part of systems
engineering is integrating complex physical built systems with complex, soft-wareintensive systems, thus the process frameworks, development models, and methods used
are substantially the same between systems engineering, software engineering (already
covered), and mechanical engineering (already covered) for complex systems; 2) a
portion of the detailed methods analysis in Chapter Three deals with pertinent systems
engineering methods and frameworks. It should suffice to note, based on these
definitions of systems engineering, that its focus overlaps with all above noted relevant
domains.
It should also be noted that, like software engineering, systems engineering
incorporates both a process framework and a lifecycle development model. Systems
engineering also makes use of the same frameworks and models and modeling languages
as software engineering, with some modifications and extensions. In addition, systems
engineering also uses formal, diagrammatic models extensively in order to map the
system. It is also very concerned with sound requirements engineering, traceability,
validation, and verification. Systems engineering places emphasis on finding synergistic
patterns within the system to ensure quality design. It, too, utilizes views as a primary
means of understanding the various dimensions of the system and their interrelationships.
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Systems engineering also uses these views and models to find the platforms and
interfaces inherent in the system and to modularize the system where it is simplest to do
so. Lastly, it too constrains the design space by incorporating the views from business,
the organization, and the individual users.

Observations, Opportunities, and Gaps
This review of perspectives from fields that participate in the design of complex,
interactive systems reveals some trends and concerns, and reinforces those already
uncovered in the previous Appendices. First, design matters. Any designer will agree
with that statement, of course. But in this instance, the reference is to the body of
literature from ecological psychology, epistemic action, and embodied cognition. Human
minds have two tendencies with respect to the tools, affordances, and ways in which they
choreograph their behavior within their environments. First, human minds use such
tools, affordances, and choreography to structure and constrain their activity space to
make activity require less on-line, active cognition and to increase their accuracy, speed,
and reliability in performing activities. Second, the use of tools in particular toward
accomplishing such activities begins to encode itself in the brain very rapidly. As noted,
within as little as five minutes of tool use, there is correlational evidence that reentrant
mapping is occurring in which the brain is reorganizing the firing of neurons to add the
tool to its body schema. Within as little as three weeks, the tool is thoroughly encoded
into the body schema. Once reorganization of patterns of neural firing occurs to account
for the tool, additional neurogenesis and synaptogenesis (development of new, denser
grey and white matter and synapses) occurs in the region of the new brain pattern to
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strengthen and add refinement to the execution of the pattern. In addition, the added
brain matter results in the need for more energy to the region, which results in angiogenesis (development of new blood capillaries in the region) in order to increase blood
flow (oxygen) to the region. These phenomena, known as neural plasticity, have been
shown to occur throughout the entire lives of monkeys and rats (and Kramer provides
correlational evidence that this is true in humans as well, even into their 80's). Thus
design matters in a profound way. Tool design matters because it quickly results in
restructuring neural functioning. The environment --- for us the built environment and in
this case, complex, interactive, architectural systems --- can be considered tools of
humanity to afford and accomplish certain classes of behavior and advanced forms of
work. To the extent that the built environment is a tool of humanity, and given the
summary of literature on neural plasticity and reentrant mapping above, design of the
environment matters because it shapes who and what people are to the fundamental
structure of their brains throughout their lives. When this is considered, the ethical
dimension of design and how we design and what we design becomes much more of a
primary concern than it typically is. Ultimately, this research is moving toward
addressing this issue and how to design such architectural tools – which are very complex
and interactive. For now, the direction and substance of this dissertation is a step in that
direction.
There are a range of professional disciplines – mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, computer engineering, human factors, ergonomics, HCI, software,
knowledge, and systems engineering – that engage in the design of complex systems and
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interfaces and whose knowledge and methods are relevant to the design of complex,
interactive, architectural systems. In fact, such analysts and designers are directly
involved in the design of embedded systems, mechatronics, robotics, CPS, and STS. This
appendix reviewed in broad-brush terms the purpose of their respective fields and
outlined their methods. This review demonstrates that collaboration, prototyping, and
iterative and incremental design strategies are ubiquitous in all fields designing complex,
interactive systems. Such strategies counteract many of the complications that complex,
interactive systems design entails, such as changing, evolving, or unknowable
requirements, complex task and cognitive structures underlying work, and systems
integration, validation, and verification issues. At the same time, a distinguishing
characteristic of complex human-machine systems is that iterative and incremental – that
is agile approaches – are typically not enough. There still must be a plan-driven
component to the design method in order to move the project along and tether it to some
overriding goals and requirements which are somewhat fixed.
In addition, it seems to be knowledge engineering which underlies human factors,
business modeling, and systems engineering, and informs mechanical, electrical,
computer, and software engineering and HCI. This is born out with the similarity of
methods the former set use to analyze systems – namely, aggregations of diagrammatic
views of system structure, behavior, and interfaces overlaid and compared to extract
common patterns. Whereas the latter take the products of the former and use it to guide
the development of specific product solutions. For an architect working at the front-end
of the design process, setting up the initial requirements and the process framework, the
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processes, methods, and views of the former are very relevant and should inform CIASDM.
Another observation is that patterns are very important. Software engineering's
purpose was summarized as the search for patterns in knowledge that can be matched to
software architectural patterns in order to deliver products that map between the
knowledge patterns and the performance patterns afforded by the software. Of course
seeing patterns is dependent upon one's view onto the system. The ideas of patterns and
views onto the system are actually common – and potentially binding – elements of all of
these disciplines that design complex systems. In addition to software engineers, human
factors analysis methods for complex systems interface design is really a search for
common patterns embedded within layers of systems structures. Architecture, of course,
is concerned with patterns that govern the design of spaces which support activities.
Software engineering has been shown to fixate on patterns as an organizational
centerpiece to the process of designing software, both decompositionally and
compositionally. Systems engineering also spends ample time uncovering the patterns
inherent in a system and using this knowledge to assess the qualities of the system being
designed, its complexity, and its efficiency. And of course ultimately, this all leads back
to how the things we design effect the organizational and structural patterns of our own
behavior and neurology.
Key to seeing patterns is one's viewpoint. As mentioned above, in searching for
and designing patterns for complex systems, all of the above fields take multiple views
onto systems of interest.

Not only are these disciplines relevant for the design of
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complex, interactive architectural systems, but they seem to be present in the design of all
complex systems. So it is likely that an architect working on the design of complex,
interactive, architectural systems will be interacting directly with human factors
engineers, systems engineers, software developers, mechanical engineers, roboticists,
cognitive psychologists, and perhaps at some point, neuroscientists. Given this,
augmenting the architectural design method with vocabulary and design process structure
that makes it easier to collaborate with these disciplines will serve to ease the transition to
working with them.
It also became apparent in this portion of the literature review that HCI, which is
clearly an essential area of focus for the detailed design of interactive environments, is
likely of less interest to architects concerned with the very front end of the project
because HCI is application-specific. Further along in the project, architects may be much
more concerned with the HCI. On the one hand, the techniques for large-scale, complex
system decomposition and interface design employed by HF professionals may prove
invaluable for architects working on the front end of complex, interactive, architectural
systems. On the other hand, architects working at the front end of design will never get
into that much detail. Rather, the structure of the early design, data gathering, and data
representation strategies we will propose must include knowledge that will be useful for
software and systems engineers and HCI designers at a future date, but it does not have to
extend to atomizing the details of all potential interactions, as the HCI designer for each
room type's interfaces will want to do that on his/her own. In summary, it seems the job
of the architect up front will be to provide a framework and a knowledge base but not to
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feel obligated to provide all information and structure necessary to carry out detailed
interface design.
An interesting observation is that Kirsh's description of humans “seeding” the
environment with cues and structures that reduce their cognitive burden and increase their
own speed, accuracy, and efficiency is like a self-produced underdesign (STS strategy) or
self-produced walk-through-oriented-facilitation (STS strategy) wherein we're priming
ourselves to participate in a particular behavior. By following the analogy to STS
strategies a little farther, it is almost as if by adaptively reorganizing our environments to
suit our purposes, we are having conversations with ourselves and others who share the
environment about how best to optimize matching the details of our physical environment
(as tool) with our goals and tasks. This is epistemic action played out over a greater scale
of time with a more complex system. It is Kirsh pointing out that to a large extent the
mapping of the users' actions to intentions is always at least partially unknowable. Our
own motivations and actions are always at least partially unknowable to ourselves. And
yet by structuring our environment, we can converse with ourselves about what our
actions and intentions should be – at least how we want them to be – and we can put in
place structures that afford achieving these ends. It is also Schon's reflective practice
taken off of the trace paper and enacted as a fully multi-modal experiment. This is
significant because the further into this comparative literature review I delve, the more it
seems that the STS design techniques form a bridge between present and future systems
design challenges and strategies and address the core of difficulties with which each
discipline is faced.
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Extrapolating this point further, particularly with respect to architectural theory,
an interesting potential phenomenon may be in development here on a societal level. In
taking the approaches to design that STS and ULS advocate, we are recreating the
conditions by which we fully act out the unselfconscious design method that Alexander
highlights as foundational to traditional design [98]. That is, whereas he postulates that
design in the Modern era had to consciously address variables that had previously been
implicitly understood and resolved by the larger society, the types of design challenges to
which we are evolving, and the means by which we believe that we must design such
complex, interactive systems, are forcing us to take a more holistic view, to accept that
we cannot completely atomize challenges, to accept that context is critical, to choose
increment and iteration over grand visions and grand executions. In moving in this
direction, it seems we may very well be reconstituting a synthetic form of
unselfconscious design.
Speaking of Kirsh, it is clear that he has spent more than a decade cogitating on
how the design of environments relates to psychological and cognitive processes.
Moreover, he has provided a wealth of constructs and suggested operations that can serve
to guide how the design of interactive architecture develops. It seems this vocabulary
and these constructs will come to shape the discourse in at least some way.
There are (at least) two opportunities that this appendix highlights. The first is
that the software component is the primary aspect of systems design around which human
factors engineering, human-computer interaction design, software design and knowledge
engineering, and systems engineering are all tailoring their analysis and design methods.
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Moreover, since there is this common armature, their respective strategies either share a
common lineage, are converging, or both. This means that for architects of complex,
interactive, architectural systems to engage these fields, rather than having to learn vastly
disparate sets of knowledge, a small(ish) set of shared, common elements can be
identified and featured in architectural education and practice so that architects can speak
their language and participate in the design of interactive architecture.
The second opportunity, as has been observed, is that design does matter and
research into how to design building architecture and interactive architectural systems to
support human well-being and performance will become a thriving area of research in the
near future. Already, there is an Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture (ANFA)
bringing together the people who will drive this area of research. In a personal meeting
with Gil Cook, one of the founders of ANFA and the Dean of the New School of
Architecture, as he recounted the last 15 years of organizing this area of research, I asked
where it was going. He responded that this question is for our generation to figure out. It
took his generation the better part of two decades to move from the question to defining a
field of research and creating the institution to facilitate it.
There are two gaps which this appendix highlights. The first gap that this
appendix highlights is that in the sister disciplines of HF/E, HCI, software engineering,
and systems engineering (as well as mechanical engineering) share an advanced set of
processes, methods, and models which are already emerging as useful for the design of
complex, interactive systems, but architects are not part of the conversation. To whatever
extent architects have been part of the conversation, their products are tied to HCI, which
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is different than HF/E, software engineering, and systems engineering when it comes to
design methods because it (HCI) addresses individual interfaces, products, and
components of systems, not the larger systems of systems. While the interfaces are
critical, the interfaces without the larger systems of systems are not nearly as useful.
Furthermore, architects tend to explore these matters through idiosyncratic art installation
pieces. The prime example from Appendix 2A is the work and writings of Kaz
Oosterhuis. His work is far-reaching, visionary, ambitious, ahead of its time, and
technically very impressive. And yet for whatever reason, he's chosen to develop tools,
methods, and a vocabulary that is completely idiosyncratic. How is this to be taken?
Genius? Arrogance? Aloofness? Thus the conversation is passing architects by. It is
time that we learn the language shared by our collaborators and participate instead of
standing at a distance and reinventing existing, ongoing discourse as if we were really
contributing new knowledge.
The second gap this appendix highlights is that human factors, software
engineering (and knowledge engineering), and systems engineering take much greater
care to understand and validate the requirements, use-cases, and context of the design
challenge than architecture does. It seems as though HCI, mechanical, electrical, and
computer engineerings' requirements and use-cases gathering and validating efforts fall
somewhere in the middle. For complex, interactive, architectural systems in the nearterm, it seems much more thorough and rigorous requirements engineering will be
necessary and can also serve as a platform for communication, collaboration, and
integration for all respective disciplines. Moreover, because of architects' unique position
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at the front end of buildings’ project development lifecycles, putting in place solid
requirements engineering programs could greatly ease the work and eliminate the
redundant efforts of many of the consultants who will join the process during
conceptualization and detailed design.
Lastly, it seems designers are at a point with the design of complex systems that is
analogous to where the mathematics of the curve were just before the discovery of the
calculus, when the state of the science was to break the curve up into lots of little lines,
always knowing that the solution was not elegant or robust and that the answers were
almost (but never) as accurate as desired. At the moment, we are in search of a calculus
for the design of complexity, but until it is discovered, the best we have is to break the
problem down to its tiniest component parts, gaining as many views onto the system as
possible/required, while at the same time accepting that we engage in a slow, flawed,
laborious process. We carry on knowing that this is the best we can do at the moment and
that we must surmount this challenge before we will be able to truly model and design
large, complex, interactive architectural systems.
The design elements and method explored and proposed in the following sections
do not surmount this threshold. Rather, they (hopefully) bring architectural design up to
it (the threshold) so that we may participate in and contribute to overcoming this hurdle.
In the following sections, various specific design frameworks, data gathering methods,
representation methods and design methods are considered. Out of this review a
composite method is developed, CIAS-DM, for the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems. It is, at the least, hopefully a step in the right direction.
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APPENDIX 3:
LITERATURE SYNTHESIS: CONCEPTUALLY VALIDATING CIAS-DM

Summary of Challenges When Designing Complex, Interactive, Architectural
Systems
The challenges encountered when designing CIAS are:
1. CIAS exist at multiple scales of concern simultaneously
2. the very large degrees of freedom of the system
3. the incorporation of real-time interactivity between users and the physical and
virtual environments
4. the distributed nature of the system of systems
5. the layers of interconnected sub-systems, some of which cannot be completely
modularized
6. the openness of the system to unknown and unknowable systems external to itself
7. the extensive collaboration required to design CIAS
8. imperfect understanding of the project goals, use cases, constraints, and/or
missing requirements
9. reliability
10. robustness
11. scalability
12. adaptability
13. safety
14. lack of adequate design and analysis theories, methods, and tools
15. non-reducible (non-traceable) functionality
16. inability to optimize across all sub-systems simultaneously.
CIAS-DM should address the following propositions:
P1.1 Some existing architectural design methods may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.2 Some existing design methods from the professional disciplines designing
embedded systems, mechatronics, and robotics, as well as socio-technical systems and
cyber-physical-systems may be useful for designing IA/AR.
P1.3 New methods and tools will be required in order to effectively and efficiently design
IA/AR.
P2.1 Collaborative work, prototyping, and design as an analytic probe should all be part
of any eventual complex, interactive, architectural systems design methodology because
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of their ubiquitous use, flexibility, utility, and value in the existing design processes of
architects and, for the first two items, all other sister disciplines as well.
P2.2 The architect is in a unique position at the start of the project to set the foundation
for how the project overall develops because even within the IPD framework, the
architect is typically the owner's first point of contact and the sole consultant responsible
for assisting the owner in developing requirements. Developing requirements in a way
that is useful to all subsequent design constituencies, at least as a starting point, would be
of huge benefit to them and greatly increase the architect's participation in the design
processes.
P2.3 For reasons noted in P2.2, the architect is also in a unique position at the outset of
the project to lay the groundwork for prioritizing design and analysis work, determining
platforms and interfaces early in the conceptualization process, which will reduce the
degrees of freedom of the design space and make all other consultants' jobs easier.
P3.1 Architecture's new sister disciplines have more advanced requirements engineering
methods. Given the significant role which architects play in developing program
requirements for buildings, and given our emerging collaboration with these other fields,
we should evolve our methods to be at least as advanced as their methods.
P3.2 Process frameworks are representations of the overall concerns and stages that must
be addressed and managed for the project to be successful. Development models, on the
other hand, specify how the project will actually be developed (broad-brush
methods/stages) and give some indication of the sort of data collection, analysis, and
design methods likely to be used at any particular point along the trajectory of the
project's development. The distinction between process framework and development
model is a useful distinction and is appropriate for the design of complex, interactive,
architectural systems. Architecture should incorporate both a process framework and a
development model as part of both representing the process to their sister disciplines in a
shared way and managing the development of the project using a common language.
P3.3 Large-scale software engineering and system engineering projects require process
frameworks that incorporate both a plan-driven (top down) overriding structure and
evolutionary (bottom up) sub-routines in order to deal with the complexities of unknown
or unknowable requirements and integration issues. Architecture is of the scale and
complexity that a similar approach is appropriate for architecture. Architecture should
incorporate a hybrid plan-driven and evolutionary process framework.
P3.4 Mechanical engineering, product development, software engineering, and systems
engineering incorporate explicit models of the business case, the user interactions, and
the organizational dynamics in how they represent the design space for the design of
complex, interactive systems. The value of incorporating formal models of these areas of
concern is that they can help constrain the design space, simplifying the challenge. Given
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the scale and complexity of CIAS, architects should also incorporate formal models of
the business case, user interaction, and organizational interaction with the system to
constrain the design space and simplify the challenge.
P3.5 A central concern of systems engineers and software engineers, as well as
mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers, is to identify the natural modules of the
system, including the platform opportunities and the human-machine and machinemachine interfaces. Architecture, again because of it role in developing the initial
requirements, putting forth the project structure, and guiding the design development
process, is in a position to set up the project development structure so that analysis on
potential platforms and interfaces is possible and to guide the evolution of this
assessment throughout design. The architectural design process for designing complex,
interactive, architectural systems should incorporate this as a core component of its predesign and conceptualization services.
P3.5b Architecture should seek to identify human-human interfaces as well (to map the
social interfaces as well (drawing from space syntax and STS).
P 3.6 Architects already have an equivalent of views onto a system (plans, sections,
elevations, MEP & T, FFE drawings). Architects should incorporate the practice of
formally modeling the system dynamics in a way compatible with that of its sister
disciplines. This means modeling diagrammatically in a formal modeling language and
using the views onto the system to assess the merit of the design in accordance with the
methods employed by software and systems engineers.
P3.7 CIAS-DM should embody the business case in general, but not adhere to any
particular management strategy. It is sufficient if CIAS-DM is user- centered,
incorporates both a plan-driven and agile component to its process framework, and
incorporates some qualitative and/or quantitative analysis, selection, validation, and
verification methods. This will make CIAS-DM broadly compatible with industry best
practice quality management approaches.

Triangulating the Beginnings of a Complex Architectural Systems Design
Methodology (CIAS-DM)
CIAS-DM evolved in response to an understanding about the context and
challenges of designing CIAS as expressed in this comparative literature review. In
response to the literature review, a set of propositions evolved about the likely
characteristics of a CIAS-DM. First, the literature review identified the design challenges
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associated with CIAS, as restated above. Next, the literature review drew comparisons
between the design challenges of designing CIAS and the design challenges encountered
when designing embedded systems, mechatronic systems, and robotic systems. In
particular, both CIAS and these other complex, interactive project types involve the need
to design systems open to other, unknown systems, and which afford robust, real-time
interactivity between systems of systems and environmental actors and other systems.
Given these similarities, an argument was made that architects should look to the design
and analysis methods of the disciplines which design these other project types in order to
glean theories, methods, and tools for improving the design of CIAS. In addition, the
challenges encountered in related emerging project types (CPS, STS, CLIOS, ULS, MSS)
were reviewed, as well as strategies for designing them. The design of CIAS was situated
as a subset of CPS and STS.
Next, design theories, methods, and tools were reviewed which are currently in
use in both architectural practice and those disciplines involved in the design of the
aforementioned existing and emerging complex, interactive project types. In general,
architectural design and analysis methods are well-developed for delivering quality
environmental design when the program is clearly and comprehensively provided to the
architect(s) and form is static. Architectural design and analysis methods do not currently
include mechanisms for building confidence that the program requirements are accurate
or comprehensive. This is a serious issue generally, but when real-time interactivity and
“moving mass” are added to the environment, it becomes a mission-critical concern. At
the same time, there are limits to the power of the 'Technical Rationality' employed by
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engineers and psychologists with respect to designing systems and specifically,
developing a system's requirements. Architects' use of design and creative activities
entails not only composition of form, structure, and organization, but also a probing
decomposition of the problem space that is particularly adept at teasing out tacit and
latent requirements. In response to this review, these findings, and the resulting
propositions, the CIAS-DM has been composed.
It is not possible to draw a simple succinct linear, logical pathway through the
design challenges, questions, and propositions to arrive at CIAS-DM. There are at least
two reasons for this: 1) CIAS-DM developed over months and during that time other
activities influenced my thinking; 2) development happened iteratively, at times very
quickly, across a range of media, and countless times over several months, so that
documentation of each and every attempt, variation, and logical inference was not
possible. The next section formally outlines CIAS-DM. What I was able to do, after the
fact, was map CIAS-DM back to the CIAS propositions and identified CIAS design
challenges and see if it really covers all items and to ensure that each item is developable
or analyzable by at least two CIAS-DM best practices (to validate any given finding
through methodological triangulation), and to ensure that CIAS-DM is not excessive or
superfluous. This review of CIAS-DM follows the formal description of CIAS-DM in the
next few pages. See Figures A-3.1 through A-3.10 for this assessment of CIAS-DM.
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Distilling Principles for Designing Complex, Interactive, Architectural System
CIAS-DM INCLUDES FIVE RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICES FOR THE
DESIGN OF CIAS. OVERALL, THESE BEST PRACTICES CONSTITUTE A
METHODOLOGY AS DEFINED BELOW. THE BEST PRACTICES ARE:
1. Triangulation
1. Data
2. Method
3. Perspectives
4. Among Evaluators
2. Supports Collaborative and Participatory Design
1. Enlist End-Users and Systems Design Collaborators to Inform Design
3. Improve/Align Elicitation of Requirements
1. Validation of Requirements, Not Just Verification of Design
2. Understand the Daily Life, Lifecycles, Context, and Roles of the
Environment/Ecosystem/Product(s) to Be Designed
3. Understand the Needs/Desires of the Stakeholders
4. Improve/Align Elaboration of Requirements:
1. First-Order Analyses
1. Needs Analysis
2. Identify Goals, Use Cases, Scenarios, Tasks as Possible
3. Identify These for Users, Organization, Business, System (and
Sub-Systems)
2. Second-Order Analyses
1. Identify Explicit, Tacit, Latent Needs
2. Cognitive Work Analysis
1. Abstraction Hierarchy
2. Decision Ladder
3. Strategies Analysis (Strategies Abstraction Diagram
4. Social Organization Structure Analysis
5. Skills, Rules, Knowledge Analysis
3. Multilevel Flow Modeling (Optional)
4. Heuristic Evaluation
5. OOSEM
1. Analyze Stakeholder Needs (Primarily 1st Order Analysis)
2. Analyze System Requirements (Ongoing)
3. Define Logical & Physical Architectures
4. Manage Requirements Traceability
5. Optimize and Evaluate Alternatives
6. Synthesize Candidate Architectures (Allocation)
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6. Probing the Design Challenge Through Design in Various Media,
at Multiple Scales, at Different Levels of Refinement
3. Third-Order Analyses
1. Modified Delphi
2. MoSCoW Method (Importance to Stakeholders)
3. Kano Method (Value to Business/Organization)
4. Hypergraph Analysis (Complexity and Interconnectedness of
Design Activities)
5. Focusing and Prioritizing Agile Development Efforts
6. Identifying Needed Collaboration
7. Identifying Interfaces
8. Identifying Platform System Components
5. Improve/Align Representation of System Requirements, Structure, Behavior
1. Places All Analysis in a Common Language and Common Representation
(SysML)
2. Place All Analysis in a Language Compatible with UML, which is Used
for Software Development and Business Process Modeling
3. Traceability
4. Opens Up Space for Cross-Disciplinary Trade Studies
5. Opens Up Space for Emerging Complex Co-Simulations
6. Improve/Align Project Process Management (OpenUP DSDM)
1. Method Tailorability
2. Track Roles, Tasks, Reports, Etc.
7. Mix of Plan-Driven & Agile Development Methods (DSDM)
Each of the seven recommended best practices outlined via CIAS-DM will be
elaborated upon below. But first, CIAS-DM is a methodology. In order to explain why
CIAS-DM is a methodology, here are definitions for process, method, tool, and
methodology as described in Estefan's survey of model-based systems engineering
(MBSE) methods.
A Process (P) is a logical sequence of tasks performed to achieve a particular
objective. A process defines “WHAT” is to be done, without specifying “HOW”
each task is performed. The structure of a process provides several levels of
aggregation to allow analysis and definition to be done at various levels of details
to support different decision-making needs.
A Method (M) consists of techniques for performing a task, in other words, it
defines the "HOW" of each task. (In this context, the words "method,"
"technique," "practice," and "procedure" are often used interchangeably.) At any
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level, process tasks are performed using methods. However, each method is also a
process itself, with a sequence of tasks to be performed for that particular method.
In other words, the "HOW" at one level of abstraction becomes the "WHAT" at
the next lower level.
A Tool (T) is an instrument that, when applied to a particular method, can enhance
the efficiency of the task; provided it is applied properly and by somebody with
proper skills and training. The purpose of a tool should be to facilitate the
accomplishment of the “HOWs.” In a broader sense, a tool enhances the “WHAT”
and the “HOW.” Most tools used to support systems engineering are computer- or
software-based, which also known [sic] as Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)
tools.
Based on these definitions, a methodology can be defined as a collection of related
processes, methods, and tools. A methodology is essentially a “recipe” and can be
thought of as the application of related processes, methods, and tools to a class of
problems that all have something in common [128, pp. 9-10].
Based upon these definitions, this research puts forth the Complex, Interactive
Architectural Systems Design Methodology. That is, CIAS-DM suggests, “...a
collection of related processes, methods, and tools...,” applied, “...to a class of problems
that all have something in common [128, p. 10].” CIAS-DM is, to some extent, method
and process independent in the sense that while CIAS-DM requires triangulation,
elicitation, elaboration, model-based representation, method tailoring, process framework
management, and a mix of plan-driven and agile development, it does not specify exactly
how these must be accomplished. In fact, the most appropriate methods, tools, and
processes will vary by project, so CIAS-DM should be flexible, not prescriptive. What is
most important is that the 1st order, 2nd order, and 3rd order analyses must carried out.
The first-order analysis ensures that the designer has a cursory understanding of the
requirements of the user. The second-order analysis develops the deeper analytical and
experiential/intuitive/visceral understandings of what the design must be and do, as well
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as incorporating design activities throughout the elaboration process. The third-order
analysis helps to verify that our first-order and second-order analyses were accurate with
respect to the stakeholders' and systems needs and wants, and to help reduce the degrees
of freedom of the design/problem space by prioritizing which goals, use cases, tasks, and
requirements are most worth developing. Though CIAS-DM is somewhat agnostic with
respect to method, for the purposes of evaluating CIAS-DM, this proposal does suggest
specific design and analysis methods and processes for use. Finally, it is worth
remembering the purpose of CIAS-DM is to: 1) increase the architect's (designer's,
team's, etc.) confidence that the design challenge is understood, 2) increase the likelihood
that data is used to inform design and design is used to uncover data, 3) increase the
likelihood that design efforts are focused on aspects of the design challenge wherein they
may yield the greatest effect, 4) increase the likelihood that such design is carried out
efficiently and effectively.

CIAS-DM:
Figures A-3.1 through A-3.6, A-3.10 show the relationships between the CIAS
Design Method Propositions and CIAS-DM. Of all of the best practices and associated
methods listed under CIAS-DM, several stand out as particularly relevant.
Collaboration/participatory design addresses just over one third of the eleven
propositions. (Note: in assessing CIAS-DM in comparison to the propositions,
propositions P1.1, P1.2, P1.3 were left out as all they do is state the assumptions that
CIAS-DM can be design at least in part from existing design and analysis methods). The
use of OOSEM and SysML addresses about half of the propositions. Incorporating design
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activities as an analytical probe addresses just over one third of the propositions. The
third-order analysis methods related to prioritizing design and analysis work address just
under one half of the methods.
CIAS-DM was also compared to the CIAS Design Challenges as per Figures A3.7 and A-3.9. The match between CIAS-DM and the design challenges also supports the
idea that CIAS-DM is an appropriate vehicle for designing CIAS. In particular, CIASDM1, Triangulation, addresses 50% of the CIAS Design Challenges, CIAS-DM2,
Collaboration, addresses 69% of the CIAS Design Challenges, etc. In addition, the design
component of CIAS-DM 4 second-order analysis addresses 81% of the design challenges
by itself, thus confirming the fundamental importance of an active design process as per
Schon's description of reflective practice incorporated into the analysis methods as a way
to tease out tacit and latent requirements, find interfaces, validate and refine a sense of
the use cases and tasks, and identify interfaces and platforms.
One criticism that may be raised about CIAS-DM is that it is intuitively obvious
that collaboration affords good design of systems, or that just designing (a la agile
development) is a better way to quickly develop working systems. While this is true to
some extent, the reader must keep in mind that CIAS-DM is intended to address large,
complex design challenges focused on systems of systems with real-time interaction with
humans in complex socio-technical environments. CIAS-DM is responsive to
Architecture-scale problems. Such design challenges require both bottom up and top
down methods. The value of CIAS-DM is in combining top-down and bottom-up
methods for the practice of architectural design of CIAS.
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The most unique piece of CIAS-DM is in the way that it uses the top-down
elicitation and elaboration of knowledge to prioritize the bottom up collaboration and
design activities. Other methods for understanding system complexity, for modularizing
the system, and for prioritizing work, such as the DSM, the House of Quality, the Kano
model, the MoSCoW method differ from CIAS-DM 's hypergraph on two important
points: 1) they are not model-based, but rather document-based; 2) DSM and HoQ do not
(and that I can find, cannot) represent a human-centered perspective of the system. Thus
CIAS-DM 's prioritization method is unique. While building a representation of the DSM
or the House of Quality into a SysML model is possible, this still cannot address the
second point of making the model human-centered. Also, each of these representations
can seemingly be described as a sub-set of a hypergraph super-set, so that within a
hypergraph analysis framework within SysML, it is possible to analyze the model using
something like a DSM or HoQ, etc., whereas without the hypergraph setup and with only
DSM or HoQ formalisms represented within the SysML model, other modes of analysis
are not afforded. Thus, the point of incorporating the hypergraph analysis of standard
measures of complexity in combination with the Kano analysis and the MoSCoW
analysis is to understand what the business values most, what the users value most, and
what is most logistically feasible and most broadly-serving (with respect to system
functionality) in order to prioritize agile development efforts.
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Figure A-3.1: Overview: CIAS Propositions to CIAS-DM Comparison
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Figure A-3.2: CIAS Propositions and the Best Practices that Address Them (1 of 5)
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Figure A-3.3: CIAS Propositions and the Best Practices that Address Them (2 of 5)
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Figure A-3.4: CIAS Propositions and the Best Practices that Address Them (3 of 5)
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Figure A-3.5: CIAS Propositions and the Best Practices that Address Them (4 of 5)
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Figure A-3.6: CIAS Propositions and the Best Practices that Address Them (5 of 5)
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Figure A-3.7: CIAS Design Challenges and the Best Practices that Address Them
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Figure A-3.1: Percentages of CIAS Design Challenges and CIAS Propositions Addressed
by CIAS-DM
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Figure A-3.9: CIAS Design Challenges Related to CIAS-DM Core Methods
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Figure A-3.10: CIAS Propositions Related to CIAS-DM Core Methods
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APPENDIX 4
PERMISSION TO REPRINT ARTICLE

This appendix contains the signed letter from the copyright holder of the article
presented in Chapter Four allowing the investigator to reprint the article in this
dissertation.
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APPENDIX 5A
PREPARATORY STUDY 2: REFOCUSING ON THE MATTRESS AS A CASE
STUDY

Appendix 5A presents the full use case analysis and list of user needs developed
as part of the exploratory study presented in Chapter Four. These materials were not
included in Chapter Four. But as part of the preparatory work covered in Chapter Five,
they were mined for goals, use cases, and requirements relevant to designing an assistive
mattress system. Use cases related to bed/mattress use were taken directly from the use
case analysis and used in the OPR documents.

In addition, use cases related to

bed/mattress use guided the development of the semi-structured interviews and scenario
enactments conducted during the Part D exploratory study documented in Chapter Five.
Patient and healthcare provider goals and requirements were extrapolated from the use
case analysis and list of need statements for the purposes of creating OPRs for the Series
1, Series 2, and Series 3 case studies only.
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LIKELY USE CASES FOR HOSPITAL STAFF PROVIDING CARE TO A STROKE
PATIENT

1 Entry Sequence
1.1 All
1.1.1 Knock
1.1.2 Announce Presence, Greet, and Give Name
1.1.3 Wash Hands
1.1.4 Ask How Patient is Doing and if the Patient Needs Anything
1.2 Physicians, Nurses, and Therapists Only
1.2.1 Assess Patient's Progress
1.2.1.1 Start to Engage with the Patient on Their High1Functioning
Side and Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side
to See if the Patient Can Aurally Track the Sound of
the Voice and/or Visually Track the Moving Person
1.2.1.2 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding Directly
to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient
Notices the Care Giver without a Cue Ask How Patient
Feels
1.2.2 Typical Questions Asked of Patient and Comments Made to Patient
1.2.2.1 Ask if Patient Has Eaten
1.2.2.2 Ask if Patient Took Their Medication
1.2.2.3 Ask if They Are in Any Pain
1.2.2.4 Ask if They've Had Any Visitors
1.2.2.5 Tell Them What Treatment/Therapy They Are About to Receive
1.2.3 Move Overbed Table Out of Way While Talking
2 Exit Sequence
2.1 Ask What Patient Is Doing Next
2.2 Ask if Patient Needs Anything
2.3 Ask if Patient Wants Lights Adjusted
2.4 Ask if Patient Wants Call Button
2.5 Ask if Patient Wants Overbed Table By bed
2.5.1 Reposition Overbed Table as Needed
2.6 Go to WOW Cart and Fill in Notes from Therapy/Treatment Session

3 Treatment
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3.1 Physician
3.1.1 Check Up (General Rounds)
3.1.2 In Patient Room Bed Wound Management
3.1.3 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.1.4 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.2 Occupational Therapist
3.2.1 Acute Care
3.2.1.1 In Bed Bathing
3.2.1.2 Physical Activities
3.2.1.2.1 Range of Motion
3.2.1.2.2 Targeting
3.2.1.2.3 Positioning
3.2.1.2.4 Tracking
3.2.1.2.5 Stimulating Flacid Limb
3.2.1.2.6 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.2.1.2.7 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.2.1.3 Cognitive
3.2.1.3.1 Tracking
3.2.1.3.2 Matching
3.2.1.3.3 Targeting
3.2.1.3.4 Following Instructions
3.2.2 In1Patient
3.2.2.1 In Bathroom Bathing
3.2.2.1.1 Physical Activities
3.2.2.1.2 Range of Motion
3.2.2.1.3 Targeting
3.2.2.1.4 Positioning
3.2.2.1.5 Tracking
3.2.2.1.6 Stimulating Flacid Limb
3.2.2.1.7 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.2.2.1.8 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.2.2.1.9 Grooming
3.2.2.1.9.1
Shaving
3.2.2.1.9.2
Washing Face
3.2.2.1.9.3
Combing Hair
3.2.2.1.9.4
Applying Makeup
3.2.2.1.9.5
Putting On Jewelry
3.2.2.1.9.6
Doing Nails
3.2.2.2 Cognitive
3.2.2.2.1 Tracking
3.2.2.2.2 Matching
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3.2.2.2.3 Targeting
3.2.2.2.4 Following Instructions
3.2.2.2.5 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with
the
Patient on Their High1Functioning Side and
Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally
Track the Sound of the Voice and/or Visually Track
the Moving Person
3.2.2.2.6 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding
Directly
to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient
Notices the Care Giver without a Cue
3.2.3 Out1Patient
3.2.3.1 Physical Activities
3.2.3.1.1 Range of Motion
3.2.3.1.2 Targeting
3.2.3.1.3 Positioning
3.2.3.1.4 Tracking
3.2.3.1.5 Stimulating Flacid Limb
3.2.3.2 Cognitive Activities
3.2.3.2.1 Range of Motion
3.2.3.2.2 Targeting
3.2.3.2.3 Positioning
3.2.3.2.4 Tracking
3.2.3.2.5 Stimulating Flacid Limb
3.3 Physical Therapist
3.3.1 Acute Care
3.3.1.1 Physical Activities
3.3.1.1.1 Sitting Up
3.3.1.1.2 Getting Up
3.3.1.1.3 Range of Motion (which exercises?)
3.3.1.1.4 Activities with Fully Functioning Limbs (what are
they?)
3.3.1.1.5 Activities with Affected Limbs (what are they?)
3.3.1.1.6 Going to the Bathroom
3.3.1.1.7 Walking
3.3.1.1.8 Core Exercises (Pull on Paper, what else?)
3.3.1.1.9 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.3.1.1.10 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.3.1.2 Cognitive Activities
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3.3.1.2.1 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with
the
Patient on Their High1Functioning Side and
Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally
Track the Sound of the Voice and/or Visually Track
the Moving Person
3.3.1.2.2 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding
Directly to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the
Patient Notices the Care Giver without a Cue
3.3.2 In1Patient
3.3.2.1 Physical Activities
3.3.2.1.1 Balance
3.3.2.1.2 Walking
3.3.2.1.3 Walking Up Stairs
3.3.2.1.4 Rolling Over
3.3.2.1.5 Using Walker/Wheelchair
3.3.2.1.6 Core Exercises
3.3.2.1.7 Activities with Fully Functioning Limbs (what are
they?)
3.3.2.1.8 Activities with Affected Limbs (what are they?)
3.3.2.1.9 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.3.2.1.10 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.3.2.2 Cognitive Activities
3.3.2.2.1 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with the
Patient on Their High1Functioning Side and
Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally
Track the Sound of the
Voice and/or Visually Track the Moving Person
3.3.2.2.2 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding
Directly
to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient
Notices the Care Giver without a Cue
3.3.3 Out1Patient
3.3.3.1 Physical Activities
3.3.3.1.1 Balance
3.3.3.1.2 Walking
3.3.3.1.3 Walking Up Stairs
3.3.3.1.4 Rolling Over
3.3.3.1.5 Using Walker/Wheelchair
3.3.3.2 Cognitive Activities
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3.4 Speech Therapist
3.4.1 Acute Care
3.4.1.1 Physical Activities
3.4.1.1.1 Swallow Test: Ice
3.4.1.1.2 Swallow Test: Water
3.4.1.1.3 Swallow Test: Viscous Fluids
3.4.1.1.4 Swallow Test: Apple Sauce
3.4.1.1.5 Swallow Test: Crackers
3.4.1.1.6 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.4.1.1.7 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.4.1.2 Cognitive Activities
3.4.1.2.1 Reading (details?)
3.4.1.2.2 Writing (details?)
3.4.1.2.3 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with the
Patient on Their High1Functioning Side and
Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally
Track the Sound of the Voice and/or Visually Track
the Moving Person
3.4.1.2.4 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding
Directly
to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient
Notices the Care Giver without a Cue
3.4.2 In1Patient
3.4.2.1 Physical Activities
3.4.2.1.1 Neaten Up Overbed Table as Required
3.4.2.1.2 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
3.4.2.2 Cognitive Activities
3.4.2.2.1 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with the
Patient on Their High1Functioning Side and
Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and Over to
the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally
Track the Sound of the Voice and/or Visually Track
the Moving Person
3.4.2.2.2 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding
Directly
to the Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient
Notices the Care Giver without a Cue
3.4.3 Out1Patient
3.4.3.1 Physical Activities
3.4.3.2 Cognitive Activities
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4 Environmental Services
4.1 In Room
4.1.1 Wipe Down Surfaces
4.1.2 Take Out Trash
4.1.3 Wipe Down Floor
4.1.4 Concerns Over Classism and Racism Mean Housekeeping Does Not
Move Patients Items to Clean
4.1.4.1 Will Get Nurse if Necessary

5 Nursing
5.1 In Room
5.1.1 Monitor Patients
5.1.2 Manage & Track Patient Therapy, Treatment, Eating, and Medication
Schedules
5.1.3 Neaten Up Room as Required
5.1.4 Take Out Food Tray and Place on Cart if Required
5.1.5 Prep for Patient's Day (Lay Out Towels, Other Needed Items to Support
Day's Activities)
5.1.6 Test Patient's Progress by Starting to Engage with the Patient on Their
High1 Functioning Side and Progressing Around the Foot of the Bed and
Over to the Neglected Side to See if the Patient Can Aurally Track the
Sound of the Voice and/or Visually Track the Moving Person
5.1.7 Alternatively, Test Patient's Progress by Proceeding Directly to the
Patient's Neglected Side to See if the Patient Notices the Care Giver
without a Cue

6 Patient
6.1 Prop Affected Arm On Pillows At Side While In Bed
6.2 Prop Affected Arm On Lap While In Bed
6.3 Prop Affected Arm On Overbed Table While In Bed Eating
6.4 Prop Affected Arm On Demountable Tray While In Wheelchair
6.5 Prop Affected Arm On Lap While In Wheelchair
6.6 Sit On Affected Arm While In Bed
6.7 Sit On Affected Arm While In Wheelchair
6.8 Get Affected Arm/Hand/Fingers Caught in Tubes/Wires While in Bed
6.9 Get Affected Arm/Hand/Fingers Caught in Tubes/Wires While in a Wheelchair
6.10 Get Affected Arm/Hand/Fingers Caught in Wheel Spokes While in a Wheelchair
6.11 Get Affected Arm/Hand/Fingers Caught in Guard Rail While in Bed
6.12 Get Affected Arm/Hand/Fingers Caught in Blankets While in Bed
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6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16
6.17

Eating While Reclined in Bed
Eating While Sitting Up in Bed
Eating While Sitting Up in Wheelchair
Accessing Items on Overbed Table When Adjacent & Parallel to Bed
Accessing Items on Overbed Table When Positioned Across the Lap While in
Bed
6.18 Accessing Items on Overbed Table When Positioned Across the Lap While in
Wheelchair
6.19 “Furniture Walk” means:
6.18.1 Navigate Around the Room While Leaning on Various Pieces of
Furniture for Support
6.18.2 This Leads to Slips/Strains/Falls, Especially When the Patient Leans on
Something That Roles Like the Overbed Table
6.20 When Patients Cannot Do for Themselves, They Do Not Want to Be a Burden,
So They Quietly Endure – And Frustration/Animosity Builds

7 Operating the Overbed Table
7.1 Move Along Ground Plane
7.1.1 Push
7.1.2 Pull
7.1.3 Fling
7.1.4 Toe Push
7.1.5 Lean Into the Overbed Table While Maneuvering
7.1.6 Upright While Maneuvering
7.1.7 Lean on Overbed Table with Hands While Talking to Patient
7.1.8 Lean on Overbed Table with Fingers While Talking to Patient
7.1.9 Lean on Overbed Table with Forearms While Talking to Patient
7.1.10 Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Raising/Lowering Overbed Table
7.1.11 Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Cleaning Tray
7.1.12 Place Foot on Base to Stabilize While Shifting Extendable Tray In or Out
7.2 Raise/Lower
7.2.1 Rotate Torso, Locked Legs and Arms
7.2.2 Lift with Legs Then Arms in Fluid Motion
7.3 Positioning the Overbed Table 7.3.1 “Out of the Way” Means:
7.3.1.1 In Front of Bathroom Door
7.3.1.2 At the Foot of the Bed
7.3.1.3 Against the Far Wall at the Foot of the Bed
7.3.1.4 Against the Bathroom Wall
7.3.1.5 Base Slid Under the Sink with Top Above Sink
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7.3.1.6 In the Doorway to the Corridor
7.3.2 “Move Overbed Table Out of Way While Talking” Means:
7.3.1.1 Make Sure Overbed Table is Cleaned Off or Neatened Up
7.3.1.1.1 Remove Used Food Trays to Food Cart if Necessary
7.3.1.1.2 Straighten Up / Secure Items as Necessary
7.3.1.2 Close Extendable Food/Work Tray if Necessary
7.3.1.2.1 Clear Off Extendable Tray
7.3.1.2.2 Place Foot on Overbed Table Base to Stabilize It
7.3.1.2.3 Lean Over Tray
7.3.1.2.4 Place One Hand on the Overbed Table Top and
Release the
Latch
7.3.1.2.5 Place Other Hand on Leading Edge of Overbed
Table Tray and Pull Toward Overbed Table Top
7.3.1.2.6 If Stuck, Press Down on Extendable Tray While
Pulling in Toward Overbed Table Top
7.3.1.3 Look Under Top of Overbed Table to Make Sure There Is
Adequate Clearance Above Legs and Guard Rail
7.3.1.4 Place Foot on Base to Stabilize and Raise Top of Overbed Table
to Ensure Adequate Clearance Above Legs and Guard Rail (See
Two Raise/Lower Motions Described Above)
7.3.1.5 Lean Down and Look Under Bed to See if Overbed Table Base
Is Caught in Bed Frame
7.3.1.6 While Leaning Over Still, Take Foot Off of Overbed Table Base
and Navigate the Base of the Overbed Table Out from Under
Bed Frame
8 Failure Modes
8.1 Things Fall Off of the Overbed Table Top or Extendable Tray from Crowding
Items to the Attended to Side
8.2 Things Spill on the Overbed Table Top or Extendable Tray from Crowding Items
to the Attended to Side
8.3 Items Pushed to the Neglected Side Fall Off / Get Knocked Off Onto the Bed on
the Neglected Side and Are Effectively Lost for the Patient
8.4 See 4.1.4
8.5 See 6.6 8.6 See 6.7 8.7 See 6.8
8.8 See 6.9
8.9 See 6.10
8.10 See 6.11
8.11 See 6.12 8.12 See 6.19
8.13 See 6.20
8.14 For Morbidly Obese Patients
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8.5.1

Belly in Way of OBT Tray Extending to within (8”, 8”) of Face (in
Vertical Plane Parallel to and Bisecting Mouth) While Eating
8.5.2 Have to Bring Food Long Way Over Belly (12” to 24”)
8.5.3 Spill Food on Chest and Chin
8.15 Overbed Table Base Gets Stuck on Bed Frame Because of:
8.15.1 Cords
8.15.2 Wires
8.15.3 Tubes
8.15.4 Mechanical/Electrical Equipment
8.15.5 Bed Frame
8.15.6 NOTE: Multiple Staff said that the Sara Plus Hoist by Arjo Has a Base
Which Can Retract/Extend/Reconfigure, Which Works Very Well
8.16 When Overbed Table Base Is Stuck on Bed Frame:
8.16.1 Patients Will:
8.16.1.1 Jostle the Overbed Table with Their (Usually) One Unaffected
Arm to Free It, Which Leads to:
8.16.1.1.1 Spills
8.16.1.1.2 Getting the Overbed Table Stuck
8.16.1.1.3 Frustration
8.16.1.1.4 Keeping the Overbed Table to the Side of the Bed,
Parallel, Instead of Across the Lap
8.17 Cannot Raise/Lower Overbed Table Top with One Hand
8.18 Cannot Extend Overbed Table Tray with One Hand
8.19 Cannot Raise/Lower Overbed Table Top from Either Side of Overbed Table
(Must Be on the Support Column Side)
8.20 Storage/Visibility Failure:
8.20.1 No Place for:
8.20.1.1 Eyeglasses
8.20.1.2 Dentures
8.20.1.3 Hearing Aids
8.20.2 So These Items End Up on The Food Tray
8.20.3 Items Are Eventually Covered with Tissues/Waste
8.20.4 Items Forgotten
8.20.5 Items Discarded with Used Food Tray
8.21 Raised Bed Rail Keeps Overbed Table Top at Face Height (Too High) When
Patient in Bed
8.22 Wheels
8.22.1 Not Durable Enough
8.22.1.1 Bind Over Time
8.22.2 Not Stable
8.22.2.1 Not Locking
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8.22.2.2 To Clean/Raise/Lower/Extend/Retract, User Must Stabilize Base
with One Foot
8.23 Top Falls Out of Level Over Time, Angled Down from Where Anchored to
Column
8.24 Tray Guides Get Sticky from Spills Which Impairs Function
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FULL LIST OF NEED STATEMENTS RELATED TO OVER-THE-BED TABLE USE
Key
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Need Statement
The unit is aware of when meals are eaten.
The unit alerts staff when meal is complete.
The unit provides an informal barrier/constraint to keep patient from getting up.
The unit is used to brace weak arm during therapy strengthening strong arm and
core.
The unit surface is used as a boundary condition for patients with hemiplegia
during some therapies and assessments.
The unit's surface will be used for playing games, puzzles, reading, writing, and,
other acute care therapies and assessments.
The unit supports personal grooming activities.
Any retractable/extendable surface may be retracted/extended with only one
hand.
The unit's surface top is positionable to a height somewhere between the height
of the elbow and the shoulder whether the patient is in bed or in a wheelchair.
Adjusting the height of any surface may be accomplished with only one hand.
The unit accommodates the display of personal artifacts.
The unit accommodates the storage of personal artifacts.
Wheels may be locked/unlocked from either end of unit (hands free).
Adjusting the height of the surface may be accomplished from either end of the
unit.
Extending/retracting surfaces may be accomplished from either end of the unit.
All horizontal surfaces design to be horizontal will remain horizontal for the
entire life of the product.
The unit's base slides under beds along the full length of the bed.
Patient's feet may rest comfortably on the base of the unit.
The unit may be positioned on either side of the bed.
The unit is mobile.
The unit is portable.
The unit is fixed in place.
Surfaces where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"-8" from
the seated patient's torso.
Surfaces where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"-8" from a
patient's face when the patient is reclining in bed.
The unit is positionable so that the patient can always operate all
extendable/retractable surfaces.
The unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the unit without
obstruction while reclining in bed.
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

The unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the unit without
obstruction while seated in a wheelchair.
A surface comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic devices
for work.
A surface comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic devices
for entertainment.
All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of
spills.
All surfaces are stain-resistant.
All surfaces are scrubbable.
All surfaces are bleach-resistant.
The unit's surfaces maintain optimal position as the patient's position varies.
The unit includes a place to store personal artifacts.
The unit includes a place to display regularly used personal artifacts.
The unit provides a removable user's guide sheet/card for the unit to help orient
patient's to its operation.
All bearings have a useful life of _________ years.
All levers and buttons have a useful life of _______ years.
All unit wheels have high weight capacity and a useful life of _______ years.
Vertical movement of the unit's top surfaces is smooth.
Vertical movement of the unit's top surfaces is effortless.
All compartments are legible.
All compartments are accessible with only one hand.
All mirrors are legible.
All mirrors are accessible with only one hand.
All unit controls are easy to use for one person using one hand of limited
dexterity.
The unit includes a legible place to store eye glasses.
The unit includes a legible place to store dentures.
The unit includes a legible place to store hearing aids.
The unit's wheels lock automatically when the patient leans too hard on it.
The unit's wheels lock automatically when the patient pushes against it too fast.
The unit contains no pinch points.
Minimize the length and width of the unit.
The unit's vertical movement is automated.
The unit is aware of the patient's blood pressure (non-invasive).
The unit is aware of the patient's temperature.
Automated control of all of the unit's functions is accomplished via remote
control.
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59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

The unit is aware of when something spills on it.
The unit reports spills on it to the nurse's station.
The unit's automated functions are controllable via human hand gestures.
All functions of the unit may be operated by one person with one partially
functioning arm and hand while situated anywhere within the patient room in
any position.
The unit takes up no floor space.
The unit cost must be less than ________.
All functions of the unit are usable by hand if the automated systems fail.
Automated systems are unaffected by spills.
Power supply is unaffected by spills.
The power supply is portable.
The power supply lasts _______ hours.
The unit requires maintenance once every (circle one) 1 year 3 years 5 years 10
years
The surface provides programmable visual cues to stimulate awareness on the
neglected side of patients with hemiplegia.
The unit provides programmable cues to stimulate awareness on the neglected
side of patients with hemiplegia.
The unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of bariatric
patients during meals.
The unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of patients
in bed even when the bed rails are up.
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APPENDIX 5B
PREPARATORY STUDY 2: ADDITIONAL DATA ANALYSIS

This appendix presents a table from a draft of an article, “Validating, Classifying,
and Prioritizing Needed Over-the-Bed Table Improvements Via Methodological
Triangulation,” that validated the findings of the exploratory article presented in Chapter
Four. 3 The article from which this table is taken is currently under consideration for
publication by the Health Environments Research and Design Journal. This table is
included in this appendix because the preparatory study documented in Chapter Five
mined the findings of this table in order to develop the Owner’s Project Requirements
documents used during the Series 1, Series 2, and Series 3 case studies through which
CIAS-DM was evaluated. 4 With respect to the research design presented in Figure 3.8,
the contents of this appendix relate to Part B preparatory work.

3

The citation for the article under consideration is:
Manganelli, J., Threatt, A., Brooks, J.O., Merino, J., Yanik, P., Healy, S., Walker, I., Green, K. (under
consideration). “Validating, Classifying, and Prioritizing Needed Over-the-Bed Table Improvements
Via Methodological Triangulation.” Health Environments Research & Design Journal.
4
In the table, H-SME refers to healthcare provider subject matter experts, e.g., clinicians, and RD-SME
refers to researcher/designer subject matter experts, e.g., a designer, engineer, or scientist.
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HIGHEST COMBINED H-SME/RD-SME IMPORTANCE RATINGS
H-SME (open card sort) RD-SME (closed card
sort)
Combin
ed
Root Ratin Rating Design Ratin Rating
ratings category g (N)***
g (N)***
category * (M)**
* (M)**
9.31 mobility/
4.64 92% —
4.67 100%
…
9.10 mobility/
4.60 83% —
4.50 100%
…
mobility/
9.04 …
4.44 75% —
4.60 83%
8.99 mobility/ 4.82 92% —
4.17 100%
mobility/
8.93 …
4.33 75% —
4.60 83%
8.81 mobility/
4.56
…
8.62 mobility/
4.70
…
8.59 mobility/ 4.92
8.58 mobility/
4.91
…
8.57 mobility/ 4.90
8.42 mobility/ 3.90
8.33 mobility/
4.50
…
8.19 mobility/
4.56
…
8.07╪ mobility/
4.44
…
6.78 mobility/ 4.78

75%

constraint 4.25

67%

83% -ility
100% —

3.92
3.67

100%
100%

92%

—

3.67

100%

83%
83%
83%

—
—
—

3.67
4.50
3.83

100%
67%
100%

83%

constraint 3.63

67%

75%

constraint 3.63

67%

75%

-ility

2.00

100%

of 4.20 83%
8.40╪ ease
use

—

4.20

100%

of
8.37 ease
use
of
8.31 ease
use
of
8.23 ease
use
of
8.20 ease
use
of
8.10 ease
use

4.70 92%

—

3.67

100%

4.64 75%

constraint 3.67

100%

4.73 83%

-ility

3.50

100%

4.70 83%

—

3.50

100%

4.60 100%

—

3.50

100%

7.65 safety

4.82 92%

—

2.83

100%

6.57 safety

4.90 83%

—

1.67

100%

8.95 —

4.2

83%

function

4.75

100%

8.74 —
8.53 —

3.91 92%
3.78 75%

feature
function

4.83
4.75

100%
100%

8.50 design

4.00 92%

—

4.50

100%

Kan
o¥

Need statement

unit's surfaces maintain optimal position as the patient's position
I The
varies.
unit is positionable so that the patient can always operate all
B The
extendable/retractable surfaces.
unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of
⊕ The
bariatric patients during meals.

⊕ Vertical movement of the unit's top surfaces is effortless.
unit's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of
B The
patients in bed even when the bed rails are up.
The unit's surface top is positionable to a height somewhere between
B the height of the elbow and the shoulder whether the patient is in bed or
in a wheelchair.
unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the
B The
unit without obstruction while seated in a wheelchair.
B The unit may be positioned on either side of the bed.
the height of the surface may be accomplished from either
⊕ Adjusting
end of the unit.
B The unit is mobile.
I The unit's base slides under beds along the full length of the bed.
unit is positionable so that the patient can always maneuver the
B The
unit without obstruction while reclining in bed.
where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"B Surfaces
8" from a patient's face when the patient is reclining in bed.
where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"B Surfaces
8" from the seated patient's torso.
B The unit is portable.
All functions of the unit may be operated by one person with one
V partially functioning arm and hand while situated anywhere within the
patient room in any position.
retractable/extendable surface may be retracted/extended with
V Any
only one hand.
unit controls are easy to use for one person using one hand of
I All
limited dexterity.
the height of any surface may be accomplished with only
V Adjusting
one hand.
surfaces may be accomplished from either end of
⊕ Extending/retracting
the unit.
compartments are accessible with only one hand of limited
V All
dexterity.
unit's wheels lock automatically when the patient pushes against it
⊕ The
too fast.
⊕ The unit contains no pinch points.
unit provides programmable cues to stimulate awareness on
I The
the neglected side of patients with hemiplegia.
⊕ The unit's vertical movement is automated.
I The surface provides programmable visual cues to stimulate
h
l d id f i
ihh i l i
surface comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic
⊕ A
devices for work.
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8.39 design

3.89 83%

—

4.50

100%

7.56 design

4.73 92%

—

2.83

100%

4.50 83%

feature

2.00

100%

4.91
4.82
4.63
4.60

—
—
constraint
—

1.33
1.33
1.50
1.33

100%
100%
100%
100%

cleaning/
6.50 …
6.24 cleaning/
6.15 cleaning/
6.13 cleaning/
5.93 cleaning/

92%
92%
67%
83%

surface comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic
⊕ A
devices for entertainment.
unit's wheels lock automatically when the patient leans too hard on
I The
it.
horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the
⊕ All
spread of spills.
B All surfaces are scrub-able
B All surfaces are stain-resistant.
V Automated systems are unaffected by spills.
B All surfaces are bleach-resistant.

horizontal surfaces design to be horizontal will remain horizontal
6.30 durability
4.50 83% constraint 1.80 83% B All
/
for the entire life of the product.
6.28 durability 4.78 75% constraint 1.50 100% V Power supply is unaffected by spills.
6.00 /durability 4.50 83% constraint 1.50 100% B The unit cost must be less than “x”.
/
╪
This need statement is included in the list even though neither its H-SME nor RD-SME ratings are greater than or equal to
4.5 because its combined rating is greater than the mean of the combined ratings (M=7.90).
*
“—“indicates that there was no majority agreement about the category within which the item should be placed.
** Mean ratings per need statement. With respect to the Discussion, a cutoff score of 4.5 was used to indicate ‘high
importance,’ since a mean score of 4.5 indicates, a priori, a result unambiguously greater than chance. An ANOVA was
not conducted because, with N=12 and N=6 respectively, the power of the ANOVA is very weak. H-SMEs rated the
importance of needs statements based upon which could improve quality of care the most. RD-SMEs rated the
importance
of needs statements based upon addressing which needs statements would result in the most significant/revolutionary
research contribution. The scale was 1-5, (5 equaled, ‘most important’).
*** Percentage of H-SMEs (N=12) and RD-SMEs (N=6) that rated each item. For H-SMEs, 12/14 rated items and for
RD-SMEs, 6/8 rated items.
¥
Kano Classifications are as follows: B=Basic Feature/Function (must do this or design is inferior) V=Value-Added
Feature/Function (this improves the product) I=Innovative
Feature/Function (industry-changing improvement if achieved)
⊕ indicates that there was no majority agreement about the Kano classification in which the item should be placed.
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APPENDIX 5C
PREPARATORY STUDY 2: TECHNICAL REPORT ON
THE HOSPITAL BED AND MATTRESS

The following technical report and spreadsheet were developed by Alexis Bertram
under the guidance of Joe Manganelli and Dr. Johnell Brooks. The purpose of this report
was to understand the history, use, functionality, and construction of hospital patient beds
and mattresses. The information in the report was validated and elaborated by Joe
Manganelli under the guidance of Dr. Johnell Brooks. This report was a component of the
“Exploratory Study 2: Refocusing on the Mattress as a Case Study,” presented in
Chapter Five. This report is printed here with the permission of all authors.
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Hospital Patient Bed & Mattress: History, Use, Functionality, Construction

Summer 2012
Alexis Bertram
J. Manganelli
Dr. J. Brooks
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1.0

Title
Hospital Patient Bed Mattress: History, Use, Functionality, Construction

2.0

Purpose of Hospital Bed Mattress Technical Report
The purpose of investigating hospital bed mattress markets is to understand the
uses, strengths, and opportunities for innovation of available contemporary
mattresses in order to develop and improve patient experiences with hospital beds.

3.0

Executive Summary Only within the last 20 years have hospitals begun to
implement therapeutic mattresses. Standard foam mattresses are most frequently
seen, however other common products are electrically powered mattresses which
contain air, water, or gel compartments and can be adjusted to distribute pressure
for prevention of pressure ulcers as well as to maximize patient comfort. Other
present products are overlays and mattresses designed especially for bariatric
patients. In addition to therapeutic effects, contemporary mattresses focus on the
basic material qualities of being water-resistant, anti-microbial, friction reducing,
as well as fire retardant and adjustable for patient comfort. More advanced
qualities frequently seen are pressure distribution mechanisms, ability to rotate
laterally, continuous feedback and low pressure alarms, as well as safety
precautions in case of CPR or power outage.

4.0

Introduction
Hospital beds are specially designed for patients in need of some form of
healthcare, and have features designed for the comfort and well-being of the
patient. Current bed designs focus on reducing development of pressure ulcers, as
well as assisting physicians in treatment of patients.

5.0

History of Hospital Bed Mattresses
In March 1909, Dr. Willis Dew Gatch, former dean of the IU School of Medicine,
published a paper about his creation and the benefits of an adjustable hospital bed.
The Gatch bed (Figure 5C.1) is the predecessor to modern hospital beds, and is
defined as having divided sections for independent elevation of a patient's head
and knees. A further improvement in hospital beds came about in 1945 with the
application of the “push-button”, allowing both patients and care workers to
electronically instead of manually adjust the position of the bed. In the 1970’s,
NASA invented what would later be known as memory foam; however it was not
until the 1980’s that visco-elastic polyurethane foam came onto the consumer
market, and not until the 90’s before manufacturing and technological advances
reduced prices to reasonable values.
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Figure 5C.1: Conceptual Sketch of a Gatch Bed
6.0

Contemporary Market Trends for Hospital Bed Mattresses
6.1

Overall Trends
Common trends in mattresses are mechanisms of pressure distribution;
water-proof, anti-microbial, and heat reducing surfaces; fire-retardancy;
and adjustability for patient comfort. Non-bariatric mattresses usually have
a weight limit of 250-350 pounds; bariatric mattresses commonly have a
weight limit of 500-700 pounds. Mattress longevity is estimated to be 1020 years. Most mattresses come with a 1-2 year warranty.
Bed Frame/Assembly Trends: Uses, Features, Functions
Common features include adjustable height for the entire bed, the head,
and the feet, adjustable side rails, and electronic buttons to operate both the
bed and other nearby electronic devices for the convenience of the patient
and the health care workers.

6.2

Mattress Trends: Uses, Features, Functions
6.2.1

Non-Powered Mattresses
6.2.1.1 Standard Hospital Foam Mattresses
A standard hospital foam mattress is typically composed of
one or more layers of foam. Foam materials include
memory foam, Transfoam, Transfoamwave, Silicore which
range in density and weight bearing capabilities. Typical
features include designated head and a foot section, fire-
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retardancy, water-proof and anti-microbial covers, and
nylon surfaces which reduce friction and aid in patient
transfers. Functions of these mattresses are to provide
comfortable support to the patient but to also distribute
pressure in a manner that prevents pressure ulcers. Foam
mattresses are cheaper than other therapeutic mattresses and
do not reduce the effectiveness of performing CPR.
However, they are not adjustable to patient comfort and
usually rely solely on the nylon surface for dissipating the
surface heat produced by the patient’s body in contact with
the insulating foam mattress.
6.2.1.2 Alternative Foam Mattresses
Alternative foam mattresses include bead beds, viscoelastic, polyester, and higher specification foam mattresses
such as Viscorelax Sure. These mattresses are less common
but form at body temperature thus adapting to body
contours of the patient.
6.2.2

Powered Mattresses
6.2.2.1 Constant Low Pressure Support Surfaces
This category of mattresses requires an outside pump to
inflate or fill the mattress, but then is static for the duration
of patient use. Included are water- and gel-filled mattresses
as well as constant low pressure air mattresses. The
mattresses are usually composed of fluid-filled chambers or
bladders that are typically easily replaceable. Though these
mattresses are considered “powered” mattresses, their static
nature renders them unaffected in the event of a power
outage. An additional favorable characteristic seen in some
but not all of these mattresses is a rapid deflation function
in the event of CPR. These mattresses are not adjustable to
patient comfort beyond initial calibration. Most of these
mattresses provided fire-retardancy information and come
with a standard nylon or vinyl water-proof and antimicrobial cover.
6.2.2.2 Lateral Rotation Mattresses
Lateral rotation mattresses are designed to tilt the patient up
to a maximum of 40 degrees on their side to cyclically
change pressure points, reduce risk of pulmonary
complications, and stimulate the gastrointestinal tract.
These mattresses are almost exclusively composed of air
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bladders, promoting surface heat reduction via air flow.
However, they will deflate in the event of a power outage.
Lateral rotation has been used to assist physicians when
treating a patient when treatment requires the patient to be
on his/her side. A friction-reducing surface (nylon cover) is
not necessarily desired for this type of mattress, since the
patient may be tilted to the side at up to a 40 degree angle.
6.2.2.3 Reactive Air Pro Mattresses
Reactive mattresses could be classified as alternating
pressure or low-air-loss mattresses, however they are more
importantly characterized by the presence of continuous
feedback. These mattresses are typically composed of air
bladders and adjust pressure based on the forces the patient
is applying on the mattress. These mattresses are almost
always equipped with a 2” or greater foam base in the event
of deflation during power outage.
6.2.2.4 Alternating Pressure Mattress Systems
Alternating pressure mattress systems are designed with air
bladders that may be set on cycles to alternate pressure.
These mattresses are usually designed as alternating
pressure/low-air-loss hybrids, however the alternating
pressure providing the most effective means of adjustability
for patient comfort. Most mattresses provided fire
retardancy information and come with a standard nylon or
vinyl water-proof and anti-microbial cover. Most mattresses
provided a 2” or greater foam base or anti-deflation
mechanisms in the event of a power outage, as well as
offering rapid deflation in event of CPR.
6.2.2.5 Low-Air-Loss Therapy Mattresses
These mattresses use air-bladders to support the patient and
have continuous air flow through the bladders to maximize
surface heat reduction. A common feature is rapid deflation
in event of CPR, and many but not all products have a 2” or
greater foam base in the event of deflation during power
outage. Higher-end products provide an alarm if pressure
becomes too low. Many of these mattresses are not supplied
with a cover. These mattresses have different air flow
settings that can be used to create various modes of
operation such as: 1) continuous support, 2) alternating
(wave) support for therapeutic purposes, 3) rotation.
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7.0

6.2.3

Overlays
Overlays are typically non-powered elements which span the
length and width of the bed and range from 3-5 inches in height.
The most commonly used materials for overlays are: foam pads,
gel pads, and air bladders. Overlays are typically non-powered and
serve to provide an additional means of pressure distribution and
comfort to the patient, though they are typically not adjustable.

6.2.4

Bariatric mattresses
Mattresses for bariatric patients are available in every category
with the exception of lateral rotation mattresses. Bariatric foam
mattresses are typically composed of higher-density foam than
their standard counterparts. Bariatric mattresses are commonly
found to have a weight limit of 500-700 pounds. Two notable
products, a bariatric low-air-loss/alternating pressure mattress and
an air bladder overlay, are respectively found to have a 1000-pound
and infinite weight limit. These mattresses are 7-20 inches wider
than standard mattresses and overlays, however height varies
minimally from standard heights. Bariatric versions offer identical
water-resistant, anti-microbial, fire retardant, and heat reducing
qualities however are notably more expensive.

Materials and Construction
7.1

Foam
Foam mattresses are typically made of polyurethane. During the
production of polyurethane, a viscous material, many air bubbles are
formed and the result is the foam material. Different manufacturers have
different exact formulas for making various density foams. Cell structure
(more open compared to more closed) affects the airflow and heat
retention in the mattress. Some, but not all, foam mattresses continue to
have an innerspring system.

7.2

Fluid-Chamber Mattress Polymers
Not enough information available.

7.3

Gels
7.3.1

Intelli-Gel The gel used in hospital bed mattresses is made from a
soft, elastic, and extremely strong solid copolymer gel formed into
a series of vertical support members. These support members
begin to compress under light loads, but when the pressure on any
localized area becomes great, the support members relax allowing
that localized part of the body to sink into the mattress.
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7.4

Covers
Covers are made of impervious materials, such as nylon or vinyl.

8.0

Make, Model, Specifications Spreadsheet
See the attached spreadsheet for information.

9.0

Observations
The main design functions of contemporary mattresses are to either prevent or
treat pressure ulcers. Pressure ulcers occur when blood flow is limited to the skin
as a result of constantly applied pressure which may result from a patient lying or
sitting for extended periods of time in the same position. Pressure sores are most
common on the following body parts: elbows, hips, buttocks, heels, ankles,
shoulders, back, and back of head. Secondary functions of contemporary
mattresses are to reduce surface heat by allowing air flow either into or through
the mattress, reducing friction to assist in patient transfer, being water-resistant,
and having anti-microbial properties for sterility. Although foam mattresses are
cheaper than powered alternatives, contemporary foam mattresses do not offer a
means of pressure adjustability for patient comfort. Powered mattresses which can
be adjusted via airflow, thus allowing patients to adjust the pressure, often do not
provide a “back up” pressure distribution method in the event of a power outage
nor are they portable. Additionally, mattresses with fluid bladders pose a safety
hazard should the patient need CPR and rapid deflation or stabilization is not an
available feature of the mattress. Few remote-control mattress interfaces are
implemented in languages other than English; interfaces with multiple languages
would be beneficial to patients who may prefer a different language and would
therefore contribute to patient satisfaction and comfort. Continuous feedback with
pressure indicators was present in some models which may be necessary for
patients with nerve degeneration who may not be cognizant of the need to alter the
pressure settings of the bed. Overall, each mattress design offers significant
benefits to patients – however future technology should be directed to combine all
of the therapeutic and safety elements of contemporary hospital mattresses.
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10.0

Appendix
Hospital beds:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hospital_bed
Prevention of pressure ulcer: interaction of body characteristics and different
mattresses
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.libproxy.clemson.edu/doi/10.1111/j.1742481X.2011.00814.x/full
Three mattress trends
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.libproxy.clemson.edu/doi/10.1111/j.1742481X.2011.00814.x/full
Systematic Review/Bed types
http://www.sciencedirect.com.libproxy.clemson.edu/science/article/pii/S00207489
11004111
Gatch Bed
http://www.imhm.org/resources/Documents/Fall%202009%20newsletter.pdf
Gatch Bed definition
http://www.medilexicon.com/medicaldictionary.php?t=9844
Wikipedia: mattress
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mattress#cite_ref-5
Mattress types
http://www.rehabmart.com/category/Hospital_Bed_Mattress.htm
Mason Manufacturing
http://www.masonmedical.com/
Drive Medical: Pressure Prevention
https://www.drivemedical.com/catalog/index.php?cPath=83
Gaymar Mattress and Overlay Catalogue
http://www.gaymar.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/CategoryDisplay?catalogId=1
0001&storeId=10053&categoryId=14952&langId=1&parentCategoryId=11754&currentTopCategory=11741
Materials and Construction of Foam Mattress
http://www.amerisleep.com/How-to-Make-a-Memory-Foam-Mattress.html/
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Lateral rotation mattress description
http://www.phc-online.com/Hospital_Bed_Mattress_s/139.htm
Mattress material
http://www.google.com/patents?id=7L0bAAAAEBAJ&pg=PA6&dq=air+mattress
+polymer&hl=en&sa=X&ei=PGzrT_mpAoXs8wTNuoHKBQ&ved=0CDkQ6AE
wAQ#v=onepage&q=air%20mattress%20polymer&f=false
Pressure Ulcers
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/007071.htm
Intelli-Gel
http://www.intellibed.com/research/intelligel/
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APPENDIX 5D
EXPLORATORY STUDY 2: PART D: EXAMPLES OF SKETCH ANALYSIS

Appendix 5D provides examples of the sketch analysis undertaken during the
semi-structured interviews and scenario enactments of Exploratory Study 2, Part D. This
mode of analysis was conducted during data collection in order to capture clinical SME
knowledge about body position and motion of patients and staff interacting with hospital
beds and mattresses. One hundred and twenty-one sketches were made of eleven
positions and transitions based upon semi-structured interviews during scenario
enactments with twelve clinical SMEs. The sketches presented here address patient
repositioning while in bed, given that patient repositioning is a likely use for an assistive
hospital bed mattress, like the assistive mattress that is the basis for the Series 2 and
Series 3 case studies.
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APPENDIX 5E
PART E PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITY FORM USED TO DEVELOP OPR
DOCUMENTS

During the Part E participatory project definition activity, eight clinical SMEs
were blocked into two groups and each group helped to develop an Owner’s Project
Requirements (OPR) document as the basis for one of the two Series 2 assistive mattress
case studies. During these two project definition activities, each group participated in a
Delphi exercise in order to think about the goals, constraints, necessary information
exchange, customizability, and measures of success for a system that can assist with
positioning a patient in a hospital bed. At the end of the Delphi exercise, each group
filled out the following form. The investigator used this and other data collected from the
participatory design exercise, as well as data from the other preparatory research
described in Parts B and D, in order to develop the necessary OPR documents.
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Owner’s Project Requirements Document

Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team.

Please describe the goals of properly positioning a patient in bed when using the overbed
table.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please describe constraints, if any, when positioning a patient in bed. Please be specific,
noting constraints on care givers, the patient, the bed, and the overbed table. Please
describe other constraints if appropriate.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

If positioning the patient may be automated, what information would you, as a caregiver,
want to be told by the system (overbed table and bed, etc.) so that you can monitor its
performance and the patient's activity?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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If positioning the patient may be automated, what information would you, as a caregiver,
want to tell the system (overbed table and bed, etc.) so that you are comfortable with its
performance?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please describe the degree of customizability you would want over automated positioning
of the patient so that you would be comfortable allowing the system to assist with
performing this action.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What, if any, are the measures of success with respect to positioning a patient?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX 5F
OWNER’S PROJECT REQUIREMENTS AND BASIS OF DESIGN DOCUMENTS

The following are the OPR documents that resulted from the Exploratory Study 2
activities. There are three Series 1 OPRs, each suggesting a novel CIAS-like furniture
system for a hospital patient room or similar. These Series 1 OPRs were the basis for the
formative project scoping exercises that are documented in Chapter Six. There are also
two Series 2 OPRs that focus on different aspects of an assistive mattress system. These
Series 2 OPRs were the basis for the summative project scoping exercises documented in
Chapters Seven and Eight.
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Series 1 Case Study 0
Owner’s Project Requirements Document

Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' overbed table with a 'smart' seat and a 'smart virtual reality hood' as a
rehabilitation ecosystem of interactive components in a hospital patient room intended to
maximize patient practice of ADL's and rate of rehabilitation.
NOTES:
1. You have up to four hours to complete this assignment.
2. There will be a mandatory five minute break each hour.
3. Greyed-out items need not be considered.
4. See Appendix for a brief history of bed/mattress assemblies, functions, and use for
patient positioning.
Objectives/Goals
1) Reduce the amount of clinician and caregiver time dedicated to maintaining
patient's position.
Measures of Success
1) Reduce amount of time clinicians spend during treatment repositioning patients.
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Use Cases
1. Patient ADL's (Bed/Mattress)
a)
Grooming
2. Patient Typical Positions in Bed
a)
Sitting Upright (60-90 degrees incline)
3. Bed/Mattress/Overbed Table Ecosystem
a)
Monitoring (local/clinicians & global/administration)
Actors: Patient, OT, Overbed Table, Room
Scenarios (For Each Use Case)
1. Ideal (best case)
2. Disaster (worst case)
3. Typical Good (normal day, everything working properly)
4. Typical Bad (normal day, something wears out, breaks, or goes wrong in a minor
way)
Tasks
1. grooming
a) teeth
b) brushingshaving
c) make up
d) combing hair
e) washing
Constraints
1. Question if old/sick can understand buttons.
2. Not operable when bed in motion / wheels not locked.
Quality of Materials
The materials must have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. anti-microbial
2. flame-retardant
3. non-absorptive
4. scrubbable
Occupancy Requirements
1. The bed/mattress system must support a live load of 250 pounds.
2. A person can transfer in from a wheelchair.
Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system must meet the following criteria:
1. All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of spills.
2. All functions of the unit are usable by hand if the automated systems fail.
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Performance Criteria (Functional Requirements)
The bed/mattress system should meet the following criteria:
1. be less than 75 lbs.
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
1. Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of
unavailability.
2. Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
3. Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Performance Criteria (Non-Functional Requirements)
1. The unit's automated functions are controllable via human hand gestures.
Deliverables
Basis of Design document and any accompanying documents (word/excel/illustrator, etc).
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Series 1 Design Case 1
Owner’s Project Requirements Document

Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' bed that can be made from daisy-chaining a set of 'smart' overbed
tables together as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture for a temporary
hospital in a disaster relief role.
NOTES:
1. You have up to four hours to complete this assignment.
2. There will be a mandatory five-minute break each hour.
3. Greyed-out items need not be considered.
4. See Appendix for a brief history of bed/mattress assemblies, functions, and use for
patient positioning.
Objectives/Goals
1. A versatile assembly that means a single component can play multiple roles in a
rapidly deployable temporary hospital used for disaster relief.
Measures of Success
1. Robust system of systems
2. scalable
3. rugged
4. user-friendly
5. bed
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6.
7.

overbed table
storage

Use Cases
1. Linking Together / setup
2. Reclining when a bed (30-60 degrees incline)
3. school behavior
Actors: Patient, RN, Hybrid Overbed Table/Bed, Room
Scenarios (For Each Use Case)
1. Ideal (best case)
2. Disaster (worst case)
3. Typical Good (normal day, everything working properly)
4. Typical Bad (normal day, something wears out, breaks, or goes wrong in a minor
way)
Tasks
1.
2.
3.

connect
place patient
elevate back

Constraints
1. solar-powered electronics
2. mechanical up/down, tilt
3. overbed tables to bed in 10 minutes
Quality of Materials
The materials must have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. stain-resistant
2. no sharp edges
3. no pinch points
4. Anti-static
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. safe
2. durable
Occupancy Requirements
1. The bed/mattress system must support a live load of 300 pounds.
2. Patients can transfer from wheelchairs
Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system must meet the following criteria:
1. All functions of the unit are usable by hand if the automated systems fail.
2. Adequate substrate for the performance of CPR.
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3.

The power supply lasts 8 hours when unplugged

Performance Criteria (Functional Requirements)
The bed/mattress system should meet the following criteria:
1. adjustable
2. auxiliary power
3. All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of spills.
4. Light-weight (less than 45 pounds if possible)
5. may be used as a shield
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
1. Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of
unavailability.
2. Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
3. Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Performance Criteria (Non-Functional Requirements)
1. very high duty-cycle
2. requires no maintenance for at least 10 years
Deliverables
Basis of Design document and any accompanying documents (word/excel/illustrator, etc).
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Series 1 Design Case 2
Owner’s Project Requirements Document

Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' wheelchair/gurney - hybrid as part of an ecosystem of interactive
robotic furniture in a hospital patient room intended to ease transfer of bariatric patients
between wheelchair and bed.
NOTES:
1. You have up to four hours to complete this assignment.
2. There will be a mandatory five minute break each hour.
3. Greyed-out items need not be considered.
4. See Appendix for a brief history of bed/mattress assemblies, functions, and use for
patient positioning.
Objectives/Goals
1. make it easier for bariatric wheelchair-bound patients to transfer into and out of
bed.
Measures of Success
1. A single clinician can transfer a bariatric patient to and from the bed into the
wheelchair.
2. Bariatric patients can transfer themselves to and from wheelchair more easily.
Use Cases
1. Transfer from lying in bed in a reclined position to sitting in wheelchair.
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Actors: Patient, Clinicians, Bed, Mattress, Wheelchair/Guerney
Scenarios (For Each Use Case)
1. Ideal (best case)
2. Disaster (worst case)
3. Typical Good (normal day, everything working properly)
4. Typical Bad (normal day, something wears out, breaks, or goes wrong in a minor
way)
Tasks
transferring
transforming wheelchair/gurney
controlling wheelchair/gurney
Constraints
1. Must have onboard power supply.
2. Width limited to 32” wide
1.
2.
3.

Quality of Materials
The materials must have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. no sharp edges
2. no pinch points
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. durable
2. reduces friction
Occupancy Requirements
1. The wheelchair/gurney system must support a live load of 700 pounds.
Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system must meet the following criteria:
1. The wheelchair/gurney and the bed are aware of each other and collaborate on
transferring the patient.
2. Must be able to transfer patient within 3 minutes.
3. The wheels have locks.
Performance Criteria (Functional Requirements)
The bed/mattress system should meet the following criteria:
1. adjustable
2. Comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic devices for
entertainment.
3. useful life of 10-20 years
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
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Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of
unavailability.
2. Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
3. Material should be locally sourced if possible.
1.

Performance Criteria (Non-Functional Requirements)
1. powered & power controls
2. The unit's automated functions are controllable via human hand gestures.
Deliverables
Basis of Design document and any accompanying documents (word/excel/illustrator, etc).
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Series 2 Design Case Block A 5
Owner’s Project Requirements Document

Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.

Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' mattress as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a
hospital patient room intended to maintain a patient in good posture and ideally
positioned to use the 'smart' overbed table.

NOTES:
1.
You have up to four hours to complete this assignment.
2.
There will be a mandatory five-minute break each hour.
3.
Greyed out items need not be considered.
5

At the end of the Series 2 Case Study Block A, the Bed and Mattress Technical Report (Appendix 5C) was
included in its entirely as context for the project scoping exercise.
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4.

See Appendix for a brief history of bed/mattress assemblies, functions, and use for
patient positioning.

Objectives/Goals
1)
Patients maintain safe, comfortable, healthy positions in bed without need for
continual position adjustment by caregivers and clinicians.
2)
Patient shoulders and hips alignment is maintained.
3)
A stroke patient's affected extremity is supported and safely positioned to prevent
injury.
4)
Stroke survivors with hemiplegia and patients with weak cores do not slouch.
5)
Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
6)
Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
7)
Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
8)
System allows clinicians great freedom to tailor system behavior to patient's
needs.
9)
Patients are comfortable when using this mattress/bed/overbed table ecosystem.
10)
Patients maintain good posture.
11)
Patients maintain good position.
12)
The system should be easy to use.
13)
The system should be enjoyable to use.
14)
The system should be distinct.
15)
People should prefer our system to other competing systems.
16)
The system should be mass-producible.

Measures of Success
Reduce necessary number of nurse calls for non-critical issues.
Reduce amount of time clinicians spend during treatment repositioning patients.
Reduce burden of care on visiting family, friends, and caregivers.
Increase amount of time each day that patient spends in 'good posture' position.
Increase amount of time per use of overbed table that patient is in optimal position.
Users identify bed/mattress system as 'easiest to use.'
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Use Cases
1.
Patient Failure Modes
a)
Sliding Down
b)
Slouching
• Lying on Neglected Limb
c)
Poor Posture
d)
Rolling Over
e)
Spill
f)
Accident (Soils Bed)
g)
Items Fall Off OBT into Bed
h)
Pressure Ulcers
i)
Appendages Caught in Guards/Blankets
2.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Patient Typical Positions in Bed
Sitting Upright on Edge of Bed
Transitioning to Lying Down
Lying Down (0-30 degrees incline)
Rolling Over
Transitioning to Reclining
Reclining (30-60 degrees incline)
Slipping Down / Scooting Up
Transitioning to Sitting Upright
Sitting Upright (60-90 degrees incline)
Transitioning to Sitting on the Edge of the Bed

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Operating the Bed (similar to operating the Overbed Table)
Raise/Lower
Extend/Retract
Incline/Decline
Guard Up/Guard Down
Special Conditions
• Mattress Setting/MaxInflate
• With OBT/Without OBT
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• With Chuck/Without Chuck
• Spill/No Spill
4.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Bed/Mattress/Overbed Table Ecosystem
Monitoring (local/clinicians & global/administration)
Reporting (local/clinicians & global/administration)
Analytics (facility & healthcare system)
Optimization (facility & healthcare system)
Clinician Tailoring (local/clinicians & global/administration)
Failure Mode Behaviors (Prevention)
Failure Mode Behaviors (Shutoff)

Actors:
Patient, Family, Clinicians & Staff (CNA, PTA, OTA, STA, ES, OT, PT, ST, RN, MD),
Bed, Mattress, Overbed Table, Room, Hospital Administration
Scenarios
1.
Ideal (best case)
2.
Disaster (worst case)
3.
Typical Good (normal day, everything working properly)
4.
Typical Bad (normal day, something wears out, breaks, or goes wrong in a minor
way)
Tasks
1.
2.
a)
b)
3.
a)
b)
c)
4.
5.
6.

pressure relief for amputated limbs
stuck in hole/scooting up
getting out of hole (Knuckles)
getting out of hole (wriggle)
slouching over on weak side
prop affected limb next to patient on a pillow
prop affected limb across patient's belly
moving pillow
Lying <30 degrees
Lying >30 degrees
hooking legs
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7.
swinging legs up/down
8.
OBT over lap
9.
OBT next to bed
Constraints
1.
Affected limbs have a minimum of 6” of clearance above and around.
2.
patients' beds are at a minimum 60 degree incline during meals.
3.
if stroke survivor loses her balance she has no corrective reflex
4.
there will be a chuck (or two) under patient
5.
obstacle awareness (cords, bed rail, medical equipment)
6.
varying body sizes (ht, wt)
7.
Patient Limitations:
a)
poor trunk control to maintain upright position
b)
poor/inconsistent attention/awareness
c)
neuropathy (limited sensation, most likely in extremities)
d)
cognitive impairment (e.g., hemiplegia, dementia, etc.)
e)
stroke survivors unaware of neglected side
f)
items needed by the patient are must be located on the patient's strong side
8.
The product should require no training to use.
9.
The product should be safe to use.
10.
Bed/Mattress is suitable substrate for performing CPR.
Quality of Materials
The materials must have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1.
anti-microbial
2.
flame-retardant
3.
non-absorptive
4.
scrubbable
5.
bleach-resistant
6.
stain-resistant
7.
no sharp edges
8.
no pinch points
9.
Anti-static
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1.
safe
2.
fade-resistant
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3.
4.
5.

durable
hypoallergenic
reduces friction

Occupancy Requirements
1.
The bed/mattress system must support a live load of 700 pounds.
2.
There is a minimum of 60” clear above the top-most surface of the
bed/mattress/overbed table system. (overbed table is allowed to share space with
patient)
3.
There is a 24” buffer zone around the sides and foot of the bed.
a)
When any equipment (including the overbed table) infringes on the buffer zone,
the system is on high alert to protect the patient, which means:
• equipment within the buffer zone is locked down unless actively, physically
moved by patient, staff, or clinician
• sudden and/or violent movements by patient will result in equipment
immediately backing out of buffer zone
4.
The system notifies RN if/when patient slouches or is sitting or lying on neglected
arm/hand.
Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system must meet the following criteria:
1.
All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of spills.
2.
All functions of the unit are usable by hand if the automated systems fail.
3.
Adequate substrate for the performance of CPR.
4.
Adjusting the position of the patient may be accomplished from any location in or
around the bed/mattress.
5.
The unit's surface top is positionable to a height somewhere between the height of
the elbow and the shoulder whether the patient is in bed or in a wheelchair.
6.
Surfaces where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"-8" from a
patient's face when the patient is reclining in bed.
7.
The overbed table's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of
patients in bed even when the bed rails are up.
8.
Movement is automated.
9.
reduces surface heat between patient skin and mattress cover
10.
continuous feedback
11.
Power supply is unaffected by spills.
12.
Automated systems are unaffected by spills.
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13.
14.

The power supply lasts 8 hours when unplugged.
Mattress dimensions: W=34”-36”; L=76”-80”; H=4”-7”

Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system should meet the following criteria:
1.
the bottom of the OBT is at least 2-3” above the top of the patient's legs
2.
the system prevent pressure ulcers.
3.
alarm to make sure neglect arm is out of way prior to rolling over or moving at all
4.
notifies staff:
a) when a part does not work
b) if equipment is broken
c) is patient maintaining prescribed position
d) are tasks being completed as prescribed
e) if environment is interfering with function of OBT
5.
lock when in use
6.
set/adjust position per activity (e.g., 90 degrees @ eating, turning at set intervals),
7.
don't move when objects impede movement of OBT
8.
Unit controls are easy to use for one person using one hand of limited dexterity.
9.
Adjusting the position of the patient may be accomplished without using hands.
10.
The unit is aware of when something spills on it.
11.
Minimize the length and width of the unit.
12.
The unit reports spills on it to the nurse's station.
13.
The unit reports spills on it to the nurse's station.
14.
can turn 40 degrees (lateral)
15.
therapy history
16.
Reports how often OBT was used to reposition (scoot up or try to get up).
17.
Reports how often weight-bearing was present and duration.
18.
Reports staff interaction.
19.
Reports information to orient patient to time/day & feedback for patient position.
20.
The power supply is portable.
21.
The unit requires maintenance only once every 3-5 years.
22.
The unit cost must be less than $125,000.
23.
All levers and buttons have a useful life of 10 years.
24.
All bearings have a useful life of 10 years.
25.
useful life of 10-20 years
26.
warranty (3-7yrs)
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27.

The mattress provides an artificial “pillow function” for supporting neglect-side
slouching heads and trunks
28.
portable air pump (if necessary)
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
1.
Mattress materials include: foam (polyurethane usually), fluid-chamber
mattresses, IntelliGel mattresses The product must be mass-producible.
2.
Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of
unavailability.
3.
Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
4.
Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Performance Criteria (Non-Functional Requirements)
1.
The bed/mattress provides a removable user's guide sheet/card for the unit to help
orient patient's to its operation.
2.
divided into sections
3.
powered & power controls
4.
standard foam mattresses
5.
specialty foam mattresses
6.
powered mattresses: constant low pressure
7.
powered mattresses: lateral rotation mattresses
8.
powered mattresses: reactive air pro mattresses (continuous feedback)
9.
powered mattresses: alternating pressure mattresses
10.
powered mattresses: low-air-loss therapy mattresses
11.
powered mattresses: overlays
12.
powered mattresses: bariatric mattresses
13.
Automated control of all of the unit's functions is accomplished via remote
control.
14.
The unit's automated functions are controllable via human hand gestures.
Deliverables
Basis of Design document and any accompanying documents (word/excel/illustrator, etc).
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Series 2 Design Case Block B 6
Owner’s Project Requirements Document
Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.

Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
design of a 'smart' mattress as part of an ecosystem of interactive robotic furniture in a
hospital patient room intended to maintain a patient in good posture and ideally
positioned to use the 'smart' over-the-bed table.

NOTES:
1. You have up to four hours to complete this assignment.
2. There will be a mandatory five-minute break each hour.
3. Greyed-out items need not be considered.
4. See Appendix for a brief history of bed/mattress assemblies, functions, and use for
patient positioning.

6

At the end of the Series 2 Case Study Block B, the Bed and Mattress Technical Report (Appendix 5C) was
included in its entirely as context for the project scoping exercise.
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Objectives/Goals
1) Reduce the amount of clinician and caregiver time dedicated to maintaining patient's
position.
2) Patient position is always optimal with respect to using the overbed table.
3) Patient position is optimal for task at hand.
4) Monitor information about patient activity to clinicians.
5) Track information about patient activity to clinicians.
6) Present information about patient activity to clinicians.
7) System allows clinicians great freedom to tailor system behavior to patient's needs
(position in bed in relation to activity taking place on overbed table).
8) Improve the usefulness of the system.
9) Anyone 10 years and older can operate the mattress/bed/overbed table ecosystem.
10) Patients are engaged when using this mattress/bed/overbed table ecosystem.
11) Patients rehabilitate faster when using this mattress/bed/overbed table ecosystem.
12) Patients are self-reliant when using this mattress/bed/overbed table ecosystem.
13) The system should be easy to use without training.
14) The system should be enjoyable to use.
15) The system should be distinct.
16) People should prefer our system to other competing systems.
17) The system should be mass-producible.
Measures of Success
Reduce necessary number of nurse calls for non-critical issues.
Reduce amount of time clinicians spend during treatment repositioning patients.
Increase amount of time patient spends each day on practicing ADL's.
Users identify bed/mattress system as 'easiest to use.'
Increase amount of time per use of overbed table that patient is in optimal position.
Use Cases
1. Patient ADL's (Bed/Mattress)
a)
Bed Bathing
b)
Talking on Phone
c)
Visiting
d)
Reading
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e)
f)
g)

Watching TV
Exercises
Dressing

2. Patient ADL's (Bed/Mattress+Overbed Table)
a)
Eating
b)
Grooming
c)
Puzzles & Games
d)
Writing
e)
Reading
f)
Watching TV
g)
Exercises
3. Patient Typical Positions in Bed
a)
Sitting Upright on Edge of Bed
b)
Transitioning to Lying Down
c)
Lying Down (0-30 degrees incline)
d)
Rolling Over
e)
Transitioning to Reclining
f)
Reclining (30-60 degrees incline)
g)
Slipping Down / Scooting Up
h)
Transitioning to Sitting Upright
i)
Sitting Upright (60-90 degrees incline)
j)
Transitioning to Sitting on the Edge of the Bed

4. Bed/Mattress/Overbed Table Ecosystem
a)
Monitoring (local/clinicians & global/administration)
b)
Reporting (local/clinicians & global/administration)
c)
Analytics (facility & healthcare system)
d)
Optimization (facility & healthcare system)
e)
Clinician Tailoring (local/clinicians & global/administration)
f)
Failure Mode Behaviors (Prevention)
g)
Failure Mode Behaviors (Shutoff)
Actors:
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Patient, Family, Clinicians & Staff (CNA, PTA, OTA, STA, ES, OT, PT, ST, RN, MD),
Bed, Mattress, Overbed Table (OBT), Room, Hospital Administration
Scenarios (For Each Use Case)
1. Ideal (best case)
2. Disaster (worst case)
3. Typical Good (normal day, everything working properly)
4. Typical Bad (normal day, something wears out, breaks, or goes wrong in a minor way)
Tasks
1. eating
2. grooming
a) teeth
b) brushing shaving
c) make up
d) combing hair
e) washing
3. dressing
4. reading
5. watching tv
6. sleeping
7. talking on the phone
8. operating the tv remote
9. speaking with someone
10. overbed table over lap
11. overbed table next to bed
12. rolling
13. pushing table
14. reaching for something
15. pulling up blanket
16. pushing down blanket
17. writing
18. puzzle
19. computer
20. moving overbed table out of way
Constraints
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1. Question if old/sick can understand buttons.
2. Not operable when bed in motion / wheels not locked.
3. position of overbed table entrained to position of patient in bed.
4. limit movement / adjustment of other equipment in room when patient is moving.
5. obstacle awareness (cords, bed rail, medical equipment).
6. The product should require no training to use.
7. The product should be safe to use.
Quality of Materials
The materials must have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. anti-microbial
2. flame-retardant
3. non-absorptive
4. scrubbable
5. bleach-resistant
6. stain-resistant
7. no sharp edges
8. no pinch points
9. Anti-static
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
1. safe
2. fade-resistant
3. durable
4. hypoallergenic
5. reduces friction

Occupancy Requirements
1. The bed/mattress system must support a live load of 700 pounds.
2. There is a minimum of 60” clear above the top-most surface of the
bed/mattress/overbed table system. (overbed table is allowed to share space with
patient)
3. There is a 24” buffer zone around the sides and foot of the bed.
a) When any equipment (including the overbed table) infringes on the buffer zone, the
system is on high alert to protect the patient, which means:
• equipment notifies RN if cords/obstacles around or under it
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• patient scream/yell causes equipment to back out of buffer zone
4. The system sends a message to clinician once patient is awake, fed, medicated,
groomed, and ready for treatment.
Performance Criteria (Functional)
The bed/mattress system must meet the following criteria:
1. All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of spills.
2. All functions of the unit are usable by hand if the automated systems fail.
3. Adequate substrate for the performance of CPR.
4. Adjusting the position of the patient may be accomplished from any location in or
around the bed/mattress.
5. The unit's surface top is positionable to a height somewhere between the height of the
elbow and the shoulder whether the patient is in bed or in a wheelchair.
6. Surfaces where dishes are place for regular meals can be positioned 6"-8" from a
patient's face when the patient is reclining in bed.
7. The overbed table's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of
patients in bed even when the bed rails are up.
8. Movement is automated.
9. Reduces surface heat between patient skin and mattress cover
10. Power supply is unaffected by spills.
11. Automated systems are unaffected by spills.
12. The power supply lasts 8 hours when unplugged.
13. Mattress dimensions: W=34”-36”; L=76”-80”; H=4”-7”
Performance Criteria (Functional Requirements)
The bed/mattress system should meet the following criteria:
1. The unit's surfaces maintain optimal position as the patient's position varies.
2. The overbed table's surface may be positioned sufficiently close to the mouth of
bariatric patients during meals.
3. All functions of the unit may be operated by one person with one partially functioning
arm and hand while situated anywhere within the patient room in any position.
4. The unit is aware of when something spills on it.
5. The bed/mattress is used to brace weak arm during therapy strengthening strong arm
and core.
6. Minimize the length and width of the unit.
7. The unit reports spills on it to the nurse's station.
8. The unit is aware of the patient's blood pressure (non-invasive).
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9. The unit is aware of the patient's temperature.
10. The unit is aware of when meals are eaten.
11. The unit alerts staff when meal is complete.
12. The surface provides programmable visual cues to stimulate awareness on the
neglected side of patients with hemiplegia.
13. The unit provides programmable cues to stimulate awareness on the neglected side of
patients with hemiplegia.
14. adjustable
15. auxiliary power
16. continuous feedback
17. therapy history
18. reports patient position
19. remind patient to use adaptive equipment
20. reports last interaction with staff
21. provides to patient information to patient on time, day, therapy
22. monitor when/how the patient tries to get up
23. All horizontal surfaces include containment features that limit the spread of spills.
24. The unit cost must be less than $125,000.
25. All levers and buttons have a useful life of 10 years.
26. All bearings have a useful life of 10 years.
27. Comfortably supports the use of laptops and other electronic devices for
entertainment.
28. useful life of 10-20 years
29. warranty (3-7yrs)
30. The unit supports personal grooming activities.
31. portable air pump (if necessary)
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
1. Mattress materials include: foam (polyurethane usually), fluid-chamber mattresses,
IntelliGel mattresses The product must be mass-producible.
2. Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of unavailability.
3. Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
4. Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Performance Criteria (Non-Functional Requirements)
1. The bed/mattress provides a removable user's guide sheet/card for the unit to help
orient patient's to its operation.
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2. divided into sections
3. powered & power controls
4. standard foam mattresses
5. specialty foam mattresses
6. powered mattresses: constant low pressure
7. powered mattresses: lateral rotation mattresses
8. powered mattresses: reactive air pro mattresses (continuous feedback)
9. powered mattresses: alternating pressure mattresses
10. powered mattresses: low-air-loss therapy mattresses
11. powered mattresses: overlays
12. powered mattresses: bariatric mattresses
13. Automated control of all of the unit's functions is accomplished via remote control.
14. The unit's automated functions are controllable via human hand gestures.
Deliverables
Basis of Design document and any accompanying documents (word/excel/illustrator,
etc.).
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Basis of Design Document

Introduction
Please describe the likely concepts, methods, deliverables, testing, standards, regulations,
and guidelines that will be necessary to satisfy the OPR. Please also outline one or more
checklists that will help the design team to verify that all of the Project Requirements
have been met.

Executive Summary of Proposed System

Provide a Narrative Description of System Use and Functionality

Provide Justification for Proposed System

Describe Sequence of Operations for Proposed System
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Describe Necessary Calculations for Proposed System

Describe Milestones for Developing Proposed System

Describe Checklists for Verifying the Design of Proposed System
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APPENDIX 5G
EXPLORATORY STUDY 2: PART D: PERSONAS
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APPENDIX 5H
EXPLORATORY ACTIVITY: PART D: SCRIPT

D: PROTOCOL OUTLINE AND SCRIPT:
• INFORMAL GREETING
•

SCRIPTED INTRODUCTION:
o

INTRODUCTION: Welcome and thank you for participating in our study.
My name is Joe Manganelli and I am a Clemson University Graduate
Research Assistant. I will be facilitating this study session. We are collecting
some follow-up data with respect to patient position in bed as it relates to
overbed table use.

o

OVERVIEW & INFORMATION SHEET: ________, the research
facilitator, and ________, the notetaker, will assist with data collection. This
session will last approximately one hour. First, the research facilitator will
lead you through a scenario enactment exercise. Then, the notetaker will lead
you through a survey. Before we begin, please review the information sheet.
(Participant reviews the information sheet) Do you have any questions? Are
you willing to participate in this study session? Thank you, let's begin.

o

OVERVIEW OF THE SCENARIO ENACTMENT: During this half-hour,
you will consider one case, Sara (or Thom) (Hold up Sara or Thom persona
sheet for participant to see), and enact a set of scenarios as though you are
the patient described. During the enactments, you will be prompted to
perform certain actions. Please draw upon your professional experience to
perform and narrate the actions as best you can. This may include:







why you are doing what you are doing
your thoughts on what Sara (or Thom) is or is not capable of doing
your thoughts on what Sara (or Thom) needs for a better experience
your thoughts on what Sara (or Thom) would like for a better experience
your thoughts on ease of use concerns
your thoughts on anticipated problems

During these enactments, we may ask you follow up questions. After the enactments, you
will answer some additional questions and fill out a survey.
o

FIRST INSTRUCTION: Please come stand next to the bed right here and
wait for instructions from the research facilitator. If you are unsure what to
do, the research facilitator may repeat the scripted instructions for you, but
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may not provide additional guidance. If you are unsure what to do, then draw
upon your professional experience to perform and narrate the action as best
you can.
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D: SARA PERSONA:
Now we are ready to begin the scenario enactments. Your first case is Sara Jasper, a 72
year-old stroke survivor. Sara had a stroke three weeks ago and is still recovering in the
hospital. She also has mild vascular dementia. Please read this case description and let
me know if you have any questions. (Participant reviews the Sara Jasper Persona) Do
you have any questions? May we proceed? 7,
Thank you.
SARA SCENARIO ENACTMENT 8,9,10:
SITTING ON EDGE OF BED:
Please demonstrate Sara sitting on the edge of the bed.
With what activities is this position associated?
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
Do you think this is a safe position for Sara? (Why/why not?)
TRANSITIONING:
Can Sara transition to a lying down position without assistance?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will
be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara transition to
a lying down position.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara transitioning to a lying down position from
the seated position on the edge of the bed.
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
LYING DOWN:
Please demonstrate Sara lying in bed.
With what activities is this position associated?
Which guards are up:
Without the overbed table near the bed?
With the overbed table next to the bed?
(The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
Do you think this is a safe position for Sara? (Why/why not?)
Please demonstrate Sara watching TV while lying down.
Please demonstrate Sara reaching for a cup while lying down
overbed table next to bed
7
8

Counterbalance starting with Sara and Thom personas for enactment portion of study session.

9

Participants will be instructed to enact each activity from the perspective of the given participant and drawing upon their personal experiences. They
will be asked to narrate aloud what they are doing, why, common problems, etc.

10

Researchers will also note whether patient position is self-supported or involves adjusting the bed mattress to provide support.

Both researchers will take notes focusing on: 1) position, 2) comfort, 3) operation, 4) safety. However, one researcher will focus on the words
spoken by the participant, while the other researcher focuses on the actions of the participant.
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ROLLING OVER:
Will Sara roll over while lying in bed?
If no, why not?
If yes, why?
If yes, can Sara roll over without assistance?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara roll
over.
If yes, then please demonstrate Sara rolling over while lying in bed.
Without overbed table over lap
With overbed table over lap
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Please return to lying flat on your back.
TRANSITIONING:
Can Sara transition to a reclining position without calling for assistance?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will be
yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara transition to a
reclining position.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara transitioning to a reclining position.
Without overbed table over lap
With overbed table over lap
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
RECLINING:
Please demonstrate Sara reclining in bed.
With what activities is this position associated?
Which guards are up:
Without the overbed table near the bed
With the overbed table next to the bed
With the overbed table over the lap
(The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
Do you think this is a safe position for Sara? (Why/why not?)
Please demonstrate Sara watching TV while reclining.
Please demonstrate Sara reaching for a cup while reclining
With overbed table next to bed
With overbed table over bed
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Would Sara eat while reclining?
If no, why not?
If yes, please demonstrate Sara eating while reclining.
Would Sara groom while reclining?
If no, why not?
If yes, please demonstrate Sara grooming while reclining.
SLIPPING DOWN / SCOOTING UP:
Please demonstrate Sara slipping down in the bed while reclining.
Why does slipping down occur?
Would Sara be able to scoot herself back up while reclining?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will
be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara scoot up in
bed.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara scooting herself up while reclining.
Without overbed table over lap
With overbed table over lap
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
TRANSITIONING:
Can Sara transition to a sitting upright position without assistance?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will be
yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara transition to a
sitting up position.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara transitioning to a sitting upright position.
Without overbed table over lap
With overbed table over lap
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
SITTING UPRIGHT:
Please demonstrate Sara sitting upright in bed.
With what activities is this position associated?
Which guards are up:
Without the overbed table near the bed?
With the overbed table next to the bed?
With the overbed table over the lap?
(The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
Do you think this is a safe position for Sara? (Why/why not?)
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Please demonstrate Sara watching TV while sitting upright.
Please demonstrate Sara reaching for a cup while sitting upright:
With overbed table next to bed
With overbed table over bed
Please demonstrate Sara eating while sitting upright.
With overbed table over bed
Please demonstrate Sara grooming while sitting upright.
With overbed table over bed
SLOUCHING / STRAIGHTENING UP:
Please demonstrate Sara slouching down on neglect side while sitting up.
Why does slouching down on neglect side occur?
In your judgment, is Sara aware of her slouching?
Would Sara be able to straighten herself back up while sitting upright?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will
be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara straighten
herself up while reclining.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara straightening herself up while sitting
upright.
Without the overbed table over her lap
With the overbed table over her lap
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
TRANSITIONING:
Can Sara transition to a sitting on the edge of the bed position without
assistance?
If no, why not?
If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Sara and you will
be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Sara transition to
a sitting on the edge of the bed position.
If yes, please demonstrate Sara transitioning to a sitting on the edge of the
bed position.
Do you think Sara is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Do you think Sara is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
Thank you. This concludes the 'Sara' scenario enactment.
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D: THOM PERSONA:
Now we are ready to begin the next scenario enactment. Thom McDaniel is a bilateral
below-the-knee amputee. Thom is a 24 year-old male recovering from the loss of his
lower legs and learning to use a wheelchair. He has been undergoing in-patient
rehabilitation for one month. Thom is an otherwise healthy individual. Please read this
case description and let me know if you have any questions. (Participant reviews the
Thom McDaniel Persona) Do you have any questions? May we proceed?11
Thank you.
THOM SCENARIO ENACTMENT 12,13,14:
o SITTING ON EDGE OF BED:
 Please demonstrate Thom sitting on the edge of the bed.
• With what activities is this position associated?
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think this is a safe position for Thom? (Why/why not?)
o TRANSITIONING:
 Can Thom transition to a lying down position without assistance?
• If no, why not?
• If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Thom
transition to a lying down position.
• If yes, please demonstrate Thom transitioning to a lying down position
from the seated position on the edge of the bed.
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
o LYING DOWN:
 Please demonstrate Thom lying in bed.
• With what activities is this position associated?
• Which guards are up:
o Without the overbed table near the bed?
o With the overbed table next to the bed?
o (The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this position? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think this is a safe position for Thom? (Why/why not?)
 Please demonstrate Thom watching TV while lying down.
 Please demonstrate Thom reaching for a cup while lying down
11
12

Counterbalance starting with Sara and Thom personas for enactment portion of study session.

13

Participants will be instructed to enact each activity from the perspective of the given participant and drawing upon their personal experiences. They
will be asked to narrate aloud what they are doing, why, common problems, etc.

14

Researchers will also note whether patient position is self-supported or involves adjusting the bed mattress to provide support.

Both researchers will take notes focusing on: 1) position, 2) comfort, 3) operation, 4) safety. However, one researcher will focus on the words
spoken by the participant, while the other researcher focuses on the actions of the participant.
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•

overbed table next to bed

o ROLLING OVER:
 Will Thom roll over while lying in bed?
• If no, why not?
• If yes, why?
• If yes, can Thom roll over without assistance?
o If no, why not?
o If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and
you will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help
Thom roll over.
 If yes, then please demonstrate Thom rolling over while lying in bed.
o Without overbed table over lap
o With overbed table over lap
o Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why
not?)
o Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
 Please return to lying flat on your back.
o TRANSITIONING:
 Can Thom transition to a reclining position without calling for assistance?
 If no, why not?
 If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Thom transition
to a reclining position.
 If yes, please demonstrate Thom transitioning to a reclining position.
• Without overbed table over lap
• With overbed table over lap
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
o RECLINING:
 Please demonstrate Thom reclining in bed.
• With what activities is this position associated?
• Which guards are up:
o Without the overbed table near the bed
o With the overbed table next to the bed
o With the overbed table over the lap
o (The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
o Do you think Thom is comfortable in this position? (Why/why
not?)
o Do you think Thom is safe in this position? (Why/why not?)
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Please demonstrate Thom watching TV while reclining.
Please demonstrate Thom reaching for a cup while reclining.
• With overbed table next to bed
• With overbed table over bed
Would Thom eat while reclining?
• If no, why not?
• If yes, please demonstrate Thom eating while reclining.
Would Thom groom while reclining?
• If no, why not?
• If yes, please demonstrate Thom grooming while reclining.

o SLIPPING DOWN / SCOOTING UP:
 Please demonstrate Thom slipping down in the bed while reclining.
• Why does slipping down occur?
 Would Thom be able to scoot himself back up while reclining?
• If no, why not?
• If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Thom scoot
up in bed.
• If yes, please demonstrate Thom scooting himself up while reclining.
o Without overbed table over lap
o With overbed table over lap
o Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why
not?)
o Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
o TRANSITIONING:
 Can Thom transition to a sitting upright position without assistance?
 If no, why not?
 If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Thom transition
to a sitting up position.
 If yes, please demonstrate Thom transitioning to a sitting upright position.
• Without overbed table over lap
• With overbed table over lap
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)
o SITTING UPRIGHT:
 Please demonstrate Thom sitting upright in bed.
• With what activities is this position associated?
• Which guards are up:
o Without the overbed table near the bed?
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o With the overbed table next to the bed?
o With the overbed table over the lap?
o (The research facilitator places the guards as directed and the
overbed table next to the bed.)
o Do you think Thom is comfortable in this position? (Why/why
not?)
o Do you think this is a safe position for Thom? (Why/why not?)
Please demonstrate Thom watching TV while sitting upright.
Please demonstrate Thom reaching for a cup while sitting upright:
• With overbed table next to bed
• With overbed table over bed
Please demonstrate Thom eating while sitting upright.
• With overbed table over bed
Please demonstrate Thom grooming while sitting upright.
• With overbed table over bed

o TRANSITIONING:
 Can Thom transition to a sitting on the edge of the bed position without
assistance?
• If no, why not?
• If no, I will momentarily switch places with you and be Thom and you
will be yourself. Please demonstrate how you would help Thom
transition to a sitting on the edge of the bed position.
• If yes, please demonstrate Thom transitioning to a sitting on the edge
of the bed position.
• Do you think Thom is comfortable in this transition? (Why/why not?)
• Do you think Thom is safe in this transition? (Why/why not?)

Thank you. This concludes the 'Thom' scenario enactment.
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CLOSING QUESTIONS:
Lastly, before the session ends, I have a few remaining questions for you.
If the bed could automatically adjust to keep the patient in the desired
position, would this be useful:
to patients? (Why / why not?)
To caregivers? (Why / why not?)
What would be most useful about it?
What would be problematic?
Do you have any other comments, suggestions, or concerns that you'd like to
share with us at this time?
Thank you for participating.
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APPENDIX 5I

RESEARCH STUDY INFORMATION SHEET
An Assistive, Robotic Table [ART] Promoting Independent Living
Study to be Conducted at: Roger C. Peace Rehabilitation Hospital

701 Grove Road
Greenville, SC 29605
Sponsor Name:
National Science Foundation
Principal Investigator: Kevin Kopera, MD 864-455-6262
INTRODUCTION

You are being asked to participate in a research study. The Institutional Review Board of the
Greenville Hospital System has reviewed this study for the protection of the rights of human
participants in research studies, in accordance with federal and state regulations. However, before
you choose to be a research participant, it is important that you read the following information and
ask as many questions as necessary to be sure that you understand what your participation will
involve.
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this research is to design and build better furniture for hospitals. You are being
asked to participate in a study approximately once a month for an hour per session. Your
participation will involve:
• Being interviewed in a mock hospital room where you will answer questions regarding how
you interact with patients and the room’s equipment and furnishings
• Complete a card-sort where you will organize features and ideas written onto individual
cards into groups
• Provide your feedback on new furniture designs.
POSSIBLE RISKS AND BENEFITS
There are no known risks associated with this research. No personally identifiable information will be recorded or used
as part of this research study. There are no known benefits to you that would result from your participation in the study.
This research may help design better furniture.
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VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
Participation in this study is completely voluntary (your choice). You may refuse to participate or withdraw from the
study at any time. If you refuse to participate or withdraw from the study, you will not be penalized or lose any benefits.
Your decision will not affect your relationship with the Greenville Hospital System.
CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS
For more information concerning this study and research-related risks or injuries, or to give comments or express
concerns or complaints, you may contact the principal investigator, Kevin Kopera, 864-455-6262. You may also contact
a representative of the Institutional Review Board of the Greenville Hospital System for information regarding your
rights as a participant involved in a research study or to give comments or express concerns, complaints or offer input.
You may obtain the name and number of this person by calling (864) 455-8997.

A survey about your experience with this informed consent process is located at the following
website:
www.ghs.org/research
Participation in the survey is completely anonymous and voluntary and will not affect your
relationship with the Greenville Hospital System. If you would like to have a paper copy of this
survey, please tell the principal investigator.
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APPENDIX 6A
SUBJECTIVE REFLECTIONS FORM

This reflections form was filled out by the investigator and each rater after each
project-scoping activity and after each criteria design activity. The text was coded
qualitatively using the following coding methods: negative case analysis, hypothesis
analysis, structural analysis, focused analysis, and pattern matching [136].

Reflections
Introduction
Please reflect on performing this project scoping exercise and write your reflections in
the box below. Please consider the following:
Please state how you figured out what to describe in the BOD document.
What worked well about how you approached the challenge?
What was most difficult?
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APPENDIX 6B
CASE STUDY 0: PROJECT SCOPING ACTIVITY WITH CIAS-DM

Appendix 6C presents a pictorial journal of Series 1 formative case study C0.
The C0 case study was used to take CIAS-DM from a simple proof-of-concept to a
working method.

Figure 6C.1: The fundamental structure of CIAS-DM has remained. This proof-ofconcept of the steps of CIAS-DM is from summer, 2012.
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Figure 6C.2: The first proof of concept goals, use case cases, and requirements diagram
implemented in MagicDraw from summer of 2012.

Figure 6C.3: The first proof of concept ADS diagram.
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Figure 6C.4: The first proof of concept DL diagram.

Figure 6C.5: The first proof of concept toolsets for each diagram included many tools in
order to create very detailed models, as per the example above.
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The Series 1 case study C0 began with these CIAS-DM methods and tools. The
OPR Project Description for C0 was:
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing,
and production of a design of a 'smart' over-the-bed table with a 'smart'
seat and a 'smart virtual reality hood' as a rehabilitation ecosystem of
interactive components in a hospital patient room intended to maximize
patient practice of ADL's and rate of rehabilitation.

For the full C0 OPR, see Appendix 5F. The investigator began conducting the
case study using the methods shown above.
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Figure 6C.6: This is first use of CIAS-DM STEP 1, the goals, use cases, and requirements
diagram (GUR). It worked as intended but took a long time and even for the simple C0
OPR, it was becoming complex. The STEP 1 GUR diagram shown above was not
complete but was already unmanageable. This indicated that the more complex Series 2
CIAS case study projects, let alone real projects, would be impossible to model in a
reasonable amount of time if the nature of the activity were not revised.
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Figure 6C.7: A failed attempt to modify CIAS-DM to replace the GUR with a package
diagram. The package diagram, too, was quickly becoming unworkable in a reasonable
time frame.
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Figure 6C.8: The ADS had the same problem. The complexity of the system meant that
this step could not be completed in a timely fashion, was difficult, and was underdeveloped in general.
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Figure 6C.9: In order to make the ADS easier to complete, the investigator returned to
Rasmussen’s work on the use of the ADS, [110, p. 237]. Searching his writings revealed
that he applied the concepts embodied within the ADS in other diagrams differing in level
of detail. The investigator selected the diagram, reproduced above, as a simple, quick,
and intuitive way for the user of CIAS-DM to think about the system of interest within a
context of users and other system. This is used as a preparatory step before completing
the complete ADS. It is analogous to cutting up one’s food before chewing it. It breaks
the users and systems down into manageable chunks. Also, importantly, it puts people
and systems within one frame of reference.
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Figure 6C.10: This is the new ADS1 diagram added to CIAS-DM as STEP 2A.
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It is at this point that the investigator stopped Series 1 case study C0. Completion
of case study C0 to this point took longer than four hours and it was already known that
STEP2B, the ADS diagram, had yet to be completely reconceived. In addition, two
realities were apparent. First, this process was taking too long. It would not be possible
to complete the Series 2 case studies with a process like this. In addition, the amount of
training that would be required to use CIAS-DM effectively was not feasible. Thinking
about use of CIAS-DM by practitioners in the field, the same logistics that applied to the
Series 2 case studies likely applied in practice. Thus, a method and tool that required
extensive training and that took a long time would not be used.
It is at this point that the investigator made a few key decisions. First, a simpler
case study was needed to work through the CIAS-DM method and tool. Second, each
diagram must be usefully completed within 20-60 minutes by someone with no training.
Third, the toolsets for each method step must be simplified and assume no training.
Fourth, clear instructions and an example must be given for each method step and assume
no training.
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APPENDIX 6C
SCOPING ACTIVITY WITH CIAS-DM

SERIES 1, CASE STUDY C0 BIKE AND RIDER PROVISIONAL CASE STUDY AND
THE FIRST FULL WORKING SET OF CIAS-DM DIAGRAMS

In Appendix 6C, the first fully ‘working’ CIAS-DM templates, as well as the bike
and rider case study, are presented. It was not possible to complete the first case study,
C0, in a timely fashion. Thus, the investigator quickly developed a simple case study that
could be completed in order to use and evaluate the entire method. The simple case study
was a system in which a human rides a bike to work. The system included the rider’s
goal structures and technology used to monitor performance.
The bike and rider case study helped the investigator to quickly and iteratively
develop CIAS-DM as a project-scoping method and set of tools. In addition, the bike and
rider case study became the training material for the raters who used CIAS-DM during
the Series 2 case studies and led to the development of training material of similar scope
and style for the CEaVa method.
When the investigator completed the bike and rider diagrams and revisions to the
CIAS-DM workflow, the diagrams became the basis for setting up the first formal set of
CIAS-DM diagrams and the corresponding instructions needed to guide a user through
using CIAS-DM (i.e., the CIAS-DM templates). For economy and clarity, the CIAS-DM
templates will be presented first, and then the bike and rider examples. But the reader
should know that the bike and rider examples led to the CIAS-DM templates.
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Figure 6D.1: The revised STEP 1 goals, use cases, and requirements (GUR) diagram.
Instructions are provided and the diagram page is pre-populated with some constructs that
can be filled in by the user. The structure of the STEP 1 GUR diagram is given and does
not have to be learned by the user.
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Figure 6D.2: The bike and rider example of how to use the revised STEP 1 goals, use
cases, and requirements (GUR) diagram. It was helpful to think of creating instructions
for someone with no background knowledge while working through the bike and rider
project description. Figure 6D.2 shows that the STEP 1 GUR diagram, the notes to users
to guide how to use the diagram, and instructions were all developed simultaneously.
Also visible are QDA first cycle initial coding notes for the case study.
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Figure 6D.3: STEP 2A is referred to as the abstract decomposition space 1 (ADS1)
diagram. It is a conceptual sketchpad to think through the structures, behaviors, and
exchanges of users and systems across a range of levels of specificity.
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Figure 6D.4: The bike and rider example of STEP 2A demonstrates the appropriate level
of detail to the user of CIAS-DM.
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Figure 6D.5: STEP 2B, referred to as abstract decomposition space 2 (ADS2), is the full
ADS diagram and what CIAS-DM is built around. This diagram helps a CIAS-DM user
trace a relationship from a goal all the way down to the human and machine physical
systems that will work to achieve it.
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Figure 6D.6: The bike and rider example of STEP 2B demonstrates the intended use of
these diagrams. By using them, the CIAS-DM user should realize that some features,
functions, actors, and systems do not belong in the project. Use of this diagram should
also help the CIAS-DM user find systems, people, and behaviors that must exist and/or
occur for the rest of the system of systems to function as desired.
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Figure 6D.7: STEP 2C, the decision ladder (DL), takes a different view of the system.
Whereas the ADS diagrams looked at the components of the system and their
relationships to other components, the DL looks at the goal structure of the users and the
knowledge states that the system will entail in order to perform desired actions.
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Figure 6D.8: The bike and rider example of STEP 2C helps the CIAS-DM user uncover
what must be known and done in order to achieve a goal.
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Figure 6D.9: STEP 3 is the first of four reflection and iteration steps. During STEP 3,
the CIAS-DM user revises STEP 1 and drafts the BOD document for the first time based
upon what he/she has learned about the users of the system of interest, the system of
interest proper, and the larger ecosystem of systems with which the system of interest
interacts.
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Figure 6D.10: STEP 4 is the sketching activity based upon Apple, Inc.’s
look/feel/role/implementation prototyping methodology.
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Figure 6D.11: STEP 5, the second reflection and iteration step, directs the CIAS-DM
user to revise the diagrams of STEPS 1, 2A, 2B, and 2C based upon knowledge gained
from the sketching activity. Then, the CIAS-DM user is to revise the BOD document. As
the CIAS-DM user builds layers of views onto the system, revisions, corrections,
qualifications, and question asking should occur during these method steps.
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Figure 6D.12: STEP 6 is the strategies analysis diagram (SAD). It maps the goal
identified in STEP 2C to the system structure represented in STEP 2B and assesses what
use strategies are likely given what the user wants to do in comparison to what the system
can actually do and how it can do it.
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Figure 6D.13: The bike and rider example of STEP 6 shows that as the CIAS-DM user
considers the likely strategies of use of the system, additional corrections, qualifications,
question-asking, and error-finding should occur.
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Figure 6D.14: STEP 7, the third reflection and iteration step, directs the CIAS-DM user
to revise the diagrams of STEPS 1, 2A, 2B, and 2C, and the sketches from STEP 4, based
upon knowledge gained from STEP 6. Then, the CIAS-DM user is to revise the BOD
document. As the CIAS-DM user builds layers of views onto the system, revisions,
corrections, qualifications, and question asking should occur during these method steps.
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Figure 6D.15: STEP 8 requires the user to work exclusively on the BOD to revise until
finished.
The bike and rider portion of case study C0 ended with the complete development
of the CIAS-DM diagram templates and the bike and rider example files. Appendix 6D
will end with the BOD document generated in response to C0 and investigator’s
subjective reflections on case study C0 and the creation of the bike and rider use case as
well. This reflection was recorded at the conclusion of Series 1 case study C0.
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Basis of Design Document
Introduction
Please describe the likely concepts, methods, deliverables, testing, standards, regulations,
and guidelines that will be necessary to satisfy the OPR. Please also outline one or more
checklists that will help the design team to verify that all of the Project Requirements
have been met.
Executive Summary of Proposed System
The proposed system addresses the rehabilitation goals of the patient and therapists, as
well as the management and analysis goals of the organization. The primary goal is to,
“reduce the amount of clinician and caregiver time dedicated to maintaining patient’s
position (especially during treatment).” In addition, the proposed system is intended to
maximize a patient’s practice time on ADL’s and improve rate of rehabilitation. Lastly,
the proposed system must allow for monitoring of performance by clinicians locally and
the overall organization globally, as well as incorporate gesture recognition controls and
avoid buttons.
To address these needs, we propose a system composed of the following:
• Over-the-bed table (system) with the following subsystems
o Base
o Seat
 Real-time sensing
 Auto-adjusting support chambers that keep the spine straight
 Design and auto-adjusting chambers that keep the posterior from
slipping
 Accelerometers


Table top
Virtual reality hood
Gesture recognition system operating at the room scale that controls the following
o Controls UI A: raise/lower, tilt seat
o Controls UI B: raise/lower/tilt table top
o Controls UI C: on/off/play/stop/rewind/fast forward/adjust display
o Controls UI D: adjust lighting
o Controls UI E: adjust temperature
o Controls UI F: Remote access automatic shutoff
o Monitoring UI A: clinician access to performance data
o Monitoring UI B: clinician access to customizing system performance
o Monitoring UI C: remote administrative access to performance data
Virtual reality ADL training content to include:
o Teeth brushing training / interactive experience
o Hair combing training / interactive experience
o Shaving training / interactive experience
o
o

•

•
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Make up training / interactive experience
Washing training / interactive experience
A switching relay to switch between different controls systems (all operated by
the same gesture recognition system)
Training materials and protocol for staff
Fail-safe system that locks the system down in the event of loss of power, a
scream or struggle, fall, or command
o
o

•
•
•

Provide a Narrative Description of System Use and Functionality
Patient and therapist approach rehabilitation table (RH). Patient is in wheelchair. Patient
positions wheelchair next to seat of RH. RH senses adjacent wheelchair and ‘waves’ seat
back 3 degrees back and forth twice to acknowledge that it is aware that a patient is ready
to transfer. Patient confirms by tapping the seat cushion. The RH wheels lock down and
the base ‘clicks’ to indicate this. The patient begins transfer as he/she would normally.
The seat back of RH is down and the calf stop of the seat base is up to give the patient a
larger horizontal surface to use for transfer. Once seated on the seat, the back comes up
and the calf stop rotates down.
The patient situates his/her self at the table, adjusts the table height
by signaling with gestures. The therapist then hands the patient his/her ADL grooming
paraphernalia. The virtual reality hood (pops up??? / rotates down??? / slides forward???)
and turns on. It provides a live action virtual mirror of the ADL the patient is performing.
However, it highlights areas and aspects of the activity that need improvement. For
instance, when shaving, areas of the face have a slight reddish hue while unshaved and
receive a light bright green highlight when the area is successfully shaved. The same
convention applies for applying shaving cream, make up, combing hair, brushing teeth,
and washing.
The patient is rewarded when the entire zone is green.
If the system fails, it immediately locks the wheels (if not already locked) and lowers all
system components.
While the patient is seated in the chair, the calf stop is used to keep him/her from sliding
down in bed and the chambers in the seat and back autocorrect for a patient falling out of
alignment.
Throughout, the monitoring system records
data on
Provide Justification for Proposed System
The proposed behaviors of the system are proxies that served the purpose of figuring out
the necessary system components and scope of work. These behavior proxies are subject
to extensive revision and we require that information as soon as convenient.
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Given this, please note the following. The scenario we describe meets the goals, measure
of success, and requirements as set forth in the OPR (at least in theory). In response to
this scenario, we have specified the major logical and physical components of a system
which will accommodate these behaviors.

Describe Sequence of Operations for Proposed System
Initialize the system. Check to make sure the system is functional. Wait for a user to
approach. Confirm that user is adjacent and wants to use the system (wait for
confirmatory response). Prep seat to receive patient. Verify that patient is safely on seat.
Bring up seat back and rotate down the calf stop. Adjust height of patient, angle of back,
and height and angle of table top as necessary. Bring hood into position. Initialize virtual
reality training / interactive experience. Monitor for patient position. Adjust in real-time
as needed. (therapist sets degree of assistance) session ends. Hood moves out of way.
Patient transfers out of seat. System goes into standby mode.
Describe Necessary Calculations for Proposed System
Extensive. At a minimum:
• Live load, shear, moment, bending for structure
• LCC and LCA for system components specification
• Sustainability of materials
• Expected average number of duty cycles
• Intended # of years for ROI
• Dependencies matrix
Describe Milestones for Developing Proposed System
• Agree on initial OPR/BOD & sign contract
• Select project development method (we recommend spiral method with agile
DSDM used for prototyping)
• Full needs assessment with contextual interviews
• Select first components to develop
• Develop initial prototypes
• Refine prototypes with participatory process
• Tentatively lock in design for prototypes and move on to next prototypes
Describe Checklists for Verifying the Design of Proposed System
• Minimize amount of time therapists spend positioning patients in seat (time series
studies)
• Ensure system actually reduces rehabilitation time and improves performance
(time series study with some patients)
• Ensure all automated systems are fail-safe
• Ensure all tests required for logical and physical systems are performed
• Ensure all necessary integration occurs
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Series 1 Case Study C0 Reflections

Introduction
Please reflect on performing this project scoping exercise and write your reflections in
the box below. Please consider the following:

Please state how you figured out what to describe in the BOD document.
What worked well about how you approached the challenge?
What was most difficult?

Case study 0 was monster. The method underwent extensive revision. Things I realized:
Both for myself and for others, it helps to have an example of how to do each analysis,
thus each diagram comes with an example. Throughout I use the example of a person on
a bike commuting to work.
In addition, I added an extra diagram to step 2. There are two reasons. First, in looking at
the ADS and going back to the source (Rasmussen), I discovered that the ambiguity I’ve
perceived surrounding the ADS / AH is indicative of the fact that from when he
introduced it until when he published his book, Rasmussen revised the concepts,
constructs, and has the concepts diagrammed and described several different ways in
different articles and in his book. Thus, what exactly ADS is and how you do it is open to
some degree of interpretation. In particular, Rasmussen describes an adaptive process of
using these methods, noting that the analysis is not just on textual descriptions but can be
populated with images and other forms of representation.
Given this, I added a second diagram that Rasmussen uses as an example of a kind of
ADS because I believe that using it in conjunction with the form of the diagram
advocated by Cornelissen makes it easier and quicker to generate the diagram
Cornelissen needs. This is because this other ADS diagram is like an intermediate step
between the STEP 1 GUR use case and the STEP 2 ADS (now renamed STEP 2 ADS2).
Thus we now have STEP 2 ADS1 and STEP 2 ADS 2.
In addition, though the language and description is mostly Rasmussen’s, I’ve adapted it
where it seemed appropriate to fit the design of complex, interactive systems, and where
it seemed the difference was more a reflection of differences in European and U.S.
English word choice, and not at all indicative of the meaning behind the methods.
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I also cleaned up all of the tool bars, simplified the tool choices, and added custom
buttons for each tool. The simplifications seemed justified because at this early stage, it
will often not be possible to know, for instance, the details of an association or
dependency. Rather, we will be doing well just to realize that there is a dependency.
Overall, the method seems worthwhile.
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APPENDIX 6D
IMPLEMENTING THE CONTINUOUS EARLY VALIDATION (CEAVA) METHOD

CEaVa is described in an article by Larsen and Buede [263]. They note that,
Systems being developed today make extensive and complex use of
advanced technology. Many, if not most, of these systems are being
produced but are not used or useful on delivery because the wrong
problem was solved…..This paper defines a method involving a four-step
sequence that validates the entire system design process early and
continuously to ensure that the right problem is solved…..The method
develops visibility of potential disconnects among stakeholders’ needs,
original written requirements, organizational policy, and derived
requirements…. [263, p. 223].
CEaVa’s four-step method is intended to validate the system concept by
comparing stakeholder needs and the operational concept of the system. CEaVa is
intended to validate requirements by comparing them to the operational concept. CEaVa
is intended to validate design ideas by comparing the requirements as originally given by
the clients to the “cleaned up” requirements as stated by the engineering team. CEaVa is
intended to address policy validity by conceptualizing possible problems and solutions
the organization may have when implementing the system [263, p. 225]. Larsen and
Buede recommend a participatory and iterative process in order to implement CEaVa.
The steps of CEaVa are:
1. Develop an operational concept (in clients language, in writing)
2. Develop an objectives hierarchy (similar to the clients’ goals)
3. Develop an external systems diagram (systems of systems with which
system of interest interacts)
4. Assess the conceptual validity (as noted above)
5. Assess the requirement validity (as noted above)
6. Assess the design validity (as noted above)
7. Assess the policy validity (as noted above)
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CEaVa was considered a reasonable basis for comparison with respect to CIASDM in several ways. First of all, the intent of CEaVa is similar to the intent of CIASDM, but applied to general systems engineering and not architecture. Second, CEaVa’s
process is the same number of steps as CIAS-DM, which removes a possible threat to
validity if it were many more or less steps. 15 Third, CEaVa purports to address ‘design’;
however a noticeable difference is that within CEaVa ‘design,’ is a focused comparison
between given requirements and not an open-ended, systematic, iterative trial and error
search. Lastly, CEaVa’s focus on the policy sphere is beyond the scope of CIAS-DM’s
intent and construction, and represents a completely novel aspect of CEaVa. Conversely,
CIAS-DM’s focus on modeling the knowledge states and likely cognitive strategies of
systems users is a novel aspect of CIAS-DM when compared to CEaVa.
The challenge in implementing CEaVa was that CEaVa was not designed to be
implemented within SysML or UML. However, it is common for all of the components
of CEaVa to be mapped within UML or SysML. Therefore, it is reasonable that CEaVa is
mapped into SysML or UML. The investigator knew that operational concepts are
mapped into UML or SysML frequently. An example is the DoDAF implementation of
Operational Concepts within UML. Requirements definition within UML and SysML is
standard. Constructing an objective hierarchy was also fairly standard. The only creative
spark in the implementation of CEaVa within SysML was to use a persona creation
activity as a proxy for having participatory sessions between the designer/engineer and
15

CEaVa is seven steps and CIAS-DM is eight steps. However, in order to simulate the participatory
nature of CEaVa within the constraints of this study, a first step was added to CEaVa that required the
user to map the personas interacting with the system. This served as a proxy for an engineer using
CEaVa who begins by having participatory meetings with clients and their representatives. In adding
this method step, both CEaVa and CIAS-DM had the same number of method steps.
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the clients. In this case, the user of CEaVa as implemented within SysML for the
purposes of this study built and interacted with personas of the people who would use the
system. See Appendix 6D for screenshots of the CEaVa implementation within
MagicDraw’s SysML plugin. See Appendices 6B, 6C, 6E, and 6F for screenshots of
CIAS-DM’s initial implementation, evolution, the bike rider case study, and the final
state.
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Figure 6D.1: STEP A of CEaVa involves creating personas for the primary people who
interact with the system.
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Figure 6D.2: The example for CEaVa STEP A involves a non-descript ‘system’ for an
elderly patient. It demonstrates the level of detail required for the exercise.
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Figure 6D.3: STEP B of CEaVa involves creates a use case diagram to understand how
users use the system.
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Figure 6D.4: The example for CEaVa STEP B instructs CEaVa users to create a standard,
generic use case diagram to understand the relationship of actors to systems.
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Figure 6D.5: STEP C of CEaVa involves reprocessing the goals/objectives for the system
from the perspective of each persona.
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Figure 6D.6: The example for STEP C of CEaVa indicates the level of detail appropriate
for the exercise.
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Figure 6D.7: STEP D of CEaVa involves developing a map of all users, systems, and the
system of interest.
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Figure 6D.8: The example of STEP D of CEaVa maps the context, associations, and
interfaces of systems.
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Figure 6D.9: STEP E of CEaVa involves comparing the goals/objectives of the system to
the map of the system.
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Figure 6D.10: The example of STEP E of CEaVa demonstrates comparing the
goals/objectives of the system to the map of the system in context and then revising and
annotating to refine both the understanding of user needs and of the system context.
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Figure 6D.11: STEP F of CEaVa involves evaluating the requirements given in the OPR
in light of the diagrams for STEP A through STEP E, eliminating irrelevant requirements,
and allocating important requirements to one of four functional groups.
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Figure 6D.12: STEP G of CEaVa involves revising and coordinating the map of the
system from STEP E with the system requirements from STEP F.
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Figure 6D.13: The example of STEP G of CEaVa shows linking requirements to the
systems map, as well as posing questions in response to the analysis.
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Figure 6D.14: STEP H of CEaVa involves drafting the basis of design documents.
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APPENDIX 6E
INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND CRITERIA DESIGN PHASES

Of the IPD Conceptualization and criteria design phases, only a subset of the
objectives for each phase are relevant to CIAS-DM. See the notes and commentary on
the attached marked up PDF page.
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Figure 6E.1: Assessment of How CIAS-DM Fits into IPD Conceptualization and Criteria
Design Phases
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APPENDIX 6F
DODAF OPERATION VIEW 1 (OV-1) SUMMARY CARTOON

The Department of Defense Architecture Framework Operational Viewpoint High
Level Operational Concept Graph (OV-1) is a graphical representation of a complex
system. “The purpose of OV-1 is to provide a quick, high-level description of what the
architecture is supposed to do, and how it is supposed to do it [142, p. 142].”
The intended usage of the OV-1 includes:
• Putting an operational situation or scenario into context.
• Providing a tool for discussion and presentation; for
example, aids industry engagement in acquisition.
• Providing an aggregate illustration of the details within the
published high-level organization of more detailed
information in published architectures [142, p. 142].

The investigator realized that an OV-1 would be an appropriate way to summarize
the interpretation of the CIAS-DM model and convey it to other design team members.
Examples of OV-1’s generated during the remainder of the Series 1 case studies can be
viewed in Appendices 6M-6P. OV-1’s were combined with storyboards to summarize the
scope of the system and likely behaviors and roles.
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APPENDIX 7A
TRAINING OPRs FOR SERIES 2 SUMMATIVE DESIGN CASES

Method
The purposes of the four training activities were to familiarize the raters with
using OPRs to generate BODs and to familiarize the raters with the software tools. The
raters’ training sessions lasted approximately four hours. The setup was the same as
noted above. Screen capture data were recorded in order to familiarize the raters with the
experience, but the data were not analyzed. During the training session, each rater was
exposed to four project-scoping activities. The OPRs for training were designed to be
accomplishable in 20-60 minutes each and to be progressively more difficult (See
Appendix 7A). The raters were given a five minute break approximately once each hour.
The first training OPR described a cup. The second training OPR described a tent
over a picnic table and grill. The third training OPR described a special waterproof
laptop case. The fourth training OPR described a large interactive display made to hover
over the bed of patients recovering from trauma that requires them to lie flat on their
backs for extended periods of time. The intent behind this progression of training is as
follows. The first project-scoping activity described something for which everyone has
many strong, clear mental models. The second project-scoping activity described
something for which everyone has strong mental models, but it introduced some spatial
reasoning tasks as well. Part of the OPR was to determine the size of the tent given the
objects underneath it (picnic table, grill, people, etc.). Thus the second training exercise
introduced an unknown condition to be resolved. The third project-scoping activity
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described a special-waterproof laptop case that performed in ways no existing laptop case
can perform. Thus the third training exercise referenced an object that would be familiar
to all raters, but asked them to consider improving it in a way for which there is no
precedence. The fourth training exercise required the raters to consider and scope a
system that must interact with humans dynamically in real-time, was complex, integrated
with systems external to itself, and for which they could not possibly have a mental
model because there was no precedence. Given these training activities, the raters
learned to use the tools, OPR and BOD, and were eased into thinking about CIAS-like
design challenges.
The following four OPRs were used to train the raters.
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Training 1
Owner’s Project Requirements Document
Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
device to hold liquids that an individual intends to drink.
Objectives/Goals
The product should be easy to use.
The product should be enjoyable to use.
The product should be distinct.
People should prefer our product to other competing products.
The product should be mass-producible.
Functional Uses
The product will be used for holding an individual serving of a consumable liquid.
The product will be used for containing both hot and cold liquids.

Constraints
The product should require no training to use.
The product should be safe to use.
The product is easy to hold in only one hand.
The product is light-weight.
Quality of Materials
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
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•
•
•
•
•

safe
dish washable
fade-resistant
durable
shatter-proof

Occupancy Requirements
Indoor Environmental Air Quality Requirements
The product should not give off any odors.
The product should not give off any taste.
The product should not leach its constitution into the consumable beverage it contains.
Performance Criteria
The product may be comfortably held by a ten-year-old child for twenty minutes.
The product may be comfortably held by a person with arthritis for five minutes.
The product must hold a minimum of four ounces of liquid.
The product must be stable within the temperature range of -20 degrees (F) to +250
degrees (F).
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
The product must be mass producible.
Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of unavailability.
Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Budget Considerations
TBD
Limitations
TBD
Deliverables
Basis of Design and any accompanying documents
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Training 2
Owner’s Project Requirements Document
Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
device to cover people during a family barbeque outdoors.
Objectives/Goals
The product should be easy to use.
The product should be enjoyable to use.
The product should be distinct.
People should prefer our product to other competing products.
The product should be mass-producible.
Functional Uses
The product will be used to cover a barbeque grill and a picnic table.
The product will be used at the beach.
The product will be used in a yard or field.
The product will be used on flat, horizontal surfaces.
Constraints
The product should require no training to use.
The product should be safe to use.
The product may be setup/broken down within 10 minutes.
The product is light-weight.
There are no fall/trip hazards.
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Quality of Materials
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
• safe
• fade-resistant
• durable
• water-proof
Occupancy Requirements
Up to 8 people should be able to fit beneath the product, in addition to the grill and table.
Indoor Environmental Air Quality Requirements
The product should not give off any odors.
The product should not give off any film or residue.
The product should not leach its constitution into the ground.
Performance Criteria
The product may be comfortably set up by a 15-year-old child within twenty minutes.
The product must weigh no more than 40 pounds.
The product must be stable within the temperature range of -20 degrees (F) to +120
degrees (F).
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
The product must be mass-producible.
Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of unavailability.
Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Budget Considerations
TBD
Limitations
TBD
Deliverables
Basis of Design and any accompanying documents
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Training 3
Owner’s Project Requirements Document
Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
product to protect a laptop that must be used outdoors from the rain.
Objectives/Goals
The product should be easy to use.
The product should be enjoyable to use.
The product should be mass-producible.
Functional Uses
The product allows for full use of the laptop keyboard.
The product allows for full use of the laptop track pad.
The product allows for full use of the laptop screen.
The product is easy to store when not in use.
The product may be put on using only one's two hands.
Constraints
The product should require no training to use.
The product should be safe to use.
The product is shatter-proof.
The product has no moving parts.
The product fits all laptops.
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Quality of Materials
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
• safe
• fade-resistant
• durable
• water-proof
• scrubbable
• anti-microbial
Occupancy Requirements
Indoor Environmental Air Quality Requirements
The product should not give off any odors.
The product should not give off any film or residue.
The product should not leach its constitution into surrounding materials and finishes.
Performance Criteria
The product may be operated by a 15-year-old child.
The product can function along a temperature range of -20 degrees (F) to +120 degrees
(F).
The product contains no more than 5 options on any one page.
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
The product must be mass-producible.
Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of unavailability.
Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Budget Considerations
TBD
Limitations
TBD
Deliverables
Basis of Design and any accompanying documents
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Training 4
Owner’s Project Requirements Document
Introduction
The intent of the Owner's Project Requirements is to document the owner's goals,
requirements, and measures of success. It is developed jointly by the owner's
representatives and the design and construction team and will evolve throughout the
design, development, and construction, testing, and deployment processes. For this
reason, please note that the document you see before you represents our most accurate
and complete description of the project requirements to date. However, we acknowledge
that it is incomplete and that it can and should evolve as we progress. Therefore, we
acknowledge, and ask you to keep in mind, that this document is incomplete and
evolving. Please let us know of any suggested refinements or elaborations as soon as
possible. Please do your best to respond formally to this OPR with your designer's Basis
of Design document. We acknowledge that your BOD will, by necessity, also evolve
throughout the entire lifecycle of this project, in response to changes in the OPR and as
necessitated by the design and development process.
Project Description
This project is for the design, development, construction, testing, and production of a
product that displays information to patients who are limited to lying on their backs in
bed.
Objectives/Goals
The product should be easy to use.
The product should be enjoyable to use.
The product should be mass-producible.
The product should be useful for clinicians.
The product should be useful for patients.
The product should be useful for caregivers.
The product should be highly recommended by clinicians, patients, and caregivers.
Functional Uses
The product should be viewable while lying flat on one's back in a patient room hospital
bed.
The product should be controllable without using one's hands.
The product should support the display of color images.
The product should support the display of patient schedule information.
The product should support the display of medical records and other systems files
clinicians may wish to discuss with patients.
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Constraints
The product should require no training to use.
The product should be safe to use.
The product is shatter-proof.
The product has no moving parts.
No product screen has more than 5 icons on it.
Quality of Materials
The materials should have the following qualities, at a minimum:
• safe
• fade-resistant
• durable
• water-proof
• scrubbable
• anti-microbial
Occupancy Requirements
It is safe for a person to be lying, sitting, or standing below this product.
The lowest point on this product is a minimum of 80 inches above the finished floor.
Indoor Environmental Air Quality Requirements
The product should not give off any odors.
The product should not give off any film or residue.
The product should not leach its constitution into surrounding materials and finishes.
Performance Criteria
The product may be operated by a 5-year-old child.
It is possible to 'return to home' from any screen.
It is possible to call the nurse from any screen.
It is possible for the screen to be shared with remote parties.
It is possible for the patient to use the screen as a 'computer
desktop.' The product should support the display of full HD
movies.
The product should be easily viewable without eye correction for a person up to 10' away
with 20/30 vision.
Construction/Fabrication/Assembly Considerations
The product must be mass-producible.
Material supply must be easily available and not subject to periods of unavailability.
Material supply must have a consistent cost/volume, not subject to large swings.
Material should be locally sourced if possible.
Budget Considerations
TBD
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Limitations
TBD
Deliverables
Basis of Design and any accompanying documents
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APPENDIX 7B
REGARDING: RESULTS FOR EQ2 WERE INCONCLUSIVE

Three factors rendered EQ 2 metrics inconclusive. First, raters were overwhelmed
by the scope and complexity of the project-scoping challenges. Reducing the complexity
of the OPRs would have made the exercises complete-able and verifiable at the expense
of them actually being CIAS-like, which would have undermined the intent of the
research. Second, time constraints meant that raters only addressed a subset of the OPRs
during any one session. This did not afford reliable quantitative comparison. Again,
making the challenges easy to fully complete and with a definitive answer would have
made them un-CIAS-like, and undermined the research. Third, without extensive
training to normalize their behaviors, individual tendencies presented, thus consistency,
thoroughness, and revision varied from rater to rater, undermining a meaningful
comparison of the completeness, correctness, or consistency of goals, use cases, and
especially the requirements.
Nonetheless, # of corrections, # of qualifications, # of questions, and # of errors
were coded and counted in all video analysis for all raters for all case studies. This at
least assessed whether or not more critical evaluation and revision of the information
models and BODs were occurring. In addition to coding the videos as noted, intra-rater
reliability for recoding samples of the videos for these categories was assessed. Fleiss’
Kappa, a measure of intra-rater and inter-rater reliability, was considered good
(acceptably reliable) (Kappa=0.68), although not excellent (.68 corresponds to the coding
being 84% the same both times the videos were coded, whereas an excellent Fleiss’ kappa
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value is usually considered to be equal to or greater than 0.80). Rules to improve coding
reliability were difficult to develop because of individual differences between how raters
worked, e.g., a rater who only qualified statements with major changes that changed
meaning was easy to code reliably versus a rater who prolifically edited, making both
major and minor changes, some of which changed meaning and some of which did not,
or did so to varying degrees.
Rater
R1

Method
A
B
A-CIAS-DM
B-CEAVA

questions
6
2
0
0

qualifications
9
4
13
18

corrections
0
1
3
1

errors
0
1
8
2

R2

B
A
B-CEAVA
A-CIAS-DM

0
2
0
0

12
8
13
26

2
1
0
2

2
3
2
2

R3

A
B
A-CIAS-DM
B-CEAVA

0
0
0
0

13
0
9
9

2
0
2
2

0
0
2
2

R4

B
A
B-CEAVA
A-CIAS-DM

0
0
0
0

20
10
13
25

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
5

i

A
B
A-CIAS-DM
B-CEAVA

23
5
3
0

37
14
18
37

3
1
0
4

0
0
0
0

Table 7B.1: Number of Questions, Qualifications, Corrections, and Errors per Method
and User
To determine if it was worthwhile to spend the time to develop rules elaborate
enough to capture the complexity and subtlety of the differences in how each rater
analyzed and explicated his/her respective analysis, and given that the coding was already
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reasonably reliable, mean and standard deviation were calculated for # of questions,
qualifications, corrections, and errors counted for each condition (A, B, A-CIAS-DM, BCEAVA) and each rater (R1, R2, R3, R4). The only category wherein means and
standard deviations between methods suggested that there may be an effect was for # of
qualifications.
Method

questions
means

A
B
A-CIAS-DM
B-CEAVA
Rater
r1
r2
r3
r4

sd
2.00
0.50
0.00
0.00

qualifications
means

sd

corrections
means

sd

errors
means

sd

2.4
0.8
0.0
0.0

10.00
9.00
18.25
13.25

1.8
7.6
7.4
3.1

1.00
0.75
1.75
0.75

0.7
0.8
1.0
0.8

1.00
1.00
4.25
1.75

1.22
0.71
2.49
0.43

2.00
0.50 0.8
0.00 0.0
0.00 0.0

11.00
14.75
7.75
17.00

5.1
6.7
4.7
5.8

1.25
1.25
1.50
0.25

1.0
0.8
0.8
0.4

2.75
2.25
1.00
2.00

3.11
0.43
1.00
1.73

Table 7B.2: Means and Standard Deviations for Number of Questions, Qualifications,
Corrections, and Errors per Method and User
Single factor ANOVAs were run for # of qualifications for the following
comparisons: OPR A vs. OPR A with CIAS-DM [F (1, 6) = 3.5, p=.11], OPR B vs. OPR B
with CEAVA [F (1, 6) = 0.78, p=.41], rater vs. rater [F (3, 12) = 1.55, p=.25], and OPR A
vs. OPR B [F (1, 14) = 0.74, p=.40]. There were no significant effects for the following
comparisons at the p<.05 level. Though OPR A vs. OPR A with CIAS-DM had a
reasonably good p-value (p=.11) for an exploratory study, possibly indicative of a
significant effect, the standard deviation for # of qualifications between methods was
large relative to the mean values. This indicated to the investigator that the (p=.11) value
for OPR A vs. OPR A with CIAS-DM was likely unreliable. In addition, there were so
few samples that the results were deemed highly questionable.
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In summary, given the cursory analysis described above, had the sample size been
large enough to have good power, it would have been worth determining the necessary
level of complexity and nuance for the coding rules to improve intra-rater reliability
above (Kappa=0.80) such that whether or not there was a significant effect for use of
CIAS-DM for inducing users to qualify their statements more frequently could be
determined. However, given the overall exploratory and qualitative nature of the study,
and the small number of samples, and the weak power of any statistical analysis, and that
the mean values had large standard deviations, the investigator determined that further
refining the coding of the number of qualifications was not a useful way to improve the
analysis of CIAS-DM at this time.
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